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FOREWORD 

The present short grammar of Contemporary Standard Lithuanian 
was originally scheduled for the early nineties when the Soviet rule in 
Lithuania had just come to an end, at a time with sprouting contacts with 
the countries of the West. For several reasons, however, the completion 
of the book was delayed. Despite this delay, the author believes that 
there is still a considerable need for a grammar of Lithuanian of this size 
in English; the need for a tool like this can even be said to be stronger 
today when contacts with the West have become consolidated and 
normalized than, say, in 1990. 

The book has been written primarily for students of Lithuanian as 
a foreign language at university level, but can also be used by others. It 
fulfills (and goes slightly beyond) the need for grammatical training for 
a BA-degree in the UK and the USA or the Foundation level (a one-year 
unit of study after an introductory course) in Scandinavia. Thus, the 
grammar contains the fundamentals of the phonology, morphology (with 
short passages also on word formation), and syntax of Lithuanian. 
Syntax is concentrated in the last chapters of the book (Case, The 
Sentence, Agreement and Word Order) - with the exception of the 
syntax of adjectives, numerals and participles which for practical reasons 
has been incorporated and dealt with in chapters 3, 4 and 5 bearing 
appropriate headings. 

The present volume is primarily a synchronic, prescriptive (nor
mative), not a descriptive grammar. Notes on certain diachronic items as 
well as supplementary information are given in small type. 

Where appropriate, short Lithuanian-English, Lithuanian-Scandi
navian and similar remarks are presented. 

The examples used for illustrations have been taken mainly from 
dictionaries and newspapers or have been made up by the author and 
checked with informants. 

Stress and intonation are given only for single words, not for 
sentences or word groups. 

To facilitate its lucidity and readability, the book is supplied with 
a relatively comprehensive table of contents at the beginning of the 
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volume plus an index at the end. At the end of the volume a list of 
reference literature is also given. 

There should be no need for a separate table of abbreviations and 
symbols since they are either explained in the text or are supposed to be 
immediately understandable to the reader. Thus, for example, C for 
"consonant", V for "vowel", R for "resonant" and H for "laryngeal" are 
all symbols commonly used in linguistic literature. 

The grammar has been used in manuscript by my students of 
Lithuanian at the University of Oslo. I am grateful to them, especially to 
Rasa Ziburkute, Paal Arbo and Svein Nestor, for their positive criticism. 
I am equally indebted to my Vilnius colleagues, especially Professors 
Evalda Jakaitiene, Bonifacas Sttindzia (both of whom have guest
lectured for a lengthy period at the Univerity of Oslo), Vytautas 
Ambrazas, Aleksas Girdenis, Antanas Pakerys, Vincas Labutis, Algirdas 
Sabaliauskas, Meilute Ramoniene as well as Professors Rainer Eckert, 
University of Greifswald, and Steven Young at the University of 
Maryland. All of them have been of great help with their valuable 
suggestions for improvements, with corrections and patience with my 
numerous questions, but more than anyone else I am indebted to my 
wife, can d. philo I. Ann-Marie Mathias sen, for her very conscientious, 
thorough and insightful reading of the entire manuscript as well as 
constructive discussions. For all remaining shortcomings and errors I am 
alone responsible. Finally, Assistant Professor Patrick N. Chaffey at the 
Department of British and American Studies, University of Oslo, also 
deserves my warmest thanks for having checked my English. Thanks 
also to stud. philo!. Knut Skrindo for technical assistance in terms of 
formatting the book to fit Slavica standard size and to Slavica for 
publishing the manuscript. 

Oslo, February 1996 

Terje Mathiassen 



Chapter 0 

INTRODUCTION 

Genetically, Lithuanian belongs together with Latvian (and extinct 
Old Prussian) to the Baltic languages which constitute a separate branch 
of the Indo-European (IE) family of languages. To IE also belong the 
Slavic languages, among them Russian and Polish, as well as Germanic, 
whose main members are English, German, Dutch and the Scandinavian 
languages. Thus, there is a remote genetic link between English and 
Lithuanian. Within an Indo-European framework the Baltic languages 
are more closely related to the Slavic branch than to any other IE 
linguistic subdivision. The alleged similarities between Baltic and Slavic 
should, however, not be exaggerated from a purely practical point of 
view. At any rate, there is obviously no mutual understanding between
let us say - a Russian and a Lithuanian when they speak their mother 
tongues, whereas a Russian and a Pole will to a certain extent be able to 
communicate. 

During the Middle Ages history, culture and religion separated 
Lithuania from Latvia in the sense that the former entered the Polish 
sphere of influence, whereas the latter was exposed to influence above all 
from German (the Teutonic /German/ Order) and subsequent German 
layers (consisting of gentry, tradesmen and clergy) as well as from the 
nowadays almost extinct Livonian, which alongside Estonian, Finnish 
and some minor languages (Karelian, V epsian, Votic) constitutes the 
Balto-Finnic branch of the Finno-Ugric language family. 

Several layers can be distinguished in the vocabulary of 
Lithuanian. First, there is a basic IE vocabulary, cf. for instance the 
word for 'heart' sirdis which has cognates in most IE languages. The 
same is true for the words for 'son', 'daughter', 'mother', 'sun', 'moon' 
etc: sunus, dukte, motina, saule, menuo. Then, there is the Balto-Slavic 
stratum containing words known exclusively within these two groups of 
IE, for instance Lith. galva, Latvian galva, Russian golova, Polish glowa 
meaning 'head' in all languages quoted. Another example is the word 
for 'hand, arm': Lith. ranka, Latv. roka (< * ranka), Russ. ruka, Po. 
r~ka (both from an earlier *ranka). As a third layer may be discerned 
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words limited to the group of Baltic languages alone, e. g. Lith. k6ja, 
Latv. kaja 'foot, leg'. If we continue with the body, the word for 'hair' 
may serve as an example of where the Baltic languages are split as the 
Lithuanians say plaukai, the Latvians mati. This scheme with several 
layers should not be oversimplified and regarded as an automatic 
indicator in terms of chronology; it should be looked upon as a purely 
guiding and schematic principle. Finally, both Lithuanian and its sister 
language, Latvian, have through the centuries adopted a great number of 
borrowings and international words from different sources and 
languages, frequently from or through Russian. To-day the English 
impact on the vocabulary is also considerable. 

Lithuanian is spoken by roughly 3 million people in Lithuania 
proper which means about 80 % of the population (the bulk of the 
remaining inhabitants are either Russian or Polish speaking). In addition 
there are around half a million Lithuanians living abroad - above all in 
the United States (especially the Chicago metropolitan area). Lithuanian 
is divided into several dialects, the principal division being between the 
Zemaitic (lit. 'lower') dialects along the (south-)western Latvian border 
and the Aukstaitic (lit. 'higher'). The standard language was coined 
during the second half of the 19th century on the basis of a West 
Aukstaitic dialect which at that time was the culturally most prestigeous 
and economically superior. There are considerable differences between 
the standard language and the vernacular of the cultural and political 
centre of Lithuania to-day, the capital of Vilnius. 

The oldest texts in Lithuanian are of religious content and date 
back to the era of the Reformation, i. e. the sixteenth century, and were 
printed in Konigsberg (Lith. Karaliaucius) in Lithuania Minor (= East 
Prussia) where Lithuanians and Germans lived together as neighbours. 
This area has played an important role in the history of Lithuanian 
culture. From East Prussia one can also speak about a German influence 
on the entire Baltic area since the period of the Reformation. In 
Lithuania, however, the Counter-Reformation became victorious. 

Despite the fact that Lithuanian has a rather young literary 
tradition the language is in many respects archaic; this is particularly the 
case with the nominal system (i. e. the declension of nouns, adjectives 
and pronouns) where many old forms have survived. The difference 
between Old Lithuanian of the sixteenth century and Modem Lithuanian 
is not very great. In comparison with Lithuanian, Latvian has 
experienced more innovations. 
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PHONOLOGY 

Consonants 

There are 45 consonant phonemes in Standard Lithuanian. The 
main reason for this relatively rich inventory is that the Lithuanian 
consonants can be grouped into 22 pairs according to the distinctive 
feature [+/-palatalized], i. e. oppositions like /s/ : /~/ /z/ : /~/, Ill : 11) etc. 
where the signJ stands for [+ palatalized]. Only one consonant in the 
system is not a member of a pair [ +/- palatalized], namely /j/ which by 
way of its very nature is always palatal. On the phonetic reality behind 
palatalization, see p. 23. A frequent synonym for palatal(ized) is "soft" 
and for non-palatal(ized) "hard". 

Beside the contrast [+/-palatal] there is also another binary 
opposition in the system, namely that of voiced vs. unvoiced, cf., for 
instance, /d/ : /t/, /g/ : /k/. 

The unvoiced : voiced opposition constitutes 16 pairs, leaving 
aside as unpaired the voiced /m/, /rq/, /n/, /q/, /r/, /r;/, /1/, /1/, /v/, /~/, /j/ 
as well as the unvoiced /f/, /f/. 

Consonants which differ from each other only with respect to 
either the feature [+/-palatalized] or the feature [+/-voiced] are labeled 
correlative. 

The consonant phonemes of Lithuanian (some of which are 
marginal) can be given in the following table: 

labial dental post-alveolar palatal velar 
plosives p b t d k g 

lJJ ~ t q ~ g 
fricatives f s z I 3 X g 

f ~ ~ L ~ ~ gl 
affricates fs cfz fJ d3 

~ ~ f]l cf~ 
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nasals m n 
m 11 

vibrants r 
! 

approximants v 1 J 
~ ! 

Some comments on the table should be given: 
It should be emphasized that the phonemic opposition /t/ : /~/ and 

/d/ : /q/ is marginal since t:J and 4 appear before both front and back 
vowels only in borrowings and onomatopoetics. In ordinary autochthonic 
words t and 4 are encountered exclusively before front vowels (and are 
therefore automatic variants of It/ and /d/). Before back vowels lfll and 

:.J 

/~1 take their place: ['panfto], written pancio (gen. sg. of pantis) 
'chain', ['~e:c&ul sedziu 'sit' (1 sg. pres.) vs. sedi (2 sg. pres.). For the 
orthographic representation of the sounds, see p. 23. The nonpalatalized 
Iff/ and lcf31 are very rare (especially the latter). They are restricted 
mostly to borrowings and expressive vocabulary. Among the few non
borrowings with Iff! are ['gint}as], written gincas, 'argument, 
discussion' and ['i:paij], written ypac, 'especially'. The phoneme Jd31 is 
extremely rare in pure Lithuanian words. Of other consonants, IQI seems 
to be very marginal as a true phoneme, and there are likely to be very 
few instances also of phonemic /x./; one would be amfibrachis 
'amphibrach' with a genitive sg. [atij{I'bra~o], written amfibrachio. Also 
If/ is rarely encountered (one example would be present in amfibrachis 
just quoted). 

The Phonetic Realization of the Lithuanian Consonants. 
Palatalization 
Lithuanian plosives (stops) are unaspirated (except in word final 

position). 
The scope of the present volume makes it necessary to limit the 

comments on the pronunciation of the separate sounds to those which 
cause the greatest difficulties to the student. Thus, the [z] is voiced like 
the English -s- in please whereas the [3] is similar to the sound heard in 
vision or to the j- in French jour. Of the affricates [fs] is pronounced like 
z in German Ziel, [cfz] like z in Italian zero, [iJ] like ch in English 
church and [cf3] like g(e) in George. 

The [x] is pronounced approximately like the ach-Laut of 
German. Its soft counterpart has a less fronted articulation than the 
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German ich-Laut. The voiced counterparts [g] and [Q] are pronounced 
with activization of the vocal cords. 

As demonstrated in the above table the [r] and [r] are dentals. 
The [v] and[~] are approximants (and consequently not the voiced 

counterparts of the fricatives [f], [f]). An approximant is also the [j] 
(which does not form a pair voiced: unvoiced with the[~]!). 

The approximant [i] requires a special comment. It is identical to 
the 'hard' (non-palatalized) [l] of Russian, or [l] in South East 
Norwegian dal and similar to [1] in English elk. The tongue tip touches 
the upper teeth and the back of the tongue is raised towards the hard 
palate. The articulation is lateral, cf. the following [1]. 

The soft [1] is produced by raising the back of the tongue to the 
rear part of the hard palate, by pressing the upper-front part of the 
tongue against the upper teeth, and letting the air from the lungs pass 
through the sides of the blades of the tongue (= lateral articulation). In 
this description the essential mechanism of palatalization is included: The 
phonetic reality behind palatalization is the (additional) movement of 
the tongue in the direction of the zone of the hard palate, i. e. to the 
jli-position. The j and the consonant in question are pronounced 
simultaneously in such a way that the j is 'absorbed' in the process and 
not heard. 

Palatalization is regarded as an additional articulation super
imposed on the corresponding non-palatalized consonant which is regar
ded as basic and the point of departure for the palatalized variant, cf., for 
instance !k/ versus lkj. 

Lithuanian palatalization seems "lighter" (at least before front 
vowels) than Russian palatalization. 

In many descriptions of phonology a distinction is made between an upper and a 
lower articulator. In this volume attention has been paid only to the upper (post-alveolar, 
palatal, velar) whereas for the sake of simplicity such lower articulators as apical, 
lamina! and dorsal have been dropped. 

Orthographic Representation of the L1thuanian Consonants 
But for the following deviations the consonants of Lithuanian are 

represented in the orthography in the same way as illustrated in the 
phonemic chart above: 

The affricates /fs/, /az/, fiJI, and lcf31 are written c, dz, c and dz 
respectively. The fricative /x/ is expressed through the digraph ch. Its 
voiced counterpart /Q/ is written h. 

Consonants in Lithuanian are automatically palatalized before 
front vowels (including diphthongs with e or i as their first constituent). 
Examples: gimti ["&I-] 'to be born', Lietuva [lie-] 'Lithuania', tevas 
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['te:-] 'father', keisti ['kjEi-] 'to change'. Before back vowels pala
talization is signalized through the letter i which in this position has no 
phonetic value except as a palatalization marker. Examples: cia 'here' 
(pronounced ['tJE]), dariau [da'rEu] 'I did'' sioks [Jo:ks] 'such'. It 

~ J 

should be observed that after a soft consonant a is fronted to [E]. 
Note that when i is written before e, it is part of a diphthong, 

namely /ie/, e. g. namie 'at home'. 
The labials require a special comment since in word-initial 

position the soft variants before back vowels are accompanied by a 
regular [j] which is also expressed in today' s spelling, cf. for instance 
pjauti (not *piauti) 'to cut' with the phonetic realization [pjre·uti] where 
the point indicates semi-length. In positions other than initial soft labials 
behave like other soft consonants both in terms of spelling and phonetic 
realization, e. g. labiau [la'~Eu] 'better';. 

Consonant Alternations 

Beside the automatic shifts between hard and soft consonants in 
cases like, for example, galas ['ga:tas] 'end' (nom.) :gale [ga'le] 'in the 
end' (loc.), the t : c and d : dz alternation should be mentioned. It is 
encountered in the declension of nouns, adjectives and participles, in 
conjugations and derivations and will be referred to in the sections on 
morphology below. Examples: tetis (nom. sg.): tecio (gen. sg.) 'dad', 
didysis (nom. sg. m. pron. form) : didziojo (gen. sg. m. pron. form) 
'big', maciau 'I saw' (1 sg. pret.) : mate 'saw', 3 pret., mat~s (m. sg. 
nom. pret. part. act.) : maciusi (f. sg. nom. pret. part. act.) 'having 
seen', kate 'cat' : kaciukas 'kitten'. A couple of examples are also 
quoted on p. 22 above. 

The historical basis for the alternations t: c, d: dz is the sequence *tj > c, and 
*dj > dz. It should also be added that as a result of a historical rule in Baltic the vowel 
i before a vowel changed to */j/. This explains the opposition mat~s : maciusi which 
has developed from the stem *mat'i- (cf. the inf. matyti). In mat~s the *'i disappeared 
before e without leaving a trace. (The diphthong ie is secondary, having developed 
under somewhat obscure circumstances from *ei, and possibly also *ai.) 

Consonant Assimilations 
A basic rule of consonant clusters in Lithuanian is that the second 

or last consonant in a sequence determines the character of the preceding 
one with respect to the features [+voiced] : [-voiced] and [+palatalized] : 
[-palatalized]. The processes in question are called regressive 
assimilations. 
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Let us first consider 

1) the voicingldevoicing rule which can be formulated in the 
following way: a voiced consonant is devoiced by an immediately 
following unvoiced consonant; an unvoiced consonant is voiced in the 
position immediately before a voiced consonant. 

Illustrations: 
a) devoicing: begti ['qe:~ti] 'run', dirbti [' qirp.,ti] 'work', 

megzti ['rijE~~ti] 'knot, knit', vezti ['"\fcfti] 'carry' 
b) voicing: sukdamas ['sugdamas] 'twisting', kasdavo 

['kazdavo:] 'dug', atgal [ad'gat] 'back' 
As becomes evident from the above examples the rule operates 

also across boundaries between prefixes and suffixes. In normal (rapid) 
speech it operates even across word boundaries: jis dave [jiz-' da:"\fe:] 'he 
gave'. 

It should be emphasized that only voiced consonants forming 
correlative pairs with unvoiced consonants (i. e. d : t, b : p etc .. ) are 
capable of triggering the voicing rule whereas the unpaired voiced r, l, 
m, n together with v and j are unable to voice a preceding unvoiced 
consonant: atminti [at'llliJlti] 'remember' (not *[ad'rijiJlti]), sventas 
['t"\fEntas] 'sacred' (not *['~"\fEntas]). 

Although not the result of an assimilation the unvoicing rule in 
word-final position should also be mentioned here: voiced consonants 
with the exception of r, l, m, n become unvoiced in this position, e. g. 
daug [dauk] 'much', kad [kat] 'that; if', bemaz [qE'mas] 'hardly'. 

2) assimilations with respect to[ +I- palatalization] 
The following rule can be given: 
If the last consonant in a cluster is palatalized then the 

immediately preceding consonant is also palatalized, e. g. in (the nom. 
pl. m.) pilni [pi!'qi] 'full'. Here both the [q] and the preceding [!] are 
soft. Another good example is spresti ['~p.,rre:~ti] 'to decide'. More 
examples can be extracted from the material under 1 a) above and 3 c) 
below. Mutatis mutandis the same principle holds good for consonant 
clusters in which the last consonant is non-palatalized, cf., for example 
pilnas (nom. sg. m.) where the [t] is hard because of the following hard 
[n]. 

3) Other assimilations 
a) The clusters -nk- and -ng- are assimilated to [I]k] and [I]g] 

respectively, e. g. bankas ['baiJkas] 'bank', banga [baiJg'a] 'wave'. 
b) Partial assimilations between prefix and root are observed in 

cases like sam-bilvis 'coexistence' vs. san-taka 'confluence'. Here the 
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labial m stands before labial stops, n before other stops (dentals and 
velars). 

c) The clusters sc and zdz are usually pronounced [JtJ] and [3d3] 
respectively. Examples: 

pescias ['Ae:LtLas] 'pedestrian', mesciau ['meLtLau] 'I would 
throw', pavyzdziui ['pavy~d~ui] 'for example'. 

d) An assimilation which is connected with degemination (see next 
point) takes place on the boundary between a prefix and the root: 
uzsienis ('u~ieJ1iS] 'abroad'. 

Degemination 
Degemination is observed on the boundary between a prefix and 

the root in cases like is-sokti 'jump out' which is pronounced [•'Jo:~ti]. 

Differentiation and Metathesis 
A case of differentiation is represented by *t + t and *d + t which 

have both rendered st, cf. mesti 'throw' vs. meta 'throws' and vesti 'to 
lead' : veda 'leads'. The combinations *d + d and *t + d have both 
yielded zd, cf. zaizda 'wound' vs. zeide 'wounded'' mesdavo ['mez
davo:] 'used to throw': meta 'throws'. 

Observe further the alternations sk : ks, sk : ks, zg : gz and zg : gz. 
Examples: dreskia, dreske : dreksti 'tear', blysko : blyksta, 

blyksti 'turn pale', mezga, n1ezge : megzdavo, megzti 'to knot; knit', 
dzerzgia, dzerzge : dzergzdavo, dzergzti 'to scrape'. As illustrated 
through the examples the sequences sklsk, zg/zg appear in prevocalic, 
ksl ks and gz/ gz in preconsonantal position. The process can be referred 
to as metathesis. 

The Vowels 

Standard Lithuanian has 5 short vowel phonemes and 6 long. 

The Short Vowels 

The short vowels can be shown diagrammatically 1n a 
quadrangular system: 

FRONT 
/I/ 

/el 

BACK 
/u/ 

</:JI> 

/a/ 
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One of the above phonemes, namely /:J/, is marginal and attested 
only in words of foreign origin, as, for example, in: Londonas 
'London'. The vowels /I/ and /u/ are very open. 

Short vowels are found both in stressed and unstressed position. 
In words of foreign origin some speakers use /e/ instead of /£1. 

Spelling of the Short Vowels 

In Lithuanian orthography the vowel /I/ is spelt i, /£/ e, /u/ u, /:J/ o 
and /a/ a. 

Examples: 
/I/: kitas ['~Itas] 'other' (nom. sg. m.); /£/: bet [~Et] 'but', /a/: 

akis [a'kjis] 'eye', /u/: butas 'flat' ['butas], /:J/: Oslas [':Jslas] 'Oslo'. 

The Long Vowels 

The long vowels can be shown diagrammatically in a quadrangular 
system: 

HIGH 

MID 

LOW 

FRONT 

/i:/ 

/e:/ 

/re:/ 

BACK 

/u:/ 

/o:/ 

/a:/ 

Long vowels are found both in stressed and unstressed position. 

Spelling of the Long Vowels 

The spelling of long vowels is not as simple as that of the short 
since the 1 : 1 relation between phoneme and grapheme is observed only 
in the case of /e:/ and /o:/ which in the orthography are rendered as e and 
o respectively. The remaining four have two orthographic represent
ations each. Thus, /i:/ is represented by y and j, /u:/ by u and ~' /re:/ by e 
and e, and /a:/ by a and Q. These ambiguities in the spelling are mainly 
due to conventions based on etymological principles, see p. 29 f. 
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Examples: 
/i:/ vyras ['~i:ras] 'man', jtaka ['i:taka] 'influence'; /e:/: gere 

['~e:re:] 'drank (3 sg.)'; /re:/: geras ['~re:ras] 'good' (nom. sg. m.), 
sprt:_sti ['~nrre:~~I] 'to decide'; /u:/ kiinas ['ku:nas] 'body', skL[sti 
['sku:~ti] 'complain of'; /o:/: oras ['o:ras] 'weather', /a:/: galas 
['ga:las]'end', gerq ['~re:ra:] 'good' (ace. sg. m.). 

Comparison between the Systems of Short and Long Vowels 
From the above tables it becomes evident that in terms of 

phonemes there is lack of symmetry between the systems of short and 
long vowels in that a narrow /e:/ is "intercalated" between the /i:/ and the 
/re:/. It should further be emphasized that the /o:/ - contrary to its short 
counterpart - is in no way marginal in the system. 

The description above has revealed that the graphemes e, a and o 
can represent both short and long vowels. For guidelines on when they 
are short and when they are long, see below. 

Vowel Lengthenings 

Here we have in mind two processes, namely 1) lengthening of the 
vowels e and a in stressed syllables and 2) vowel lengthening due to the 
loss of a nasal in certain environments. These two processes will be 
described in the following. 

1. Lengthening of e and a in Stressed Syllables 
On p. 26 f. the vowels of Standard Lithuanian were presented. 

Many cases of /re:/ and /a:/ result from secondary lengthening of /E/ and 
/a/. This lengthening occurs only in stressed syllables, cf. for example 
nom. sg. namas ['na:mas] 'house' vs. th~ ace. pl. namus [na'mus], nom. 
sg. m. geras ['~re:ras] 'good' : ace. pl. m. gerus [~E'rus], geria ['gre:rE] 
'drinks' : geriu [gE'ru] 'I drink', kala ['ka:la] 'forges' : kalu [ka'lu] 'I 
forge', veda ['~re:da] 'leads' : vedu [~E'du] 'I lead', tapo ['ta:po:] 
'became' (3 sg./pl.) : tapau [ta'pau] 'I became', sensacija [~En' sa:t~ija] 
'sensation'. From these examples one might be tempted to conclude that 
the lengthening in question occurs in open stressed syllables. That this is 
not the case is, however, shown by examples like keptas ['~re:ptas] 
'baked' (part.), raktas ['ra:ktas] 'key', kapsto ['ka:psto] 'digs up' 
kapstyti [kap'~ti:ti] 'to dig' with lengthening in closed syllables. 

The vowels lengthened according to this paragraph will always have circumflex 
intonation, cf. p. 34 below. That we have to do with secondary lengthening is seen both 
from the type of intonation and the quality of the vowels which is [re:] and [a:] 
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respectively thus corresponding quite neatly with the quality of the short vowels on the 
basis of which they were lengthened, radically different from the "originally" long [e:] 
and [o:] 

Observe that lengthening does not take place in infinitive forms, 
cf. vesti [/~E~ti] 'to lead', tapti [/tapti] 'to become'. Nor does it occur 
in future tense forms, e. g. nesiu [/11£LuJ '1/11 carry', rasiu [/ra~uJ '1/11 
find', nor on an accented verb prefix (including the negation ne), cf., for 
example pameta [/pamcta] 'throws', nenesa [/J1EJ1Efa] 'doesn/t carry'. 
It is further absent in the comparative suffix -esn- (geresnis [~£/rc~J1IS] 
'better') as well as in the masc. sg. nom. of the so-called pronominal 
adjective (gerasis [~£/ra~Is] 'good'). Finally, the possessive pronouns 
mano [/mano] 'my', tavo [/tavo] 'your', savo [/savo] 'his/her/its' should 
be mentioned. 

For foreign words it seems difficult to give adequate guidelines. 

2. Compensatory Lengthening due to Loss of Nasal 
There is still another case of secondary vowel lengthening which 

may be referred to as the "nasalization rule". Contrary to the lengthening 
rule described in the preceding paragraph this rule has an effect not only 
on e and a, but also on i and u. 

The lengthening occurs independently of stress in the following 
environments: a) before non-plosives (non-stops) or b) in word-final 
position. The process must have been as follows: in a sequence vowel+n 
in one of the two environments just mentioned, the n has merged with 
the preceding vowel to form a long nasalized vowel which is 
subsequently denasalized. 

The resulting long vowels are written with a cedilla (") which 
indicates their origin in the sequences *en, *an, *in and *un. It is 
important to emphasize that these vowels are nasalized only from a 
historical point of view and that the orthography is based on an 
etymological principle. In to-day/s Lithuanian they have a pure oral 
articulation. Observe that the ~has the same open articulation [re:] as 
the e which results from the secondary lengthening in stressed syllables 
described in the preceding paragraph. 

Examples: 
spr~sti [/~grre:~t•] 'to decide' vs. sprendzia [/~grcnd~a] 'decides', 

dirbe (/qir~re:] 'having worked' (pret.part.act.m.pl.); ZQSiS (30(~IS] 
'goose', namq [/no:mo:] 'house' (ace. sg. m.), the prefix sq- [/so:] in 
sqskaita 'bill', sqzine 'conscience', sqjunga 'union', sqvoka 'notion, 
conception', sqrasas 'list', sqlyga 'condition', sqauga 'coalescence' as 
opposed to san- [san-] in santaka 'confluence'; aki [/o:~i:] 'eye' 
(acc.sg.m.), the prefix j- [/i:] in jmone 'enterprise', jvadas 'introduc-
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tion' vs. ['in-] in indas 'vessel; dish'; sun~~: ['su:nu:] 'son' (ace. sg.m.), 
si~sti ['~u:~ti] 'to send' vs. siuncia ['~unfLE] 'sends'. In cases like sqla 
'grows cold' vs. salo 'grew cold' the system points to the presence of a 
former nasal infix in the present tense of this verb, cf. kri-n-ta 'falls' 
with preserved nasal infix before a stop vs. krito 'fell'). 

Unlike the lengthened vowels described in the preceding paragraph the 
intonational pattern (seep. 34) of "nasalized" vowels is not predictable. Both acute and 
circumflex occur. 

In loanwords like sensacija 'sensation' as well as in native 
compounds of the type gyvensena 'mode of living' the sequence V+n is 
tolerated before a non-stop. The same holds good before certain 
morphemes like the -s- of the future tense (cf. for instance gyvensiu 'I 
will be living') and the present tense suffix -st- (e.g. sen-st-a 'grows 
old'). Neither is there any absolute constraint against the sequence V+n 
in word-final position, cf. for example siandien 'to-day' and ten 'there'. 
In the last two cases then has become secondarily word-final due to the 
loss of a vowel. 

Diphthongs 

Lihuanian has quite a rich inventory of diphthongs. They occur 
both in stressed and unstressed syllables. The most frequent are: 

. . . . 
ez, az, uz, au, ze, uo. 

These spellings reflect their orthographic representation. The 
diphthong ei is somewhat problematic since it is difficult to define when 
an open and when a closed e should be pronounced before the glide li]. 
Also the timbre of the first component in ai may differ between words 
of seemingly the same phonological structure. The length of the first 
component in ei and ai will vary according to the intonational pattern 
(cf. below). The same holds good for au. In ui the first component is 
always short. The ie is kind of diphthong beginning with [i] which 
becomes gradually more open. It is often pronounced [ig] (with a closed 
[i], not the open [1]). The diphthongal uo is frequently realized as [ug] 
(with the closed [u]). 

Examples: 
eiti 'to go', kaina 'price', muilas 'soap', namui 'house' (dat. sg.), 

saule 'sun', namie 'at home', duoti 'to give'. 
One observes the lack of parallelism between the i-diphthongs ei 

and ai which are opposed to au only, and not also *eu which is marginal 
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and met with exclusively in borrowings like, for example, Europa, 
eufonija 'euphony'. For au after soft consonants, seep. 103. 

In words of foreign origin one will also find o i- and o u
diphthongs, e. g. boikotas 'boycott', klounas 'clown'. 

The diphthongs mentioned so far are labeled "pure diphthongs" as 
opposed to the so-called "mixed diphthongs" or "semi-diphthongs" 
which are constituted by sequences of a vowel (e, a, i or u) +a sonorant 
(r, 1, m or n). 

Examples: 
versti 'overthrow', gardas 'enclosure', baltas 'white', remti 'to 

support', ranka 'hand; arm', gimti 'be born', girti 'to praise', kurti 'to 
found'. 

For the arguments in favour of giving such sequences the status of 
diphthongs, seep. 33 below. 

VOWEL ALTERNATIONS 
(Ablaut) 

Beside the automatic palatal assimilative colouring of vowels 
following a soft consonant (which is perhaps most clearly heard in the 
case of a, cf. for instance cia [tfjE] :'here' VS. Cardasas 'czardas' [tfa-]) 
we are faced with the real vowel alternations known in the linguistic 
literature as ablaut (Lithuanian balsi~ kaita) which has been inherited 
from IE and survived and proved productive in the Baltic period where 
we can also observe a number of obviously secondary cases of ablaut 
alternations. 

Examples of ablaut alternations in the Lithuanian verb : i - e - i 
(vilkti : velka : vilko 'carry, drag'), o - a - o (vogti : vagia : voge 
'steal'), a - ii - o ( karti : karia : k6re 'hang', i - i - z ( skirti : ski ria : 
skyre 'separate'), u: u: u (kurti: kuria: kure 'found, organize'), u: u 
: u (pusti : pucia : pute 'blow'). 

As illustrations of ablaut in the system of nouns and in nominal 
word formation may serve: grazus 'beautiful' : grozis 'beauty'. 

The result of an evidently secondary Baltic development is the 
diphthong -ai- in cases like gainioti 'to chase' versus ginti : gena : gine 
'chase, drive'. The same holds good for cases like kilti : kyla :kilo 'rise, 
get up' where the z (in the orthography represented as y) derives from 
*in, cf. p. 29 above. In geria 'drink(s) : ge re 'drank' an older 
quantitative [e] : [e:] alternation has been replaced by a new qualitative 
[re:] : [e:] due to the lengthening of an originally short e in a stressed 
syllable (cf. p. 28). 
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SuprasegiDentals 

We will deal here with the three prosodemes stress, quantity and 
tone (pitch). Only quantity is reflected in the orthography. Stress and 
tone are indicated only for special purposes - scientific or pedagogical -
in dictionaries, grammars and textbooks of Lithuanian. In ordinary texts 
(newspapers, periodicals, fiction etc.) symbols for tone and stress are not 
used. 

In the following stress and tone will be given, but only when 
single words and word forms are quoted, not in word groups or 
sentences. 

Stress 
( Kirtis) 
Word stress in Lithuanian is free in the sense that it is not bound to 

any specific syllable, but can vary in different forms in the declension 
and conjugation. It can also have distinctive value whereby stress alone 
can distinguish between words, cf. for instance giria ['~Ire] 'praises' : 
giria [~I'!e] 'forest' which form so-called minimal pairs. Stress may be 
said to be morphologically distinctive in cases like gen. sg. ziemos 
[~iem'o:s]] vs. nom. pl. ziemos ['~iemo:s] 'winter', inf. nuskusti 
[nu'skusJti] 'to shave' vs. pret. part. pass. nom. pl. m. nuskusti 
[nusku~'ti] 'shaven'. In order to account for certain movements of stress 
it is practical and necessary also to introduce the two remaining 
prosodemes. 

Quantity 
(Kiekybe) 
As has become evident from the exposition above Lithuanian 

contrasts short and long vowels. The duration of the vowels depends in 
Lithuanian as in many languages on the manner of articulation. Both in 
stressed and unstressed position the short vowels a and e are longer than 
the vowels i and u (Pakerys 1982, 191). 

Among the diphthongs ui is the shortest since it contains two high 
vowels. The duration of the semi-diphthongs (seep. 31 above) depends 
on the quality of both components. 

The longest semi-diphthongs are those containing low a, e and the 
nasal sonorants m, n under acute intonation (see next point). 

Like stress, quantity can also have distinctive function, cf., for 
example kasti 'to dig' and kqsti 'to bite'. 
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Tone (pitch or syllable accent) is discernable in Standard 
Lithuanian only in stressed long syllables. A long syllable is a syllable 
which contains a long vowel or a diphthong (including semi
diphthongs). Here the so-called acute (marked with an / above the 
vowel) can be opposed to the circumflex (written- above a vowel or one 
of the sonorants r, l, m, n): aukstas 'high': aiikstas 'storey', varna 
'crow' : vafnas 'raven'' ede 'ate' : dJde. 

Whereas the acute has a falling pitch and intensity contour, the 
contour of the circumflex is mainly rising. Lengthening of the 
components in diphthongs can be demonstrated by the pair [va·ma] vs. 
[var·nas]. 

Really long (tautosyllabic) diphthongs (type *var:rna) do not exist (any longer) 
in Lithuanian. The existence of long diphthongs would also have let us expect forms 
like *k6rti for karti 'to hang', cf. the pret. k6re with [o] < [*a]. 

Observe that circumflexed monophthongs are longer than acuted 
ones. 

The grave ( ') occurs exclusively on short vowels and therefore 
does not denote tone, only stress: kitas 'other'' butas 'flat'' nesti 'car
ry'' rasti 'find'' charas 'choir'. 

As demonstrated through minimal pairs like the above mentioned 
aukstas : aiikstas, tone can be distinctive in Lithuanian. 

Beside the bipartite tone system of Standard Lithuanian disting
uishing the acute and the circumflex certain Zemaitic dialects also 
possess a third tone, the so-called broken tone (which may be conceived 
as a variant of the acute). The pitch contour of the acute, circumflex or 
the broken tone varies according to the dialect. 

The question of the origin of the tones in Baltic has been much debated. One 
should for the tonogenesis probably distinguish between word-internal and word-final 
position since the distinction between acute and circumflex in the former position seems 
to be the result of a specific Baltic (or rather Balto-Slavic) development possibly due to 
compensatory lengthening after the loss of a laryngeal in structures of the type 
CVRHC- (as for instance in gerti 'to drink') which ultimately yielded the acute of 
Standard Lithuanian. Such acute diphthongs were opposed to circumflexed diphthongs 
of normal duration ( cf. for instance vafnas 'raven'). Still another source of acuted 
diphthongs is found in the so-called nominal vrddhi, e. g. varna 'crow' ( < *varna) : 
vafnas '(black) raven'. Also the Dehnstufe (long grade) of word-internal 
monophthongs is expected to show an acute intonation, cf. for example si!sti (si!da, 
si!do) 'to sit down' vs. short *e in the same word-etymon in Germanic, but also the 
circumflex is encountered in certain morphological classes, e. g. l6bis 'wealth, treasure', 
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which is due to so-called metatony (: ldbas) 'wealth', sodas 'garden' (probably 
borrowing from Slavic). For circumflex in the case of secondarily lengthened e (e. g. 
geras 'good') and a (e. g. galas 'end'), cf. p. 28 f. above. 

In word-final position circumflex seems to have developed from vowel 
contraction, cf. for example the gen. sg.-os of the a-stems, ziem6s 'winter'' probably 
reflecting *a-es (-eH-es) in opposition to the nom. sg. in -a (from *-ii (eH): ziema). 

Stress Movements 

Lithuanian can have mobile stress both in forms belonging to the 
nominal and the verbal system. 

1. Stress Movements triggered by de Saussure"' s Law 
The notion of morae is fruitful in the description of Lithuanian 

phonology. According to this principle a long vowel or a (tautosyllabic) 
diphthong can be said to consist of two morae. Trimoric syllables (i. e. 
long tautosyllabic diphthongs or overlong monophthongs) are (but for 
some special cases) not tolerated in Lithuanian and have been subject to 
shortening. We regard a mora rather as an abstract and mathematical unit 
than an entity which has a constant and definable physical duration. 

According to de Saussure"'s Law (which operated at an earlier 
stage of Lithuanian) an acute syllable attracted the ictus (stress) from 
an immediately preceding circumflex or short syllable, which explains 
the shift of stress between, for example, the nom. sg., the instr. sg. and 
the ace. pl. in cases like rdtas : ratu : ratus 'wheel', ndmas : namu : 
namus 'house' vs. vyras : vyru : vyrus 'man', langas : langu : /angus 
'window', between the gen. sg., the nom./instr. sg. and the ace. pl. in 
rafikos : ranka : rankas 'hand, arm' vs. absent of accent shift in varnos : 
varna : varnas 'crow' in the nominal declension and stress movements in 
the verb system between the the 3 sg./pl., 1 and 2 pl. on the one side and 
1 and 2 sg. on the other in veda, vedame, vedate : vedu, vedi (: vesti 
'to lead'), gina, giname, ginate : ginu, gini (: ginti 'to defend, protect'), 
gyvena, gyvename, gyvenate : gyvenu, gyveni (: gyventi 'to live') vs. 
vergiu, vergi, vergia (: vergti 'become poor') with immobile accent. The 
idea behind this is that the final syllable which attracted the ictus in the 
above examples was a long acute (*-uo, -ie, -d). 

F. de Saussure"s law implies the existence of former tonal oppositions also in 
unaccented syllables, a situation which Kuryiowicz ( 1957 and 1968) found unlikely 
mainly for typological reasons and which therefore led him to reformulate the law. 
However, there is evidence both from Lithuanian dialects and Latvian in support of 
such a typology. Thus, the law can be maintained in its original formulation. Nor do we 
also have to reformulate as Kuryiowicz did Leskien"s law according to which a 
shortening of *d > a, *fe > i, *uo > u took place in word-final acute syllables thus 
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obscuring the environment for de Saussure's law, cf., for instance nom. sg. ranka (not 
*rank6) vs. gen. sg. rafikos. Original acute monosyllabics are as a rule not subject to 
Leskien' s law, but undergo a shift from acute to circumflex intonation which is referred 
to as metatony, a term coined by de Saussure whereby they retain their length, cf. for 
example vaziuoti tuo (metatony) autobusu 'to go by that bus' (not *tu autobusu) with 
the instrumental reflecting a desinence in *6 both in the pronoun and the noun. For 
special cases such as the 3. sg. future tense, seep. 107 below. 

Being o~iginally a phonological law, in today' s Lithuanian de 
Saussure' s law is not automatically implemented in all cases where it 
might be expected to operate from a historical point of view. In modern 
Standard Lithuanian there are (due to analogy) exceptions to the law 
both in inflection and derivation which will be commented upon in the 
appropriate places. In the colloquial language of Vilnius (and elsewhere) 
such cases are particularly numerous, but as our concern is limited to the 
Standard language alone they are beyond the scope of the present book. 

2. Stress Movements not Originating from de Saussure" s Law 
Mobility resulting from de Saussure's law is restricted to 

movement of stress between two syllables which follow immediately 
upon each other as for instance in rdtas (nom. sg.) : ratu (instr. sg.) 
'wheel'. Before de Saussure's law started to operate in Lithuanian the 
stress in all forms of this paradigm rested on the first syllable. Thus, the 
rdtas-paradigm was originally immobile. There is, however, another 
type of mobility which existed before the implementation of de 
Saussure's law which could be labeled "real (or: old) mobility". The 
noun langas 'window' with an acuted root may serve as an illustration. 
It is end-stressed in all forms of the plural except the accusative. In 
polysyllabics "real" mobility is not restricted to movement of stress from 
one syllable to the next, but it could "leap" across unaccented syllables, 
cf. for instance a case like nom. sg. auksakalys : ace. sg. auksakali 
'jeweller'. In the plural end syllables are stressed according to the same 
pattern as the bisyllabic langas. Such "real mobility" is encountered in 
certain prefixed verb forms (see p. 97 below) as well as in nouns fol
lowing what is referred to as accent type 3. Type 4 nouns which have 
circumflex roots, show the mobility of 3 with the superposition of de 
Saussure's law; they are [+mobile] and [+de Saussure] whereas class 3 
can be described as [ + mobile I - de Saussure]. 

Symbols for designating Accent Classes 

In dictionaries and handbooks of Lithuanian the numbers 1, 2, 3 
and 4 are commonly used to designate the stress patterns encountered in 
the nominal word classes of Lithuanian. The symbols 3 and 4 have been 
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explained in the preceding paragraph. Numbers 1 and 2 stand for [
mobile /- de Saussure] and [- mobile I + de Saussure] respectively. 
Further, the symbol 3a stands for accent class 3 with acute in a trisyllabic 
noun whereas 34a (type auksakalys, auksakalj) signalizes accent class 3 
with acute in a quadrisyllabic. For mobile circumflex and short tri- and 
quadrisyllabics the symbols 3b (e. g. kdtinas 'cat', vyturys 'lark') and 
34b (e. g. pasiuntinys 'ambassador', iskysulys 'salient part') are used. 
Accent class 4 is impossible with tri- and quadrisyllabic nouns. Thus, 
there is no need for symbols like, for example, 4a or 44b. 



Chapter 2 

THE NOUN 
( Daiktiivardis) 

GramiDatical Categories 

The Lithuanian noun has the following grammatical categories: 

1) gender 
2) number 
3) case 

1. Gender 
(Gimine) 
Lithuanian distinguishes between two genders: the masculine and 

the feminine. To be exact, there are some marginal residuary forms 
reflecting the old neuter in impersonal constructions of the type siandien 
yra silta 'to-day it is warm'' see pp. 38, 44 ff. and 186 below. 

Nouns are said to have an inherent gender. It is expressed through 
agreement with modifiers (i. e. adjectives, participles, certain pronouns 
and numerals). The rules for the determination of the gender of 
Lithuanian nouns are relatively simple since there is a high degree of 
harmony between form and gender. Thus, nouns with a nom. sg. in -as, 
-ys, -us and -uo (with the exception of sesuo 'sister') are masculine 
whereas nouns in -a and -e are feminine except for those few -a and -e 
nouns which refer to male persons where the gender is determined by the 
biological gender (sex), for examples see p. 39. We are then left with 
nouns in -is which are masculine if the genitive is in -io, but feminine in 
most cases with a genitive in -ies. Also the gender of indeclinable nouns 
(p. 50 f.) can be determined by simple rules. 

Finally, it could be added that masculine nouns in -as, -us 
denoting occupations and the like are regularly opposed to feminines in 
-e (-a after j), e. g. pedagogas : pedagoge, m6kytojas : m6kytoja 
'teacher', profesorius : profesore. When sex is unmarked, the masculine 
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form is used: mils!! kaime yra naujas gydytojas 'in our village there is a 
new physician'. 

2. Number 
(Skazcius) 
Two numbers are distinguished in modern Standard Lithuanian -

singular and plural. Some dialects have also preserved the dual, which 
the student can see in certain texts, especially older writings. 

A peculiarity of Lithuanian - together with Latvian - is the rich
ness in plural nouns (so-called pluralia tantum, see below). 

3. Case 
(Linksnis) 
There are six cases in Lithuanian: the nominative, genitive, dative, 

accusative, instrumental and locative. In the singular the noun also has a 
specific form for the vocative. In the plural the vocative is always identi
cal with the nominative. 

Beside the above cases Old Lithuanian possessed a number of secondary local 
cases (illative, allative, and adessive), probably modelled after a Balto-Finnic pattern. Of 
these only the illative has survived in Lithuanian dialects (especially in the East and 
South). In the modem literary language the illative can be encountered as a means of 
stylistic variation. In some cases as for instance in ( eiti) laukaii '(go) out' (literally: 'into 
the field') it has been adverbialized. It is formed by adding the particle (originally 
probably postposition) -n(a) to the (unshortened vowel of the) accusative (sg. and pl.), 
whereas the particle/postposition -pie was suffixed to the genitive and the (old) locative 
to form the allative and the adessive respectively. The Lithuanian locative genetically 
represents an inessive which has replaced the old inherited IE locative. The old locative 
has survived only in certain adverbialized forms, like for example namie 'at home'. 
Contrary to the Finno-Ugric model of concrete (place) cases Baltic does not show traces 
of a postpositional ablative or elative, expressing movement away from or out of For 
these functions Baltic uses prepositions (nuo and iS) followed by the genitive. 

Declensional Types 

The Lithuanian noun is usually grouped in 5 classes, or declen
sions. Each declension has a set of specific endings or desinences which 
constitute a paradigm. 

The first declension consists exclusively of masculine nouns. It is 
characterized through -as in the nominative sg. with three subsets in 
-ias, -is and -ys. The genitive is in -(i)o. 

Examples: 
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vyras, gen. vyro 'man', kelias [= ~elcs], soft variant, cf. p. 4 
above], gen. kelio 'road, path'' arklys, gen. arklio 'horse'' peilis, 
gen. peilio 'knife'. 
Nouns of the first declension in -tis or -dis show consonant shift 

in certain forms according top. 24, e. g. tltis: gen. sg. tlcio 'dad', p6-
sedis : gen. sg. p6sedzio 'meeting'. 

From an IE point of view nouns of this class are labeled a-stems 
(Baltic/Lithuanian a-stems) and -( i )}a-stems. 

The second declension has -a or -e in the nominative sg. and 
consists of feminines except for the few common and proper nouns in 
-al-e which designate male persons (e. g. barzdyla 'bearded person', 
Jogaila, Dauksa, P6ska, dJde 'uncle', KrevJ) or nouns in -a capable of 
expressing either gender (e. g. kolega, valkata 'vagabond'' elgeta 
'pauper'). 

Examples of ordinary feminine nouns in this declension: varna 
'crow', dvasia 'breath', gerkle 'throat'. 

Nouns of the second declension are from a historical point of view called a
stems (Lithuanian a-stems, seep. 44 f.). e-stems may be said to be characteristic of the 
Baltic languages. They may be said to form a subgroup of the a-nouns (parallelling the 
-ysl -is-nouns of the 1. declension) and lack clear par-allels in other IE languages. Two 
words (marti 'daughter-in-law; bride' and pati 'wife') have the ending -i in the nom. 
sg. whereas the endings of the oblique cases are identical to the ordinary 2nd declension 
nouns. 

The third declension consists of feminines and a few masculines 
in -is. In order to distinguish this class formally from the -is subgroup of 
the first declension, it is necessary to look also at the genitive sg. which 
is in -ies in the third declension vs. -io in the first. Feminine and 
masculine nouns of this declension differ in the dative sg (see p. 45). 

Examples of third declension nouns: 
akis, gen. akies (F) 'eye', dantis, gen. danties (M) 'tooth'. 

Historically third declension nouns represent IE i-stems. The group also 
contains some original consonant stems ( cf. the fifth declension below) which explains 
some divergences in the genitive pl. (seep. 46 below). 

The fourth declension is characterized by -us in the nominative 
sg. They are all masculine. Examples: siinus 'son', tufgus 'market'. 
Like the 1st and 2nd declension this declension contains a soft subgroup: 
profesorius [ -orus] 'professor', skazcius 'number', pavojus 'danger'. 
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From a historical point of view -us nouns are referred to as u-stems. 

The fifth declension contains a relatively small number of 
masculine nouns in -u6, e. g. suo 'dog', akmuo 'stone' plus two 
feminine nouns, sesuo 'sister' and dukte 'daughter'. The gen. sg. is in 
-s, cf. sufi-s, akmefi-s, sesef-s, duktef-s which is added to a stem 
different from that of the nominative. 

Dependent on the consonant preceding the -s these nouns are from a historical 
point of view labeled n- and r-stems. The Lithuanian consonant stems have cognates in 
other IE languages. 

First Declension 

Paradigms with Comments 
The different subtypes will become apparent from the following 

paradigms: 

a (1) b (4) c (4) d (2) e (3) 
'man' 'road' 'guest' 'tree' 'horse' 

SG N / kelias 
_...,. 

me dis arklys vyras svectas 
G / kelio 

,_...,. 
medzio arklio vyro svecto 

D vyrui keliui 
,.,y •• 

medziui arkliui svec1u1 
A / 

keli~ 
,_...,. 

medj arklj vyr~ svec1~ 

I / keliu 
...,., 

medziu arkliu vyru svectu 
L / kelyje svetyje medyje arklyje vyre 
v vyre! kely! svety! medi! arkly! 

PL N vyrai keliai ...,. - medziai arklia1 svec1a1 
G / keliij. 

...,._ 
medziij. arkliij. vyrQ sveCilJ 

D / keliffins 
...,. / 

medziams arkliams vyrams svectams 
A / kelius 

...,., 
medzius arklius vyrus SVeCIUS 

I vyrais keliais ...,. - medziais arkliais svec1a1s 
L / keliuose 

...,. 
' medziuose arkliuose vyruose svectuose 

According to p. 38 above the vocative plural is identical with the 
nominative plural. 

Paradigm a) may be considered basic in contrast to b), c), d) and 
e), which can be regarded as subtypes of a). The soft b-paradigm (stem 
[kel-]) is almost identical with a). Only the locative and vocative sg. are 
different. The same holds good for c), which according to p. 24 shows 
an alternation t : c. Paradigm d) illustrates the parallel shift between d 
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and dz. In addition it deviates from the b) and c) pattern in the nom. and 
voc. sg. Paradigms d) and e) differ only in the nom. and voc. sg. 

The vocative sg. of the 1st declension needs a special comment 
because there are several endings, viz. -e, -i, -y, -au and -ai. The 
distribution is as follows: -e (or -ai, see next passage) is used if the 
nominative sg. is in -as (cf. the a-paradigm: vyre), -i is used with nouns 
in -ias of the 1st and 2nd accent patterns (e. g. elni : elnias 'reindeer') 
as well as with nouns in -is (medi, br6li : medis, br6lis) whereas -y is 
the rule with nouns in -ias of the 3rd and 4th accent patterns (e. g. svetj 
: svecias) and nouns in -ys (e. g. arkly : arklys). With nouns in -jas the 
vocative ending is -au, e. g. m6kytojau (: m6kytojas 'teacher'). 

The voc. sg. in -ai is limited to paradigm a). It is frequently used 
with animate nouns, especially proper names, for example Antanai, not 
*Antane (which is obsolete). Note further the contrast Strazdai! 
(surname): strazde!'thrush' (: S!strazdas). The wordponas 'sir; Mr.' 
has the vocative in -e, not -ai: pone Strazdai! (or more frequently ponas 
Strazdai! with ponas in the nominative before the vocative of the proper 
name). 

Finally, it should be observed that there is an important subtype in 
-jas, e. g. m6kytojas 'teacher' and kepejas 'baker', which has borrowed 
its vocative from the -jus stems (cf. the 4th declension below and the 
rules for vocative endings just given): m6kytojau, kepe}au! Note that 
even the locative sg. in this type is formed in accordance with the fourth 
declension: m6kytojuje, kepejuje. Also ve}as 'wind' and kraiijas 'blood' 
may be treated this way. 

The noun petys (older form petis) 'shoulder' has an irregular 
genitive sg. in -ies (since it originally belonged to the 3rd declension), 
but is otherwise declined according to the 1st declension, i. e. peciui, 
petj, peciu (or petimi), petyje, pery, pl. peciai, pecilj etc. 

Historically paradigm a) reflects IE a-stems - cf. p. 39 -,b) and c) jo-stems 
whereas d) and e) reflect -ijo- stems. The nom. sg. bait. *-ijas has developed into -ys 
under stress and -is in unstressed position. The details in this process are not clear. In 
the other forms of the paradigm (with the exception of the voc.) the endings are the 
same as in a) - c). For IE cognates of the endings, see handbooks on historical 
morphology(= bibliography p. 113 ff.). 

Reflexive Nouns 
Like Latvian (and Polish) Lithuanian also possesses a number of 

reflexive (deverbative) nouns. In Lithuanian they are restricted to the 1st 
declension and end in -Vmasis (cf. p. 166 f. below), e. g. kreipimasis 
'address' (: kreiptis 'to address oneself' : kreipti 'tum'). Such nouns are 
declined as follows: 
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SG 
N kreiplmas-is 
G kreiplmo-si 
D kreiplmui-si 
A kreiplmtJ,-si 
I kreiplmu-si 
L kreiplme-si 

THE NOUN 

PL 
kreiplmai-si 
kreiplmQ-si 

In the plural only the nom. and the gen. pl. seem to be used: miis~ 
kreipimaisi i Lietuvos vyriausyb~ dave rezultat~: [ ... ] 'our appeals to 
the Lithuanian government gave as results: [ ... ]';del miis~ kreipim~si j 
Lietuvos vyriausyb~ 'on account of our appeals to the Lithuanian 
government'. 

Note that the hyphen in the above paradigm is not encountered in the 
orthography; it is used here only as a pedagogical device to show the similarity with the 
inflection of the non-reflexive nouns. As illustrated through the above paradigm the 
reflexive element is in -is after a consonant, -si after a vowel. 

Accentuation 
According to the principles set out (p. 35 f.) we expect four 

different accent paradigms, which are commonly referred to as 1), 2), 3) 
and 4), cf. above. As can be seen from the tables (p. 40), they are all 
realized in the first declension. 

The paradigms already given could suffice for illustration. 
However, for the sake of clarity we choose to present a more detailed 
picture with both the as-type (1-4) and the subclasses in -is (=1 & 2) and 
-ys (=3 & 4). 

1 2 3 4 
( -mob/-de S.) (-mob./+ de S.) ( +mob.-de S.) ( +mob./+de S.) 

'man' 'wheel' 'window' 'house' 
SG N 

, 
ratas lang as namas vyras 

G 
, 

rata Iango nama vyro 
D vyrui ratui langui namui 
A 

, 
rattJ, langtJ, nam(J, vyrtJ, 

I 
, 

ratu langu ' vyru namu 
L 

, 
rate lange ' vyre name 

PL N vyrai ratai langai namai 
G 

, 
ratlJ langij. namlJ vyrlJ 
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D "' ratams langams "' vyrams namams 
A "' ratus langus ' vyrus namus 
I vyrais ratais langais namais 
L "' ratuose languose ' vyruose namuose 

Forms (i. e. the instr. sg. and ace. pl.) in which de Saussure's law 
(p. 34 f.) has operated are given in italics. Other types of accent shifts 
will be evident from a comparison between paradigms 1 and 3. 

The same principles of accentuation are also implemented in the 
subtypes. The subtype in -is is represented by class 1 and 2 nouns 
whereas the end-stressed -ys variant is encountered in 3 and 4. 
Examples: 

1 2 3 4 
'brother' 'bird' 'horse' 'woodpecker' 

SG N br6lis paiikstis arklys genys 
G br6lio paiikscio arklio genio 
D br6liui paiiksciui arkliui geniui 
A br6lj paiikstj arklj genj 
I br6liu pauksciu arkliu . ' genzu 
L br6lyje paiikstyje arklyje 

., 
genyJe 

v br6li! paiiksti! arkly! geny! 

PL N br6liai paiiksciai arklia1 geniai 
G br6lilJ paiikscilJ arkliij geniij 
D br6liams paiiksciams arkliams . "' gen1ams 
A br6lius pauksclus arklius . ' genzus 
I br6liais paiiksciais arkliais genia1s 
L br6liuose paiiksciuose arkliuose geniuose 

For supplementary information on the accentuation of the vocative 
forms, see examples in connection with formational rules of the vocative 
(p. 41 above). 

So far only nouns which are bisyllabic in the nom. sg. have been 
mentioned. As examples of tri- and quadrisyllabics we can quote the 
following: berzynas (1) 'birch grove', brolelis (2) '(little) brother', 
d6bilas (3a) 'clover', auksakalys (34a) 'jeweller'. In d6bilas and 
auksakalys the stress moves between the first and the last syllable, e. g. 
nom. sg. d6bilas : nom. pl. dobilai. The last syllable is stressed in the 
locative sg. and all cases except the accusative in the plural. 

Symbols like 3a and 34a are explained on p. 36 above. 
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Second Declension 

Paradigms with Comments 
The different types will become apparent from the following 

paradigms: 

a (1) b (2) c (4) d (3) e (4) 
'crow' 'breath' 'daughter- 'throat' 'cat' 

in-law' 
SG N / dvasia martl gerkle kate varna 

G / dvasios v•-

gerkles kates vamos marctos 
D vamai dvasiai 

,.,.,v •• 

gerklei katei marc1a1 
A / 

dvasi~ 
_,...,. 

gerkl~ kat~ vam~ marct~ 

I / dvasia V•' gerkle kate varna marcza 
L vamoje dvasioje v• ., 

gerkleje kateje marctoJe 
v varna! dvasia! marcia/ gerkle! kate! 

martl! 

PL N / dvasios -v• gerkles kates varnos marctos 
G / dvasilJ v•- gerkliij kaciiJ varnlJ marctlJ 
D / dvasioms v•" gerklems katems varnoms marc toms 
A / dvasias v.' gerkles kates vamas marczas 
I vamomis dvasiomis v• ' gerklemls katemls marctomts 
L / dvasiose v• ' gerklese katese vamose marctose 
V=N 

The dvasia-type illustrates the soft variant of the basic hard 
paradigm represented by varna in the above diagram, cf. [va·rn-a, va·rn-
o:s etc. : dva~-£, dva~-o:s etc.]. 

In a historical perspective the dvasia-class represents *-}a-stems thus parallelling 
the kelias-subtype of the first declension. The *j will change an immediately preceding 
*t or *d into c and dz respectively. The cldz will then appear in all forms of the 
paradigm, and there will be no alternation between t and c, d and dz. Therefore it is not 
necessary to give separate -cia! dzia-paradigms. 

As pointed out (p. 39) there are two nouns ending in -i in the nom. 
sg., namely marti and pati. The rest of the paradigm follows the dvasia
pattern. Observe, however, the -t- in the nominative sg. versus -c- in the 
other forms. 
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The e-stems are a second declension counterpart of the -is/-ys subtype of the 
first declension and seem from a diachronic point of view to reflect -*ije (and/or *-ijii?). 
The inflection of the e-stems is basically the same as that of the varna-paradigm with 
the only adjustment that -e/e has to be substituted for -a-1 -o- throughout the paradigm. 
Stems in -te and -de in the nom. sg. retain the -t-1-d- in all forms except for the genitive 
pl. which has -c-1-dz-. 

According to the general rule (p. 38) the vocative pl. is always 
identical with the nominative. For sg. forms, see above table (p. 44). 

Accentuation 
Here a more economic description will be given than in the case of 

the nouns of the 1st declension. The words illustrating the different 
paradigms of the nouns belonging to the second declension (p. 44) have 
been chosen in such a way that they also show the possible accentuational 
variations, i.e. the different accent paradigms. Accent patterns 1 and 2 
are illustrated through the varna and dvasia paradigms, 3 and 4 through 
the e-stems gerkle and kate. It is necessary to note only the nom. sg. in 
-e which is end-stressed (and circumflex) in accent classes 3 and 4 only 
in contrast to the -alia-type which has end-stressed nominative forms in 
classes 2, 3 and 4. The instr. sg. and the ace. pl. are exposed to de 
Saussure"s law in classes 2 and 4 both in the -(i)a and e-types and are 
marked with italics. In the nom. sg. the effect of this law is seen only in 
-( i )a nouns of accent class two. 

Examples of polysyllabics are ddata (1) 'needle', sistema, nom. 
pl. sistemas (2) 'system', dovana, nom. pl. d6vanos (3a) 'gift' and 
pabaiga, nom. pl. pdbaigos (4b) 'end(ing)'. 

Third Declension 
(i-Stems) 

Paradigms with Comments: 

F (1) 2: missing F (3) M (4) 
'guality' 'heart' 'tooth' 

SG N 
-yo sir dis dan tis fUSlS 

G 
_!yo 

sirdies dan ties fUSleS 
D -v• • slrdziai daiiciui rus1a1 
A ~v• sirdj dafitj fUSJ 
I 

./,yo 

sirdimi dantimi fUSlml 
(sirdzia) 

L 
./,y 

sirdyje dantyje rusyJe 
v ./,yo ' sirdie! dan tie! rus1e. 
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PL N .t.v (durys) Slrdys dafitys rusys 
G ~v· (durlJ) sirdziiJ dantij fUSllJ 
D .t.v• sirdims dantims fUSlmS 
A ~v• (duris) Slrdis dan tis fUSlS 
I .J.v• sirdimis dantimis fUSlmlS 
L .t.v 

sirdyse dantyse rusyse 
V=N 

As pointed out on p. 39 this declension contains both masculines 
and feminines. The latter are in a majority. The paradigms of the 
masculines and the feminines are identical - except in the dative sg. 
where the feminines have adopted the endings of the second declension 
(cf. the dvasia-pattern above) and the masculines the endings of the first 
declension (the kelias-subtype). 

The endings given in the above paradigm are those of modern 
Standard Lithuanian. Deviations may be encountered in older writings 
and dialects. The cases showing the consonant shift t : c, d: dz become 
apparent from the given paradigms. 

The genitive plural should be mentioned separately since some 
nouns - independently of their gender - have -if!, ("soft ending") whereas 
others have -f!, ('hard ending"). 

The "hard ending" has been taken over from the consonant stems (see below) 
because a good number of original consonant stems - due to certain similarities in the 
development of the types - have joined the i-stems. 

In addition to dantij the ending -IJ is also present in debesfj 
(: debesis 'cloud'), zqsij (: zqsis 'goose'), pusfj (: pusis 'pine'), zuvfi: 
(: iuvis 'fish'), naktfi: (: naktis 'night'), ausfj (: ausis 'ear'), saknfi: 
(: saknis 'root'). 

Since the masculines are in a minority in the third declension some 
of the most common (in addition to dantis) may be quoted: vag is 'thief', 
iveris 'beast', debe sis 'cloud'. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that three words (all feminines) 
can have an alternative ending in the instrumental sg., e. g. sirdzia 
(: sirdis 'heart), ugnia (: ugnis 'fire') and zuvia (: iuvis 'fish'). 

Accentuation 
The accent movements are illustrated through the above 

paradigms. Accent class 2 seems to be missing (with the sole exception 
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of the plural noun durys'door', seep. 51 f.). Note that de Saussure's law 
operates only in the ace. pl. (dantis vs. sirdis). 

Fourth Declension 
(u-Stems) 

Paradigms with Comments: 

3 1 
SG N - ' proresorius sun us 

G siinafis profesoriaus 
D 

,/. 

profesoriui sunut , 
A sfinlJ profesorilJ 
I ' profesoriumi sunumt 
L 

., 
proresoriuje SUnUJe 

v siinafi! profesoriau! 

PL N .1. - profesoriai sun us 
G siinij profesoril!: 
D - ' profesoriams sunums 
A 

,/. 

profesorius sun us 
I ' profesoriais sunumts 
L ' profesoriuose sunuose 

As will be seen from the paradigms the third and fourth 
declensions are parallel with regard to the endings of the instr. sg. in -mi 
as well as the loc. sg. in -je. 

As mentioned in the general outline on declensional types above 
this class is restricted to masculines only. 

Note that the subtype in -ius (after soft consonants) and -jus (after 
a vowel) follows the pattern of the 4th declension in the sg. only whereas 
the plural has adopted the endings of the 1st declension. Examples of this 
subtype other than profesorius: vaisius 'fruit', skaicius 'number', 
muziejus 'museum', pavojus 'danger'. 

Accentuation 
All four accent classes are respresented. Examples of accent 

paradigms 2 and 4 (which are not given in the above paradigms) are 
tufgus (2) 'market' and dangus (4) 'heaven'. de Saussure's law operates 
in the ace. pl. only (e. g. turgus vs. sdnus). The differences in stress 
between the immobile and the mobile paradigm become evident from the 
comparison between the siinus- and the profesorius-type. 
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Nouns belonging to the soft subtype do not show alternation 
between t : c, d : dz since the affricate will be present in all forms - both 
in sg. and pl., cf. for instance sodzius 'village'. 

Fifth Declension 
(Consonant Stems) 

Paradigms with Comments: 

SG N 
G 
D 
A 
I 
L 
v 

PL N 
G 
D 
A 
I 
L 
V=N 

M 
'stone' 
3b 
akmu6 
akmefis 
akmeniui 
akmenj 
akmeniu 
akmenyje 
akmenie! 

akmenys 
akmenij 
akmenlms 
akmenis 
akmenimls 
akmenyse 

M 
'dog' 
4 
suo 
sufis 
suniui 
sunj 
suniu 
sunyje 
sunie! 

sunys 
sunij 
sunlms 
sunls 
sunimls 
sunyse 

F 
'sister' 
3b 
sesuo 
sesers 
sesenal 
seserj 
seseria 
seseryje 
sesu6 

seserys 
seserij 
seserlms 
seseris 
seserimls 
seseryse 

F 
'daughter' 
3b 
dukte 
dukters 
dukteriai 
dukterj 
dukteria 
dukteryje 
dukterie! 

dukterys 
dukterij 
dukterlms 
dukteris 
dukterimls 
dukteryse 

Note the dat. and instr. sg. where the M-nouns have adopted the 
(soft) 1. declension endings and the F-nouns the (soft) 2. declension 
endings (for the dative the situation repeats that of the third declension). 
The interplay of 'soft' and 'hard' endings in the paradigm should be 
observed. The 'hard' genitive plural is parallelled by the dantis-type of 
the third declension (cf. above). 

The masculine noun menuo 'month' follows the pattern of the 5th 
declension only in the nominative sg. The rest of the paradigm (both sg. 
and pl.) of this originally s-stem noun is that of the 1st declension, i. e. 
gen. menesio, dat. menesiui ' nom. pl. menesiai etc. 

Endings deviating from those indicated above may be encountered 
in older writings as well as in dialects. 
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In colloquial Lithuanian a paradigm dukra, dukros etc. is more 
frequently encountered than that of dukte, duktefs etc. Also the vocative 
sese! 'sister' (which belongs to the colloquial sese-paradigm) is often 
heard instead of sesuo. 

Accentuation 
Nouns of the fifth declension follow accent paradigm 3 with the 

exception of suo which is 4. The symbol 3b indicates a trisyllabic noun 
with circumflex intonation (cf. p. 36 above). 

Heteroclitics 

By heteroclitics can be understood either 1) suppletive paradigms 
(i. e. alternation of phonemically completely different allomorphs like 
for instance good : better in the English adjectival comparison or 
rebenok 'child', pl. deti in the Russian noun declension) or 2) 
paradigms where the nom. sg. stem deviates from the other stem forms 
in the paradigm or 3) paradigms where the sg. stem differs from that of 
the plural. There are no examples of 1) in the Lithuanian noun. 2) may 
be demonstrated through cases like nom. sg. akmuo vs. the stem akmen
elsewhere (p. 48), but such cases are incorporated in the ordinary 
declensions. Thus, we are left with 3) which seems to be represented by 
one single lexeme only, namely zmogus 'man' which follows the 4th (u
stem) declension in the singular, but the second (e-stern variant) in the 
plural: 

SG N 
G 
D 
A 
I 
L 
v 

PL N 
G 
D 
A 
I 
L 

zmogus 
zmogaiis 
zmogui 
zm6gQ. 
zmoguml 
zmoguje 
zmogaii! 
zm6nes 
zmoniij 
v ., 

zmonems 
zm6nes 
zmonemls 
zmonese 
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As a possible fourth case of heterocliticism one could think of the 
discrepancy between 'hard' and 'soft' endings in the gen. pl. of the third 
declension (i-declension), cf. p. 46 above. 

lndeclinables 

Words of this group are restricted to nouns of foreign origin with 
a morphological shape which makes it difficult to incorporate them in 
the mainstream (i. e. declinable) corpus of Lithuanian. Thus, words in 
(accented and unaccented) -i, -u and -o are not declined. Examples: 
taksi, ledi 'lady', interviu, Baku, metro, kredo. The same applies to 
nouns in accented -e ( ateljJ, fojJ). 

One might wonder why foreign words in -e do not (automatically) join the 
second declension. One of the reasons for this seems to be that an analysis in atelj+e, 
foj+e would violate the very integrity of the word. This piety for foreign words is, 
however, violated in cases where the source word has an -o as, for example, in Tokijas 
'Tokio', Oslas 'Oslo' (alongside the indeclinable Oslo) which are declined according to 
the first declension. Another city name, Helsinki, has been made declinable by adding 
an -s: Helsinkis (gen. Helsinkio). 

As indeclinables are also treated proper names ending in a conso
nant when they denote women like, for instance, Margaret Tecer. Her 
husband/s name must, however, be declined: Denisas Teceris, Deniso 
T ecerio etc. 

The gender of indeclinables in -i, -u, -o with inanimate reference 
is masculine (which is the unmarked gender of Lithuanian). The gender 
is expressed through modifiers, e. g. idomus interviu 'an interesting 
interview', see also chapter on agreement. Inanimate indeclinables in 
accented -e belong to the feminine gender. (Deviations from this rule 
may be encountered, cf. the following example from a newspaper: 
mazasis savaites ese 'the small essay of the week'; this is contrary to 
modem normative dictionaries which present ese as a feminine noun.) 

The gender of animate indeclinables is determined by the 
biological gender (sex). 

Singular and Plural Nouns 
(Singularia et pluralia tantum) 

By this term are meant nouns which possess either only singular or 
plural forms. 
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The first group (the singularia tantum) encompasses: 
1) abstracts (like meile 'love', sqzine 'conscience'), 
2) collectives (e. g. jaunimas 'youth', inteligentija 'intelligent-

sia' ), 
3) many designations of materials (gelezis 'iron', degtine 'vodka', 

medus 'honey') and 
4) names like Lietuva, Vilnius etc. 

To the second group (the pluralia tantum) belong: 
1) designations of ceremonies, feasts and similar, like vestuves 

'marriage', laidotuves 'funeral', at6stogos 'holidays', KalJdos 'Christ
mas', Velykos 'Easter', metai 'year', rinkimai 'elections)', 

2) a good number of mass nouns like dazai 'paint', dujos 'gas', 
miltai 'flour' (including the words for wheat, rye etc.), pelenai 'ashes', 

3) the directions of the compass: pietiis 'south', rytai 'east', 
vakaraz 'west'. 

N. B. For 'north' Standard Lithuanian makes use of a singular noun siaure; the 
plural noun form ziemiai 'north' is dialectal. 

4) some geographical names like Alpes 'the Alps', Atenai 
'Athens', Balkdnai (or Balkan~ kalnaz) 'The Balkans' and Himalajai (or 
Himaldj~ kalnai) 'The Himalayas'. Within Lithuania there is a very 
considerable number of pluralic nouns designating cities, villages and 
suburbs, cf., for example Siauliai, Raseiniai, Trdkai, Elektrenai, 
Zarasai, Druskininkai, Rumsiskes, Justiniskes, Fabijoniskes. The 
student should, however, not be misled into concluding that all 
Lithuanian city names are plural nouns; it suffices to mention only 
Vilnius (cf. also point 4 under singularia tantum above), Kaunas, 
Klaipeda to prove that this is not true. 

5) a group of heterogeneous nouns like vaftai 'gate(s)', grindys 
'floor'' marskiniai 'shirt'' akiniai 'glasses'' grumtynes 'fight, struggle'' 
varzybos 'contest, competition', tymaz 'measles'. 

Some of the above nouns can have singular or plural meaning 
depending on the context. Thus, for example, marskiniai can mean both 
'shirt' and 'shirts'. Adjectival modifiers must be in the plural, cf. p. 197. 

For the choice of numerals in combination with countable plural 
nouns, see chapter on numerals (p. 85 f.). 

One is intrigued by the great number of pluralia tantum nouns in Lithuanian, 
not least those referring to mass nouns (group 2 above). The reasons for this 
development remain obscure. From a practical point of view, however, one should be 
careful and not take for granted that nouns within this semantic sphere are automatically 
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pluralic (cf. point 3 under singularia tantum). Regular nouns with both singular and 
plural forms are among others the designations of berries, fruits and vegetables. 



Word Forntation 
(Zodzi~ daryba) 
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Within word formation two main areas are distinguished: 
derivation and composition. Suffixation is a derivational strategy (cf. I 
below) whereas prefixation is a compositional device (treated in II 
below). Some of the examples given in II are hybrids since a change in 
suffix is also observed. In III non-prefixal compositions are discussed. 

I. Suffixal Derivatives 

1. Designations of Persons 
Important suffixes here are: 
-ininkas (f: -ininke) which derives nouns from nominal word 
classes: 
darbininkas 'worker' (: darbas 'work'), kalbininkas 'linguist' 
(: kalba 'language'), trdktorininkas 'tractor driver' (: trdktorius), 
pirmininkas 'chairman, president' (: pirmas 'first'); 
-ietis, -iete which derives nouns with the meaning of .'origin' 
from nouns: amerikietis 'American (man)' (: Amerika), kauniete 
'woman from Kaunas' (:Kaunas); 
-tojas (f: -toja), with the help of which nouns are derived from 
the infinitive stem of verbs: 
m6kytojas 'teacher' (: m6kyti 'teach'), gydytojas 'surgeon' 
(: gydyti 'cure'); 
-ejas (f: -eja) which like the preceding suffix is deverbal with 
derivatives ·formed from the preterite stem): 
vede}as 'head, manager' (: vede 'led', inf. vesti), gavejas 
'receiver' (: gdvo 'got, received', inf. gauti); 

2. Abstracts 
The most important of these suffixes are: 
-ymas which derives nouns of various meanings (mostly nomina 
actionis) from verbs in -yti (with presents in -o, preterites in -e) 
with the variant -imas from other verbs: ddrymas 'doing, making' 
(: daryti 'do'), baigimas 'ending' (: baigti 'end'). Formations of 
this kind are very productive and can be made from any verb, cf. 
p. 166. Note: klausimas 'question', not the 'act of asking 
questions' (: klausti 'ask'), vezimas (: vezti 'transport') with the 
two meanings a) 'transporting', b) 'waggon'; 
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-yba which derives nomina actionis from verbs: daryba '(act of) 
making' (: daryti 'do'), statjba '(act of) building'; 
-inys which produces deverbatives with the meaning of result: 
rasinys 'composition, written work' (: rasyti 'write'). Observe: 
mokinys/mokinJ 'pupil' (: m6kytis 'learn, study'); 
-umas is a very frequent suffix for deriving nouns from adjectives 
(including the participle of neces~ity in -tinas, see p. 163): 
gerumas 'kindness, goodness' (: geras 'good'), biitinumas 
'necessity' (: bdtinas 'necessary'); 
-ybe which derives nouns from adjectives and nouns: gerybe 
'kindness, goodness' (: geras 'good'), pilietybe 'citizenship' 
(: pilietis 'citizen'); 
-yste with the help of which nouns are derived from adjectives 
and nouns: jaunyste 'youth, young years' (: jaunas 'young'), 
jureivyste 'navigation' (: jurezvis 'sailor'); 
-ove (from adjectives): sen6ve 'old times' (: senas 'old'); 
-sena which produces deverbatives mostly with the meaning of 
way: gyvensena 'way of life' (: gyventi 'live'), mqstysena 'way 
of thinking' 
(: mqstyti 'think'), bdsena 'state, condition' (: bdti 'be'); 
-is (from adjectives) often accompanied by a vowel shift in 
comparison with the basic word: gr6zis 'beauty' (: grazus 
'beautiful') 
-tynes (pluralia tantum) with the help of which deverbatives are 
formed: pestynes 'fight' (:pestis 'to fight'); 

3. Collective Nouns 
The most frequent suffixes here are: 
-ija (from nouns): draugija 'society, circle' (: draiigas 'friend'); 
-uomene (from nouns, adjectives and pronouns): kariuomene 
'army' (ultimately : kdras 'war'), bendruomene 'community' 
(: befidras 'common'), visuomene 'society' (:visas 'all'); 

4. Designations for Instruments 
To the most frequent suffixes here belong: 
-tukas (deverbative): piestukas 'pencil' (: piesti 'draw') 
-tuvas (deverbative): imtuvas 'wireless set, receiver' (: irfiti 'take, 
receive'); 
-iklis (deverbative): jungiklis 'switch' (: jungti 'connect'); 
-ykle (deverbative): rodykle 'pointer; hand (on a watch)' (: r6dyti 
'point, show') 
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5. Designations for Location (Place) 
Here should be mentioned: 
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-ynas (from nouns) which could also be labeled a collective suffix, 
cf. 3 above: berzynas 'place where there are many birches; birch 
grove' (: berzas 'birch'), zemynas 'continent' (: zeme 'earth, 
land'); knygynas 'book store' (: knyga 'book'' zodynas 'diction
ary' (: zodis 'word'); 
-ykla (deverbative): mokykla 'school' (: m6kytils/ 'teach, learn'); 
valgykla 'cafeteria, (modest) restaurant' (: valgyti 'eat'), siuvykla 
'sewing shop' (: sidti 'sew'); 
-tuve (deverbative): spaustuve 'printing house' (: spausti 'press'), 
dirbtuve 'workshop' (: dirbti 'work'); 
-iena (from nouns) to designate place where cultivated plants and 
vegetables are grown: bulvfena 'potato field' (: bulve 'potato'); 
-ide (from nouns designating domestic animals): karvide 'cow 
shed' (: karve 'cow'); 
-ine (from nouns) to denote 'container': svfestine 'butter dish' 
(: sv{estas 'butter'), cukrine 'sugar basin' (: cukrus 'sugar'); 
vaistine 'drug store' (: vaistas 'medicine') 

6. Diminutives and Augmentatives 
Augmentatives are quite rare in Lithuanian. A suffix which can 

have this nuance is -okas. However, the meaning is not only augment
ative, but also pejorative. It seems difficult to find good examples with 
this suffix in the Standard language. 

The suffixes labeled diminutive are extremely common and 
numerous. Nouns with such suffixes are derived from other nouns. They 
mostly have a hypocoristic meaning and express familiarity, emotionality 
rather than small size, strictly speaking. They are especially frequent in 
the literary genres of the folk songs ( dainos) and fairy tales as well as in 
colloquial speech. 

The most important suffixes here are: 
-elis, -ele: name/is 'little house' (: namas 'house'), kiskelis 
'(dear, little) hare' (: kiskis 'hare'), sesele '(dear, little) sister' 
(: sesuo 'sister'); 
-(i)ukas, -(i)uke: kiskiukas(: kiskis), sesiuke (: sesuo), Jonukas 
(:Jonas); 
-utis, -ute: sesute (: sesuo), A/mute (:Alma); 
-y tis' -y t e: kis ky tis (: k is k is)' s e sy t e (: s e s u 0) 
Of these suffixes the latter may be said to be the most emotionally 

loaded. 
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7. Surnames 
-iene is the suffix denoting a married woman: Zinkeviciene, 
Jakaitiene (with corresponding husband"s names Zinkevicius, 
Jakaitis). For unmarried women the suffixes are -aite, -yte and 
-(i)ute or -(i)ilte dependent on the form of the father"s surname. It 
IS: 
-aite if the the father"s surname is in -as: Strazdaite (: Strdzdas), 
-yte if the father"s surname is in -is, -ys, -e or -ia: Jakaityte 
(: Jakaitis), Pakeryte (: Pakerys), Gervyte (: Gerve), Stundzyte 
(: Stundzia), 
-(i)ute or -(i)ilte if the fathers surname is in -(i)us: Butkute 
(:Butkus), Zinkeviciute (: Zinkevicius) 

II. Prefixal Derivatives 

As will be apparent from the subsequent examples, all seem to be 
de nominal. 

1. Formations denoting Persons 
pa-: pdmote 'stepmother' (: mote 'mother'), patevis 'stepfather' 
(: tevas 'father'), 
p6-: p6siinis 'stepson' (: siinus 'son'), p6dukra 'stepdaughter' 
(: dukra 'daughter'), 
pr6-: pr6tevis 'ancestor' (: tevas), 
[-: [tevis 'foster-father' (: tevas), 
be-: betvafkis 'untidy (male) person', betvafke 'untidy (female) 
person' (: tvarka 'order') 

2. Formations denoting Place 
pa-: pajdris 'seaside' (:jdra 'sea'), 
p6-: p6zemis 'vault' (: zeme 'earth'), 
prfe-: prfemiestis 'suburb' (: miestas 'city'), 
uz-: uzupis 'on the other side of the river' (: upe 'river'), 
uzkrosnis 'place behind the stove' (: kr6snis 'stove'), 

3. Formations denoting Time 
pa-: pavakarJ 'time towards evening' (: vdkaras 'evening'), 
p6-: p6karis 'postwar period' (: kiiras 'war') 
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III. Non-Prefixal Compound Nouns 

Because of the limited size of the book and the intricacy of the 
topic only few illustrations will be given. Compounds can be without or 
with a connecting vowel. Examples of the former type are: laikrastis 
'newspaper', garlaivis 'steamship', garvezys 'locomotive; steamengine', 
akmentasys 'stone cutter', of the latter: daiktiivardis 'noun', galv6sukis 
'puzzler', sauletekis 'sunrise', avikailis 'sheepskin', viduvasaris 'mid
summer'. As is seen from the examples, the connecting vowel always 
carries the main stress. 

Further, the connecting vowel is -a- if the first component of the 
compound noun is an o-stem (daikta- : daiktas), -o- with a-stems 
(galvo- : galva), -e- with e-stems (saule- : saule), -i- with i-stems (avi- : 
avis) and -u- with u-stems (vidu- : vidus). 

As illustrated by the examples, the stem of the second component 
is often changed compared to that of the basic noun. This holds good 
both for the cases with and without a connecting vowel, e. g. laikrastis : 
riistas, daiktiivardis : vafdas. 

The bulk of the above examples have a noun both in the first and 
second component of the compound, but also other combinations are 
possible, thus adjective+ noun in aukstiikalnis 'high hill' (< aukstas + 
kalnas). In garvezys, akmentasys, galv6siikis, sauletekis the second 
component is derived from verbs. Old and somewhat obscure compounds 
are found in proper names like Gediminas, Algimantas and others. 



Chapter 3 

THE ADJECTIVE 
(Bddvardis) 

General Characteristics 

The Lithuanian adjective appears in two variants: the nominal (or 
short or indefinite) and the pronominal (or long or definite) respectively. 

Both types are declined in gender, number and case. In addition, 
many adjectives (i. e. the qualitative) are inflected according to degrees 
of comparison, whereby the comparative and the superlative are dis
tinguished from the positive. 

The Lithuanian adjective distinguishes three declensions which to a 
considerable degree parallel those of the noun, but with less variation. 
Thus, i- and consonant stem adjectives (corresponding to noun 
declensions 3 and 5) are lacking. Further, the endings of certain cases in 
the nominal form deviate from those of the noun whereas the 
pronominal form is characterized through pronominal endings which are 
superposed on the nominal. The vocative case is always formally 
identical with the nominative. 

As for the category of number adj~ctives have no traces of dual 
forms. 

With respect to gender, they possess a special neuter form in 
addition to the masculine and the feminine. But for a few special cases 
this form is restricted to the nominative case. 

Adjectives show less variation in the stress patterns (indicated by 
numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4) than the nouns. 

In the field of syntax the Lithuanian adjective distinguishes 
between three functions: 1) attributive, 2) appositive, and 3) predica-
tive. 

In the following exposition morphology will be concentrated in 
the first part whereas the second is reserved for syntax. 
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THE NOMINAL (SHORT/INDEFINITE) FORM 

Three declensional paradigms are distinguished. 

First Declension 

The paradigm of geras, -a 'good' will illustrate the pattern: 

M F M F 
(4) (4) (4) (4) 

SG N geras ' PL ' geros gera ger1 
G gero ger6s gerij gerij 
D " gerai " " geram gerzems geroms 
A ger4J. ger(J. ' ' gerus geras 
I ' ' gerais ' geru gera gerom1s 
L ' 

., 
' ' gerame geroJe geruose gerose 

As can be seen from the table, the feminine paradigm follows that 
of the second declension of nouns whereas the masculine deviates from 
the first declensional noun pattern in the dative singular and plural as 
well as the locative singular where the adjective has adopted endings 
which originate from the pronouns (these forms are given in italics in the 
above diagram). The nominal plural in -i also deviates from the first 
declension nouns where the ending is -ai ( namai) and also from the 
pronominal class (tie), cf. p. 77 below. The vocative is always identical 
in form with the nominative. 

The soft subclass in -iasl-ia (type ziilias, zalia 'green') hardly 
requires any special comment because these paradigms can easily be 
derived from the basic (hard) paradigm of geras, gera, i. e. zdlio, 
zaliam; zalios, ziiliai etc. The nom. pl. masc. is - as expected - in -i: 
zali. 

Adjectives in -ciasl -dzias change the c and dz into t and d 
respectively in the nom. and dat. pl. m., e. g. pescias: pesti, pestfems 
'foot'. 

The subclass in -is/ -e of the first declension is represented by the 
words didis (4) and didelis (3b), both meaning 'big' (the former in a 
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figurative sense and most frequently in an elevated style, the latter in a 
concrete): 

SG M F PL M F 
N dldis dlde N (didl) dldzios 
G dldzio didzios G didziQ didziQ 
D didziam dldziai D didiems didzi6ms 
A dldj dldzitJ A didzius didzias 
I didziu didzia I didziais didziomls 
L didziame didzioje L didziuose didziose 

SG M F PL M F 
N dldelis dldele did ell dldeles 
G dldelio dideles dideliij dideliij 
D dideliam dldelei dideliems didelems 
A dldelj dldel~ dldelius dldeles 
I dldeliu dldele dideliais didelemls 
L dideliame dideleje dideliuose didelese 

The difference between this type and the third declension 
adjectives (below) lies in the masc. plural forms where the latter follow 
the bra/is-paradigm whereas the other forms show the same set of 
endings as ziilias (except in the nom. sg.). The fern. of third declension 
adjectives follows the pattern of the nouns in -e as does the didelis
paradigm. Beside dide (in the nom. sg. F) a variant didzia is occasion
ally encountered. Observe the interchange between d and dz in the didis
paradigm. 

Accentuation 
In modern Standard Lithuanian accent paradigm 2 is lacking for 

adjectives in -asi-a. In bisyllabics (typ·e st6ras 'thick', geras 'good') 
only 3 and 4 are represented. Note that in accent classes 3 and 4 the 
dative sg. masc. has end-stress: storam, geram. Other accent shifts are 
parallel to those observed in the first and second declension of nouns. 
This applies also to the forms marked as [ + de Saussure], cf. p. 36 
above. As a sample of accent paradigm 1 may serve turtingas 'rich'. 
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Second Declension 

The paradigm of grazus, -i (4) 'beautiful' is chosen to illustrate 
the pattern: 

M F M F 
SG N 

...,, ...,, 
PL 

_...,_ _..., . 
grazus graz1 grazus graztos 

G ..., - ...,._ ...,._ ...,._ 
grazaus graztos grazilJ grazilJ 

D 
...,., _...,. ...,, ...,. " graztam graz1a1 graztems graztoms 

A 
_..., _...,. ...,., ...,., 

grazlJ grazt{l graztus graztas 
I 

...,., ...,., ...,. - ...,. 
' graztu grazta graz1a1s graZIOffilS 

L ...,. 
' 

..., . ., ...,. 
' 

..., . 
' graztame graziOJe graztuose graztose 

Adjectives in -tus and -dus will change the t and d into c and dz 
respectively in all cases where the grazus paradigm has an i after z + 
back vowel, e. g. kartus, karciam; karti, karcios 'bitter' and saldus, 
saldziam; saldi, saldzios 'sweet'. 

To the second declension belongs a considerable number of 
adjectives of foreign origin, like, for example, abstraktus (fern. 
abstrakti) 'abstract', modern us (fern. moderni) 'modern', privatus 
(fern. privati) 'private'. 

Accentuation 
The principles of accentuation resemble those laid down above, i. 

e. roughly accent paradigms 3 or 4 are encountered. Some adjectives, 
among them lygus 'even'' aiskus 'clear'' s6tus 'satisfied' follow the 3rd 
accent pattern, except for the nom. sg. masc. and fern. which are 
normally root-stressed. Adjectives of the abstraktus type are accent class 
4. 

Third Declension 

The paradigm of auksinis, -e (2) 'golden' will show the pattern: 
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M F M F 

M F M F 
SG N aukslnis aukslne PL aukslniai aukslnes 

G aukslnio aukslnes aukslnilJ aukslnilJ 
D aukslniam aukslnei aukslniams auks in ems 
A aukslnj auks in~ auksinius auksines 
I auksiniu auksine aukslniais aukslnemis 
L aukslniame aukslneje aukslniuose aukslnese 

Observe that the masc. pl. is declined like the plural of the bra/is
subclass of the first declension of nouns. Except for the dative and 
locative the br6lis pattern is valid also for the sg. The fern. forms are 
declined throughout like a 2nd declension noun in -e. 

Accentuation 
Accent paradigms in this class are either 1 (m6kslinis 'scientific', 

rafikinis 'hand') or 2 (naminis 'house', laikrastinis 'newspaper'). This 
restriction of third declension adjectives to accent paradigms 1 and 2 is 
due to the fact that 3rd declensional adjectives are derivatives. 

The Special ''Neuter'' Forin 

Adjectives of the 1st and 2nd declensions form a special 
indeclinable "neuter" form, e. g. gera 'good, well' (vs. masc. geras, 
fern. gera 'good'), skanu 'tasty' (vs. masc. skanus, fern. skani 'tasty'). 
As is seen from the examples just given, the neuter form is in -a with 1st 
declensional adjectives (like the fern. sg. nom., but may differ from it in 
stress) and in -u (which is totally distinct from the fern. sg.) with 
adjectives of the 2nd declension. 

The notion "neutral" seems. to be justified from a diachronic point of view. The common 
Lithuanian term is bevafde forma, literally 'the nameless form'. A good alternative 
would be nekaitomojiforma, i.e. 'the indeclinable form' which can also be found. 

THE PRONOMINAL (LONG/DEFINITE) FORM 

The morphology of the definite form will be dealt with on page 65 
f. below. 
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DEGREES OF COMPARISON 

So far only forms of the positive degree have been given. Below 
the comparative and superlative degree will be introduced. 

For semantic reasons only the so-called qualitative adjectives (i. e. 
adjectives expressing a quality) form degrees of comparison. Such 
adjectives are restricted to the 1st and 2nd declensions, e. g. naiijas'new' 
and grazus 'beautiful'. They are in contrast with adjectives of the 3rd 
declension which are labeled relative, i. e. related to or derived from a 
noun such as, for instance, auksinis < auksas 'gold' which refers to 
material rather than quality. Thus, from adjectives of the 3rd declension 
synthetic forms (see below) of the comparative and superlative are not 
constructed. 

I. The CoiDparative 

1. Synthetic Forms 
The comparative is formed by adding the element -esn- to the 

positive stem after removal of the stem vowel (-a, -u respectively). The 
endings are those of the 1st declensional subclass didelisldidele
paradigm (see p. 60 above). No cases of suppletivism (i. e. formations 
with completely different stems as in English good : better : best or bad 
: worse : worst) are encountered in the Lithuanian adjective. 

SG 

A full paradigm will have the following appearance: 

M 
N geresnis 
G geresnio 
D geresniam 
A geresnj 
I geresniu 
L geresniame 

Accentuation 

F 
geresne 
geresnes 
geresnei 
geresn~ 
geresne 
geresneje 

PL 
M 
geresnl 
geresniQ. 
geresniems 
geresnius 
geresniais 
geresniuose 

F 
geresnes 
geresniQ. 

•I geresnems 
geresnes 
geresnemls 
geresnese 

The stress is - independent of the accentuation pattern found in the 
positive - always on the comparative suffix, except in the forms which 
trigger de Saussure's Law, i. e. the instr. sg. and ace. pl. of both genders 
as well as the masc. nom. pl. as demontrated through the above 
paradigm. In other words, the accentuation of the comparative follows 
the 4th accent class. 
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2. Analytic Forms 
As in English Lithuanian has also analytic forms of the compa

rative. These are formed by combining the positive degree with daugiau 
(or labiau) 'more', e. g. daugiau forma/us (laiskas) '(a) more formal 
(letter)'. With this adjective the analytical form would be preferred to 
the form in -esn-. With (the relative) adjectives in -inis (i. e. III declen
sion) this strategy is mandatory. 

The opposite meaning is obtained by replacing daugiau with maz
iai1, e. g. maziau forma/us 'less formal'. 

II. The Superlative 

The superlative is formed through addition of the suffix -iaus to 
the positive stem after removal of the stem vowel -a, -u respectively. 
The inflection is .that of the soft subtype of geras (i. e. zalias, see p. 59 
above), yielding the following paradigm: 

SG N 
G 
D 
A 
I 
L 

M 
geriaustas 
geriausio 
geriaustam 
geriausi~ 
geriaustu 
geriausiame 

F 
geriausta 
geriaUSlOS 
geriaus1a1 
geriaus1~ 
geriausta 
geriaustoJe 

PL 
M 
geriaus1 
geriaustv. 
geriaustems 
geriaUSlUS 
geriaustats 
geriaustuose 

F 
geriaustos 
geriaustv. 
geriaustoms 
geriaustas 
geriaUSlOffilS 
geriaustose 

The dentals -ti-d change into -c/-dz before the superlative suffix: 
aukstas, auksta ('high') > auksciaus-; didis, dide ('big') > didziaus
(note also that the comparative is formed.on the basis of didisldide only, 
and not from didelisldidele). 

The superlative can be accompanied by masc. pats, fern. pati (for 
inflection, see p. 78): pats geriausias, pati geriausia 'the very best'. 
The superlative can also be strengthened by visij (gen. pl. of visas 'all'): 
visij geriausiasl geriausia, literally 'best of all'. 

Accentuation 
As in the comparative, the stress is simple, since there is only one 

stress pattern. As indicated in the above chart the stress rests on the 
acuted suffix in all forms of the paradigm. Consequently, the superlative 
is accent class I. 
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CoiDparative Degrees of the Special ''Neuter'' 
For In 

65 

These are indeclinables in ~iaii for the comparative and -iausia for 
the superlative. Examples: gera : geriaii : geriausia, skanu : skaniaii : 
skaniausia. 

For comparative degrees of the so-called definite form of the 
adjective, see next paragraph. 

THE PRONOMINAL (LONG/DEFINITE) FORM 

This form is restricted to adjectives of quality alone, i. e. 
adjectives possessing (synthetic) degrees of comparison. Further, the 
form is more frequent in the positive and the comparative degree than in 
the superlative. In dialects the definite form is almost extinct, 
irrespective of the degree. 

The term pronominal (which is the one commonly used in 
grammars of Lithuanian, cf. jvardziuotiniai bddvardziai) refers to the 
mechanisms of superpositioning (suffigating) the pronoun (j)is onto the 
short form (whereby both components, i. e. the adjective and the 
pronoun, are declined) thus making it 'definite' in meaning, cf. p. 69 f. 
below. 

A parallel arrangement is found in Slavic as well, cf., for example, Russian 
novyj, novaja vs. nov, nova 'new'. 

The full paradigms (including the comparative in -esn-) will have 
the following shape: 

SG M 
N ' . geresnysis ""' . gerasts grazusts 
G gerojo ' -v• geresntOJO graZIOJO 
D 

,. . ". v• ~· geraJam geresntaJam graztaJam 
A ger~jj geresnjjj grazlJjj 
I geruoju . " v•" geresntUOJU graztUOJU 
L gerajame geresniajame 

v•,.,• 

graztaJame 
PL 
N " .. " .. V-" •• gerteJI geresnteJI grazteJI 
G gen}jlJ ·-· .,.,.,. 

geresnilJJlJ grazilJJlJ 
D geriesiems geresniesiems graziesiems 
A geruosius . " graziuosius geresntuostus 
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I 
L 

SG 
N 
G 
D 
A 
I 
L 

PL 
N 
G 
D 
A 
I 
L 

geraisiais 
geru6siuose 

ger6ji 
ger6sios 
gerajai 
ger{lj{l 
ger~ja 
ger6joje 

gerosios 
-· gerlJJlJ 

ger6sioms 
ger~sias 
ger6siomis 
ger6siose 

THE ADJECTIVE 

geresniaisiais 
geresniu6siuose 

F 
geresni6ji 
geresni6sios 
geresniajai 
geresni{lj{l 
geresni~ja 
geresni6joje 

F 
geresniosios 
geresniijjlJ 
geresni6sioms 
geresni~sias 
geresni6siomis 
geresni6siose 

graziaisiais 
graziuosiuose 

grazi6ji 
graziosios 
graziaJai 
grazi{lJ{l 
grazi~ja 
graziojoJe 

graziosios 
graziijjlJ 
grazi6sioms 
grazi~sias 
graziosiomis 
graziosiose 

For the sake of economy we have abstained from giving the 
comparative paradigm of grazusis as well since the forms will follow the 
geresnysis pattern, i. e. grazesnysis, grazesniojo etc. 

Observe the non-palatalized consonant ( -r-) throughout the 
gerasis-paradigm in contrast to the palatalized s/ and z/ in all forms 
except the masc. nom. and ace. of the geresnysis and the grazusis
paradigms. Note also the 'nasalized' -q- in the instr. fern. sg. of the 
definite adjective in opposition to the non-nasalized vowel in the 
corresponding form of the indefinite (or short form) adjective. For the 
declension of the pronominal element (j)is, cf. p. 72 f. below. 

The declension of the pronominal form is far more unified than 
that of the nominal (short) form since a formal distinction between 
different types is observed only in the masc. sg. nom. and ace., cf., for 
example, nom. gerasis : grazusis, ace. gerqjj : graz"f!ji in opposition to 
the genitive (which may serve as an illustration of the generalization of 
the 1st declensional adjectival declension) gero-jo : grazio-jo (not 
* grazaus-jo ). 

A comparison of the gerasis- and grazusis-paradigms with the 
corresponding short forms on pages 59 and 60 reveals further that 
simplifications (dissimilations, haplologies) have occurred in certain 
cases. Thus, there are no forms with more than one -m- in the ending, 
the first one being always exposed to elision, cf., for example, the dat. 
sg. m. gerajam < *geram-jam. A case of haplology is found in the loc. 
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sg. fern. gerojoje < *geroje-joje. Other discrepancies like, for instance, 
the instr. sg. m. geruoju vs. the short form geru or the nom. sg. f. ger6ji 
vs. gera are explained through Leskiens Law (see chapter 1). The same 
principle of explanation holds good also for geresnysis vs. geresnis and 
gerfeji vs. geri. The rarely occurring superlative is in -iausiasis and 
should not need any special comment. 

Accentuation 
The accentuation of the pronominal (long/definite) form is 

relatively simple since only two patterns are discerned, namely a) the 
immobile, and b) the mobile. Type a) is found in cases like laimingasis 
'happy' and the superlative geriausiasis 'the best', i.e. with adjectives 
which in the short form belong to accent class 1 (laimingas, geriausias). 
Type b) is characterized through shifts of stress between the second 
(penultimate) and the third (antepenultimate) syllable from the end, viz. 
gerasis : gerojo, geresnysis : geresniojo. The shift of stress between the 
penultimate and antepenultimate syllables respectively becomes apparent 
from the paradigms quoted in the preceding paragraph. An implicit 
consequence of the two-stress paradigm - one mobile, one immobile - is 
further that there is no difference between acute and non-acute stems 
with regard to the position of the stress, cf., for example, aukstojo 
'high', gerojo 'good', aukstuoju: geruoju. It seems legitimate to suggest 
that acute stems are dominated by non-acutes since de Saussure's Law 
seems to operate, cf. the instr. sg. m. aukstuoju (: aukstas) = geruoju 
(: geras). 

SYNTAX OF THE ADJECTIVES 

I. The NoiDinal (Short/Indefinite), non-Neutral 
For In 

As already mentioned the Lithuanian adjective has the following 
three functions: (1) attributive, (2) appositive, and (3) predicative. This 
holds good for all degrees of comparison, i. e. the positive, the 
·comparative, and the superlative. 

Illustrations: 
1) attributive: jauna mergaite, gen. jaunos mergaites 'young 

girl', jaunesne mergaite, gen. jaunesnes mergaites 'younger girl' 
where the adjective must agree with the head noun in gender, number 
and case. The same kind of agreement (cf. p. 230 ff.) is observed in 
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2) appositional usage: }is kalbejo su mergaite, }a una ir grazza, 
kuri sedejo sode 'he spoke with a girl, young and pretty, who was 
sitting in the garden'. 

Functions 1) and 2) are closely related, cf. }is kalbejo su jauna ir 
grazia mergaite 'he spoke with a young and beautiful girl'. 

3) predicative function: mergaite yra jauna ir grazi 'the girl is 
young and beautiful'. In this function there is agreement between the 
subject noun and the predicate adjective in gender and number. The 
predicate adjective is in the nominative like the subject. In constructions 
with a logical subject in the dative case the predicate adjective is also in 
the dative: jai reikia buti atidziai 'she has to be careful'. The adjective 
must be in the dative also in general utterances without a subject as, for 
example in: reikia buti atidziam 'one has to be careful'. Observe further 
that in such cases the unmarked masculine gender must be used. 

Comparisons are expressed with the help of the conjunction negu 
+ the nominative or the preposition uz + the accusative, e. g. ji yra 
jaunesne negu as or uz mane 'she is younger than me'. By comparison 
of two properties attributed to one and the same person or object the 
analytic comparative (p. 63 above) must be used (as in English), cf., for 
example: }is yra daugiau uolus negu gabus 'he is more diligent than 
talented' (observe further that in this case only negu, not uz can be 
used). See also chapter on the sentence. 

'So good as' etc. 
Expressions of the type 'so good as' are rendered in Lithuanian by 

the formula taip geraslgera, kaip. 

Elative Function 
Certain superlative forms can also have a so-called elative 

function (= 'very high degree), e. g. auksciausios rusies 'of the highest 
quality' (i.e. 'of a very high quality') 

Strengthening of the Positive and Comparative Degrees by 
labai and daug (zymiai) 
Illustration: 
los atlyginimas labai didelis, bet jo daug (zymiai) didesnis 'her 

salary is high, but his is much (considerably) higher. 

II. The Special ''Neuter'' Fornt 

This form is more or less restricted to a special predicate function, 
namely when there can be no agreement, i. e. in one part sentences (p. 
219 ff.). Examples: dar sviesu 'it is still light', visur buvo tamsu, ramu 
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'it was dark and quiet (silent) all around', jai buvo salta 'she felt cold', 
visiems dabar geriau 'everybody is getting on better now', tikriausia 'it 
is most likely (that)'. The neuter form can also be related to an 
infinitive: neverta pykti 'it is no use being angry'. Observe also the 
construction kas nauja? 'what news?' 

Furthermore, the special neuter form is found as predicate when 
the pronoun viskas 'all, everything' is subject: viskas, kas buvo jo 
gyvenime, buvo gera 'all that was (had been) in his life, was good'. Here 
belongs also the type kas saldu, tas gardu 'what is sweet, (that) is tasty'. 

The neuter form is further encountered in certain idiomatic 
expressions like: toli grazu ne 'far from' as demonstrated in the 
following example: [ ... ] bet toli grazu ne visais atvejais 'but (it is) far 
from (in) all instances'. 

In some cases it may appear difficult to decide whether the special 
neuter form of the adjective or the adverb in -(i)ai (cf. p. 173) should be 
used. Thus, one must say, for example, blogai (and not *bloga) 'it is 
bad/stupid' and kaip gerai, kad ... 'how well that ... '. One can say both 
jam gera and jam gerai, but not with the same meaning. The former 
states 'it is good for him' whereas the latter means 'he feels well'. It 
seems, however, possible to find instances where the neuter form of the 
adjective and the adverb can be said to be synonymous. 

Finally, it should be pointed out that not only adjectives sensu 
stricto, but also certain (adjectival) pronouns (p. 81 f.) and passive like 
participles (p. 163) can have neuter forms, cf. for the former class kita 
'other' in the idiom be kita ko 'among other things' and for the latter 
ten rasoma, kad 'it is written that'' siandien slidu: nepatariama 
vaikscioti 'to-day it is slippery: it is not recommendable to go for a 
walk', viskas jau padaryta 'everything has already been done', kieno 
cia buta? 'who has been here?'. For more details, see p. 143 f., p. 222 
and p. 232. 

III. The PronoiDinal (Long or Definite) ForiD 

The following guidelines for the syntax of this form should be 
g1ven: 

It can be used only in the functions of the attribute and apposition, 
not in that of the predicative. 

In attributive function both the nominal and the pronominal form 
are used according to often somewhat unclear distributional criteria. The 
pronominal form is obligatory: 

1) in so-called generic expressions: baltasis lokys 'polar bear', 
juodoji birza 'the black market', Baltieji rumai 'The White House', 
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Raudonasis kryzius 'The Red Cross', greitasis traukinys 'fast (express) 
train', 

2) after proper names in cases like Vytautas Didysis 'Vytautas 
the Great', 

3) for the purpose of substantivization: jaunieji 'the newly 
married (couple)'. 

Outside these spheres the pronominal form is used when the noun 
phrase it belongs to has already been mentioned or is known in the 
context, i. e. in thematic function (cf. p. 236). Thus, the pronominal 
form will in many cases correspond to the use of the definite article in 
article languages (Germanic and Romance), cf. the contrast between 
jauna mergaite and jaunoji mergaite in the following text passage: 
Atvaziavo jauna mergaite. Taip pat atvaziavo daug kitl!: keleivilf:. 
Jaunoji mergaite norejo studijuoti lietuvi11- kalbq 'A young girl arrived. 
There arrived also many other travellers. The young girl wanted to study 
Lithuanian'. However, this is only a guide, not an absolute principle. 

After determiners like sis! sit as 'this', tas 'that' one would expect 
the pronominal form. It may be said to be preferable, but not obligatory. 

In address the pronominal form is frequently used: mieloji 
Meilute 'dear Meilute', but also the nominal form is found. 

The combination of pats pati + the pronominal form in the posi
tive degree (e. g. pats gerasis, pati ger6ji) has the same meaning as 
patslpati + the superlative mentioned on p. 64 above. 

Generally speaking, the nominal form seems to be in the process 
of expansion which explains the impossibility of formulating absolute 
rules. 

Word Formation of Adjectives 

For some generalities, see Nouns: Word Formation above. 

I. Suffixal Derivatives 
Here only a few suffixes will be mentioned. 

The following four derive adjectives from nouns: 

-inis, -ine which among other things can express material, place of 
origin and time: medinis namas 'wooden house' (: medis 'wood, tree'), 
siaurinis vejas 'north wind' (: siaure 'north'), pavasariniai lietiis 
'spring rain(s)' (: paviisaris 'spring'); 
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-ingas, -inge with the meaning abundantly present: protingas imogus 
'clever man' (: protas 'mind, intelligence', turtingas 'rich' (: tuftas 
'wealth'); 

-iskas, -iske with the meaning belonging to, characteristic of: vyriski 
riibai 'men"s clothes' (: vyras 'man'); 

-Vtas with the meaning supplied with what is expressed in the noun. It 
adopts the form of -uotas with a-stem nouns: kampuotas 'angular' 
(: karfipas 'angle'), -6tas with a-stems: kupr6tas 'hump-backed' 
(: kupra 'hump'), -etas with e-stems: demetas 'spotted' (: deme 'spot') 
and -ytas with i-stems: akytas 'porous, spongy' (: akis 'eye'). 

Adjective derived from adjective: 

An example of this is: 
-6kas, -a with the meaning to some or a considerable extent: 
brang6kas 'quite dear' (: brangus 'dear'). 

II. Prefixal Derivatives 
These are more rarely encountered than suffixal. Only a couple of 

instances need be mentioned: 

p6-: p6graiis, -e 'rather beautiful' (: graius 'beautiful'). A synonym of 
p6- is apy-: apygraiis, -e. Observe the change of declensional type. 

ne-: negeras, -a 'unkind' (antonym of geras 'good, kind'). 

III. Non-Prefixal Compound Adjectives 

Two types are distinguished: 
1) with connecting vowel (which is -a): ilgaplaukis 'long-haired' (: ilgas 
plaukas 'long hair'), plikagalvis 'bald-headed' (: plika galva) 
and 
2) without connecting vowel: raudonveidis 'red-faced' (: raud6nas 
veidas 'red face'). 

Observe that the accent is on the second component. Note also the 
metatony (cf. p. 35). 



Chapter 4 

THE PRONOUN 
(/vardis) 

The pronoun is a heterogeneous word class. The following descri
ption will be based on more or less traditional classificatory criteria. 

Many pronouns are characterized by a special pronominal infle
ction whereas others follow the pattern of the adjectives. 

In terms of syntax a distinction is often made between adjectival 
and non-adjectival (= substantival) pronouns. Whereas the former are 
subordinated to a head noun in gender, number and case (= attributive 
function), the latter can be used "independently" like a noun. Certain 
pronouns can be used both in adjectival and substantival function. 

Figures ( 1, 2, 3 or 4) in brackets after certain pronouns in the 
following refer to their accentuational pattern. 

1. Personal Pronouns 

Paradigms: 
SINGULAR 

1st person 2nd person 3rd person 3rd person 
M F 

N 
,..., 

tu 
., ., 

as JlS Jl 
G man~s tav~s jo jos 
D "' tau . "' . , . 

man Jam Jat 
A ' tave jj j~ mane 
I maniml taviml juo 

., 
Ja 

L 
., 

tavyje jame 
. ., 

manyJe JOJe 
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PLURAL 

N mes ·- jie j6s JUS 
G 

.1, ·..!. ·- jij mUSlJ JUSlJ JlJ 
D ' 

., 
·~ . ~ mums JUmS Jiems JOmS 

A ' 
., 

ju6s 
., 

mus JUS Jas 
I ' jumis jais jomis mumts 
L ' jumyse juose jose mumyse 

DUAL 

l.person 2.person 3.person 

M F M F M F 
N mudu mud vi judu judvi juodu (jiedu) juOdvi (jiedvi) 
G mudviejlJ judviejlJ jijdviejlJ jijdviejlJ 
D mud vi em judviem jfedviem j6dviem 
A mudu mud vi judu judvi juodu jiedvi 
I mud vi em judviem jiedviem jOdviem 
L mudviese judviese juodviese jiedviese* 

*forms of the locative dual are hardly encountered in Modem Standard 
Lithuanian 

The personal pronoun of the third person has also got extended 
forms, cf. the following nominatives: jisai 'he', jinai 'she', (the rare 
form) jiejie (M) and josios (F) 'they'. Oblique forms as well as dual 
forms are equally attested. The extended forms are, however, relatively 
seldom used although they can be heard in regular conversation. Their 
function is probably mainly orthotonic, i. e. they can be stressed in a 
more independent way than the monosyllabic forms jis and ji and will 
thus easily obtain a certain emphasis. 

Whenever tu or jus or any possessive pronoun related to them (see 
next paragraph) is used in a letter, these forms are capitalized: Tu, Jus, 
Tavo, J dsl!. 

The usual pronoun found in polite address is jus/Jus. A special 
form of polite address used in Lithuanian is tamsta 'you' (written with 
capital T in letters). It is contracted from Tavo mylista (calqued from 
Polish Twoja mylosc lit. 'your grace') which has the same function as 
jus/Jus. Unlike Jus which requires the verb in the (second person) plural 
even when one person is designated, tamsta - like tu - agrees with the 
second person singular of the verb: kur tamsta buvai? 'where have you 
been?' With reference to more than one person the form tamstos +the 
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2nd plural form of the verb is used, e. g. ar tamstos zinote? 'do you 
know?' 

With the same function as tamsta/tamstos one can also find the somewhat 
informal piltslpati (sg.)/piityslpiicios (pl.). Another more elevated variant is sveikasl-il 
(sg.)/sveiki, sveikos (pl.). 

Observe the formula mes sit + the instrumental case, meaning 'I 
and ... ': mes su broliu atejome 'my brother and I have come'. 

To the personal pronouns also belongs the reflexive which has the 
following forms: 

N 
G 
D 
A 
I 
L 

sav~s 
sau 
save 
saviml 
savyje 

The reflexive pronoun does not have nominative forms and is, 
consequently, incapable of being part of the subject syntagm; it always 
refers to the (nominative) subject. 

Further, its application is not restricted to the 3rd person alone. It 
can refer to the 1st and 2nd persons as well, cf. the following sample: as 
noriu/jis nori palikti kq sau 'I want/he wants to leave something for 
myself/himself'. 

2. The Anaphoric Pronoun of the 3rd Person 

This pronoun is identical in form and inflection with the 3 p. of 
the personal pronoun (i. e. jis, ji, jie, jos, cf. p. 72 f. above) and 
corresponds to English 'it' (sg.), 'they' (pl.). In grammars of Lithuanian 
this function is usually not found under a separate heading, but is 
described together with the personal pronouns. The anaphoric pronoun 
refers to and agrees in gender and number with a noun mentioned in the 
preceding sentence: Cia yra mus~& miestas. lis yra didelis. lame gyvena 
apie 500 000 tukstanci~& gyvento}f!. 'Here is our city. It is a big city. It 
has (lit. 'in it live ... ') about 500.000 inhabitants'; Budapestas ir Viena 
yra dideli miestai. lie yra prie Dunojaus 'Budapest and Vienna are big 
cities. They are situated on the Danube'. 
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3. Possessive Pronouns 

A. Non-Reflexive Possessives 
The pronouns of this class might also be labeled personal like the 

preceding ones. It has, however, become customary to group them under 
a separate heading as possessive pronouns according to their specialized 
function. The group encompasses mano 'my/mine', tavo 'your(s)', savo 
'one's own', jo 'his', jos 'her(s)', mdsl{ 'our(s)', jdsl{ 'your(s)', jlj 
'their(s)' which are all undeclined regardless of the gender, number or 
case of the word to which they refer. 

The latter five are simply the genitive case of the corresponding 
personal pronouns whereas mano, tavo and savo curiously enough seem 
to represent petrified forms of the genitive singular masc. of the 
possessive pronoun proper, cf. Latvian nom. sg. masc. mans, gen. mana 
etc.; nom. sg. fern. mana, gen. manas etc. with full inflection according 
to gender, number and case. Declined forms are also encountered in 
Lithuanian, but they are stylistically marked, see examples below. 
Observe that mano, tavo, savo do not undergo lengthening according to 
p. 29 above. 

Examples with possessive pronouns: 
manol miisl!: brolisl broliail sesuol seserys/ kny gal kny gos 'my /our 

brother/brothers/sister/sisters/book/books', apie tavo knygas 'about your 
books'; sita knyga yra jUSf! 'this book is yours', tai jos bro/is 'that'S her 
brother'. 

B. Reflexive Possessives 
The reflexive possessive savo refers to the subject of the sentence 

regardless of the person and number expressed by the subject, i. e: as 
paemiau savo knygq, tu paemei savo knygq, jislji paeme savo knygq, 
mes paememe savo knygas, jiis paemete savo knygas, jieljos paeme 
savo knygas 'I took my book, you took your book, he took his book, she 
took her book, we took our book(s), you took your book(s), they took 
their book( s)'. 

The savo-form - like its non-possessive counterpart - save, sav~s 
etc. (p. 74) - can never be part of the subject syntagm. Thus, a sentence 
like, for instance, * savo knyga yra cia is unacceptable. 

C. Additional Comments on Possessive Pronouns 
On the use of capital letters with possessives of the 2nd person, see 

preceding paragraph. 
Alongside the possessive meaning, mano, tavo, savo can also 

express the performer (agent) in a passive construction: sis laiskas yra 
mano (not *man~s) parasytas 'this letter has been written by me.' In the 
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plural the genitive forms of the personal pronoun musl!-, jus[J are used in 
this function. 

Beside the usual forms mana, tavo, savo the declined rna nas, 
tiivas, siivas (M), mana, tava, sava (F), or more often, the long forms 
manasis, man6ji etc. are also encountered: Yra dar pasaulyje salis, kur 
tavajai sielai jauku galetl!- kiek buti? (S. Geda) 'Is there a land on earth 
which could be that pleasant to your soul?' The short congruent form is 
present in teviske mana 'my fatherland'. 

Finally, mention should be made also of the substantivized forms 
maniskis (2), taviskis (2) etc. which are declined like first declensional 
nouns of the brolis-type. In the plural they are as a rule used about 
relatives: maniskiai jau atejo 'my relatives have just come', vaziuok 
namo pas saviskius 'go home to yourselves (your relatives)'. 

4. Reciprocal Pronouns 

There is one reciprocal pronoun in Lithuanian, namely vfenas kit
( or less frequently vfenaslviena antr-) 'each other, one another' 
(vfenaslviena 3 means 'one', kit-lantr- 4 'other'). The first element 
(vienas) is always in the nominative case whereas the case of the second 
is determined by its syntactic position. Both elements are inflected 
according to gender. 

Examples: 
jie myli vienas kitq (i. e. jie myli: vienas myli kitq) 'they love 

each other'; jie sedejo vienas salia kito (i. e. jie sedejo: vienas sedejo 
salia kito) 'they were sitting next to each other', Birute ir Regina 
sedejo viena salia kitos 'Birute and Regina were sitting next to each 
other'. 

Beside vienas kit- also certain reflexive verbs can have reciprocal 
function (seep. 146). Thus, it may sometimes be difficult for the student 
to decide whether vienas kit- or a reflexive verb should be chosen. 
Contrast the following sentence pairs: jie myli vienas kitq and jie my lis; 
the former means 'they love each other' in opposition to the latter which 
has the meaning 'they make love' ! 

As a guiding principle it can be stated that the viena!s kit
construction is used when a preposition is involved ( cf. the example with 
salia above). 
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5. De01onstrative Pronouns 

The demonstrative pronouns are the following: 
sis/si 'this' and sitas/sita ( 4) 'this (one here)'' 
sitokslsitokia (1) 'such', 
si6ksl siokia (3) 'such'' 
t6ksl tokia (3) 'such', 
taslta 'that (one there)' 
anaslana'(4) 'that (one)', 
an6kslan6kia (1) 'like that one'. 

77 

sislsi and taslta have the following inflection (with the cases in 
the usual order, i. e. N, G, D, A, I, L): 

M 
SG PL 

tas Sis tie sie 
to sio tQ siQ 
tam siam tiems siems 
t~ SJ tuos siuos 
tuo siuo ta1s sia1s 
tame siame tuose siuose 

F 
SG PL 

ta Si tos sio 
tos sios tij siij 
tai siai toms si6ms 
t~ si~ tas sias 
ta sia tomis siomis 
toje sioje tose siose 

Like taslta is also declined anaslana. In sitaslsita only the -tasl
ta-element is declined (according to the taslta-pattern). 

T6ks is declined as follows: t6ks, tokio, tokiam, t6kj, t6kiu, 
tokiame; tokie, tokiij, tokfems, t6kius, tokiais, tokiuose for the M sg. 
and pl. respectively, tokia, tokios, t6kiai, t6kiq, t6kia, tokioje; t6kios, 
tokilj, toki6ms, t6kias, tokiomis, tokiose in the F sg. and pl. The 
pronoun si6kslsiokia is declined like t6ksltokia. The same also holds 
good for an6kslan6kia and sitokslsitokia, the only reservation being 
that the stress remains on the same syllable as in the nom. sg. throughout 
the paradigm. 

Examples: 
Ne sis kelias, kur stovi, o tas, kur toliau yra 'not this road where 

you are standing, but that one which is farther away'; Mes sitokie, tokie 
ir anokie 'we are this way, that way and even that way'; Anas (vaikas) 
visiem geriau patinka uz situos isdykelius 'that one (that child) was 
better liked by everybody than these naughty ones'. 
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Observe the obligatory agreement in gender and number with the 
reference - and in adjectival function (i. e. as modifier of a noun) also in 
case. 

Additional Comments on Demonstrative Pronouns 

Some of the above pronouns may have extended forms ( cf. for 
example masc. tasaz, fern. t6ji): [ ... ] teisus tasai, sake, kad ... 'right was 
he who said that. .. '. Their function seems to be mainly orthotonic (i. e. 
stressable), cf. the comments to the pronouns jisaz and jinai on p. 73 
above. 

Notice the use of sis in the following example (from a news
paper): Kai pernai [ ... ] nariai erne ieskoti K-iaus turto, sis sake tuojau 
parduosiqs [ ... } pastatq 'when the members started searching for K/s 
fortune, he (lit. this) said he would sell the building at once'. The pro
noun sis is opposed to tas and corresponds to the German opposition 
dieser - jener. 

Observe that tas can have a determinative function: ar jus 
paijstate tq imog~, su kuriuo as taip ilgai kalbejau? 'do you know that 
person with whom I spoke for so long?' The same applies to t6ks which 
correlates with the relative k6ks (see next section). Compare also cases 
like the following: tos avies vilna tokia balta, jog padejus ant sniego 
sniegas juodas atrodo 'the wool of that sheep is so white that if you 
place it on the snow, the snow will seem black'. 

Notice the form tai 'this/that' which is used in introductory 
utterances like: tai yra iemelapis 'this/that is a map' irrespective of the 
gender and number of the noun introduced. It can also be used in 
accusative position, e. g. ji iino apie tai (alongside tq) 'she knows about 
it (this/that)'. 

Mention should also be made of the expressions tas pats 'the 
same' ([ ... ] toje pacioje vietoje, kur ... ' .. in the same place where .. ') 
and pats taslpati ta 'the (very) right one', (e. g. pats tas kaklaraistis 
'the right tie') as well as tam tikrasltikra 'a certain' (mes paijstame 
tam tikrq imog~ 'we know a certain man'). Pats has paties, paciam, 
nom. pl. pdtys; pati goes like marti (p. 44). 

For translating 'so + adjective' the pronoun t6ks is used: t6ks 
geras 'so good'. In colloquial speech also taip can be heard: ji yra man 
taip miela 'she is so dear to me'. 

Finally, it should be emphazised thatjislji (cf. section 2 above) is 
the normal pronoun for anaphoric use even though the demonstrative 
pronouns can be met with in a similar function. 
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6. Interrogative and Relative Pronouns 

The following pronouns - all characterized through an initial k- -
can have either an interrogative or a relative function: 

kas 'who, what' (declined like tas, see preceding section) 
kieno 'whose' (undeclined - formally a petrified genitive) 
k6kslkokia (3) 'what' (declined like t6ks!tokia, see preceding 
section) 
kurisl kuri ( 4) 'which' (declined like sis! si, see preceding section) 
katras!katra (4) 'which (of the two)' (declined like taslta, see 
preceding section) 
keli!kelios (4) 'how many?' (declined like the numeral 
penkilpeiikios, see next chapter) 
kelerilkelerios (3b) 'how many' (used with pluralia tantum nouns 
only and declined like the numeral ketverilketverios, see next 
chapter) 
keliiitaslkelinta (4) 'which' (inflected like a 1st declination 
adjective). 

Illustrations: 

a) Interrogative Function 
Kq jiis sakote? 'what do you say?', kqlko tu klausei kelio? 
'whom did you ask about the road?', kieno tai yra knyga? 'whose 
book is that?', koks oras? 'what is the weather like?', kelinta 
dabar valanda? 'what time is it?', keli jus (or more frequently: 
kelieselkiek jus~~:) cia busite rytoj? 'how many of you will there 
be here to-morrow?'' keleri tavo marskiniai? 'how many shirts 
have you got?' 

For indirect questions, see p. 224. 

b) Relative Function 
The relative pronoun agrees with its correlate in gender and 

number whereas case is determined by its function (as subject, object 
etc.) in the subordinate clause: as skaitau tq knygQ, kuriq ( = object) tu 
man davei vakar 'I am reading the book (which) you gave me 
yesterday'; ar tu esi kalbejes su tuo zmogum, kuris buvo cia vakar? 
'have you spoken with that man who was here yesterday?'; kas bus, tas 
bus 'what will be, (that) will be'. 

Observe that - unlike in English and Scandinavian - a relative 
pronoun cannot be omitted in Lithuanian. 
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Finally, it should be mentioned that k-pronouns can also have an 
exclamatory function (cf. also next section): koks keistas zmogus! 
'what a strange fellow!' 

7. Indefinite Pronouns 

Indefinite pronouns are constituted by the pronouns kas, kuris, 
k6ks in combination with the particles kazin, n6rs, kai, ne, bet: 

kazin kas 'somebody; something' 
kazkas 'somebody; something' 
kazin k6kslkokia (3) 'some' 
kazin kurisl kuri ( 4) 'some' 
kas n6rs 'somebody, something; anybody, anything' 
k6kslkokia (3) n6rs 'some, any' 
kurislkuri (4) n6rs 'some, any' 
kai kas 'somebody; something' 
kai k6kslkokia (3) 'some; a certain' 
kai kurisl kuri ( 4) 'some' 
kas ne kas 'somebody, some people; something' 
k6ksl kokia ne k6ksl kokia 'some' 
kurislkuri ne kurislkuri (4) 'some' 
bet kas 'whoever; anybody; anyone; whatever' 
bet kurisl kuri ( 4) 'any, anyone' 
bet k6ksl kokia 'any (kind of)' 

The constituent kazin may be shortened to kaz and be combined 
with the pronoun into one word: kazkas; kazk6kslkazkokia; kazkurisl 
kazkuri. 

The constituents kaz(in), nors, kai, ne, bet are not declined. Only 
the pronouns proper (i. e. kas, koks, kuris) are inflected (in the same 
way as the interrogatives and relatives of the preceding section). 

Examples: 

As kazin kqlkazkq apie tai girdejdu 'I have heard someting about 
that', ji kai kq apie tai zino 'she knows something ( cf. Russian koe-cto) 
about it', kai kuriose vietose jau prasidejo pavasario seja 'in some 
places the spring sowing has begun', jie prabuvo kelerius metus 
uzsienyje 'they were (spent) some years abroad'. 

Observe that in questions pronouns containing nors are used (e. g. 
ar kas nors yra atej~s? 'has anybody come?') whereas the answer 
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requires a pronoun without nors: taip, kazkas jau atejo 'yes, somebody 
has come already'. 

Pronouns with nors are also used in exclamations (cf. preceding 
section) to express a wish: kad bent kas nors man padet~! 'if only 
somebody could help me!' 

8. Negative Pronouns 

niekas (2) 'nobody, no-one; nothing' 
j6ks, jokia (3) 'no (whatever); none (whatever)' 

-kas is declined like tas (see section 4 above) and j6ksljokia like 
t6ksltokia (section 4). 

A verb must be in negated form when accompanied by a negative 
pronoun (so-called "double negation"): niekas jo nemego 'nobody liked 
him', jis nieko nesake 'he didn't say anything'; jis jokio (or: ne kokio) 
salcio nebijo 'he didn't fear any cold'. When the negative pronoun is not 
related to a verb, there is no double negation: dangus buvo giedras, be 
jokio debeselio 'the heaven was clear, without any (a single) cloud'. 

Observe that English 'not any-', Scandinavian (Norwegian etc.) 
'ikke noen/noe' must be translated into Lithuanian by a negative pro
noun, not by ne + an indefinite pronoun (cf. preceding section). 

The combination ne kas means 'hardly anyone/anything': jam ne 
kas 'the situation is bad for him'; ne k6ks/kokia '(rather) bad': ne koks 
arklys 'a bad horse)'. To English 'no other than' corresponds Lithuanian 
ne kas kitas kaip or niekas kitas kaip. 

9. Other Pronouns 

kiekvfenas/kiekviena (3) 'each, every' is declined like the singular 
forms of an adjective of the 1st declension: cia man kiekvienas medis 
pazjstamas 'every/each tree is known to me here'; kiekvienas Vilniuje 
sako, kad . . . 'everyone in V. says that ... '. 

visas/visa (4) 'all, whole; everybody' is declined like an adjective 
of the 1st declension: visa kelione truko menesj 'the whole journey 
lasted (for) a month'; visi protestavo 'everybody protested'. 

viskas 'everything (all)' is declined like tas (see section 4 above): 
viskas gerai, kas gerai baigiasi 'everything is well that ends well'; as 
viskq zinau 'I know everything'; jam viskas sekasi 'he succeeds in 
everything'. 
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Beside the (colloquial) viskas (1) with a neuter meaning Lithuani
an also possesses formally neuter pronouns like visa ( cf. visa jau 
praeityje 'everything/all is already in the past)', visa kita (cf. below) 
'everything else', kas kit a 'something else'. Neuter pronouns are not 
declined. 

vis6ks!vis6kia (1) 'all sorts/kinds of' is declined like t6ksltokia 
(section 4 above): prekiauti visokiomis prekemis 'to trade with all kinds 
of goods'. 

kitaslkita (4) 'other, another' is declined like an adjective of the 
1st declension: parasyk kitq rasinj, sitas negeras 'write another com
position, this one is not good'. 

vfenas!viena (3) (is) 'one of': vienas (is) zymiausil!: Lietuvos 
rasytoj~ yra Vincas Mykolaitis-Putinas 'Vincas Mykolaitis-Putinas is 
one the most famous writers of Lithuania'. The preposition is is 
optional, but most frequently dropped in this locution. Further the 
nominal (short/indefinite) form of the adjective (zymiausil!:) seems to be 
preferred to the pronominal (long/definite). The declension of 
vfenas!viena is that of the singular of a 1st declensional adjective. 

For tas pats, see point 5 above. 



Chapter 5 

NUMERALS 
( Skaitvardis) 

Numerals are divided into cardinal numbers of different types, 
ordinal numbers and fractions. 

I. CARDINAL NUMBERS 

There are three types of cardinal numbers in Lithuanian, namely 

1) plain cardinal numbers (kiekiniai skaitvardziai) 
2) special cardinal numbers ( dauginiai skaitvardziai) 
3) collective numbers (kuopiniai skaitvardziai) 

1. Plain Cardinal Nu01bers 
0 - nulis (2) 
1 - vienas (M), viena (F) (3) 
2 - du (M), dvl (F) 
3 - trys (4) 
4 - keturl (M), keturios (F) (3 b) 
5 - penkl (M), pefikios (F) (4) 
6 - sesl (M), sesios (F) ( 4) 
7 - septynl (M), septynios (F) (3) 
8 - astuonl (M), astuonios (F) (3) 
9 - devynl (M), devynios (F) (3) 
10 - desimt (desimtls, 3b) 
11 - vienuolika (1) 
12 - dvylika (1) 
13 - tcylika (1) 
14 - keturi6lika (1) 
15 - penki6lika (1) 
16 - sesi6lika ( 1) 
17 - septyni6lika ( 1) 
18 - astuoni6lika ( 1) 
19 - devyni6lika ( 1) 

20 - dvldesimt 
21 - dvldesimt vienas/viena 
22 - dvldesimt du/dvl 
30 - trlsdesimt 
40 - keturiasdesimt 
50 - pefikiasdesimt 
60 - sesiasdesimt 
70 - septyniasdesimt 
80 - asmoniasdesimt 
90 - devyniasdesimt 
100 - simtas (4) 
200 - du simtai 
300 - trys simtai 
400 - keturl simtai 
500 - penkl simtai 
1000 - tfikstantis ( 1) 
2000 - du tfikstanciai 
5000 - penkl tfikstanciai 
1000000- (vienas) milij6nas 
2000000 - du milij6nai 
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N 
G 
D 
A 
I 
L 

N 
G 
D 
A 
I 
L 

NUMERALS 

Declension 

Nulis is declined like 1st declension nouns of the br6lis-subclass. 
Vienaslviena is treated like an adjective of the 1st declension. 
The numerals du!dvi and trys are declined in the following way: 

M M/F F M M/F F 
du dvi trys 

dviejij trijij 
dvfem trims 

du dvi tris 
dviem trimis 

dviejuose dviejose trijuose trijose 

In the colloquial language the form dviems is also encountered. 

In the same way as du!dvi is also declined the pronominal numeral 
abu!abi 'both'. 

The numbers 4 - 9 are declined according to the following pattern: 

M M/F F 
keturi keturios 

keturiij 
keturiems keturi6ms 
keturis keturias 
keturiais keturiomis 
keturiuose keturiose 

The numbers 11 - 19 are declined like the singular of nouns of the 
second declension with the only difference that the ace. is in -a, not *-Q. 

The reason for this is that the element -lika- probably originally meaning 'what 
is left (above ten)' -reflects an original neuter plural (which has partly been reanalyzed 
as a fern. sg. in -a). The components dvy-, try-, keturio- etc. in dvylika, trylika, 
keturi6lika ·may equally represent old neuter dual/plural forms. 

The tens 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 are undeclined. 
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To be precise, desimt has a variant desimtis which is declined like a fern. noun 
of the third declension (with a 'hard' ending in the genitive plural). Thus, forms like dvi 
desimtys, peftkios desimtys etc. may also be encountered. · 

The element -as in the numbers 40-90 seems to represent a petrified ace. pl. fern. 
which agrees in gender with the fern. desimt. 

Sirfitas, tdkstantis, milijonas and milijardas are declined like 
nouns of the 1st declension. Observe the t : c shift in tdkstantis, gen. 
tdkstancio. 

In compound numbers (e. g. 21, 22, 510, 911 etc.) all declinable 
components are declined, cf., for example, nom. devyni simtai vienuo
lika, ace. devynis simtus vienuolika. 

Accentuation 
The accentuation is indicated in the above paradigms as well as 

through the numbers in brackets on the list in the preceding paragraph. 

Syntax 

All indeclinable cardinal numbers together with sinftas, 
tdkstantis, milijonas, milijardas are treated as nouns syntactical[y which 
means that they require the genitive plural of an accompanying noun 
regardless of the syntactic position (subject, object, adverbial) occupied 
by the numeral + noun combination in the sentence. 

Here follows an illustration of a numeral + noun combination in 
adverbial function: jis atvaziavo j Paryzil! su desimtlvienuolikal dvide
simt/simtu!dviem simtaislmilijonu doleri~~: 'he arrived in Paris with 
ten/eleven/twenty/one hundred/two hundred/one million dollars'. 

All remaining cardinal numerals (including abu!abi) are treated 
syntactically as adjectives which implies that there is agreement in 
gender, number and case between the numeral and the quantified noun: 
jis atvaziavo j Paryzil! su vienu doleriu!dviemltrimislpenkiais doleriais 
'he came to Paris with one dollar/two/three/five dollars'. 

In compound numbers the case of an accompanying noun is 
determined by the last figure, cf. for example ... su tiikstanciu doleri~~: 
(gen. pl. of the quantified noun) : ... su tiikstanciu vienu doleriu (instr. 
sg.) : ... su tiikstanciu trimis doleriais (instr. pl.), kiekvienq semestrq 
studentai moka po tris simtus trisdesimt kron~~: uz registracijq (gen. 
pl.) 'every semester the students pay 330 crowns each for registration'. 
(Observe the preposition po + ace. in so-called distributive function.) 
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2. The Special Cardinal NuiDbers 

These are the following: 

1 - vienerl, vienerios (3a) 
2 - dvejl, dvejos ( 4) 
3 - trejl, trejos ( 4) 
4 - ketverl, ketverios (3b) 
5 - penkerl, pefikerios (3b) 
6 - seserl, seserios (3b) 
7 - septynerl, septynerios (3a) 
8 - astuonerl, astuonerios (3a) 
9 - devynerl, devynerios (3a) 

The first form (in -i) is masc., the second (in -ios) fern. This type 
of numeral does not go beyond nine. The declension is identical with 
that of the plural of adjectives of the 1st declension (or in other words, 
with the declension of the plain cardinal numbers 4 - 9 above), i. e. 

M M/F 
N penkerl 
G penkeriij 
D penkeriems 
A pefikerius 
I penkeriais 
L penkeriuose 

Syntax 

F 
pefikerios 

penkeri6ms 
pefikerias 
penkeriomls 
penkeriose 

These numerals are used exclusively in connection with either 1) 
pluralia tantum nouns (see p. 51 f.) or 2) nouns designating pairs 
(gloves, stockings, boots etc.). 

They have adjectival syntax, i. e. they agree in gender, number 
and case with the accompanying quantified noun: ji prabuvo dvejus 
metus Vilniuje 'she stayed in V. for two years', su dvejais naujais 
bat a is 'with two pairs of new boots', su dvejomis naujomis pirstinemis 
'with two new pairs of gloves'. 

In colloquial speech the ordinary cardinal numbers seem to be 
preferred to the special cardinal numbers in connection with pluralia 
tantum: ji prabuvo du metus Vilniuje. With 'one' the forms vieneri, 
vfenerios must also be used in colloquial style, cf., for example, vieneri 
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(coll. also vieni) metai 'one year' since vfenaslviena normally has no 
formal plural form. 

To express pairs one can also use the noun pora 'pair' which 
automatically requires the gen. pl. of the quantified noun, e. g. dvi poros 
batlf: 'two pairs of boots', su dviem poromis bat!! 'with two pairs of 
boots'. This construction has the advantage of being semantically 
unambiguous. 

3. Collective N uinbers 

This is the traditional Lithuanian term used for the numbers 
dvejetas, trejetas, ketvertas, peftketas, sesetas, septynetas, astuone
tas, devynetas which are declined like the singular of first declensional 
nouns. 

They all belong to accent class 1. 

Syntax 

Being in fact nouns, these numbers require the genitive plural of 
an accompanying noun. . 

Semantically they designate a group of people, animals or objects: 
jie turi trejetq karvil! 'they have three cows'. 

A special function of the collective numbers is to designate an 
approximate number: lis cia lankesi pries septynetq metlf: 'he was 
(stayed) here some seven years ago'. 

II. ORDINAL NUMBERS 

Like the adjectives, ordinal numbers of Lithuanian have both 
nominal (short/indefinite) and pronominal (long/definite) forms. In 
Modern Lithuanian only the pronominal form seem to be used with 
ordinal numbers in -simtas (because of the similarity with the 
corresponding cardinal numbers), e. g. simtasis' simtoji; trisimtasis' 
trisimt6ji. Even with tdkstantas (vs. cardinal number tdkstantis) the 
pronominal form prevails. 
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M F M F 

first pinnas, -rna (3) twenty first dvldesirnt plrmas, -rna (3) 
second aiitras, -ra ( 4) twenty second dvldesirnt aiitras, -ra (4) 
third trecias, -cia ( 4) twenty third dvldesirnt trecias, -cia ( 4) 

-fourth ketviitas, -ta (4) thirtieth trisdesiriitas, -ta ( 4) 
fifth peiiktas, ta ( 4) fortieth keturiasdesiriitas, -ta ( 4) 
sixth sestas, -ta (4) fiftieth penkiasdesiriitas, -ta (4) 
seventh septiiitas, -ta ( 4) sixtieth sesiasdesiriitas, -ta ( 4) 
eigth astuiitas, -ta ( 4) seventieth septyniasdesiriitas, -ta ( 4) 
ninth deviiitas, -ta ( 4) eightieth astuoniasdesiriitas, -ta ( 4) 
tenth desiriitas, -ta ( 4) ninetieth devyniasdesiriitas, -ta ( 4) 
eleventh vienuoliktas, -ta ( 1) hundredth siriitas, -ta ( 4 )* 
twelfth dvyliktas, -ta (1) two hundredth dusiriitas, -ta ( 4) 
thirteenth tryliktas, -ta (1) three hundredth tri(s )siriitas, -ta ( 4) 
fourteenth keturi6liktas, -ta (1) four hundredth keturiasiriitas, -ta ( 4) 
fifteenth penki6liktas,-ta (1) five hundredth penkiasiriitas, -ta ( 4) 
sixteenth sesi6liktas, -ta (1) six hundredth sesiasiriitas, -ta ( 4) 
seventeenth septyni61iktas, -ta (1) seven hundredth septyniasiriitas, -ta ( 4) 
eighteenth astuoni6liktas, -ta ( 1) eigth hundredth astuoniasiriitas, -ta ( 4) 
nineteenth devyni6liktas, -ta (1) nine hundredth devyniasiriitas, -ta ( 4) 
twentieth dvidesiriitas, -ta (4) thousandth ffikstantas, -ta ( 1) 

two thousandth dutfikstantas, -ta (1) 

Declension 

The ordinal numbers are declined like adjectives of the 1st 
declension (see p. 59 ff.). 

In a compound ordinal number only the last figure has the form of 
an ordinal and is declined. The other components are in the form of 
undeclined (nominative form) cardinal numbers (for examples, see 
section on syntax below). 

Like the adjectives they have both nominal (short or indefinite) 
and pronominal (long or definite) forms, e. g. pirmas, pirma : pirmasis, 
pirm6ji. A special case is 'hundredth' since in modern Lithuanian only 
the pronominal form simtasis, simt6ji is used. 

Ac~entuation 
The accentuation is indicated through the figures in brackets in the 

above table. 
For the accentuation of the pronominal forms, see p. 66 f. 
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Syntax 

Ordinal numbers have the same syntax as adjectives (see p. 67). 
They are most frequently encountered in attributive function where they 
agree with the head noun in gender, number and case. 

Illustrations: 
lis jau dvyliktoje klaseje 'he is already in the twelfth class.'; 

tilkstantis devyni simtai ketvirtasis kambarys 'room number 1904'. 

Years and dates are expressed by ordinal numbers. 
To answer the question when? (kada?) the instrumental case is 

used for the year: ji gime tilkstantis devyni simtai pirmais metais 'she 
was born in 1901 '. If the year is accompanied by a date (month/day
combination), the year expression may be either in the instrumental or 
the genitive whereas the month must be in the genitive and the date in 
the accusative: ji gime tilkstantis devyni simtai pirml! melt! or pirmais 
metais kovo (menesio) dvidesimtq (dienq) 'she was born on March 20, 
1901 (lit. on the twentieth day of the month of March of the year[ ... ])'. 

For translating a sentence like 'to-day is March 20, 1994' the 
nominative, not the accusative of the date has to be used: siandien (yra) 
tukstantis devyni simtai devyniasdesimt ketvirtl{; metl{; kovo 
dvidesimta diena 'to-day is March 20, 1994'. Observe that the normal 
order in Lithuanian is 1) the year, 2) the date. In year/date-expressions 
the nominal/short form of the ordinal number is commonly used. 

In written exposition figures are usually encountered instead of 
letters. The rule is that with months Arabic or (more rarely to-day) 
Roman numerals are used whereas for day and year Arabic numerals are 
found. 

For time of day ordinal numbers (in the nominal form) are also 
used. 

Examples: 
as ateisiu pirmq valandq 'I'll come at one o'clock'; dabar (yra) 

penkta valanda 'now it is five o'clock' In the first example the 
accusative must be used to answer the question when? (= kuriqlkelintq 
valandq?) whereas in the second the nominative is used since pirma 
valanda is the grammatical subject of the sentence. 

Ordinal numbers are further used in cases like popiezius Jonas 
Povilas Antrasis 'Pope John Paul II', Petras Pirmasis 'Peter the First/ 
I'. Observe the mandatory use of the long form in this case. 
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The rules regulating the choice between the nominal (short, 
indefinite) and the pronominal (long, definite) of ordinal numbers are 
the same as those given for the adjective (cf. p. 69). 

III. FRACTIONS 

As in English and many other langauges, fractions in Lithuanian 
are formed with the help of a numerator expressed by a cardinal number 
in the feminine gender (due to a usually deleted fern. noun dalis 'part') 
and a denominator in the form of an ordinal numeral (in the definite 
form). Both the numerator and the denominator are declined. 

When whole units occur with fractions, this unit is in the feminine 
form of the cardinal number since it agrees with the usually deleted noun 
dalis, cf. for example pefikios sveikos (ir puse), literally 'five whole 
parts (and a half) ' . 

The noun of which something is a fraction (in the following 
example 'share') is in the genitive singular (plural in the case of pluralia 
tantum nouns) regardless of the case in which the fraction occurs. The 
reason for this is that the noun in question is grammatically dependent on 
dalys, dalif!, dalims etc., i. e. 'parts of a share'). 

Example of a full paradigm: 

N peiikios (sve1kos) ir sesios septifitosios (da1ys) (akcijos) '5 6/7 
(of a share)' 
G penkiQ (sveikQ) ir sesiQ septintQjlJ. (daliQ) (akcijos) 
D penki6ms (sveik6ms) ir sesi6ms septint6sioms (dallms) (akcijos) 
A penkias (sveikas) ir sesias septint~sias (dalls) (akcijos) 
I penkiomls (sveikomls) ir sesiom)s septintosiomis (dalimls) 
(akcijos) 
L penkiose (sveikose) ir sesiose septintosiose (dalyse) (akcijos) 

Illustrations in full sentences: 
lie turejo penkias ir sesias septintqsias ( dalis) akcijos 'they had 

five and six seventh of a share', ji buvo patenkinta penkiomis ir 
sesiomis septyntosiomis ( dalimis) akcijos 'she was satisfied with five 
and six sevenths of a share'. Instead of the order ordinal number ( + dal-) 
+ noun one will also find: ordinal + noun + dal-, e. g .... su penkiomis 
ir sesiomis septintosiomis akcijos dalimis. 

For '1/2' the noun puse 'half' is used. It is declined like other feminine nouns in 
-e. For' 1 1/2' one can say pusafitro, lit. 'one half of the second', with a shortened form 
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of puse + an (adnominal) genitive of afltras/ -a. The combination constitutes an 
indeclinable whole. An accompanying noun will be in the genitive: puse litro, pusafltro 
litro 'half a litre, one and a half litres'. For 'a bottle of half a litre' one usually says 
puslitris (pusbutelis). '2 1/2, 3 1/2' etc. (up to ten) can be expressed according to the 
pattern pustrecio (fern. pustreci6s), pusketvifto (fern. pusketvirt6s) and so on. '1/3' is 
either (vienas) trecdalis (with the first element tree- undeclined, the second,-dalis, 
declined /according to the pattern of a masc. noun of the 1st declension!/) or viena 
treci6ji (dalis). For' 1/4' there are also two variants: (vienas) ketviftis (declined in the 
same way as trecdalis) or (viena) ketvirt6ji ( dalis). Also compounds like ketvirtiidalis, 
penktiidalis ... devintiidalis are used. 

Decimal Fractions 
Beside the above illustrated fractions Lithuanian - like English -

can also use decimal fractions, e. g. 2,34 which reads du ( sveiki) 
kablelis trisdesimt keturi, lit. 'two (whole ones) comma thirty four'. 



Chapter 6 

THE VERB 
(Veiksmdzodis) 

dual. 

The Grammatical Categories of the Lithuanian 
Verb 

The grammatical categories of the Lithuanian verb are as follows: 

1) number, i. e. singular and plural plus, very marginally, the 

2) person. Lithuanian distinguishes between three persons, the 1st, 
2nd and 3rd. 

N.B.: a peculiarity of Lithuanian (together with Latvian) is the 
lack of formal distinction between the 3rd p. sg. and pl. 

3) gender which is marginal since it is relevant only for participle 
forms. Two genders are distinguished: masculine and feminine. In 
addition there is the indeclinable "neuter". 

4) tense. The Lithuanian indicative has six tenses, namely three 
simple, the present, past and future, and three compound, the present 
perfect, past perfect and future perfect. The simple past and past 
perfect have two variants each: the non-frequentative and frequentative. 
In addition Lithuanian has a couple of tense-aspect forms which can be 
labeled the inceptive and the progressive respectively. 

5) aspect, i. e. the opposition of perfective and imperfective verb 
pairs (although the distinction is not formalized to the same extent as in 
the Slavic languages) 

6) mood. Beside the unmarked indicative Lithuanian distinguishes 
the marked imperative, the permissive (which is often regarded as a 
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subgroup of the imperative), the subjunctive and the so-called relative 
mood. 

7) voice: active and passive 

Numbers 4-7 are specific verbal categories whereas 1-3 were also 
encountered with nominal word classes (seep. 37 f.). 

Finite and Non-Finite Fornts 

The following forms - all present in Lithuanian - are labeled non
finite: infinitive, participles and gerunds together with the verbal noun. 
All other verb forms - including compound forms with participial 
constituents - are referred to as finite. 

Reflexive and Non-Reflexive Verbs. Transitives and 
Intransitives. 
Such oppositions are relevant for Lithuanian and will be described 

on pp. 145 and 148 ff. 

Verb Stents 

To be able to form the inventory of the Lithuanian verb one must 
know: 

1) the infinitive stem, 2) the present, and 3) the past (preterite) 
stem. 

On the basis of 1) the infinitive stem (which is found by dropping 
the -ti of the infinitive) the following forms of the verb paradigm (in 
addition to the infinitive itself) are constructed: 

- the future tense 
- the future participle active 
- the future gerund 
- the frequentative past 
- the imperative 
- the (present) subjunctive 
-the past participle passive (= !-participle) 
-the dam-gerund (participle) 
- the participle of necessity 
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From 2) the present stem (which is obtained through deletion of 
the stem suffix of the 1st, lind and Illrd conjugation respectively, see 
below) are formed: 

- the present tense 
- the permissive 
- the present participle active 
-the present participle passive(= m-participle) 
- the present gerund 

From 3) the preterite stem (which is found by dropping the stem 
suffix,-e or-o in the simple past, seep. 103) are formed: 

-the simple past(= e- and a-preterite) 
- the past participle active 
- the past gerund 

Morphophonemic Rules 
Before the presentation of the formation of the tenses and principal 

forms (a verbo forms) it is practical to give a couple of morhophonemic 
rules which are relevant for the verb, namely: 

1) the dentals t and d change to s before the -ti of the infinitive 
(cf. p. 26): mesti 'throw' vs. present & past stem met-, bristi 'wade' vs. 
past stem brid-, 

2) sk and zg + consonant yield ks and gz in preconsonantal 
position whereas skis represented asks under the same conditions. Thus, 
for example, mezg- and trosk- in present and past tense forms (as well as 
other forms derived from these stems) are opposed to megzti ('knit') and 
tr6ksti ('feel thirsty; desire') in the infinitive (and forms derived from 
the infinitive). For more details, seep. 26 above. 

Also relevant is the merger of the dentals t and d + j into affricates 
c and dz as well as the fate of n before other consonants than stops. 
These processes are described in chapter 1, pp. 24 and 29. Also referred 
to in chapter 1 is the secondary lengthening of the vowels e and a in 
open stressed syllables (p. 28 f.). 

For the segmentation of *f > ij and u > uv before a vowel, seep. 
98 below. 

In certain verbs (see p. 110 ff.) vocalic alternations which 
constitute (old and new) ablaut series are encountered. Such alternations 
are e : e, a : o, u : u, i : z, e : i (the latter in resonant stems). 

The treatment of sibilants on the morpheme boundary before the 
si-morpheme of the future tense is described in connection with the 
presentation of the future tense. 
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THE FINITE VERB 

Disposition 

The disposition will be as follows: 

• Presentation of conjugational types 
• A section containing the formation of the simple tenses of the 

indicative active; principal forms (a verba forms) with irregular 
verbs; formation of the compound tenses of the indicative active; 
formation of certain special tense/aspect forms 

• A section on aspect and tense with special emphasis on the use of 
the tenses of the indicative active. This section will also contain a 
discussion of the question of aspect in Lithuanian, including both 
form and meaning, and, finally, a survey of the use of certain 
special tense/aspect forms 

• A section on the marked moods, i. e. other moods than the 
indicative, which will be described with respect both to form and 
function 

• A section on voice with special emphasis on the formation and use 
of the passive (or passive equivalent constructions) 

• A section on transitive and intransitive verbs 
• A section devoted to the use of reflexive verbs 

Conjugational Types 

It is customary to divide the Lithuanian verb into three 
conjugations, referred to as I, II and III respectively, according to the 
timbre of the stem vowel of the present tense. 

The verbs of the 1st conjugation are characterized through the stem 
suffix -a before the personal endings (see p. 98). Two types, non
palatalized (dirb-a-me 'we work') and. palatalized (geri-a-me [' gre:r-£
Il!E] 'we drink'), are distinguished, cf. p. 23 above. 

lind conjugation verbs have an -i- as the present stem suffix: myl
i-me 'we love', whereas those of the 

Illrd conjugation have an -o- as their stem suffix in the present 
tense, e. g. skait-o-me 'we read'. 
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Predictability of Conjugational Type on the Basis of the Infinitive 
All monosyllabics belong to theIst conjugation: se-ti, pres. s8-j-a 'to sew', ly-ti, 

pres. ly-j-a 'to rain', dirb-ti, pres. dirb-a 'to work', ger-ti, pres. geria [' gre:r -£] 'to 
drink'. The same is the case with verbs in a consonant before the infinitive marker in -ti 
, cf. alongside dirb-ti, ger-ti also gyven-ti, pres. gyven-a 'to live', didin-ti, pres. didin-a 
'to increase, magnify'. Verbs of the lind and IIIrd conjugations are never monosyllabic 
and always have a vowel before the -ti of the infinitive. The vowel is -e in the II 
conjugation, e. g. myl-i!-ti 'to love', whereas IIIrd conjugational verbs are in -yti, e. g. 
skairy-ti 'to read', or more rarely, -oti, e. g. iesk6-ti 'to look for'. There are, however, 
also some Ist conjugational verbs with the vowels -e, -y, -o before the -ti of the 
infinitive, cf., for example, teketi, pres. teka 'to flow, run'' kupi!ti, kupa 'to boil'' mazeti, 
pres. mazi!-j-a 'to diminish'' krikstyti, pres. kriksti-j-a 'to baptize'' gied6ti, pres. gfeda 
'to chant, pipe'. Unambigously Ist congugation verbs are those with infinitives ending 
in -auti and -uoti: dalyvauti, pres. dalyvau-j-a 'to participate', kainuoti, pres. kainuo-j-a 
'to cost'. 

The Forination of the Tenses of the Indicative 
Active. 
General Considerations 

Non-Reflexive Verbs 
The desinences are the same in all (simple) tenses, i. e: 

1 p. sg. -u 
2 p. sg. -i 

3 p. sg./pl. -0 

1 p. pl. -me 
2 p. pl. -te 

The 3rd person form may be regarded as the basic one from 
which all other forms can be derived. 

Reflexive Verbs 
The corresponding reflexive desinences are: 

1 p. sg.-uos(i) 1 p. pl. -mes 
2 p. sg. -ies(i) 2 p. pl. -tes 

3 p. sg./pl. -s( i) 
and 

1 p. sg. -us(i) 1 p. pl. -me s 
2 p. sg. -is(i) 2 p. pl. -tes 

3 p. sg./pl. -si 

The first series is used after a consonant (including j) whereas the 
second -us(i) and -is(i) merges with a preceding vowel into a diphthong. 
The endings of the first series are encountered in the future tense, the 
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present tense of 1st conjugational verbs, those of the second in other 
cases, i. e. the past tense as well as the present tense of verbs of the lind 
and Illrd conjugations. 

When a reflexive verb appears with a prefix, then the reflexive 
morpheme (-si-) is intercalated between the prefix and the root, and the 
desinences are those of the non-reflexive type. 

Accentuation 
In unprefixed verbs (both non-reflexive and reflexive) the accent 

can either remain on the root/stem in all forms of the paradigm ( = 
immobile stress) or it can fall on the ending in the 1st and 2nd p. sg., but 
rest on the root/stem in the other forms (= mobile stress). This mobility 
is due to de Saussure" s law, cf. p. 34 f. above. 

With prefixed verbs a distinction must be made between verbs 
without and with retraction. Verbs without retraction behave in terms of 
accentuation in the same way as unprefixed verbs. In verbs with 
retraction the prefix attracts the stress in all persons, both in singular and 
plural. If there is more than one prefix, the stress "leaps" to the 
rightmost suffix, i. e. to the suffix next to the root. 

In prefixed reflexive verbs the reflexive particle will behave as a 
prefix and occupy the position next to the root whence it can attract the 
accent. 

N. B. The prefix per- automatically attracts the stress in all forms 
of the verb, finite as well as non-finite forms. 

Formation of the Simple Tenses 

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter there are three 
simple tenses in Lithuanian: the present, the past and the future. 

I. The Simple Present 
(Esamasis laikas) 

1. Verbs of the First Conjugation 
First a couple of full paradigms of the present tense of 1st 

conjugation verbs should be given: 

Inf. dirbti 'to work' 1 p. sg. dlrbu 1 p. pl. dlrbame 
2.p. sg. dlrbi 2 p. pl. dlrbate 

3 p. sg./pl. dlrba 
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Inf. ruosti 'to prepare' 1 p. sg. ruosiu 1 p. pl. ru6siame 
2 p. sg. ruosi 2 p. pl. ru6siate 

3 p. sg./pl. ru6sia 

Inf. st6ti 'to stand up' 1 p. sg. st6ju 1 p. pl. st6jame 
2 p. sg. st6ji 2 p. pl. st6jame 

3 p. sg./pl. st6ja 

Reflexive forms: 

Inf. keltis 'to get up' 1 p. sg. keliuosi 1 p. pl. keliames 
2 p. sg. kelfesi 2 p. pl. keliates 

3 p. sg./pl. keliasi 

As pointed out above (p. 95) the suffix appearing immediately 
before the personal endings is -a. It is deleted in the 1st and 2nd p. sg. 
The -a can be added directly to the root (as, for example, in dirb-a : 
dirbti 'works') or its extended form whereby the following three 
concomitant praesentic affixes: -}, -n and -st should be especially obser
ved. 

a)-}: 
}-presents are predominantly transitives, e. g. ger-i-a [' gre:r-E] < 

*ger-j-a 'drink(s)' (: gerti); se-j-a 'sow(s)' (: seti). As is seen from the 
gerti-example, the *j has merged with the preceding consonant to form a 
palatalized consonant (cf. p. 23). In postvocalic position (type seti) the 
appearance of the -}- is automatic and obligatory. Beside after e -}- is 
encountered after the equally long vowel o as well as the diphthongs -au, 
-uo and -ie. Examples: st6-j-a 'stands' (: st6ti), dalyvau-j-a 'partici
pate' (: dalyvauti), dainuo-j-a 'sing(s)' (: dainuoti), lfe-j-a 'found(s), 
mould(s)' (: lfeti). 

After the vowels i (written y) and u a j is not inserted, but 
segmentation of i and u into a short i and u + their consonantal 
counterparts j and v takes place instead, e. g. vienij-a 'unite(s)' (: vieny
ti), siuv-a 'sew(s)'(: sidti). 

b) -n: 
Another strategy is observed in cases like lyja 'rain(s)' (: lyti) and 

puva 'rot(s)' (: pdti) (with circumflex intonation in the present vs. acute 
in the infinitive) which may be taken to reflect *li-n-j-a and *pu-n-v-a 
with segmentation of i and u into -ij- and -uv- + insertion of an n in the 
root. 
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This has brought us to the second concomitant present tense 
marker, namely the n -infix which is characteristic of certain 
intransitives. According to p. 29 the nasal is lost before other 
consonants than stops, but has left a trace in the compensatorily 
lengthened vowel and the intonation. Examples (other than lyja and puva 
just quoted) are kyla < *ki-n-la (: kilti 'arise'), bjura < *bju-nra (: bjur
ti 'become bad/about weather and roads/)' and bqla < *ba-n-la (: haiti 
'become white'). As examples with the nasal marker intact/preserved 
before stops may serve ti-ii-k-a (: tikti 'be fit for') and ta-rii-p-a (: tapti 
'become'). In the last example the *n has been assimilated tom before 
the labial stop). 

The -n-may also appear as a suffix in certain monosyllabic stems, 
cf., for example, sau-n-a alongside sau-j-a (: sauti 'shoot'). 

c) -st: 
The st-suffix is found mostly with intransitives, e. g. dyg-st-a 

'sprout(s)' (: dygti). 
After the stem-final consonants s, s, z and z the -s- in -st- is lost: 

austa < *aus-st-a 'dawn is coming' (: aiis-ti), lrizta < *liiz-sta 'burst' 
(: zriz-ti). 

Further, t and d are lost before -st, e. g. klysta 'be mistaken' (cf. 
preterite stem klyd-: klysti < *klfd-ti, see p. 26). 

Accumulation of nasal infix and the st-suffix is also possible, but 
.is probably limited to g~sta < *ge-n-st-a (: gesti 'die out /about light/)'. 

2. Verbs of the Second Conjugation 

Examples of full paradigms: 

Inf. myli!ti 'to love' 1 p. sg. myliu [mi:Ju] 1 p. pl. mylime 
2 p. sg. myli 2 p. pl. mylite 

3 p. sg./pl. myli 

Inf. sedi!ti 'to sit' 1 p. sg. sedziu 1 p. pl. sedime 
2 p. sg. sedi 2 p. pl. sedite 

3 p. sg./pl. sedi 

Reflexive forms: 

Inf. domi!tis 'to be interested in' 
1 p. sg. domiuos(i) 
2 p. sg. domies(i) 

1 p. pl. d6mimes 
2 p. pl. d6mites 
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3 p. sg./pl. d6mis(i) 

The verbs of this conjugation can be presented briefly. As 
mentioned on p. 95 above, the vowel before the personal endings is -i
which is deleted before the -i of the 2 sg. and optionally before the zero 
ending of the 3 p. In the 1 sg. it has left a trace in the softness of the 
consonant preceding the ending -u (in the orthographic representation 
-Ciu), following the diachronic rule according to which i in prevocalic 
position has yielded j with subsequent merger of the j with the preceding 
consonant into a soft consonant, cf. p. 23 above. With stems in -t and -d 
an alternation cldz (1. sg.) vs. tid (other cases) takes place according to 
the rules on p. 24. 

The present stem can be derived from the infinitive stem by 
truncation of the -e- before the infinitive ·ending in -ti. 

3. Verbs of the Third Conjugation 
The vowel before the desinences is -o-. Two types, A. with 

infinitives in -yti and B. with infinitives in -oti, are encountered. 

A. Infinitives in -yti. 
The pattern can be diagrammed in the following way: 

Inf. daryti 'to do' 1 p. sg. dar-a-u 1 p. pl. dar-o-rne 
2 p. sg. dar-a-i 1 p. pl. dar-o-te 

3 p. sg./pl. dar-o 

From a historical point of view the -o- has arisen from *a which 
was shortened to *a when part of a diphthong which explains -au/ -ai ( < 
*-a + ul-a + i) in the first and second p. sg., and not *-oul-oi 

B. Infinitives in -oti. 
Conjugation sample: 

Inf. iesk-6-ti 'to look for; search' 
1 p. sg. fesk-a-u 1 p. pl. fesk-o-me 
2 p. sg. fesk-a-i 1 p. pl. fesk-o-te 

3 p. sg./pl. fesko 

Reflexive forms: 
The morphological make up of the present tense will be the same 

both in types III A and B. Therefore only one paradigm will be given: 
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dairytis 'to look around' 
1 p. sg. dairaiis(i) 1 p. pl. dairomes 
2 p. sg. dairais(i) 1 p. pl. dairotes 

3 p. sg./pl. dairos(i) 

Accentuation 

Unprefixed Forms 
For generalities, cf. p. 97 above. 
Since the accent patterns are the same both for non-reflexive and 

reflexive verbs, illustrations will be given for non-reflexives only. 

1) If the root/stem of the present tense is acute, the stress does 
not move. 

Examples: 

Conjugation: I 
Infinitive s6kti 'to jump' 
1 p. sg. s6ku 
2 p. sg. s6ki 
3 p. sg./pl. s6ka 
1 p. pl. s6kame 
2 p. pl. s6kate 

II 
myleti 'to love' 
myliu 
myli 
myl(i) 
my lime 
my lite 

III 
iesk6ti 'to look for' 
ieskau 
ieskai 
Iesko 
ieskome 
ieskote 

N. B. In roots of the structure Ci/uRC the grave' (= short accent) 
has the same effect as the acute ('), e. g. dirbu, dirbi, dirba, dirbame, 
dirbate (: dirbti 'to work'). 

2) If the root/stem of the present tense is either circumflex or 
shows the short accent*, de Saussure' s Law operates in the 1st and 2nd 
person singular whereby the stress leaps from one syllable to the 
immediately following in comparison with the other forms of the 
paradigm. 

*except for cases mentioned under N. B. in point 1) above. 

Examples: 

Conjugation: I II III 
Inf.: riiikti lipti ruosti tureti laikyti 

'to collect' 'to climb' 'to prepare' 'to have' 'to hold' 
1 p. sg. renku lipu v•' 

fUOSlU turiu laikafi 
2 p. sg. renkl lipl "'' ruos1 turl laikai 
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3.p. refika llpa -v· turi la1ko rUOSla 
1 p. pl. refikame llpame -v• turime la1kome ruos1ame 
2 p. pl. refikate lip ate ruosiate turite la1kote 

b) Prefixed Farms 
The rules for accentuation are here rather complicated. 
First one has to distinguish between verbs without and with 

retraction. 
1) Verbs without retraction. 
This group follows the same patterns as unprefixed verbs, cf. 

above. 
Retraction does not take place if the root syllable of the present 

tense is acute. 
Further, retraction does not take place with verbs of the Illrd 

conjugation: paddro (: padaryti 'to do'). 
In the 1st conjugation retraction is never found with verbs which 

contain a nasal infix or the st-suffix, e. g. patiiika (: patikti 'like'), 
nuklysta (: nuklysti 'to get lost'). 

Examples of accent paradigms without retraction: 
pafeskau, pafeskai, pafesko etc. (: paiesk6ti 'to search'), padar

au, padarai, paddro etc. (: padaryti 'to do'. 
2) Verbs with retraction. 
On p. 97 above it was stated that retraction means retraction of the 

stress onto the suffix in all persons and both numbers. 
In a-presents (= 1st conjugation) retraction takes place if the root 

vowel is short, e. g. sumusu, sumusi, sumusa etc. (: sumusti 'to 
defeat'). 

Retraction is also the rule with a-presents which correspond with 
unprefixed forms with a circumflexed "mixed diphthong" (p. 31 above) 
in the root as, for example, surenku, surenki, surenka etc. (: surifikti 'to 
collect'), nekalbu, nekalbi, nekalba etc. (: nekalbi!ti 'not to speak') and 
nuperku, nuperki, nuperka etc. (: pifkti 'to buy'). 

In -ia-presents (= 1st conjugation) retraction takes place only if the 
root vowel of the present tense is short, e. g. nulekiu, nuleki, nulekia 
(:nulekti 'to fly away'). Thus, retraction does not occur, for example, in 
nesaukiu, nesauki, nesaukia (: nesaukti 'not to shout') because of the 
diphthong which in the morae count (cf. p. 34) equals a long vowel. 

Verbs of the lind conjugation cause trouble since - following 
rather obscure rules - some allow retraction while others do not. 
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Prefixed reflexive verbs 
The stress can also fall on the reflexive particle which behaves as a 

prefix and occupies the position next to the root, e. g. prisimena (: prisi
mifiti 'remember'). 

Cases with more than one prefix 
In the case of more than one prefix the nearest to the root syllable 

attracts the stress (if the general conditions for retraction are present), 
e.g. nebepanesa 'do(es) not carry any more'. 

For the historical explanation of the accentuation in prefixed verbs, see Stang, 
Vergleichende Grammatik der baltischen Sprachen 1966, p. 450. 

II. The Simple Past 

1. The Non-Frequentative Past 
(Butasis kartinis laikas). 
This tense is formed from the past stem (p. 94 above) and appears 

in two variants, labeled thee- (<*e) and o- (<*a) preterite respectively 
according to the timbre of the obligatory suffix before the personal 
endings. 

As mentioned above personal endings proper are the same in all 
simple tenses of the indicative, i. e. 1 sg. -u, 2 sg.-i, 1 pl. me, 2 pl. -te, 3 
sg./pl. -~ in the non-reflexive forms. For reflexive endings, see below. 

The 1 p. sg. of e-preterites is in -iau (< *eu) with softening of the 
preceding consonant (and in the case of t and d with a shift to c and dz 
respectively according top. 24 above). The 2. sg. is in -ei (< *ei) due to 
the automatic shortening of long diphthongs. The a-type preterite repeats 
the techniques of the present tense of the verbs of the Illrd conjugation. 

Thus, for the simple past the following two series are arrived at: 

e-type a-type 
1 p.sg. -zau -au 
2 p. sg. -ez -az 
3 p. sg. -e -0 

1 p. pl. -erne -orne 
2 p. pl. -ete -ote 
3 p. pl. -e -0 
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The reflexive forms have the following appearance: 

e-type a-type 
1 p. sg. -iaus( i) -aus(i) 
2 p. sg. -eis(i) -ais(i) 
3 p. sg. -e s( i) -os(i) 
1 p. pl. -emes -ames 
2 p. pl. -etes -otes 
3 p. pl. -e s( i) -os(i) 

The problem, then, is to determine which verbs form e- and which 
a-preterites. 

The following rules and guidelines can be given: 
All verbs of the lind conjugation (p. 95) form a-preterites, e. g.: 

myli!j-o (: pres. myli, inf. myli!ti 'to love'). The same applies to the 
verbs of subtype B of the Illrd conjugation verbs in -oti (iesk6j-o : pres. 
fesko, inf. iesk6ti 'to look for') whereas the Illrd conjugational A verbs, 
i. e. verbs with infinitives in -yti, pres. in -o, e. g.: daryti : ddro 'do', 
follow the e-pattem: dare. 

1st conjugational verbs are also divided between e- and a
preterites, but according to less transparent distributional principles: 
verbs with ia-presents (normally transitive) form e-preterites: gi!r-e (: 
pres.geria, inf. gerti 'to drink'). The only exception is leido (: pres. 
leidzia, inf. leisti 'to permit'). The bulk of the a-presents (especially the 
intransitives) have preterites in -o, among others all verbs with a nasal 
infix in the present tense, e. g. krito 'fall' (: pres. krifita, inf. kristi 'to 
fall') and the absolute majority of those with a present tense st-suffix, e. 
g. trdko (: trdksta : trdkti 'to be lacking'). Observe, however: gime vs. 
pres. gimsta (: inf. gimti 'to be born') and mire vs. pres. mirsta (: inf. 
mifti 'to die'). Further, the o-perterite is automatic if the preterite stem 
is in -}, e. g. lijo (: lyti 'to rain'), vienijo (: vienyti 'to unite'). A 
preterite stem ending in -j is also characteristic of the verbs of the lind 
conjugation as well as those of III B, cf. above. 

In many cases a close relationship between the infinitive and preterite 
stems can be observed in contrast to the stem of the present tense. This is best 
demonstrated with monosyllabic verbs of conjugation I, seep. 111 f. below. The 
root vocalism of the two stems rarely differs in quality. The preterite ( e-preterites 
only) is often characterized through a long root vowel which for phonological 
reasons (p. 33) has been shortened in the infinitive (e. g. gerti 'to drink' vs. 
gere). In a case like lyti 'to rain' vs. lijo the *f is likely to have been segmented 
into -1 + j before the vocalic suffix ( -o) whereby the original identity between the 
two stems has become obscured. Also in the case of class III A verbs an 
original identity between the preterite and infinitive stem can have been lost 
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since, for example, the stem form *matf (cf. mary-ti 'look') could possibly have 
yielded mat- with disappearance of j ( < *F) before -e ( < *e). 

Accentuation 
a) Unprefixed verbs 
As far as unprefixed verbs are· concerned the accent rules are the 

same as described for the present tense above (p. 101 f.), i. e. de 
Saussure's Law is implemented in the 1st and 2nd sg. when the syllable 
immediately before the ending is non-acute, thus, for example: 

maciau, matei, mate vs. gi!riau, gi!rei, gi!re 
Here -au, ei originates from *-au, -ei as a result of metatany, cf. 

p. 34. 

b) Prefixed verbs 
Verbs without retraction should be distinguished from those where 

retraction occurs. Those of the former type follow the same principle as 
unprefixed verbs, i. e. the stress moves only as a result of the effect of de 
Saussure's law (for examples, see below). 

Retraction of stress onto the prefix (in all forms) takes place in a 
number of cases according to similar, but somewhat less complicated 
rules than in the present tense. Retraction occurs only in the e-preterite, 
not the a-preterite which eliminates all verbs of the lind conjugation and 
part of the 1st conjugational verbs as well as conjugation III B. 
(infinitives in -ati). Further, there is a constraint against retraction with 
verbs with a-type present forms which also eliminates III A (infinitives 
in -yti). We are then left with the e-preterites of the 1st conjugation 
where retraction takes place if the root syllable shows circumflex or a 
short vowel (the latter marked with a grave'). 

Examples with retraction: 
ismuszau, ismusez, ismuse (: ismusti 'knock out'); isnesiau, 

isnesei, isnese (: isnesti 'carry out'); nuemiau, nuemei, nueme (: nu
initi 'take away'); paruasiau, paruasei, paruase (: paruosti 'make rea
dy'). 

With more than one prefix conditions are parallel to those 
described for the present tense above in that the stress falls on the prefix 
next to the root syllable. 

Examples without retraction: 
pamyli!jau, pamyli!jai, pamyli!ja (: pamyli!ti 'to love'), paiesk6-

jau, paiesk6jai, paiesk6ja (: paiesk6ti 'to search'), islaikiau, islaikei, 
islaike (: islaikyti 'to sustain'), nupirkau, nupirkai, nupifka (: nupifkti 
'to buy') 
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Reflexive forms: 
The principles for accentuation of reflexive preterites do not 

deviate from those of non-reflexive forms if one bears in mind the 
general rule that the reflexive particle (affix) is inserted between other 
prefixes and the root in which case it can be stressed according to the 
rules for retraction presented above, e. g. pasiruosiau, pasiruosei, 
pasiruose (: pasiruosti 'to prepare oneself') 

2. The Frequentative Past 
(Biitasis dazninis laikas) 
The frequentative past is formed on the basis of the infinitive stem 

by addition of the infix -dav- which automatically requires the a-suffix. 

Some examples: 
ger-dav-au, ger-dav-ai, ger-dav-o etc. (: ger-ti 'to drink'), dirb-dav-au, 
dirb-dav-ai, dirb-dav-o etc. (: dirb-ti 'to work'), myle-dav-au, myle
dav-ai, myli!-dav-o (: myli!-ti 'to love'), skaity-dav-au, skaity-dav-ai, 
skaity-dav-o (: skaitjti 'to read'), iesk6-dav-au, iesk6-dav-ai, iesk6-
dav-o (: iesk6-ti 'to look for'). 

The accent always repeats that of the infinitive and rests on the 
same syllable throughout the paradigm. Neither root intonation nor 
prefixation can lead to a movement of the accent. 

III. The Future Tense 
(Biisimasis laikas) 
The future tense is formed from the infinitive by dropping the -ti 

and adding -si- plus the personal endings which are the same as in the 
present and past tenses. 

In the 1st p. sg. the -i- has yielded * j before the vocalic desinence -u ( cf. p. 24 ). 
Further, * j has merged with the preceding s-formative, yielding a palatalized s (written 
-si-u, cf. p. 23 above). The development is thus parallel with that observed in the 1 p. 
sg. of the present tense of verbs of the lind conjugation. · 

1. Verbs of the First Conjugation 
Paradigms with comments: 

a) b) c) d) 
pifk-ti dirb-ti mes-ti megz-ti 
'to buy' 'to work' 'to throw' 'to knit' 

e) 
nes-ti 

f) 
vez-ti 

'to carry' 'to carry' 
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1 pifksiu dirbsiu mesiu megsiu 'v• 'v• nes1u ves1u 
2 pirksi dirbsi ' . megsi 'v• 'v• mes1 nes1 ves1 
3 pirks dirbs ' ' '"' '"' mes megs nes ves 
1 pirksime dirbsime mesime megsime 'v• 'v• nes1me ves1me 
2 pirksite dirbsite mesite megsite nesite vesite 

Paradigm a) is regular in every respect and does not need any 
further comment. 

The 3rd p. of some verbs are irregular since either shortenings or 
shift of intonation from acute to circumflex (so-called metatonie 
douce) may occur. The latter irregularity, i. e. metatony, is observed in 
paradigm b). 

Other examples with metatony in the 3. p. than difbs are, for 
example: gefs (: gerti 'drink'), kals (: kalti 'forge'), gyvens (: gyventi 
'live') and duos(: duoti 'give'). 

Shortening of acuted ii and 'ito u and i takes place in 
monosyllabic stems of the structure Cii-ti and C'i-ti provided that the 
root vowel of the simple past is short, cf., for example: ba-ti 'be' : bus 
(vs. basiu, basi, basime, basite) : past buvo, pd-ti 'rot' : pus : past 
puvo; ly-ti 'rain': lis : past lijo, gy-ti 'heal, recover' : gis : past gijo. 
There are two exceptions to this rule: sidti 'sew' and vy-ti 'chase' which 
have sius and vys in the 3 p. (probably to avoid homonymy with sius 
and vis from siusti 'be furious' and visti 'breed'). All other monosyl
labic Cii-ti and C'i-ti stems retain the vocalism of the infintive whereby 
verbs with an acute intonation in the infinitive adopt the circumflex in 
the 3 p. of the future tense, e. g. laz-ti 'break' : ius (past liizo), dyg-ti 
'sprout' : dygs (past dygo). 

In monosyllabic verbs with circumflex intonation in the infinitive 
the circumflex is, of course, retained in all forms of the future tense, e. 
g. blyksti 'become pale' : blyks. 

Monosyllabic verbs with a short i and u in the infinitive are 
equally unproblematic; they retain the short accent of the infinitive: 
sprukti 'run away': spruks, bristi 'wade' : bris. 

When the infinitive stem ends in one of the consonants -s, -s, -z or 
-z, assimilation and simplification take place according to the scheme s/z 
+ s > S, slz + s > s, cf. samples c), d), e) and f) above. Thus, instead of 
*mes-siu, *megz-siu, *nesiu and *vez-siu one arrives at mesiu, megsiu, 
nesiu and vesiu. 
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2. Verbs of the Second and Third Conjugations 
Here the infinitive stem always ends in a vowel and contains more 

than one syllable whence no complications are encountered other than 
the regular shift from acute to circumflex intonation in the 3 p. A couple 
of examples will suffice: 

II conjugation: III conjugation: 
iesk6ti myle-ti skaity-ti 

'to love' 'to read' 'to look for' 

1 p. sg. 
2 p. sg. 
3 p. 
1 p. pl. 
2 p. pl. 

Reflexive Forms 

mylesiu 
mylesi 
myl~s 
mylesime 
mylesite 

skaitysiu 
skaitysi 
skaitys 
skaitysime 
skaitysite 

iesk6siu 
iesk6si 
ieskos 
iesk6sime 
iesk6site 

Finally a couple of examples of reflexive paradigms should be 
given: 

matfti-s 'to learn' 

1 p. sg. matysiuos(i) 
2 p. sg. matysies(i) 
3 p. matysis 
1 p. pl. matysimes 
2 p. pl. matysites 

Accentuation 

su-si-tikti 'to meet' 

susitiksiu 
susitiksi 
susitiks 
susitlksime 
susitlksite 

Both in non-reflexive and reflexive verbs the stress is always on 
the same syllable as in the infinitive in all forms of the paradigm. This 
means that de Saussure's law does not operate in the future tense. Nor do 
any accent movements occur in prefixed forms. 

The intonation also repeats that of the infinitive except in the 3rd 
p. where an acute intonation is changed into circumflex according to the 
mechanism described as metatonie douce on p. 107 above. 

In monosyllabic verbs of the structure Cu-ti and Cz-ti a shortening 
of the vowel to u and i in the 3. p. takes place in some verbs of this 
structure whereas in others shortening does not occur, but a shift from 
acute to circumflex (i. e. metatonie douce) is encountered instead. For 
rules and examples, see above. 
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The motivation for the shift from acute to circumflex or shortening respectively 
in the 3rd p. has to be sought in the principles laid down on p. 35 above and should be 
classified as a phenomenon linked with the special conditions found in word final 
position. 

It might be expected that the acute had been retained in the 3. p. of reflexive 
future forms since the syllables in question will occur not in word final, but word
internal position. However, as illustrated by the form marysis in the above paradigm, the 
reflexives follow the analogy of the non-reflexive forms and undergo the shift from 
acute to circumflex. 

Principal Forms 
(Pagrindines formos) 

As mentioned above (p. 93 f.) three stems, i. e. that of the 
infinitive, the present and - to a certain extent - also the preterite, are 
necessary to enable the student to conjugate Lithuanian verbs correctly. 

lind and Illrd conjugational verbs cause little trouble. For criteria 
for their recognition on the basis of the infinitive, see p. 96. Difficulties 
are encountered above all among verbs of the 1st conjugation, many of 
which are irregular in that they show vowel alternations (ablaut). 
Further, as pointed out on p. 98 above, the present tense of 1st 
conjugational verbs can contain an unpredictable nasal infix, a suffix in 
-}-or -st. Finally, which verbs form an e-preterite and which o-, is only 
partly predictable, see p. 104 above. Therefore a presentation of the 
main patterns of the principal forms of verbs of the 1st conjuagtion is 
inevitable. The principal forms will - as is also customary in Lithuanian 
tradition - be given in the infinitive, the 3rd p. present and preterite 
tenses. The 3rd p. of certain future tense forms causes some trouble, but 
they can be accounted for according to adequate rules; therefore the 
future tense (on which, see p. 106 ff. above) is not included among the 
principal-forms. 

I. The Verb bati 'to be' 
This verb - as in many other IE languages - has suppletive forms. 

Thus, the preterite tense is buvo (3 p.) whereas the present is formed 
from es-, i. e. sg. 1 p. esu, 2 p. esi, pl. 1 p. esame, 2 p. esate. The 3 p. 
sg./pl. yra is formed from a different root than the other forms. 

The form yra has a variant esti, see p. 144. There also exists a 
present tense paradigm biinu, biini, buna, buname, bunate with 
frequentative meaning. 
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II. Principal Forms with ablaut 

1. Long Vowel in the Infinitive and the Past vs. Originally (cf p. 
28 f) Short in the Present Tense 

e 

l~kti 
gresti : 

0 

vogti : 

u 

piisti 

e [ e}l[ re:] e 

lekiu/lekia l~ke ('fly') 
gresiu/ gresia : gr~se ('threaten') 

a[a}/{a:] o 

vagiu /vagia voge ('steal') 

u u 

pucia : piite ('blow') 

The i : i : i series seems to be missing. 

2. Long Vowel in the Past vs. Short in the Infinitive and the 
Present Tense (Resonant Stems), cf p. 28 f 

e [ re·] : e [ e }I [ re: 1 : e 

gerti geriu/geria . ., . 
('drink') . gere 

kelti . keliu/kelia . kele ('lift; raise') . . 
reriiti : remiu/remia : reme ('support') 

a [a·} :a [a}/[a:] o (< *a) 

kfuti . kariu/karia . k6re ('hang') . . 

Observe the two anomalous soft resonant stems which do not show 
ablaut: arti : aria : are 'to plow' and tafti : taria : tare 'to utter' 

u u u 

durti duria : diire ('stab') 
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kurti : kuria : 

l l 

ja-presents: 
gll ti : gllia 
sklrti : sldria : 
splrti : splria : 
tlrti tlria 
a-presents: 
glnti : 
mlnti : 
pllti : 
plnti : 
sldnti 

The verb 

itiiti : 
treated apart. 

glna 
mlna 
plla 
plna 
sklna: 

lma 

kiire ('create; found; kindle /the fire/') 

l 

gyle ('sting') 
skyre ('separate, detach') 
spyre ('kick') 
tyre ('examine; explore') 

gyne ('defend') 
myne ('trample down') 
pyle ('pour') 
pyne ('twist; weawe') 
skyne ('pick, pluck') 

erne ('take') lS Unique and should be 

A place of its own is further required by 

duoti : duoda dave ('give') 

3. Short -i- in the Infinitive and the Past Tense vs. -e- in the 
Present Tense 

a) a-preterite in the CVRC-structures: 

kirpti : 
kirsti : 
pirkti : 
rifikti : 
sirgti 
vilkti 
ijsti 

kerpa 
kerta 
perka 
refika 
serga 
velka 
lefida 

kifpo 
kirto 
pirko 
rifiko 
sir go 
vilko 
lifido 

('cut') 
('fell /a tree/) 
('buy') 
('gather; collect; choose') 
('be ill') 
('carry, drag') 
('crawl') 

b) Observe the e-preterite in the CVR-structures: 

gifiti : gena : glne 'chase' 
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gifiti : 
mifiti : 

gena : 
mena: 

gine 'chase' 
mine 'remember' 

Some verbs have a nasal infix in addition to the e-degree in the 
present tense: 

bristi 
skrlsti 

brefida 
skrefida 

brido ('wade') 
skrido ('fly') 

Note the dental suffix (-d) in the present tense of the verb 

virti : verda: vire ('boil; cook') 

4. Long Vowel in the Present Tense vs. Short in the Infinitive 
and the Past Tense 

In all cases with a contrast long vowel in the present tense vs. short 
vowel in the preterite and the infinitive the long vowel has arisen from 
the combination short vowel + a nasal infix, due to the development 
described as the nasalization rule, see p. 29 above. The present tense 
characteristically shows circumflex intonation. 

a) Stems in -r or -1: 

birti byra * : 
kilti kyla : 
svirti : svyra : 
silti syla : 
*( < *bi-n-r-a) 
u u 

l 

biro ('sprinkle') 
kilo ('/a/rise') 
sviro ('hang /down/)' 
silo ('get warm') 

u 

bjurti bjura bjuro ('grow nasty/bad') 
*( < *bju-n-r-a) 
In cases with 4 and e in the present tense the opposition in terms 

of vocalic timbre between the present tense and the preterite is only 
orthographical (except for possible 1st and 2nd sg. forms where the -a-l
e- in the preterite root is unstressed and consequently short as opposed to 
the always long root vowel of the present tense): 

balti 
salti 

b~la 
s~a 

balo ('become white') 
salo ('get cold') 
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gverti gv~ra: gvero ('get loose') 

b) Other stems 
The following two series l : l : i and ii : ii : u with present l and ii 

(< *i+n I *u + n) before j and v are commented upon on p. 98 f. above 

l l l 

lyti lyja lljo ('rain') 
ryti ryja '. ('swallow') rlJO 

u u u 

• ,1. • ·- . ' ('fall /down/') gnut1: grtuva: grtuvo 
'V~ • v::::: 'V' ('perish; die') zutt zuva: zuvo 

Infinitive and Present with -au- ( + -n- or -j-) vs. -ov- in the 
Preterite is observed in cases like 

griauti 
pjauti 
plauti 
rauti 
sa uti 

griauna 
pjauna 
plauna 
rauna 
sauna 

gri6ve 
pj6ve 
pl6ve 
rove 
s6ve 

('destroy') 
('cut') 
('wash') 
('tear /up/') 
('shoot') 

The nasal infix is restricted to a number of intransitive verbs. An 
intransitive present tense marker is also the st-suffix which is found in a 
considerable number of verbs. A couple of examples: rimti : rimsta : 
rimo 'be quiet', sklysti : sklysta : sklydo 'run (about ink)'. 

III. Principal Forms without ablaut 
It is practical to include patterns also of this kind in order to 

contrast them with the ablaut verbs: 

degti : dega dege ('burn') 
kepti : kepu/kepa kepe ('bake; fry') 
mesti : metu/meta mete ('throw') 
nesti nesu/nesa -v • ('carry') nese 
sekti sekU/seka seke ('follow; watch') 
vesti vedu/veda vede ('lead') 
vezti vezu/veza - 'V. ('carry') veze 
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barti : 
kasti : 
malti : 

s6kti : 

baru/bara 
kasu/kasa 
malu/mala 

v"k so a : 

bare ('scold; curse') 
kase ('dig') 
male ('grind') 

s6ko ('jump') N. B. a-preterite! 

The long vowel of the preterite and the present tense in the verbs 
listed above is explained by the secondary lengthening rule described in 
chapter 1 (p. 28 f.). The operation of the rule is restricted to the vowels 
-e- and -a-, whence a short vowel appears throughout the paradigm in: 

gulti 
musti 

gula 
musa 

gule 
muse 

('lie /down/') 
('beat; strike') 

A long vowel in all principal forms is observed in the verb 

esti ede ('eat /about animals/') 

The verb 

pulti : puola: puole 'attack' 

also points to a long vowel (*6 > uo) in all forms, but *pualti was 
shortened to pulti according to a constraint on trimoric sequences in 
Lithuanian. 

Finally the three verbs mieg6ti 'sleep', raud6ti 'sob, lament' and 
gied6ti 'sing' should be mentioned. In the present tense the a-vowel is 
deleted, e. g. miegu, miegi, miega etc. vs. mieg6jau, mieg6jai, mieg6ja 
in the past tense. 

Formation of the Compound Tenses 
(Sudurtines veiksmazadzi11: formas) 

As pointed out above (p. 92) the compound tenses in question are 
the present perfect, the past perfect and the future perfect. 

These forms are constructed with the help of the auxiliary bd ti in 
the simple present, past (non-frequentative and frequentative) and future 
tenses respectively followed by the nominative case of the past participle 
active in the appropriate gender and number. This participle (for the 
more detailed formation of which, see p.158 f.) is in -es and -e for the 
masculine singular and plural respectively whereas the corresponc;iing 
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masculine singular and plural respectively whereas the corresponding 
forms of the feminine are in -usi and -usios. The reflexive endings (in 
unprefixed verbs) are as follows: 
-~sis (m. sg.), -~ si (m. pl.), -us is (f. sg.) and -us ios is (f. pl.). In 
prefixed verbs the reflexive particle -si- is inserted between the 
prefix(es) and the root according to the general rule given on p. 97 
above. 

I. The Present Perfect 
(Sudurtinis esamasis laikas) 

Paradigm: 

SG 1 p. as esu dirb~sldirbusi 'I have worked' 
2 p. tu esi dirb~sldirbusi 'you have worked' 
3 p. jis yra dirb~s 'he has worked' 
3 p. ji yra dirbusi 'she has worked' 

PL 1 p. mes esame dirb~ldirbusios 'we have worked' 
2 p. jiis esate dirbeldirbusios* 'you have worked' 
3 p. jie yra dirb~ 'they have worked' 
3 p. jos yra dirbusios 'they have worked' 

*in polite form: jus esate dirbesldirbusi 

II. The Past Perfect 
(Sudurtinis biitasis laikas) 
1) Non-frequentative form: 

Paradigm: 
SG 

PL 

1 p. as buvaii dirbesldirbusi 'I have worked' 
2 p. tu buvai dirbesldirbusi 'you have worked' 
3 p. jis buvo dirbes 'he has worked' 
3 p. ji buvo dirbusi 'she has worked' 

1 p. mes buvome dirbeldirbusios 'we have worked' 
2 p. jiis buvote dirbeldirbusios* 'you have worked' 
3 p. jie buvo dirbe 'they have worked' 
3 p. jos buvo dirbusios 'they have worked' 

*in polite form: jus buvote dirbesl dirbusi 
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2) Frequentative form: 

Paradigm: 
1 p. as bzidavau dirbes!dirbusi 'I had worked (at 
intervals)' 
2 p. tu bzidavai dirbesldirbusi 'you had work (at 
intervals)' 
3 p. jis bzidavo dirbes 'he had worked (at intervals)' 
3 p. ji bzidavai dirbusi 'she had worked (at 
intervals)' etc. 

These forms are rare. 

III. The Future Perfect 
(Sudurtinis biisimasis laikas) 

Paradigm: 
SG 

PL 

1 p. as bzisiu dirbes!dirbusi 'I shall have worked' 
2 p. tu basi dirbesldirbusi 'you will have worked' 
3 p. jis bus dirbes 'he will have worked' 
3 p. ji bus dirbusi 'she will have worked' 
1 p. mes bzisime dirbe!dirbusios 'we shall have 
worked' 
2 p. jus bzisite dirbe!dirbusios* 'you will have 
worked' 

*in polite form: jus busite dirb~sl dirbusi 

IV. Formation of the Thwarted Inceptive and Progressive 
Forms 
These forms are also compound. However, they should probably 

be more adequately conceived as aktionsart or aspect forms (see. p. 127 
below) than as tenses. Still, at least the inceptive is used with auxiliaries 
in the past and future and is thus in a way subordinated to the tense 
system whence it appears practical to give a brief description of its 
formation here. 

In, the indicative active three forms of the inceptive are 
distinguished. They are constructed with the help of the auxiliary bzi ti in 
the past (non-frequentative and frequentative) or future tenses 
respectively in combination with the present participle (cf. p. 158 below) 
prefixed with the particle be-. This participle is in -qs and -Q for the 
masc. sg. and pl., in -anti and -ancios for the fern. sg. and pl. 
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Paradigms with the thwarted inceptive with auxiliary in the past 
tense: 

1) non-frequentative form: 
1 p. as buvaii bedirbqslbedirbanti 'I was about to start 
working' 
2 p. tu buvai bedirbqslbedirbanti 'you were about to start 
working' 
3 p. jis buvo bedirbqs 'he was about to start working' 
3 p. ji buvo bedirbanti 'she was about to start working' 
etc. 

2) frequentative form: 
1 p. as badavau bedirbqslbedirbanti 'I used to be about to 
start working' 
2 p. tu badavai bedirbijs/bedirbanti 'you used to be about to 
start working' ,. 
3 p. jis badavo bedirbqs 'he used to be about to start 
working' 
3 p. ji badavo bedirbanti 'she used to be about to start 
working' 
etc. 

Paradigms with the thwarted inceptive with auxiliary in the 
future tense: 

1 p. as bdsiu bedirbqslbedirbanti 'I shall be about to start 
working' 
2 p. tu basi bedirbqslbedirbanti 'you will be about to start 
working' 
3 p. jis bus bedirbqs 'he will be about to start working' 
3 p. ji bus bedirbanti 

The progressive has the same appearance as the inceptive, only 
with a double prefix: tebe- (= te+be). 

The progressive is restricted to the present tense: jis tebera ( < 
te+ be + yra) rasijs 'he is still writing'. To render 'be + -ing' in other 
tenses than the present, the adverb dar 'still' + a finite verb form must 
be used: jis dar rase 'he was still writing'. 

The meaning of the progressive is illustrated through its trans
lation into English. 
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The inceptive and progressive will be referred to also in the section on 
aspect and tense. 
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ASPECT AND TENSE 
(Veikslas ir laikas) 

Introduction 

The disposition of this section will be as follows: 

I. Aspect (with the subsection Aktionsarten) 
II. Tense 
III. Tense/aspect forms 

119 

It is natural to introduce aspect before the description of the use of 
tenses since it appears practical to present tense with some view also to 
aspect. Although principally different, aspect and tense are intimately 
interwoven. This interaction is perhaps especially transparent in III. 

I. Aspect 

It is not easy to give a precise overall definition of the notion of 
aspect. It says something about how an action is performed according to 
two parameters labeled imperfective and perfective respectively. 

The perfective perspective implies that the action is looked upon 
as accomplished, or, to put it in a more abstract way, in its totality. 

The imperfective perspective is that of an action in process, i. e. 
not accomplished, not viewed in its totality. This meaning is expressed in 
English by the the so-called progressive with the auxiliary be + -ing 
form of the main verb. 

The participation of two members, perfective and imperfective, 
makes it possible to regard aspect as a binary (privative) opposition 
whereby only one member of the opposition is defined in positive terms, 
in casu the perfective which is said to be marked, i. e. has the feature [ + 
totality], in contrast to the imperfective which is unmarked with respect 
to this feature. 

The following question arises: Can aspect be regarded as a 
grammatical category in Lithuanian? 

Grammaticalization implies a mandatory formal (morphological) 
expression of some definite semantic function. The requirements of both 
a specific form and function are crucial to the question of gramma
ticalization. 

Let us test the question of the existence of a grammaticalized 
aspect in Lithuanian by considering the following two verb forms: rase 
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'was/were writing' and pardse 'wrote'. From a functional-semantic 
point of view they are clearly distinct, cf. their translations into the 
English continuous (progressive) vs. non-continuous (non-progressive) 
respectively, which reflect an aspectual opposition. Formally they differ 
through the absence vs. presence of a prefix. So far the requirements for 
assuming grammaticalization of aspect in Lithuanian seem to be 
fulfilled. 

Prefixation is a regular strategy in Lithuanian for deriving verbs 
with perfective meaning from unprefixed verbs. The latter are as a rule 
imperfective. The verb rasyti can take several prefixes, but pa- is the 
only one which does not supply this verb with an essentially new 
meaning. With rasyti it may be said to be an empty (or near to empty) 
prefix in contrast to, for example, per- which in combination with the 
verb in question creates a new verb semantically distinct from the basic 
one: perrasyti 'to rewrite'. As could be expected, the form perrase has 
the perfective meaning of 'rewrote'. To render the meaning of 
'was/were rewriting' a verb with the suffix -ine- must be used: 
perrasinejo. 

Suffixation (with -ine-) is a normal procedure for deriving 
imperfectives from prefixed perfectives. 

Despite the fact that the number of cases where a prefixed and an 
unprefixed verb differ only with respect to aspect alone is rather small, 
there should still be sufficient evidence to conclude that aspect is a 
grammatical category in Lithuanian. However, the picture is complicated 
by the following circumstance: when used in the present tense a verb like 
perrasyti can have imperfective meaning: }is dabar perraso laiskq 'he is 
now rewriting a/the letter'. With the same meaning one can also say: }is 
dabar perrasineja laiskq. The use of the imperfective in -ine- is 
optional in the present tense. Thus, the situation is not as clearcut as in 
the Slavic languages where the grammaticalization of aspect is 
formalized to a higher degreee without optional choices dependent on 
tense. Still, for Lithuanian it seems legitimate to speak of aspect as a 
grammatical, and not primarily a lexical category. 

Perfectivization 

The commonest prefix for creating neutral perfectives, i. e. 
perfectives which do not obtain a radically new meaning in comparison 
with the corresponding unprefixed verb, is pa-, cf. beside the pair rasyti 
: parasyti for example also daryti : padaryti 'do', sod inti : pasodinti 
'plant'. The neutral perfective to pifkti 'buy', however, is nupifkti, to 
augti 'grow' uzaugti, to musti 'beat; defeat' sumusti. It is perhaps 
possible to speak also of isaugti and primusti as neutral perfectives. . 
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ltnperfecti vization 

Here we have in mind the mechanism of deriving secondary 
imperfectives from perfectives, cf., for example, perrasyti (PF) vs. 
perrasineti (IPF), both meaning 'rewrite'. 

Prefixed verbs without the suffix -ine- can be imperfective (in all 
tenses). This is the case for a verb like, for instance, priklausyti 'belong 
to' with a lexicalized prefix. 

For aspect oppositions in such forms as the infinitive, the gerunds 
and the participles, see the section on non-finite verb forms. 

Aktionsarten 
( Procedurals) 

In to-day's linguistics a distinction is made between aspect and 
aktionsart (there is no commonly accepted term in English although 
'procedurals' has been suggested). 

The notion of aktionsarten is somewhat loose, which means that a 
universally accepted definition has not yet been arrived at. Many 
·investigators would, however, subscribe to the following concept: like 
aspect, the term aktionsarten also says something about how an action is 
performed, but contrary to aspect, 'aktionsart( en)' is conceived as a 
lexical, not grammatical category. The 'aktionsart' modifies the lexical 
meaning of the verb in question. Thus, a verb like, for instance, 
pastove ti can hardly be conceived as a neutral perfective to stove ti 
'stand' since pa- in this case is not felt to be semantically empty, but has 
the meaning '(for) a little (while)/some time', whence pastoveti is said 
to belong to the limitative aktionsart. The relationship between 
perrasyti and rasyti can also be determined as one of aktionsart since 
per- modifies the meaning of rasyti. 

Most investigators seem to consider also iterativity as an 
'aktionsart', and not an aspect. Verbs in -ineti can have such meaning. 
Thus, isolated from the context a sentence like jis perrrasinejo laiskq is 
ambiguous and can either be interpreted as 'he rewrote the letter 
several/many times' or 'he was rewriting the letter'. Also habituality, 
for which Lithuanian has a special suffix -dav- (restricted to the past 
tense, e. g. rasydavo 'used to write/would write') can be put into the 
basket of aktionsart, rather than that of aspect. 

As is seen from the two preceding passages, aktionsarten are 
formally expressed in the same way as aspect, namely through 
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prefixation and suffixation, but whereas the number of the 
grammaticalized aspects is limited to two, the imperfective and the 
perfective, the number of the aktionsarten as a lexical category is 
indefinite, dependent on what kind of lexical categories one will 
establish. 

II. Tense 

As pointed out above (p. 92) there are six tenses in Standard 
Lithuanian, namely three simple (i. e. the past, present and future) and 
three compound (the past perfect, /present/ perfect and future perfect). 
Thus, for the indicative active the following concrete paradigm for the 
verb lpalrasyti 'write' in the 3rd p.can be presented: 

Past Present Future 

IPF -v. -v v-rase raso rasys 
PF -v. -v v-parase paraso parasys 

Past Perfect Present Perfect Future Perfect 

IPF buvo ras~s ' -v bus ras~s yra ras~s 
PF buvo paras~s ' -v bus paras~s yra paras~s 

The formation of the tenses has been dealt with above (p. 97 ff.). 
In the following the meaning and use of the tenses will be described. 
Further, an interaction between aspect and tense will be observed. A 
good illustration is that of ateina 'is coming' (pres.) vs. atejo 'came' 
(pret.), ateis 'will come' (fut.). 

In the presentation of tense oppositions and meanings below it 
appears appropriate to distinguish between perfecti~;e and imperfective 
fo.t·ms. 

Simple Tenses 

1. The Present Tense 
( Esamasis laikas) 
Consider the following sentence pairs: 

jis raso laiskq : jis paraso laiskq 
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The former corresponds to English 'he is writing a letter (just 
now)' whereas the latter should be extended with an adverbial like, for 
instance, kasdien 'every day' to sound natural. Thus, unlike Slavic, the 
perfective present of Lithuanian (and Latvian) does not obtain future 
meaning, but retains that of the present tense, however in a more 
abstract or general sense than the concrete hie et nunc function of the 
imperfective present. 

The abstract and general sense of the perfective is further typically 
illustrated through an example like zeme apsisuka aplink saul~ per 
vienerius metus 'the earth revolves around the sun in one year' (in 
contrast to zeme sukasi (ipf) aplink sault:_ 'the earth revolves/is 
revolving around the sun'). The perfective present cannot answer 
questions like 'what is going on just now?' In the example just quoted 
also some kind of resultativity is in the picture (per vienerius metus). 

The perfective present is further used in the function of the 
"praesens historicum", e. g. [ ... ] jis sumusa kryziuocius 'he defeated 
(defeats) the Knights of the Cross'. 

Following rather obscure rules, a perfective present can be used to 
express ability, cf. for example vaikas jau paskaito 'the child already 
reads (is able to read)', but also the imperfective skaito is possible in 
this context. Surprisingly enough, in an apparently analogous case such 
as 'the child already writes and calculates' imperfective (non-prefixed) 
verbs are required: [ ... ] raso ir skaiciuoja. The same holds good in the 
following example: 'the child already stands/walks' > vaikas 
stovi!vaikscioja. The variants *pastovilpavaikscoja would imply 
limitation ('a little, for some/a short time') which is conditioned by the 
verb in question (in other cases, for example papjauna 'cuts', this 
nuance is not present). 

To fulfill the so-called inclusive function Lithuanian has to make 
use of the (imperfective) present in cases like jis gyvena Vilniuje jau 
desimt met!! 'he has been living in Vilnius for ten years' (and is still 
living there). Here Lithuanian goes with Slavic, German and Dutch as 
well as the Romance languages in opposition to English, Danish and 
Norwegian where the perfect tense must be used. Swedish allows both 
constructions. 

The meaning of the present tense in Lithuanian (and many other 
languages) can be expressed by the following formula: 

E simul S 

which reads 'E is simultaneous with S' where E stands for 'event' and S 
for 'moment of speech'. 
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2. The Past Tense 
( Butasis laikas) 
Contrast the following sentence pairs: 

jis perrase laisk{l : jis perrasinejo laisk{l 

The former should be rendered as 'he rewrote/finished rewriting 
the letter' whereas the latter corresponds to English 'he was rewriting the 
letter (then)'. The use of the imperfective verb perrasineti is obligatory 
in the progressive sense represented in the latter example to the exclusion 
of *perrase. In comparison with the present tense where both 
perrasineja and perraso can have the progressive meaning, an important 
difference is observed, namely that in the past tense the special 
imperfective is not only optional but obligatory to convey the 
progressive meaning with this verb. However, the number of verbs 
encompassed by this strategy is restricted. The so-called frequentative 
past in -dav- would mean 'many times' (e. g. jis perrasydavo laiskq) 
and could therefore not have been used in the context in question. 

The meaning of the Lithuanian past can be illustrated in the 
following way: 

E before S 

In dependent clauses of time the past perfective is often rendered 
by the English pluperfect: Kai jis parase laiskq, draugas jj pakviete j 
kinq 'when he had written the letter, a friend invited him to the movies' 
(as opposed to kai jis rase laiskq, atejo draugas 'when he was writing 
the letter, a friend came /in/') 

3. The Future Tense 
(Busimasis laikas) 
Much of the same that has been said about the simple past above in 

term~ of aspectuality can be repeated for the future tense. To denote an 
action in process, in its duration, the imperfective perrasines, not 
*perrasys must be used. Thus, only the former is possible in the 
following context: ryt jis visq. dienq sedes ir perrasines laiskus 'to
morrow he will be sitting the whole day (and) rewriting letters'. This 
strategy, however, is not applicable with all verbs. 

The basic meaning of the Lithuanian simple future can be 
diagrammed in this way: 

E after S 
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This is illustrated, for example, in: rytoj jis atvyks j Vilnil!- 'to
morrow he'll arrive in Vilnius'. 

Note that in clauses of time the Lithuanian simple future can 
correspond to the perfect in English: Kai jis parasys laiskq, jis iseis 
'when he has written the letter, he'll go out'. The action described in the 
adverbial clause takes place prior to that of the main clause. 

Modal Uses of the Simple Future 
Finally, mention should be made of the fact that the (simple) 

future (as in many other languages) can acquire modal nuances (see also 
section on mood), cf. for example eisim! where the 1st pl. future has the 
sense of an adhortative: 'let's go!' In the following example the 2nd sg. 
future expresses a command: stai tau nauja knyga - paskaitysi be 
iodyno 'here is a new book - read (you should read) it without a 
dictionary'. However, the modal meaning may be conceived as 
additional to that of tense since the future meaning is transparent in spite 
of the modal nuances. 

Compound Tenses 

The compound tenses denote the result of a past event projected 
into the present, past or future respectively. 

1. The Present Perfect 
(Sudurtz'nis esamasis laikas) 
This tense denotes a past event seen from the perspective of the 

present (a kind of indefinite past). 
The meaning of this form can be diagrammed in the following 

way: 

(Ea before R) + (Es simul R) 

where the symbol Ea refers to the verbal action, R to "reference point" 
and Es to a state resulting from that action. 

A concrete illustration would be: jis yra atejfis 'he has come (and 
is still here)'. It is possible, but unusual to say, for example, jis yra 
atejes vakar with inclusion of the adverbial vakar 'yesterday'. More 
informal than jis parase laiskq vakar is jis yra parasfis laiskq vakar. In 
cases like the following: as esu miegojesldirbes vakar (vienq valandq) 
'I slept/ worked yesterday (for one hour)' with imperfective verbs 
denoting state/duration, the use of the compound present seems 
absolutely normal despite the adverbial of time. 
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2. The Past Perfect 
(Sudurtinis biltasis laikas) 
The following example kai jis buvo atvykes j Vilni~~:, jj pasitiko 

kolegos is hardly adequately translated into English by the pluperfect, i. 
e. 'when he had arrived in Vilnius, he was met by colleagues' since buvo 
atvyk~s indicates 'had arrived and was'. To obtain the meaning 'had 
arrived' pure and simple the adverb jau 'already' should be added. Thus, 
the basic meaning of the Lithuanian compound past can probably be 
described as a perfect (see further below) projected into the past. This 
meaning could be expressed by a tripartite formula, i. e. 

(Ea before R) + (Es simul R) + (R before S) 

where the symbol Ea refers to the verbal action, and Es to a state 
resulting from that action. Contrary to the Lithuanian compound past the 
English (and Scandinavian) pluperfect seems to be most adequately 
described by a bipartite formula, namely E before R before S. In many 
instances ( cf. also the paragraph on the simple past above) the English 
pluperfect is rendered by the (perfective) simple past in Lithuanian. 

The Future Perfect 
(Sudurtinis bilsimasis laikas) 
As a typical example of the compound future may serve: Rytoj jis 

jau bus isvykes 'to-morrow he'll already have gone'. 
For a difference between the compound and the simple future 

contrast the following sentence pairs: jis (jau) bus atej~s penktq 
valandq and jis ateis penktq valandq. The former example means 'he 
will (already) have come by five o'clock' whereas the latter should be 
rendered as 'he'll come at five o'clock'. 

The basic meaning of the Lithuanian compound future can 
probably be expressed by the following formula: 

E before R after S 

where R denotes a 'reference point'. The reference point is the event 
expressed in the main clause. 

If this description of the Lithuanian compound future is correct 
and the meaning of the simple future is adequately described as E after 
S, one should expect the compound future to occur only in compound 
sentences with sequential actions, whereas the simple future could be 
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characterized as unmarked since it should be able to express both 
sequence and simultaneity (probably limited by aspect). 

Modal Nuances of the Compound Future 
Finally, it should be stated that, like the simple future, the 

compound future can also acquire modal nuances as shown by the 
following example: jie turbut bus }au ate}£2 'they will probably already 
have arrived'. 

Limitations 
The above presentation has been confined to the active voice and 

the finite verb. For tense in the passive voice as well as in the non-finite 
verbal system, i. e. participles and gerunds, see sections on voice and the 
non-finite verb. 

In the marked moods, i. e. other moods than the indicative, the 
number of tenses is reduced. This seems to be a kind of linguistic 
universal. For the tenses of the marked moods we refer to the section on 
mood. 

III. Tense/ Aspect For111s 

In addition to the above tense formations Lithuanian has certain 
other forms, namely 

1) the thwarted inceptive (only past and future) buvolbus 
be(pa)rasijs 'was/will be about to write' 

2) the progressive (only present) tebera rasijs 'is still writing'. 
For the formation of the thwarted inceptive and the progressive, 

see p. 116 above. These formations are probably more adequately 
described within an aspectival (or aktionsart) than a tense perspective. 
They will not be further elaborated in this short grammar. 
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MOOD 
(Nuosaka) 

THE FINITE VERB: MOOD 

Mood is an expression of the speaker's attitude towards the content 
of the verb. Thus, the verb is in the indicative if its content is presented 
as something real, in the subjunctive if it is thought of as something 
unreal (potential or hypothetical) and in the imperative if it is in the 
form of an order or a wish. 

As stated above (p. 92 f.) Lithuanian has the following moods: 

1) the indicative (tiesi6gine nuosaka) 
2) the imperative (liepiam6ji nuosaka) with the subgroup 
permissive/ optative (leidziam6jilgeidziam6ji nuosaka) 
3) the subjunctive (tariam6ji nuosaka) 
4) the relative mood (netiesi6gine nuosaka) 

In addition, it would probably be possible to establish a "debitive" 
( cf. Latvian) by attributing the status of a separate mood to the participle 
of necessity (see pp. 163 and 165). However, this is contrary to 
Lithuanian grammatical tradition and will not be adopted here. Also the 
ratio for considering the relative a mood can be questioned (not least in 
view of the fact that it has the same amount of tenses as the indicative, 
cf. p. 134). 

1. The Indicative 

The indicative has already been described from the point of view 
of its morphological characteristics in connection with the different 
tenses above (present, simple past, future, perfect and past perfect 
/pluperfect/). Functionally it is in contrast with the other moods in that it 
expresses something real which either took/has taken place, is taking 
place or undoubtedly will take place: Alma studijavolyra studijavusi, 
studijuoja, studijuos Vilniaus universitete 'Alma studied/has studied 
(has been studying), is studying, will be studying at the University of 
Vilnius'. 
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2. The IIDperative 

A. The Imperative proper 

The imperative is formed on the basis of the infinitive stem. To 
this stem is added -k for the 2nd p. sg., -kite for the 2nd pl. (as well as 
for one single person in polite address): 

dirb-ti > dirb-k(ite)! 'work!'; vesti > ves-k(ite)! 'lead, guide'; 
myle-ti > myle-k(ite) 'love!'; skaity-ti > skaity-k(ite) 'read!' 

If the infinitive stem ends in a -k or -g, the -k or -g is dropped 
before the -k-marker of the imperative: 

bi!g-ti > bek(ite) 'run!'; pifk-ti > pifk(ite) 'buy!' 
The reflexive is formed by adding -is after -k and -s after -kite: 
dziaiigtis > dziaiikis!dziaiikites 'be glad!' Notice the long e 

before the reflexive element. 
There is also a form for the 1st pl. in -kime, refl. -kime s: eikime 

'let/s go!' With the same function also the present tense 1st pl. indicative 
can be used: einam(e)! 'let/s go', vaziuojam(e)! 'let/s go'. 

The stress is always the same as in the infinitive. 

In Paulauskiene (1979, 143-45) 17 nuances in meaning of the Lithuanian 
imperative are distinguished, but all of them (command, threat, advice, recommendation 
etc.) are ultimately deducible from the function of the imperative proper and will 
therefore not be listed here. 

B. The Permissive/Optative 

There is a relation of complementary distribution between the 
imperative proper which is restricted to the 2nd p. sg. and pl. plus the 1st 
pl., and the permissive which has a 3rd person reference. 

The permissive (optative) is expressed through the particle te, 
tegu(l) +the 3 p. pres. indicative, e. g. tegu(l) ateinalteateina! 'may 
he/she/they just come!', tegyvuoja! 'may he/she/they live!' 

As shown in the sample given the subject is dropped if it 
represents a personal pronoun and the particle te- is written together 
with the verb. If the subject is a noun, the particle is written separately 
and placed before both the noun and the verb. The variant tegu(l) is 
always written separately: tegu(l) metai gydo 'may the years (time) 
heal'. With the same meaning as tegyvuoja one can also say lai gyvuoja. 
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In older writings the form of the main verb was not in the indicative mood, but 
in a special form called optative (i. e. mood for the expression of a wish), e. g. teateinie! 
'may he/she/they come!', tevalgai! 'may he/she/they eat!' 

3. The Subjunctive 

A. Formation 

Lithuanian distinguishes between a present and past subjunctive, 
the latter being a compound formation. 

a) The Present Subjunctive 
As shown in the table (p. 93) the present subjunctive is formed on 

the basis of the infinitive stem to which the following endings are 
added: (SG) 1 p. -ciau, 2 p. -tum( ei), (PL) 1 p. -tume (tumemlel ), 2 p. 
-tute (-tumetlel), (SG/PL) 3. p. -tl{: 

pifkti 
'buy' 

1 sg. pirkciau 
2 sg. pirktum 
3 sg./pl. pirktlJ 
1 pl. 
2 pl. 

pirktume 
pirktute 

Reflexive paradigm: 

juoktis 
'to laugh' 

1 sg. ju6kciaus(i) 
2 sg. ju6ktumeis(i) 
3sg/pl ju6kt1Js(i) 
1 pl. ju6ktumes(i) 
2 pl. ju6ktutes(i) 

Accentuation 

turi!ti skaityti 
'have' 'read' 
tureciau skaityciau 
turetum skaitytum 
turetlJ skaitytlJ 
turetume skaitytume 
turetute skaitytute 

The stress is on the same syllable as in the infinitive (which means 
that de Saussure's Law does not operate). 

From a historical point of view the ending -ciau of the 1st p. sg. remains 
obscure (see discussion in Stang 1966, p. 432 f.). The tu-element of the rest of the 
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paradigm seems to reflect the accusative of the IE supine ( cf. Latin -tum), which was 
used to express purpose. This is, however, only one of the meanings (functions) of the 
Lithuanian subjunctive. The process of its extension also to other functions such as the 
irrealis in conditional clauses, is not clear (see again Stang, op. cit., p. 431). In Latvian 
the subjunctive has only one form (in -tu) for the entire paradigm whereas in Lithuanian 
as it were personal endings are added to the petrified form of the supine. There is, 
however, evidence (from Old Lithuanian, the dialects as well as different writings), of, 
for instance, a 2nd sg. in -tumlblei and a 1st pl. -tumbime) which makes it probable that 
these personal endings originally belonged to an auxiliary non-indicative verb form of 
buti 'be' (of the kind represented by him", bi etc. in Old Church Slavonic). 

b) The Past Subjunctive 
The past subjunctive is formed by combining the past active 

participle (in the appropriate form masc./fem.; sg./pl.) with the present 
subjunctive of buti in the function of an auxiliary: 

buciau pirk~s/prrkusi 
bUum II II 

bUciau turej~s/turejusi 
bUtum II II 

/ bu tlJ II II 

/ 

butlJ II 

bU tume prrk~/prrkusios 
bUtute II II 

bUtume turej~/turejusios 
bUtute II II 

bUtlJ II 

/ 

butlJ 

1 sg. 
2 sg 
3 
sg/pl. 
1 pl. 
2 pl. 

Reflexive paradigm: 

juoktis 
'to joke' 

bUciau juok~sis/juokusis 
bUtum II II 

bUtlJ juok~sis/juokusis 
juok~si/juokusiosis 

bUtume juok~si/juokusiosis 
bUtute II II 

Subjunctive Passive 

II 

bUciau skait~s/skaiciusi 
bUtum II II 

/ 

butlJ II 

bUtume skait~/skaiciusios 
bUtute II II 

/ 

butlJ 
II 

There is also a subjunctive passive which is formed with the help 
of the auxiliary bdciau, bdtum etc. + the passive participles in -mas or 
-tas respectively, see section on voice and indefinite verb forms (passive 
participles). 
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The Difference in Meaning between the Present and Past 
Subjunctive 
The difference in meaning between the present and past subjunct

ive may be illustrated through the following example: 
J eigu as tureciau pinigl!: ( dabarl ateityje), vaziuociau j Lietuvq 

( dabarlateityje) 'if I had money (now), I would go to Lithuania (now/in 
the future)' : jeigu as biiciau turejes pinigl!: (tada!tuo metu), biiciau 
vaziaves j Lietuvq (tadaltuo metu) 'if I had had money (then/at that 
time), I would have gone to Lithuania then/at that time'. Note also the 
formal difference in English between 'if I had money [ ... ] ' and 'if I had 
had money [ ... ]' dependent on the time reference. 

B. Major Functions of the Subjunctive 

The subjunctive is found a) in main clauses, b) in main + sub
ordinate clauses clauses and c) in subordinate clauses. 

a) Main Clauses 
The subjunctive is used in exclamatory clauses expressing a wish: 

0, kad ji ateit11:! 'If only she would come!' Cf. also the use of the 
permissive/optative in 2 B on p. 129 above. 

b) Main + Subordinate Clauses 
The subjunctive is used as irrealis in hypothetical conditional 

clauses. In this case the use of the subjunctive is mandatory also in the 
main clause, e. g. jeigu as tureciau piniglf:, vaziuociau j Lietuvq 'if I 
had money, I would go to Lithuania'. 

In the case of a non-hypothetical condition the indicative, not the 
subjunctive, is used: jeigu as gausiu piniglf:, as vaziuosiu j Lietuvq 'if I 
(will) get money (which is possible), I will go to Lithuania'. 

c) Subordinate Clauses 
1) The subjunctive is obligatory also in hypothetical comparisons 

like: ... o kiti koja paspiria, lyg neturet11: rankiJ (A. Pocius) 'and/but 
others kick (the door) with the foot as if they were without arms'. The 
main clause is in the indicative mood. 

Other synonymous conjunctions with lyg are: tartum, tarsi, kaip 
kad and lyg kad. 

2) The subjunctive is further used in subordinate clauses with the 
conjunction kad after verbs expressing the subject/swill or desire: 
mokytojas liepelnorejo/prase/sake, kad mokinys ateitl!: [ ... ]' 'the 
teacher ordered/wanted/demanded/said that the pupil come/should come'. 
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With verbs like liepti and prasyti the infinitive can also be used 
(as in English): mokytojas liepe man/prase mane ateiti 'the teacher 
ordered/asked me to come'. 

The subjunctive (infinitive) in this function corresponds to an 
imperative in direct speech: mokytojas sake: 'Ateik!' The teacher said: 
'Come!' Note the different transformational basis in mokytojas sake, 
kad mokinys ateitlf: 'the teacher said that the pupil should come' and 
mokytojas sake, kad oras siandien (yra) grazus 'the teacher said that 
the weather was fine to-day'. The latter, i. e. [ ... ] kad oras siandien yra 
grazus, corresponds to an indicative construction, and not the imperative, 
in direct speech, i. e. oras siandien yra grazus 'the weather is beautiful 
to-day', and must be rendered by the indicative also in indirect 
discourse. 

3) Close to the function of the subjunctive described in 2) is the 
following: (yra) svarbu!reikia, kad mokinys ateitl!: 'it is import
ant/necessary that the pupil come' (note the usage of subjunctive also in 
the English translation). The heading in 3) will read: subjunctive after 
expressions of necessity. 

4) A fourth case of the use of the subjunctive in subordinate 
clauses is that found in consecutive clauses with a notion of purpose: 
[ ... ] taip krauti pedus, kad varpos gultl! ant varpl! 'to pile up the 
sheaves in such a way that the ears lie one upon the other'. 

5) After verbs expressing fear the subjunctive is used in the 
subordinate clause: jis bijojo, kad ji nesusaltl! 'he was afraid that she 
would get cold'. The subordinate clause contains a pleonastic ne which 
can be explained in terms of historical syntax on the basis of an original 
coordinate construction that has developed into a subordinate: lis bijojo: 
"Kad ji nesusaltl!!" 'He was afraid: If only she will not be cold!' 
Compare similar constructions in Slavic and Romance languages: 
(Russian) ja bojalsja, kak by ona ne zamerzla, (French) je crains qu"il 
ne vzenne. 

6) An even more subtle area is the use of the subjunctive after ne
gated verba dicendi et sentiendi in statements of a general character: 
jis niekada anksciau nera girdejes, kad kazkas taip darytl! 'he had 
never heard before that anyone would do a thing like that'. Cf. also the 
Slavic (Russian) parallel: on nikogda ne slysal, ctoby ona tak khoroso 
pela. The correct use of mood in such cases causes trouble to the student. 
In the following example, however, the indicative must be used since the 
utterance has no general character: jis negirdejo, kad ji atejo 'he did not 
hear that she had come'. 

7) The same hypothetical character as in 6) is felt also in certain 
relative clauses with the subjunctive, e. g. Bet ar esate girdeje apie 
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konkursus, kur biitl!: renkami tinkamiausi zodziai? 'but have you (ever) 
heard about competitions where the most suitable words are collected?' 

4. The Relative Mood 

The relative mood has the same amount of tenses as the indicative, 
i. e three simple and three compound. Both active and passive forms are 
possible. 

Formation 

1. Active Forms 
The simple tenses of the relative mood consist of the present, past 

or future forms of the participles in the function of a finite main verb. 
Thus, from the verb dirbti 'to work' the following forms can be 
constructed: present dirbijs (M)!dirbanti (F); past dirb~s (M)!dirbusi (F) 
and future dirbsiiis (M)!dirbsianti (F). Also the frequentative participle 
in -dav~s!-davusi is encountered. (For the formation of these participles, 
seep. 158 ff. below.) 

The compound tenses are arrived at by combining the past 
participle of the main verb with the present, past and future participle 
from the auxiliary btiti 'to be', e. g. esqs dirb~s (M)Iesanti dirbusi (F) 
for the present perfect, buv~s dirb~s (M)!buvusi dirbusi (F) for the past 
perfect and btisiqs dirbijs (M)!bdsianti dirbanti (F) for the future 
perfect. 

2. Passive Forms 
Passive forms are constructed by combining the passive participles 

of the main verb in -mas (M)Ima (F) and -tas (M)Ita (F) with the 
following participle forms of the auxiliary btiti: (present) esqs (M)!es
anti (F), (past) buv~s (M)!buvusi (F) and (future) btisiqs (M)!btisianti 
(F). 

The transitive verb rasyti 'to write' may serve as an illustration: 
esijs riisomas, buv~s riisomas, btisiqs rdsomas and esqs rasytas, buv~s 
rasytas and btisiqs rasytas. Them-form combinations are parallel to the 
simple forms of the active, the t-form combinations to the compound. 

For the formation of them- and !-participles, see p. 161 ff. 

The high number of tenses in the relative mood is "suspicious" since it seems to 
be kind of a linguistic universal that the marked moods, i. e. non indicative moods, 
possess fewer tenses than the indicative. Perhaps the status of an independent mood 
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attributed to the relative in Lithuanian grammatical tradition could be disputed against 
this background? 

Meaning and Use 
The relative mood is used to account for an event not directly 

experienced or eyewitnessed by the narrator or an event the occurrence 
of which can be questioned (doubted) or which is not satisfactorily 
known. 

In harmony herewith the relative mood can have a) a narrative, b) 
a dubitative, or c) a "folkloristic" function: 

a) is found in indirect discourse after verba dicendi, like, for 
example, sakyti 'say', pdsakoti 'tell', pranesti 'announce' : lis 
sakolsake (, kad) daug zinqs 'he says/said that he knows/knew a lot'' ji 
pranese (, kad) rytoj vaziuosianti i miestq 'she announced that to
morrow she will (would) go to the city', jie isvijo kvailj is nam~~:, 
kadangi }is jiems buvo pripasako}es, kad mesa labai pabrangusi 'they 
chased the fool out of the house since he had told them that the meat 
should have become more expensive'. As illustrated by the examples the 
application of kad 'that' is optional. Other conjunctions (conjunctional 
words) have to be expressed explicitly, e. g: }is pasakojo, kur pirkes 
vyno 'he told where he had bought wine'. 

Good examples can be found in newspapers, cf. the following passage (from 
"Lietuvos rytas") : Vienas firmos darbuotojas sake dar neseniai pats tikejr;s K-cium, 
bet dabar jo ieskoti esq neverta. K. pries porq met/!- buvo tapes vienu turtingiausil!- x 
miesto gyvento}l!- 'one employee of the firm said he had even quite recently trusted K., 
but now it was no use searching for him. A couple of years ago K. had become one of 
the most wealthy inhabitants of the city x'. Further on in the same article one reads: Kai 
pernai [ ... ] nariai erne ieskoti K-ciaus turto, sis sake tuoj parduosiqs Klaipedos 
"Vakarl!- bankui" pastatq, kurio riisyje jsikiirusi x firma, ir grqzinsiqs skolas 'when 
the members last year started searching for K's fortune, he said that he would 
immediately sell the building in the basement of which the firm x had been established 
and pay back his debts' (observe the use of the future participles in this example). The 
relative mood can also be found after the preposition a not 'according to': A not jo, tai 
biidavr; legalu 'according to him, that used to be legal' (example. taken from the same 
article). 

b) The relative mood is also encountered in cases where there is no 
verbum dicendi at all. The purpose is then to express events which can be 
doubted ("dubitative" function): traukinys iseinqs lygiai septintq 
valandq 'the train seems to be leaving at seven sharp'; Tas daves jam 
pinigl!: 'he shall have given him money'. 
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c) The relative mood is further used about unusual, unbelievable 
events, for instance, in fairy-tales, where a whole passage can be in the 
relative mood ("folkloristic" function): Ateinqs gaidys ir prasqs jsileisti 
... 'then the cock comes (came) and asks to be let in'. Almost 
synonymously, however, one will also find the indicative: ateina gaidys 
ir praso jsileisti. 

The relative mood is claimed to be in decline in to-day's 
Lithuanian. That may well be the case in colloquial speech, but in the 
language of the press it is flourishing. 

In Slavic the relative mood of Baltic has a kind of parallel in the Bulgarian 
narrative (formally also expressed through an active participle) as well as the so-called 
Referatskonjunktiv in German (type: Hans sagt, er sei krank). The relative mood is also 
encountered in Balto-Finnic languages (Estonian). 

Modality. Lithuanian Equivalents of English 
Modal Auxiliaries 

The term 'modality' is associated with mood, but is an even 
broader concept. In English modality is expressed by moods, modal verb 
auxiliaries ('can', 'may' etc.) and certain modifiers (as, for example, 
'perhaps'). It appears practical to include a list of English modal verb 
auxiliaries and their equivalents in Lithuanian. 

1. CAN/COULD: 
a) 'be able to': galeti 
galiu tai padaryti 'I can do that', 
b) 'may' (possibility/permission), see next point 

2. MAY /MIGHT: 
a) 'possibility': galeti 
traukinys gali veluoti 'the train may be late'' 
b) 'permission': galetilgalima 
ar as galiu uzeiti aplankyti jus? 'may I drop in to see you?', ar 
galima jeiti? 'may I come in/enter?' 
c) 'wish': te-construction: tebiina j~~: susitikimas laimingas! 'may 
their meeting be happy! ' 

3. MUST (HAVE /NEED TO): 
Lithuanian has several equivalents, viz.: 
a) the impersonal verb (p. 220) reiketi: 
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reikia darbq dirbti 'one must/it is necessary to do the work', 
b) the impersonal verb tekti: 

137 

mums teko ilgai laukti 'we must/had to wait for a long time', del 
sito dar teks pagalvoti 'it will be necessary to think more about 
this', 
c) the personal verb (p. 220) tureti: 
visi turi dirbti 'everybody must/has to work', as turiu eiti 'I 
must/have to go', 
d) the personal verb privaleti 'must/ be obliged to': 
visi privalo dirbti 'everybody must/is obliged to work' 
e) the participle of necessity in -tinas: 
sitas paragrafas laikytinas svarbiausiu 'this paragraph must be 
considered most important' 

4. OUGHT TO 
The sense of obligation is weaker here than in 'must'. 
a) reiketi: 
man reiketl! (subjunctive) ten eiti 'I ought to go there' 
b) tureti: 
tu turejai jai rasyti 'you ought to write to her' (but did not 
="escapable obligation") 
c) construction with turbiit 'probably': 
ryt turbiit bus grazi diena 'it ought to be a fine day to-morrow' 

5. SHALL/SHOULD 
a) future tense constructions where the modal shades of meaning 
dominate the (future) tense meaning, cf. p. 125 above (examples). 
b) dative + infinitive-construction in questions: 
ar man skaityti? 'shall I read?' 
c) construction with tureti: 
jus turetumete (subjunctive) biiti punktualus 'you should be 
punctual' (implication: 'you are not sufficiently punctual') 
d) 'threat': jus to gailesites (future tense) 'you shall regret it' 

6. WILL/WOULD 
a) future tense constructions (for example, seep. 127), 
b) noreti: 
noriu, kad tu sugrjztum 'I will/wish that you return/come back' 

N.B. 'would' in the habitual sense is rendered by -dav-form (p. 
121): jis stebedavo vaikus istisas valandas 'he would watch the 
children for hours'; expressions of the type 'boys will be boys' are 
rendered in the following way: vaikai lieka vaikais. 
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In many (especially theoretical) presentations of modality a distinction is drawn 
between epistemic and deontic modality. Since these notions are not always 
clear we will abstain from using them in this grammar of a more practical 
profile. 

Negated Modality 
a) 'inability/impossibility': 
negali!ti: jus negalite tai padaryti 'you cannot/are not able to do 
that' 
b) '(strong) dissuasion': 
nereiki!ti: jums nereikia (nereiketfl) tai padaryti 'you should not 
do that' 
c) 'prohibition': 
negalima-construction: jums negalima ten eiti 'you must not/are 
not allowed to go there' 



VOICE 
(Rdsis) 
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Lithuanian distinguishes between two voices - active and passive. 
This section will deal with both the morphology and use of the active 
and the passive. 

Definitions 

From a semantic point of view an active construction can be 
defined as an utterance in which the grammatical subject refers to the 
agent, i. e. the performer of the action, as for example in 'he bullied 
me' in contrast to a passive where the grammatical subject ('he') 
refers to the patient (literally 'the suffering', i. e. the one against 
whom the action is directed: 'I was bullied /by him/'). Another 
alternative is to define only passive in positive terms and the active voice 
negatively by stating that all constructions which are not passive, are 
active. 

In the active sentence quoted above, the agent is expressed by the 
subject he, the patient by the object me, in the passive it is the other way 
round: the patient is expressed by the subject I whereas the (optional) 
agent is reflected in the complement by him. 

The examples just quoted further demonstrate that in English the 
verb is morphologically different in the active voice compared to the 
passive. The same is the case also in Lithuanian. 

Morphology of the Active Voice 

The morphological make-up of active verb forms has been 
illustrated above (p. 97 ff.). 

Use of the Active Voice 

The active voice is far more frequently encountered than the 
passive and is used when the conditions for using a passive construction 
are not present, cf. below. 
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Morphology of the Passive Voice 

Expression of the Passive Voice in Lithuanian 
For the expression of the passive voice Lithuanian has at its 

disposal one auxiliary (bdti) which can be combined with two (passive) 
participles: the m- and the !-participle (for their formation, see p. 162 
ff.). This formational strategy will be referred to as formal passive. 

As a rule of thumb the m-participle appears in imperfective form, 
the !-participle in perfective. (For deviations from this principle, see 
above section on aspect). 

The construction with the m-participle denotes a process whereas 
the other one tends to denote a state (= "Handlungspassiv" vs. 
"Zustandspassiv"). This distinction is transparent in (yra) stdtom- vs. 
(yra) pastafYt- (cf. the following chart). 

The opposition type (yra) statom- 'is being built': (yra) pastatYt
'is built' is also one of tense (cf. p. 122 ff.). Thus, the former can be 
determined as present tense proper whereas the latter has the meaning 
of a perfect. 

Sample of a passive paradigm in the indicative mood: 

Infinitive 

Present 

Past 

Frequentative Past 

Future 

Present Perfect 

Past Perfect 

Future Perfect 

Imperfective 
bdti stdtomam (dative!) 
'to be being built' 
(yra) stdtomas 
'is being built' 
buvo stdtomas 
'was being built' 
bddavo stdtomas* 
'used to be being built' 
bus stdtomas 
'will be being built' 
yra buves stdtomas 
'has been being built' 
buvo buves statomas* 
'had been being built' 
bus buves stdtomas 
'will have been being 
built' 

*these forms are very rarely encountered 

Perfective 
bdti pastatytam (dative) 
'to be built' 
(yra) pastatytas 
'is built' 
buvo pastatytas 
'was built' 
bddavo pastatytas* 
'used to be built' 
bus pastafYtas 
'will be built' 
yra buves pastatytas 
'has been built' 
buvo buves pastafYtas* 
'had been built' 
bus buves pastafYtas 
'will have been built' 
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For convenience finite forms of the bdti-auxiliary are given in the 
3rd p. whereas participle forms (including buves) are given in the masc. 
sg. 

Other Moods than the Indicative: 
Formal passives are encountered also in other moods than the 

indicative, cf. the subjunctive: btit~~: stdtomaslpastatytas 'would be 
built' and btit~~: buves stiitomaslpastatytas 'would have been built', the 
imperative/permissive: btik stiitomas!pastatytas 'be built!' /tegul bun a 
statomas!pastatytas x 'may x be built!', and the relative mood: 
esqslbuves!btisiqslesqs buveslesqs btisiqs stiitomaslpastatytas 'is said 
to be (being) built/to have been built' etc.'. 

Beside formal passives, functional equivalents of passive 
constructions can be achieved in Lithuanian by means of formally active 
sentences with a special word order (see below). 

Expression of the Passive Voice in English 
It is necessary to focus on the contrastive perspective, whence a 

couple of words should be said about the formation of the passive also in 
English. 

In English the passive voice is expressed through the combination 
of one auxiliary (be) and one participle (i. e. the past participle which is 
in -t with weak verbs, -n with strong), cf. the above paradigm. 

In German and Scandinavian the situation is the same with respect to the 
participle, but two auxiliaries are used (werdenlbli) and ( sein!vt£re) for the purpose of 
expressing "Handlungspassiv" and "Zustandspassiv" respectively. 

Motivations for choosing Passive Constructions. 
General Considerations 

Generally speaking, there are two important motivations for 
choosing a passive construction rather than an active: 

1) passive constructions have another functional sentence 
perspective (FSP), i. e. theme-rheme structure, than the corresponding 
active 

2) passive constructions admit deletion of the agent 
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1. The Functional Sentence Perspective (FSP) 
The functional sentence perspective is different in the following 

two sentences: 

(1) The workmen are building a house 
(2) The house is being built by workmen 

since in (1) 'the workmen' belongs to the theme (i. e. is part of the 
given information) whereas 'a house' is rhematic (i. e. brings new 
information). In sentence (2) the situation is the reverse: 'the house' is 
thematic, 'workmen' rhematic. 

In context-bound, non-emphatic sentences the theme appears at 
the beginning of the utterance, the rheme- at the end. This theme
before-rheme ordering should be conceived as a general rule. 
Furthermore, in article languages (English, Scandinavian and others) a 
thematic noun will appear with the definite article whereas a rhematic 
noun is usually accompanied by the indefinite article. In non-article 
languages (e. g. Lithuanian) the criterion for recognition of the theme is 
in fact its initial position. 

2. Agent Deletion 
Agent deletion occurs under the following circumstances: 
a) if the agent is self-evident, of little relevance or difficult to 

express, cf., for example: 'the glue should be applied carefully' (by 
whom: the owner/purchaser/user of the tube?), 'a person who has 
committed a crime, will be sentenced to x days in prison' (by the 
judge/court/community/state?), 

b) if the agent is avoided on purpose (so-called "agent-hiding"): 
'Major heavily attacked yesterday' (by one MP/a few MPs/the entire 
Opposition/all MPs?) 

In such cases languages with the active : passive opposition 
(Lithuanian, English etc.) will use a passive (or passive equivalent) 
construction, see further below. 

The Equivalents of English Passives in 
Lithuanian 

Constructions with an Agent: 
The above mentioned active sentence the workmen are building a 

house (with the word order subject-verb-object, shortened SVO) should 
be translated into Lithuanian by an equally active SVO construction: 
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Darbininkai stato namq. The passive SVO-sentence 'the house is being 
built by workmen' can be rendered by the passive SVO namas yra 
darbinink[! statomas (with the agent darbinink[! in the genitive case, cf. 
p. 185 f.). However, formally passive sentences with an explicitly 
expressed agent are as a rule avoided in Lithuanian, whence a 
formally active sentence with the word order object - verb - subject 
(OVS) is preferred: namq stato darbininkai (an exception to this rule is 
noun phrases). The sentence namq stato darbininkai has the same 
theme-rheme structure as the English sentence 'the house is being built 
by workmen' and the Lithuanian sentence namas yra darbinink11: 
statomas. OVS-structures are far more common in case languages than 
in caseless ones, since in the former sentence members in initial position 
are identified as either object or subject by virtue of their grammatical 
form in opposition to the latter where the initial position is earmarked 
for the function of the subject both in active and passive sentences. 

Constructions without an Agent 
As mentioned above agentless passive sentences in English can be 

translated by formally passive constructions in Lithuanian. Thus, 'he is 
bullied every day' corresponds to Lithuanian jis yra pravardziuojamas 
kasdien (where the participle agrees in gender, number and case /= 
nominative/ with the subject jis). However, it is also possible to use a 
formally active one-part sentence (cf. p. 219) with the structure OV: jj 
pravardziuoja kasdien with a formally active OV-structure. Both solu
tions have the patient (jisljj) in the thematic initial position. 

Use of the Passive Infinitive 
As illustrated in the paradigm (p. 140) the participle is (usually) in 

the dative case. This is because the passive infinitive is mostly used in a 
special syntactic environment, i. e. constructions with the verb reiketi, e. 
g. namui reikia bilti pastatytam 'the house must be built' where there is 
agreement (p. 230 ff.) between the logical subject namui and the 
participle component of the predicate. 

Constructions of the Type 'it is confirmed that' 
The standard way of rendering such cases in Lithuanian is to use 

the "neuter" form of a passive participle (cf. p. 163) without any formal 
subject corresponding to English 'it', e. g. siuo dokumentu patvirti
nama, kad [ ... ] 'with this document it is confirmed that [ ... ] ', but also a 
3rd person active construction without a subject is encountered: patvirt
ina, kad 'one confirms that = it is confirmed that'. 
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Constructions of the Type pedsak~ (ne)rasta 
Alongside common two-part constructions (p. 218 f.) like, for 

example, pedsakai (ne)rasti also one-part constructions of the type 
pedsak~ (ne)rasta can be found. The difference between these con
structions is that the former tends to express that 'the traces (thematic) 
are not found' whereas the latter implies: 'traces (rhematic) are (not) 
found'. 

Formal Passives with Intransitive Verbs 
In a caseless language like English passive participles are formed 

from transitive verbs, i. e. verbs with an object. In case languages the 
formation of passive participles is as a rule equally limited to transitive 
verbs, but the definition of transitivity (cf. also p. 148 f.) is different 
since here transitive verbs are understood as verbs with an object in the 
accusative case. A peculiarity of Lithuanian, however, is that formally 
"passive" constructions are possible also with intransitive verbs. 

"Passive" constructions of this type are frequently encountered in 
Lithuanian. They must be in the form of one-part impersonal sentences 
(cf. p. 220) with the participle in the special "neuter" form (cf. p. 
163). Further, such constructions can be both with and without an agent. 

Examples: 
Cia dirbta zmoni~ 'here people have been working' (lit. 'here 

worked by people'), cia mils~ gyventa 'here our people lived'' cia 
zmoni~ biita 'there have been people here' (lit. 'there has been by/of 
people here'/'being of people'). Such constructions with the !-participle 
have a past reference. There is a difference in meaning between these 
participle constructions and the corresonding active non-impersonal 
constructions cia dirbo zmones, cia mes gyvenome and cia buvo zmones 
in that the latter are semantically neutral whereas in the former a nuance 
of modality (doubt, nostalgia etc.) is felt. The participle constructions 
also seem to presuppose some further comment and context. 

Constructions with the m-participle will have reference to the 
present, e. g. *cia gyvenama!miegama!dirbama zmoniiJ 'here people are 
living/sleeping/working'. The corresponding expressions without an 
agent, i. e. cia gyvenama!miegama! dirbama are equally possible. 

The participle esama is used for the purpose of stylistic variation 
as a variant of yra or esti, e. g. del sqjungos pobiidzio esama (yra!esti) 
jvairil! nuomonil! 'with respect to the character of the union there are 
(exist) several opinions'. 

A verb like, for example, grasinti 'threaten' is intransitive since it 
requires a complement in the dative case. Thus, one would say, for 
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example, jam buvo grasinta 'he was threatened' (or jam grasino with 
"conversion" to a formally active construction), but also a construction 
with a grammatical subject in the nominative and a congruent participle 
as part of the predicate is possible, i. e. the same technique as with 
transitive verbs: jis buvo grasintas. This is a further illustration of the 
somewhat peculiar relationship between transitivity and intransitivity in 
Lithuanian. 

Observe, finally, the opposition between palyta 'it has rained' and 
palijo 'it rained' where the participle construction denotes a result 
(state) as opposed to palijo which focusses on the process. 

Other Passive Participle Constructions with Intransitive Verbs 

Constructions with the "neutral" passive participle can also be 
found with reflexive verbs, e. g. darbq stengtasi rasyti taip, kad [ ... ] 
'one has endeavoured/it has been endeavoured to write the work in such 
a way that [ ... ]. Observe the aecusative object darbq which is governed 
not by stengtasi, but ( stengtasi +) rasyti. 

Finally, mention should be made of constructions with the so
called passive participle of necessity in -tina (cf. p. 163): kalbant apie 
jvardzius, butina pazymeti labai reiksmingq A. Rosino monografijq [ ... ] 
'when speaking about pronouns, one should/it is obligatory to mention 
an important monograph by A. Rosinas [ ... ] '. 

REFLEXIVE AND NON-REFLEXIVE VERBS 
(Sangrqziniai ir nesangrqziniai veiksmiizodziai) 

In this section the functions and meanings of the reflexive verbs in 
contrast with non-reflexive verbs will be described. For the formal 
expression of reflexives and non-reflexives, see p. 96 f. above. 

The reflexive verbs of Lithuanian show a variety of functions. 
1) In the first place, there is a small group of (unprefixed) 

reflexiva tantum, i. e. reflexives without any non-reflexive counterpart, 
like, for example, dome tis 'to be interested in', juoktis 'to laugh, joke', 
syps6tis 'to smile'' elgtis 'to behave'' dairytis 'to look around/behind'' 
didziuotis 'to be proud of', susirasineti 'to correspond (write to each 
other)'. Cf. p. 76. 

Close to the reflexiva tantum are those where the reflexive verb 
has separated very far in meaning from that of the "corresponding" non
reflexive, like, for instance, stebetis 'to wonder, be surprised' vs. 
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stebeti 'to observe, watch', leis tis 'to start, descend' vs. leisti 'to allow; 
let go', tiketis 'to hope' : tike ti 'to believe'. 

2) All remaining reflexives (prefixed and non-prefixed) have non
reflexive counterparts: 

a) the reflexives proper, i. e. cases like keltis 'to get up (after 
sleep)' : kelti kq 'to lift, raise sby/sth', praiistis 'to wash (oneself)' vs. 
prausti 'to wash sby/sth', reiigtis 'to dress, prepare for (oneself)' vs. 
reiigti kq 'to dress shy; prepare sth', nusireiigtilnusivilkti 'to undress 
(oneself)' : nurefigtilnuvilkti kq 'to undress shy', skustis 'to shave 
(oneself)' vs. skusti kq 'to shave shy', aiitis 'to put on or take off one's 
shoes/boots' : aiiti kq 'to put on or take off shy's shoes/boots', m6kytis 
'to learn, study' VS. mokyti 'to teach', ruostis 'to prepare (oneself)' : 
ruosti kq 'to prepare sth'. 

A contrastive example in a full sentence: mama rengiasi 'mother is 
dressing (herself)' :mama rengia vaikq 'mother is dressing the child'. 
As becomes apparent from the examples, the reflexive is intransitive 
(without an object) whereas the non-reflexive is transitive (with an 
accusative object). 

The situation is more or less analogous also in the following series: 
durys atsidaro '(the) door(s) open(s)' : ji atidaro duris 'she opens the 
door(s)', pamoka prasidejoltesesi!baigesi 'the lesson began/continu
ed/finished' : profesorius pradejoltese!baige pamokq 'the professor 
began/continued/finished the lesson'. This function of the reflexive is al
so close to that of the passive. 

Reflexive passives proper, however, are not used in Lithuanian 
(they are felt as Russianisms and should be avoided). 

Some reflexive verbs can be combined with an accusative object, cf., for 
example, nusipifkti 'to buy (for /to oneself)': }is nusipirko naujq dviratj 'he bought a 
new bicycle'. Here the element -si- may be conceived as a substitute for the benefactive 
function of the dative (cf. p. 193) with respect to the person; cf. mutatis mutandis a 
corresponding non-reflexive construction: }is nupirko naujq dviratj siinui 'he bought a 
new bicycle for his son'. 

The most frequent object case met with in connection with reflexive verbs, 
however, seems to be the instrumental (e. g. dometis kuo nors 'to be interested in 
sth. '); this again is an intransitive function which is characteristic of the bulk of 
reflexive verbs. 

b} This group is constituted by reciprocal verbs. 
Some examples: buciuotis 'to kiss (each other)' : buciuoti kq 'to 

kiss shy', susitikti 'to meet (each other)' vs. sutikti kq 'to meet sby', 
apsikabinti 'embrace (each other)' vs. apkabinti kq 'embrace sby'. A 
contrasting example in full sentence: mama ir tevas buciuojasi 'mummy 
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and dad are kissing' : mama buciuoja vaikq 'mummy is kissing the/her 
child'. 

In certain cases it may be difficult to decide whether a reflexive 
verb or a a non-reflexive accompanied by a case form of the reflexive 
pronoun should be used. Thus, for translating, for example, 'to comb 
(oneself)' a reflexive verb must be used: zmogus sukuojasi 'the man is 
combing himself (i. e. his hair)'; zmogus sukuoja save would imply a 
male in the process of combing his Esau like body! An alternative 
construction for zmogus sukuojasi is zmogus sukuoja sau plaukus 'the 
man is combing his hair'. For rendering 'to look at oneself in the 
mirror' a non-reflexive verb + the accusative of the reflexive pronoun is 
required: ziiireti save veidrodyje, and not *ziiiretis veidrodyje. One 
might further be doubtful as to whether it is correct to say gintis and/or 
ginti save for 'defend oneself'. The first alternative seems to be the only 
possible one. 

From a historical point of view there is a connection between the autonomous 
reflexive pronoun and the so-called reflexive particle (reflexive suffix/infix); the latter 
originates from a clitic reflexive pronoun which formed a sort of doublet of the non
clitic (i. e. the normal) reflexive pronoun. 

c) Here belong a very small number of verbs which may be 
labeled "aggressive". A general characteristic of reflexive verbs is that 
the action expressed by them is limited to the subject/ s own sphere and 
interest. This is clearly the case also with badytis 'butt'. This verb is 
used without an object, cf., for example, karve badosi 'the cow butts'. 
With an object the non-reflexive counterpart is used: karve bado vaikq 
'the cow is butting the child'. 

With other verbs of the same sphere such as gelti 'bite/sting (about 
insects)' and kqstilkandzioti 'bite', however, only the non-reflexive 
variant is used. Contrast, for example, vapsva gelia 'the whasp 
bites/stings' and vapsva gelia vaikq 'the wasp is biting/stinging the 
child'. 

Also in Slavic there is a functional distinction between the reflexive and non
reflexive in similar cases, cf., for example, Russian korova bodaetsja (refl.) 'the cow 
butts' : korova bodaet (non-refl.) rebenka 'the cow is butting the child', sobaka 
kusaetsja (non-refl.) 'the dog bites' : sobaka kusaet (non-refl.) rebenka 'the dog is 
biting the child'. The same situation is further observed in Swedish (but not Norwegian 
or Danish): kon stangas : kon stangar barnet, hunden bits : hunden biter barnet. 

d) The reflexive is also used in certain impersonal constructions 
(cf. p. 220): kaip ]urns sekasi? 'how are you getting along?', man rodos 
'it seems to me', man siandien nesidirba 'I can't work to-day'. 
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Finally, it should be emphasized that some verbs can never occur 
in a reflexive form. To this group belong, for example, abej6ti 'doubt', 
atitikti 'correspond', bij6ti 'be afraid', jvykti 'happen, occur', skubeti 
'hurry'. 

TRANSITIVITY AND INTRANSITIVITY 

In a case language like Lithuanian transitive verbs are defined as 
verbs which require an object in the accusative case without the 
involvement of a preposition (cf. also the Lithuanian term for 
transitivity: galininkiskumas, lit. "accusativity"). The genitive object 
with negation and the partitive genitive object after otherwise transitive 
verbs (see chapter on case, p. 185) should also be included in the notion 
of transitivity. 

In the preceding section reflexive and non-reflexive verbs were 
dealt with. The opposition of reflexive and non-reflexive verb pairs is 
also relevant for the question of transitivity vs. intransitivity, cf., for 
example, atsidaryti (intrans.) vs. atidaryti (trans.) 'to open' and keltis 
'to get up' vs. kelti 'to lift, raise'. 

Another means of expressing the transitive : intransitive contrast is 
vowel alternation ("ablaut"), cf. p. 31, whereby the intransitive partner 
shows the so-called zero degree as opposed to the full degree of its 
transitive counterpart, cf., for example, ltizti (intrans.) 'burst' : lauzti 
(trans.) 'break', liiikti (intrans.) 'bend' : leiikti (trans.) 'bend', kilti 
(intrans.) 'rise' : kelti (trans.) 'lift, raise', kisti (intrans.) 'change' : 
keisti (trans.) 'change', skilti (intrans.) 'split' : skelti (trans.) 'split', 
krypti (intrans.) 'bend; tend to' : kreipti 'direct, turn'. 

The present tense forms with nasal infix or the st-suffix basically 
belong to zero-grade intransitives which are often contrasted with e
grade transitives with }-presents. This is typical of the pairs just quoted, 
cf. liiiksta : leiikia, kyla : kelia, kiiita : keicia, skyla ( < * ski-n-la) : 
skelia, krypsta : kreipia. 

Many of the transitives just mentioned have transitive partners in 
-( d)yti, cf. kraipyti, skaldyti. They differ from kreipti and skelti in 
their additional frequentative meaning, e. g. skaldyti 'split (cut) often'. 
Observe further that these transitive frequentatives also have another 
ablaut form (a-grade) in the root than the corresponding non
frequentative transitives, e. g. kraipyti vs. kreipti. 

Another suffix which exclusively derives transitives is the 
factitive/causative -inti, cf. grqzinti 'return, give back' (: gr[zti 'to 
return, come back' and gr~zti 'to turn, swing'), didinti 'to increase' vs. 
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the intransitive in -eti: didi!ti 'to increase' (: didis 'big'). In grqzinti : 
grezti : gr]zti the play of the ablaut is again observed. 
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THE NON-FINITE FORMS OF THE VERB 

As mentioned (p. 93 above) the non-finite forms of the verb 
encompass the infinitive( s), the gerunds and participles as well as the 
verbal noun. 

I. The Infinitive 
(Bendratis) 

Formal Characteristics. 
The infinitive is formed from the infinitive stem with the addition 

of the infinitive marker -ti (in the spoken language often shortened to 
-t): eiti 'to go', kalbi!ti 'to speak', matyti 'to look', mieg6ti 'to sleep'. 

The infinitive of unprefixed reflexive verbs is in -tis, for example 
keltis 'rise, stand up' whereas the prefixed reflexives according to the 
general rule (cf. p. 97) insert the reflexive particle -si- between the (last) 
prefix and the root, e. g. pa-si-kelti 'rise, stand up'. 

The infinitive is not declined. 
It can appear both in imperfective and perfective forms, cf. 

p. 119 ff. 

Accentuation 
The stress in most cases falls on the syllable immediately before 

-ti. The infinitive marker is never stressed. 

Syntax of the Infinitive 
The Lithuanian infinitive can be 1) grammatically independent or 

2) dependent, cf. p. 221 below. 

1) is observed in the dative + infinitive construction which is 
frequently heard in (modal) questions (both direct and indirect): kq man 
daryti? 'what shall I do?' (lit. 'what for me do?'), ji paklause, kq jai 
daryti 'she asked what she should do' (cf. p. 194 and passim). 

2) is found after various types of finite verbs: 

a) phasal verbs, i. e. verbs with the meaning of beginning, 
continuation and stopping: jis pradejolt~se!baige dainuoti 'he be
gan/continued/stopped singing'. Optionally, after certain verbs with the 
meaning of stopping also the past active participle can be used: vejas 
nustojo pusti : vejas nustojo put~s 'the wind stopped blowing'. 
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b) certain auxiliary modal verbs like galeti 'to be able', noreti 'to 
wish'' tureti 'to have to'' reiketi 'to have to': as norejau ateiti, bet 
negalejau (ateiti) 'I wished to come, but couldn't'; man reikia dirbti 'I 
have to work'. 

c) a good number of other verbs. Among such verbs are, for 
example zadeti 'promise', bij6ti 'be afraid of', megti 'like', patikti 
'like'' bandyti 'try'' stengtis 'endeavour, try'' ruostis, refigtis 'prepare 
for': jie stengiasi kalbeti lietuviskai 'they try to speak Lithuanian as 
best they can'. 

There are, however, certain constraints with respect to what kind 
of verbs can govern an infinitive. Thus, a verb like, for instance, 
uzsiiniti 'to be busy with' cannot be followed by an infinitive. A 
grammatical motivation for this seems to be that the undeclinable 
infinitive is not able to show the case form (instrumental) required by 
uzsiiniti. With this verb the--verbal noun in -ilymas, see section III 
below' has to be used instead: jis taip uzsieme plaukimu, kad neziiirejo 
ryklio 'he was so occupied with (the) swimming that he didn't catch 
sight of the shark'. On the other hand, a verb like bij6ti requires the 
genitive case, but is still on the list of verbs that can govern an infinitive, 
cf. jis bijo sunlf: 'he is afraid of dogs' : jis bijo ateiti 'he is afraid to 
come'. 

The infinitive can also be used after certain "neutral" adjectival 
forms like, for example, sunku 'difficult', lefigva 'easy', liudna 'sad', e. 
g: sunku gyventi 'it is hard to live', cf. p. 68. 

The rules for the choice of aspect are the same as with finite 
forms, cf. p. 119 ff. 

Infinitive II 
(Budinys) 

Beside the bendratis (or "real infinitive") Lithuanian also has another infinitival 
form which is often referred to as 'infinitive II'. 

Formation and Stress 
This is an indeclinable form in -te. The stress is on the suffix (i. e. -te) if the 

corresponding ti-infinitive is bisyllabic ( dziaiigtis > dziaugte ); if the regular infinitive 
has more than two syllables, infinitive II has the stress on the same syllable as infinitive 
I: valgyti 'to eat' > valgyte. 

Reflexive and prefixal forms are absent. 
A synonym of -te is the equally indeclinable -tinai with the same stress pattern 

as the form in -te. This form has not the same constraints in terms of reflexivization or 
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prefixation as the variant in -te although reflexive forms of unprefixed verbs are hardly 
used. 

Syntax of Infinitive II 
The second infinitive can be used only when accompanied by a finite form of the 

same verb root. Its function is expressive/intensive. 

illustration: 
Sene dziaugte dziaugesi, kad sunus savo isdaigas }au pamirso (Kreve) 'The 

old woman was extremely glad that her son had already forgotten his pranks'. 

An example of the form in -tinai is: Toks }au lietuvi11- budas: kai du vaidijasi, 
nors uzsimustinai musasi, trecias bega salin (Vaizgantas) 'The Lithuanians have such 
a habit: if two men are quarreling, even if they are almost killing each other, the third 
one will run aside (away)'. 

Infinitive II is found mostly in fiction and folk songs. 

II. Gerunds and Participles 
(Piidalyviailpusdalyviai and dalyviai) 

Lithuanian possesses a rich inventory of participles, namely two 
indeclinable (both active), two partly declinable (equally active) and 
eight declinable participles (four active+ four passive). 

Both imperfective and perfective forms are encountered. The 
rules for their application are comparable to those of the finite forms, see 
p. 119 ff., but with more stress on the parameters simultaneity (= 
imperfective) vs. non-simultaneity ( = perfective). 

In many grammars of Lithuanian one will find four indeclinable participles 
which parallel the four active participles. However, future and frequentative past 
indeclinable gerunds are extremely rare and therefore omitted here. 

By virtue of their functions the indeclinable and partly declinable 
participles may be labeled gerunds. In Lithuanian terminology the 
indeclinable participle is referred to as the piidalyvis whereas the partly 
declinable is called pusdalyvis (literally "semi-participle"). 
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1. The Gerunds 

Formation 

A. Indeclinable Gerunds 
As mentioned above, two indeclinable gerunds are discerned, 

namely: 

a) the gerund in -Vnt (reflexive -Vntis with unprefixed verbs) 
b) the gerund in -us (reflexive -usis with unprefixed verbs) 

a) The gerund in -Vnti-Vntis is formed on the basis of the stem of 
the present tense, cf. p. 94. The V is represented as a with verbs of the 
I and III conjugations, as i with verbs of the II conjugation. 

The stress is on the same syllable as in the 3rd p. of the present 
tense. 

94). 

Example: 
iseinant (: iseiti 'walk out'), 
domintis (: dometis 'be interested') 

b) The gerund in -us/-usis is formed from the past stem (cf. p. 

The stress follows the 3rd p. of the past tense. 

Example: 
isJjus (: iseiti 'walk out') 
domejusis (: dometis 'be interested') 

These gerunds reflect petrified forms of the present and past active 
participles respectively. From a synchronic point of view they can be 
arrived at in the easiest way by dropping the -i of the fern. sg. nom. of 
these participles. Thus, for the correct derivation of gerundival forms the 
more detailed formational rules presented under the corresponding 
participles should be consulted. 

B. Partly Declinable Gerunds 
Here it is customary to include only the -dam-formation. Howev

er, it appears practical to add also an -~s/us-formation which can have 
gerundival functions. 
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Thus, as in the case of the indeclinable gerund, two formations are 
arrived at, namely a) the -dam-gerund and b) the -~s/-us-gerund. 

a) The -dam-gerund is formed from the infinitive stem (cf. p. 93). 
It is declined in gender and number. 

Reflexive forms are in -damasis and -damiesi for the masc. sg. 
and pl. respectively; for the fern. the forms are -damasi (sg.) and 
-damosi (pl.). In prefixed forms the reflexive particle -si- is inserted 
between the (last) prefix and the root. 

In the immobile type the stress is the same as in the infinitive. 

Examples: 
domi!damasis (m. sg.), domi!damasi (f. sg.), domi!damiesi 
(m. pl.), domi!damosi (f. pl.)(: domi!tis 'be interested'). 
Example of mobile accent: iseidamas (m. sg.), iseidama (f. sg.), 

iseidami (m. pl.), iseidamos (f. pl.) (: iseiti 'walk out'), 
b) The ~s/us-gerund is equally declined in gender and number. It 

is identical in form with the nominatives of the past active participle (see 
p. 158 below) and thus also cognate with the indeclinable us-gerund 
descibed in the preceding paragraph. 

Reflexive forms are in -~sis and -~si for the masc. sg. and pl. 
respectively; for the fern. the forms are -usis (sg.) and -usiosi (pl.). In 
prefixed forms the reflexive particle -si- is inserted between the (last) 
prefix and the root. 

The stress is the same as in the 3 p. past tense. 

Examples: 
isej~s (m. sg.), isejusi (f. sg.), isej~ (m. pl.), isejusios (f. pl.) 

(: iseiti 'walk out'), 
domi!jes (m. sg.), dome;·usis (f. sg.), domi!jt:_si (m. pl.), 

domi!jusiosi (f. pl.) (: domi!tis 'be interested') 

Syntax and Semantics of the Gerunds 

The meaning of the gerunds is illustrated through their English 
translations in examples under points A. and B. below. 

The -Vnt and -dam gerunds (usually in imperfective forms) 
express actions which occur simultaneously with those of the verb in the 
main clause whereas the us-formations (in perfective forms) denote an 
action which is not simultaneous, but anterior to that of the verb in the 
main clause. To express an action which is posterior to the action 
expressed by the verb in the main clause, the prepositional adverb pries 
is placed immediately before the -Vnt- or -dam-gerund. 
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From the functional point of view the gerunds are equivalent to 
adverbial clauses (most frequently time clauses). 

A. Indeclinable Gerunds 
The function of indeclinable gerunds is to replace adverbial clauses 

(see p. 225 ff.) if the grammatical subject of the adverbial clause and 
the main clause are not identical. 

Examples: 
Kada vaikai dainavo, mokytojas dirigavo > Vaikams dainuojant, 

mokytojas diriguoja!dirigavo 'when the children are/were singing, the 
teacher is/was conducting' (simultaneity) : Kada vaikai padainavo, 
mokytojas isejo vaikams padainavus, mokytojas isejo 'when the 
children had sung, the teacher went out' (non-simultaneity). 

As illustrated through these examples the logical subject of the 
indeclinable gerund is in the dative case. The dative is often deleted in 
cases like sningant or lyjant for sniegui sningant 'when it is/was/will be 
snowing' and lietui lyjant 'when it is/was/will be raining' respectively. 

Historically the indeclinable gerunds reflect a petrified form of the dative case; 
thus, originally there was agreement (in gender, number and cas.e) between the gerund 
and the dative NP. Such a double dative construction with the same function is also 
found in Slavic. 

Other illustrations: 
Saulei tekant, vaikai atsikele 'while/when the sun was rising, the 

kids got up'; Zuvus Mindaugui, Lietuva atsidiire pavojuje 'when 
Mindaugas had been killed/was dead, Lithuania found itself in danger'; 
Universitete jkiirus Rytl!: Europos komitetq vis daugiau jaunuoli!! 
atvyksta ir is ten 'since one has established the committee for East 
European studies at the university (since the committee [ ... ] has been 
established [ ... ]), more and more young people are coming also from 
there'. 

In the last example the gerund construction can be replaced by the 
following subordinate clause: Kai universitete jkiire Rytl! Europos 
komitetq 'since/when one had established [ ... ] '. This is a so-called 
personal one part clause (see p. 220) with an obligatorily deleted 
subject of a general meaning corresponding to English 'one', German 
and Scandinavian 'man' which is different from that of the main clause 
( daugiau jaunuolit!-) whence the gerundival construction can be used. 

In the following example the gerundival construction has replaced 
a subordinate impersonal one part clause (cf. p. 220) with an 
obligatorily deleted subject corresponding to English 'it' which again is 
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different from that of the main clause: Persikelsime per up~ przes 
austant 'we/11 cross the river before it is gets light I before dawn com
es'. 

With identical subjects in the subordinate and main clauses the 
gerund is used only when the subject of the main clause is expressed by 
another case than the nominative, i. e. so-called "logical subject", as, for 
example, in: 

Kada mes dainuojame dainq, mums reikia biiti demesingiems > 
Dainuojant dainq, mums reikia biiti demesingiems 'when (we are) 
singing a song, we have to be attentive' (simultaneity) : Kada mes 
padainavome dainq, mums galima pailseti > padainavus dainq, mums 
galima pailseti 'when we have sung/upon having sung the song, we can 
rest' (non-simultaneity). 

If mums is deleted in these examples with the gerund construction, 
a general meaning corresponding to English 'one' is obtained: 
dainuojant dainq, reikia biiti demesingam 'when one is singing a song, 
one has to be attentive'; padainavus dainq, galima pailseti 'when one 
has sung a song, one can rest'. 

B. Partly Declinable Gerunds 
The partly declinable gerunds can replace adverbial clauses the 

grammatical subject of which is identical with that of the main clause: 

Kada mokinys dainuoja!dainavo!dainuos, jis einalejoleis is 
mokyklos namo 'when the pupil is/was/will be singing, he is/was/will be 
going home from school' > dainuodamas mokinys einalejoleis is 
mokyklos namo '(while) singing, the pupil is/was/will be going home 
from school'. 

This was an example of simultaneity with the time for the 
occurrence of the action of the finite verb in contrast to pries 
dainuodamas mokinys einalejoleis is mokyklos namo 'before singing 
the pupil is/was/will be going home from school' which will serve as an 
illustration of posteriority and padainav~s mokinys einalejoleis is 
mokyklos namo 'after having been singing the pupil is/was/will be going 
home from school' which presents a case of anteriority. 

The perfective padainuodamas can be used in connection with a 
single concrete action: padainuodamas dainq, zmogus galvojo, kad jj 
priims j operq 'when singing the daina (song), the man thought that he 
would be accepted at the opera'. 
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Other examples: 
Kurj laikq jis tyledamas skaitinejo knygl!: pavadinimus ... (A. 

Pocius) 'for some time he stood reading the titles of the books without 
saying a word'; 

- Ar seniai cia jau mokytojaujate? - paklause jis, sustojes prie 
pat stalo [ ... ] (A. Pocius) 'have you been teaching here for long? - he 
asked, having stopped right by the table [ ... ]'; Pries pirkdami bilietus, 
paskambinkite namo 'before buying the tickets, (you should) call 
home'. 

As can be seen from the examples, the partly declinable gerunds 
show agreement in gender and number with the (explicitly or implicitly 
expressed) grammatical subject of the main clause. The (petrified) 
nominative form is also in harmony with this subject. 

2. The Participles 

The inventory of Lithuanian participles may be demonstrated 
through the following table: 

Active Passive 

Present 

Past 

Frequentative 
past 

Future 

Participle of 
necessity 

stdt-ant- 'building' 

stdc-i-us- '(the one 
who) built' 

staty-dav-us- '(the one 
who) used to build' 

statysi-ant- '(the one who) 
is going to be building' 

stdto-ma- '(being) built' 

(pa)staty-ta- 'built' 

statjsi-ma- 'the one 
who/which is going 
to be built' 

staty-tina-
'which should be built' 

All forms in the table are given in the stem form, not in a specific 
case, gender or number form. For full paradigms of the different types, 
see below. 
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As mentioned on p. 152 above there are four active and four 
passive participles. However, they do not constitute a symmetrical 
system since there is no passive counterpart to the frequentative past 
participle and no parallel to the so-called participle of necessity under the 
active voice. Further, the future passive participle is extremely rare. 

As mentioned in the introduction (p. 152) participles can be 
formed both from perfective and imperfective verbs. 

Formation 

A. Active Participles: 
a) the present participle is formed on the basis of the present 

stem by adding -Vnt- and applying the same distributional rule for V 
which was given for the cognate indeclinable gerund in -Vnt (p. 153 
above), e. g. dirba-nt-'working', kelia-nt- 'lifting' in the 1st 
conjugation, myli-nt- 'loving' (2nd conjugation), and skaft-ant
'reading' (3rd conjugation). These are valid as stem forms for the whole 
paradigm except for the masc. nom. sg. and pl. which are in -(i)qs (1st 
conjugation), -is (2nd), -qs (3rd) and -(i)q (1st), -i (2nd), -q (3rd) 
respectively. The interplay between -Vnt- and -V(s) is regulated by the 
"nasalization rule" ·(cf. p. 29 f.). 

For reflexive forms, see below. 

The -nt-participle is cognate with the -nt- participles in other IE languages 
(Slavic, Germanic, Romance, Greek and so on). Only the shape of the nom. pl. masc. of 
Lithuanian is enigmatic. 

b) the past participle is formed on the basis of the preterite stem 
by dropping the -ol-e of the 3 p. and adding -us-. In the case of verbs in 
-tyti and -dyti the dentals t and d undergo a change to -c- and -dz
respectively (thus mdcius- and gydzius-·< mate, gyde : matyti, gydyti). 
Observe the softening of the c indicated by the following prevocalic i 
(for explanation and motivation, see under the formation of e-preterites, 
p. 104 f. above). As in the case of the present active participle the nom. 
sg. and pl. masc. deviate from the rest of the paradigm through the 
endings -es and -e respectively. 

This participle has also cognates in other IE languages (Slavic etc.).The -~( s) of 
the masc. sg. and pl. nom., however, lacks evident parallels in other IE languages and 
may be the result of an internal Baltic arrangement, possibly generalization of the 
vocalism of the e-preterite in order to obtain a maximum differentiation from the present 
participle from which it can have adopted the nasal. If this interpretation is correct, we 
envisage a heteroclitic paradigm since all other forms of the paradigm contain the -us-
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marker which obviously represents the zero grade of the so-called perfect active 
participle which has cognates in a great number of IE languages, including Slavic. 

N 

G 
D 
A 
I 
L 

N 

G 
D 
A 
I 
L 

Declension of the Present and Past Active Participles: 

These two participles are declined according to the same pattern. 

Paradigms: 

Present Past Present Past 
MSG MSG FSG FSG 
dirb~s dlrb~s dirbanti dirbusi 
( dlrbantis) 
dlrbancio dlrbusio dlrbancios dirbusios 
dlrbanciam dlrbusiam dlrbanciai dirbusiai 
dlrbantj dlrbusj dlrbanci~ dlrbusi~ 
dirbanciu dlrbusiu dlrbancia dirbusia 
dlrbanciame dlrbusiame dlrbancioje dirbusioje 

MPL MPL FPL FPL 
dirb~ dlrb~ dlrbancios dirbusios 
( dlrbantys) 
dlrbancilJ dlrbusilJ dlrbancilJ dirbusilJ 
dlrbantiems dlrbusiems dlrbancioms dirbusioms 
dlrbancius dlrbusius dlrbancias dirbusias 
dlrbanciais dlrbusiais dlrbanciomis dirbusiomis 
dlrbanciuose dlrbusiuose dirbanciose dirbusiose 

The bracket forms dirbantis and dirbantys for the pres. masc. sg. 
and pl. are analogical ("normalized"). 

Reflexive forms are arrived at by applying the general rules given 
on p. 97 above, e. g. domjsis (m. sg. nom.), d6mintis (f. sg. nom.), 
d6mintiemsis (m. pl. dat.) etc.; domi!j~sis (m. sg. nom.), domi!jusis (f. 
sg. nom.), domi!jusiemsis (m. pl. dat.) (: domi!tis 'be interested') 

Accentuation 
The accentuation of the present participle follows the pattern of 

the 3rd p. present tense of the finite form except for the nom. masc. sg. 
and pl. in -qs and -q respectively which (in some cases) are end-stressed 
in simple forms and regularly accented on the prefix in prefixed forms. 
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The accentuation of the past participle repeats that of the 3rd p. 
past tense. 

Lithuanian and Latvian share an inflectional peculiarity with Slavic in that the 
original consonant stems have become -jolllljii-stems. The former yod explains the 
transition of *nt > nc in the present participle and of *-us-> -/us- in the past; in the fern. 
sg. nom. the -t- and -s- are retained since they were followed by *-T(deriving from *iH 
in the laryngealistic notation). 

c) the frequentative past participle contains the element -dav
characteristic also of the finite forms of the frequentative past (see p. 
106). The -dav-morpheme is immediately followed by the -elus- marker 
of the ordinary past participle. Thus, we arrive at the following 
paradigm of the verb dirbti: 

dirbdaves, dirbdavusio etc. in the masc. sg.; dirbdavusi, dirbdav
usios etc. in the fern. sg.; dirbdave, dirbdavusil!: etc. and dirbdavusios, 
dirbdavusilJ etc. in the plural of the two genders respectively. 

Reflexive forms are arrived at through application of the general 
rule in (p. 97). 

d) the future active participle is in -siq 1-siant- [~a:/~En-] in all 
three conjugations. It contains the same -si-marker as the finite forms of 
the future tense (see p. 106 above). Before a vowel the -si- yields -~ 
(represented as -si- in the orthography), cf. p. 24. The declension is 
exactly the same as that of the present participle which is illustrated in 
the dirbqs!dirbanti paradigm above. The only difference is that the 
analogical (normalized) forms of the masc. nominative sg. and pl. seem 
to be rare (which may also be said of the future participle in general). 

Thus one arrives at the following paradigm: 

dirbsiqs, dirbsiancio etc. in the masc. sg.; dirbsianti, dirbsiancios 
etc. in the fern. sg.; dirbsiq, dirbsiancil{ etc. and dirbsiancios, dirb
sianci!J etc. in the masc. and fern. pl. 

Reflexive forms are derived according to the general rule set forth 
on p. 97 above. 

"Neuter" Forms 
Like the adjectives the participles also possess undeclined "neutral" 

forms. They are identical in form with the masc. pl. nom., e. g. dirbij, 
dirbe, dirbdave and dirbsiq for the present, simple past, frequentative 
past and the future respectively. 
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Pronominal (Long/Definite) Forms 
So far only the short (or indefinite) forms of the active participles 

have been dealt with. Below full paradigms of the pronominal (definite) 
form of the present and past participles will be given. Their morpho
logical make up as well as the accent pattern is the same as with the 
adjectives, cf. p. 65 ff. above for comments. 

Present Past Present Past 
MSG FSG 

N dlrbantysis dlrbusysis dlrbancioji dlrbusioji 
G dlrbanciojo dlrbusiojo dlrbanciosios dlrbusiosios 
D dlrbanciajam dlrbusiajam dlrbanciajai dlrbusiajai 
A dlrbantjjj dlrbusjjj dlrbanci(J.j lJ. dlrbusi(J. j lJ. 
I dlrbanciuoju dlrbusiuoju dlrbanci(J.ja dlrbusi(J.ja 
L dirbanciajame dlrbusiajame dlrbanciojoje dlrbusiojoje 

MPL FPL 
N dlrbantieji dlrbusieji dlrbanciosios dlrbusiosios 
G dlrbancilJ.jlJ dlrbusiQ.jlJ dlrbancilJ.jlJ dlrbusilJ.jlJ 
D dlrbantiesiems dlrbusiesiems dlrbanciosioms dlrbusiosioms 
A dlrbanciuosius dlrbusiuosius dlrbanci~sias dlrbusi~sias 
I dlrbanciaisiais dlrbusiaisiais dlrbanciosiomis dlrbusiosiomis 
L dlrbanciuosiuose dlrbusiuosiuose dlrbanciosiose dlrbusiosiose 

The pronominal (definite) forms of the future tense and 
frequentative past participles repeat the models demonstrated in the 
above paradigm. 

N.B. Cumulation of pronominal and reflexive forms are avoided. 

B. Passive Participles 
Also here four participles can be distinguished: 

a) the present passive participle (m-participle) can be said to be 
formed on the basis of the 1st pl. present tense by replacing -e with -as 
for the nom. sg. masculine, -a for the feminine, cf. for example: 

sukam-e > sukam-as, sukam-a 'which is being turned' (: inf. 
suk-ti) 
kreipiam-e > kreipiam-as, kreipiam-a 'which is being directed' 
(: inf. kreipt-ti) 
ddrom-e > diirom-as, ddrom-a 'which is being done' (: dary-ti) 
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To some extent m-participles are formed also from intransitive 
verbs, cf. for example miegamas laikas 'sleeping time, time for 
sleeping' (: mieg6ti, pres. miega 'sleep'). 

The reason for this ambiguity in terms of voice remains somewhat obscure. A 
plausible hypothesis which finds some empirical support is that the m-participle may 
originally have been neutral with respect to the opposition in voice between active and 
passive. Them- of the 1st pl. pres. has genetically nothing to do with them-marker of 
the participle. The m-participle has cognates in other IE languages, among them Slavic. 

Them-participle is declined like an adjective of the 1st declension 
(type geras, gera). 

The formation of the pronominal (long/definite) form also follows 
the geras-pattern, cf. for example geras : gerasis = .sukamas : 
sukamasis, gera : ger6ji = sukama : sukam6ji. 

In terms of accentuation the m-participle may be only class 1 or 
3. To accent class 1 belong all verbs of the III conjugation as well as the 
I conjugational verbs in -enti, -inti, -yti, -eti, -oti, -ioti, -auti, -uoti. 
All other types belong to accent class 3. A couple of examples: daromas, 
ddroma 1 (: daryti 'do'); giriamas, giriama 3b (: girti 'praise'). 

b) the past passive participle (t-participle) is formed on the basis 
of the infinitive stem by replacing the -ti of the infinitive by -tas for the 
nom. sg. masculine, -ta for the feminine. 

The stress rules are as follows: 
all verbs (prefixed and unprefixed) with more than two syllables in 

the infinitive (unprefixed form) belong to accent class 1; 
verbs with a bisyllabic form in the infinitive follow accent class 3 

if the root is acute, class 4 if the root is non-acute (prefixed and non
prefixed verbs). 

Examples: 
dary-ti 'do' : darytas, daryta (1); duo-ti 'give' : duo-tas, duo-ta 

(3); baig-ti 'finish, accomplish': baig-tas, baig-ta (4), pa-baigtas : pa
baigta (3b). 

Unlike Slavic and Germanic, Baltic does not distinguish between a t- and n- past 
passive participle, but has generalized the !-participle. 

c) the future passive participle is in -si-ma- for all three 
conjugations. The declensional pattern is that of the m-participle derived 
from the present stem (cf. above). Although theoretically possible with 
many (primarily transitive) verbs, it is now more or less limited to 
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btisimas, biisima etc. (< the intransitive btiti) which has been adject
ivized with the meaning 'future'. It has also a pronominal form, cf. 
biisimasis laikas 'the future tense'. 

For the potential ambiguity in terms of voice, cf. mutatis 
mutandis the so-called present participle in -rna above. 

d) the passive participle of necessity in -(ti)nas is formed by 
adding the endings -nas (masc.), -na (fern.) to the verbal infinitive: 
glrtinas, girtina (: glrti 'praise') 'which should be praised'. It is declined 
like an adjective of the first declension. 

"Neuter" Forms 
These indeclinables are in unaccented -a, e. g. rdsoma, (pa)rasyta. 

Reflexive Forms 
Such forms are rare. A possible example is stengtasi [ ... ] 'it has 

been endeavoured to [ ... ]' (: stengtis 'to endeavour'). 

The Syntax of Participles 

Participle forms used in adverbial function( s) have been treated as 
gerunds. Thus, this function has already been described (p. 155 ff. 
above). 

Participle forms are further used as parts of the verbal predicate 
in compound tenses of the indicative and subjunctive active, in the 
relative mood as well as in the passive voice. For these functions, see pp. 
114 ff., 134 ff. and 140 ff. 

For the use of "neuter" forms, see pp. 143 and 222. 
We are then left with two functions of the participles, namely 1) 

the attributive and 2) - its close cognate -the appositive, which coincide 
with functions also found under the adjective, cf. p. 67 ff. above. Like 
the adjective, the participle in the attributive and appositive functions 
agrees with the head noun in gender, number and case (on agreement, 
see p. 230 ff.). All fully declinable participles - both active and passive -
are used in these functions. 

A. Active Participles 
a) attributive function 

Examples: 
Greta saltai blizgejo susiraizgiusi~& begi~& eiles, o kiek toliau 

matesi manevruojantys garveziai ir dideli baltl!: diimlJ: kamuoliai 
tamsiame dangaus fone (R. Lankauskas) 'nearby the rows of interlaced 
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(interlacing) rails glittered coldly, and somewhat farther manoeuvring 
engines and big white balls of smoke were seen against the dark 
background of the skies'. 

There is agreement in gender, number and case between susiraizg
usilf: and begilf: (= masc., pl., gen.) and between manevruojantys and 
garveziai (= masc., pl., nom.). 

Anapus perono stovejo kelionen pasiruos(2s traukinys (Lank
auskas) 'on the other side of the platform there stood a train ready for 
departure' (lit. 'prepared for journey'). Here again, full agreement 
(masc., sg., nom.) between pasiruos(2s and traukinys is observed. This 
example may also serve as an illustration of the principle that con
stituents which are grammatically dependent on the participle (i. e. 
kelionen) are as a rule placed immediately before the participle. Another 
example is gulincioji ant stalo knyga or ant stalo gulincioji knyga, cf. 
for instance Russian lezascaja na stole kniga and German das auf dem 
Tisch liegende Buch. 

2) appositive function 
As mentioned in the chapter on adjectives (p. 67) an apposition is 

close in function to that of the attribute. Also in this function full 
agreement (i. e. in gender, number and case) between the participle and 
the governing noun has to be observed. The apposition is separated from 
the head noun through a pause in speech, a comma in written form: lis 
lauke traukinio, pasiruosiusio kelionen 'he waited for the train (which 
had) prepared for the journey'. The appositional construction can easily 
be transformed into an attributive: jis lauke kelionen pasiruosiusio 
traukinio. 

B. Passive Participles 

a) attributive function 

Examples: 
Tiesa, studentams teisininkams si integruoto mokymo sistema 

netaikoma 'true enough, to the students of law this system of integrated 
learning is not applied' (from a newspaper); studentai nuo pirmo iki 
paskutinio kurso uoliai lanko teises fakultete destomas paskaitas 
'students from the first to the last course with diligence follow (the) 
lectures which are being given at the faculty of law' (from a newspaper). 

In both cases there is agreement between the participle and the 
governing noun; thus integruoto is in the masc. sing. gen. in accordance 
with mokymo whereas destomas repeats the gender, number and case of 
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paskaitas which is fern., pl., accusative. The last sentence could easily 
be converted into an illustration of 

2) appositional use: 

studentai [ ... ] lanka paskaitas, destomas teises fakultete where 
the participle de stomas agrees in gender, number and case with 
paskaitas. 

After verbs of perception the construction noun or pronoun in the 
accusative case + agreeing participle can be encountered, cf. for 
example: 

As jsivaizduojujj dirbsiantj 'I can imagine her (when she will be) 
working'. 

The Passive Participle of Necessity 
This participle should be treated apart. It has three functions, 1) 

attributive, 2) appositive and 3) predicative. 
Function 3) is the one most frequently encountered: darbas (yra) 

darytinas 'the work has to be done' 
The combination of the participle of necessity with other tenses 

than the present tense seems artificial. 
The construction with the participle of necessity is rather bookish. 

A stylistically unmarked alternative is the locution with the verb reikia 
'is necessary' (: reiketi): darbq (N.B. accusative!) reikia (pa)daryti 'the 
work must be done'. 

As an example of the participle of necessity in attributive function 
may serve: jie aptare darytinus darbus 'they discussed the tasks to be 
done'. 

Concluding Remarks on Participles 
Like the adjectives the attributively and appositively used 

participles can be encountered in nominal (short/indef.) or pronominal 
(long/def.) form, but the distributional rules for their application seem to 
be less transparent than with the adjectives (seep. 69 f.). 

Cumulation of reflexive and pronominal form is avoided. 
The distribution between perfective and imperfective participles 

follows the principles set forth in the section on aspect (p. 119 ff.). 

III. Verbal Noun 

The verbal noun (in a narrower sense) is formed from verbs with 
the help of the suffix -Vmas, where V = i in all cases with the exception 
of verbal nouns formed from III conjugation verbs in -yti in which case 
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the corresponding noun is in -ymas. It seems most practical to derive the 
verbal noun from the preterite stem which is obtained through deletion 
of the -o or -e of the 3rd p. 

1) -imas 

Examples: 
patyr-imas 'experience' < pa-tyr-e (: pa-tirti 'to experience': pa
tiria) judi!j-imas 'movement' < judi!j-o > (: judi!ti 'to move' : 
juda) 
klaus-imas 'question' < klaus-e (: klausti 'to ask' : klausia) 

2) -ymas: 

Examples: 
prdsymas 'application' < prds-e (: prasyti 'to request': prdso) 
skaitymas 'reading' skait-e (: skaitjti 'read': skaito) 

The -Vmas-suffix is very productive. In principle, verbal nouns of 
this kind can be formed from almost every verb in Lithuanian. As 
demonstrated through the above examples, however, the meaning of the 
verbal noun is not always simply that of the action indicated through the 
verb. Thus, whereas, for example, skaitymas means (or can mean) the 
action of reading, prdsymas and klausimas have separated somewhat in 
meaning from the verb as they are (usually) not translated by the 
(abstract) action of requesting or asking respectively, but by (the more 
concrete notions of) 'application' and 'question'. 

Verbal nouns in -V-mas can also be formed from reflexive verbs. 
The nominative of unprefixed reflexive verbal nouns is in -imasis and 
-ymasis according to conjugational type, cf., for example, kreip-ti-s 
'address' > kreipimasis). Verbal nouns from prefixed verbs according to 
the general rule ins~rt the reflexive particle -si- between the (last) prefix 
and the root (stem) element, e. g. at-si-sveikinti 'say good-bye' > at-si
sveikinimas 'good-bye, farewell'. Compare also the locution iki 
pasimdtymo 'so long'. 

For the declension of reflexive nouns, see p. 42 f. above. 

Accentuation 
In verbal nouns derived from verbs with monosyllabic infinitive 

stems the stress falls on the suffix, e. g. patyr-imas < patirti. 
For verbal nouns derived from verbs with infinitive stems 

containing more than one syllable, the suffix is unstressed. These verbs 
stress the vowel immediately before the suffix. This holds good for all 
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nouns in -ymas(is) as well as the remaining cases with -imas(is). For 
examples, cf. above. 
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THE VERB: WORD FORMATION 

Suffixation 

According to more recent contributions to Lithuanian verbal word
formation 9 basic suffixes are distinguished (Jakaitiene et al. 1976, p. 
266). The amount would be considerably higher if variants were also 
taken into consideration. 

The 9 basic suffixes are: -au(ti), -en(ti) (rare), -e(ti), -ine(ti), 
-in(ti), -y(ti), -o(ti), -tele(ti) and -uo(ti). Suffixal derivatives in Lithua
nian can be denominal (i. e. derived from a nominal word class, above 
all nouns and adjectives) or deverbal. In some cases verbs are derived 
from interjections. The following survey in no way pretends to give a 
complete picture of the complex suffixal meanings. 

(1) ~(i)au(ti). With the help of this very productive suffix verbs 
are derived mainly from nouns, e. g. tarnauti 'serve' ( < tafnas 
'servant'), blizgiauti 'use a spoon-bait (when fishing)' (< blizge 'spoon
bait'), atostogauti 'be on leave; have one's holiday' (< at6stogos 
'holidays, vacation'), geliauti 'collect/pick flowers' (< gelJ 'flower'), 
grybauti 'collect mushrooms' (: grybas 'mushroom'). The different 
shades of meaning conveyed by this suffix are illustrated by the 
examples given. The stress (acute) is always on -au-. Present stem forms 
are in -au}- whereas preterite stem forms have (circumflexed) -dv-. 

(2) -(i)uoti is also a very productive suffix which can be 
denominal (nouns and adjectives) and deverbal. The nuances in meaning 
are illustrated through the following material: angliuoti 'make dirty with 
coal' (< anglis 'coal'), kritikuoti 'criticize' (< kritika 'criticism'), 
diiduoti 'pipe' (< diida 'pipe'), sapnuoti 'dream' (< sapnas 'dream'), 
versiuotis 'calve' (< vefsis 'calf'), supuoti 'rock (gently)' (< supti 
'rock'), tabaluoti 'dangle' (deinterjectional). The stress is -uo- in the 
infinitival stem, in the present stem equally -uoj- , and in preterite stem 
formations -dv-. A good number of verbs of foreign origin are found 
with this suffix. 

(3) -(i)oti is both denominal and deverbal. Some examples to 
illustrate the different shades in meaning: auk6ti 'sacrifi~e' (< auka 
'sacrifice'), paikioti 'be foolish' (< paikas 'foolish'), meskeri6ti 'fish, 
angle' (< meskerJ '/fishing/ rod'), gali6ti 'be valid' (< galia 'power'), 
nesi6ti 'carry around' (< nesti 'carry'), kabali6ti 'hang down, dangle' 
(< kabeti 'hang'). Like the following suffix in -eti the -yti-suffix Is 
relatively productive. 
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(4) -eti is - like the preceding suffix - both denominal (esp. 
deadjectival) and deverbal. Illustration of meanings and derivational 
basis: mazeti 'diminish' ( < mdzas 'small')'' balteti 'become white' ( < 
baltas 'white'). The e-suffix is present in all principal forms of the 
verb. 

(5) -yti is - like the preceding suffix - both denominal (esp. 
deadjectival) and deverbal: juodyti 'become black' ( < juodas 'black'), 
gydyti 'cure' ( < gyti 'recover'). The denominal verbs have present stem 
and preterite stem forms in -ij- (i. e. split of the -y-) whereas in the 
deverbal there is no trace of -yli(j)- outside the infinitive stem; the 
present stem is formed with -o-, the preterite with -e-. The -yti-suffix is 
productive like the following in -inti. 

(6) -inti is both denominal and deverbal: auksinti 'gild'(< auksas 
'gold', auginti 'bring up; raise'(< augti 'grow'). As can be seen from 
the examples, the meaning is factitive with denominal verbs, causative 
with deverbal. 

(7) -ineti is equally both denominal and deverbal: blusineti 'catch 
fleas'(< blusa 'flea'), virtineti 'fall (often)'(< vifsti 'fall'). For the 
role played by this suffix to form imperfective verbs, see section on 
aspect. 

(8) -teleti is deverbal and deinterjectional: baubteleti 'roar' (< 
baubti 'roar'), bumbteleti 'give a bang' (< bumbt 'bang'). 

(9) -enti: gyventi 'live' (< gyvas 'alive'). 

Prefixation 

According to Jakaitiene et al. 1976, p. 266 Lithuanian disting
uishes a total of 12 verbal prefixes, namely ap(i)-, at(i)-, j-, is-, nu-, pa
, par-, per-, pra-, pri-, su- and uz-. 

1. The prefix ap- (variant api- before p and b) can among others 
have the following meanings: a) 'around': apsupti 'surround', apeiti 'go 
around', b) 'from all sides': apzelti 'become overgrown', c) 'at the side 
of, past': apeiti 'go past', d) 'completion to some degree': apgydyti 
'heal (to some extent)', e) 'completion': apakti 'become blind'; 

2. at- (ati- before t and d) denotes: a) 'arrival': ateiti 'come, 
arrive', b) 'separation': atpjauti 'cut off', atirfiti 'take away', c) 'return 
(to original position)': atgauti 'get back', d) 'completion': atbukti 
'become blunt'; 

3. j- may denote: a) '(motion) into': jeiti 'go (walk) into', b) 'at
tenuated intensity': jlefikti 'bend a little', c) 'completion': jgauti 'get, 
obtain'· 

' 
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4. is- has the following meanings: a) '(motion) out of': iseiti 'go 
out of', b) ' (a certain) duration': isbudeti 'watch for a certain period', 
c) 'completion': isgalqsti 'grind', d) 'ability to complete an action': 
isdainuoti 'be able to sing (a lot)', e) 'an all encompassing action': 
isbuciuoti 'to kiss all over'; 

5. nu- may denote: a) '(motion) away': nueiti 'go away', b) 
'(motion) down': nukristi 'fall down', c) 'completion': nutilti 'keep 
silent'. This prefix can also denote a wide range of other shades of 
meaning such as 'intensity' (nugirti 'boast of'), 'attenuation' (numieg6ti 
'slumber, doze'), 'extension upon a surface' (nukl6ti 'cover'); 

6. pa- may denote: a) '(motion) under: pakisti 'push under', b) 
'short duration': pakalbeti 'talk for a (little) while', c) 'attenuation': 
padirbi!ti 'work a little', d) 'ability to do sth.': paeiti 'be able to walk', 
e) 'completion': padaryti 'do'; 

7. par- can mean: a) 'coming home': pareiti 'come/go home', b) 
'falling to the earth': parmesti 'fall down'; 

8. per- (always stressed) may denote: a) '(motion) across or 
through': persokti 'jump over', b) 'action from one performer to 
another': perduoti 'transmit, deliver', c) 'division': perlauzti 'break into 
pieces', d) 'beyond the norm(s) or a certain limit': pereikvoti 'spend too 
much money', e) 'do over again': perdazyti 'paint over', f) 'a definite 
period of time': pernakvoti 'spend the night'; 

9. pra- denotes: a) 'movement by/past': pravaziuoti 'drive past', 
b) 'movement through': pralauzti 'break through', c) 'loss or lack of 
sth.': praleisti 'miss', d) 'passing some time': prastoveti 'stand for 
some time', e) 'beginning of an action': prabilti 'begin to speak', f) 
'completion': pralobti 'become rich'; 

10. pri- may denote: a) 'movement toward or fastening to': prieiti 
'go near to', prisidti 'sew onto', b) 'putting/filling into': prilyti 'pour 
into', c) 'an action encompassing many things or a great quantity': 
pristatyti 'build (many objects)', d) 'attenuation': primifsti 'forget (a 
little), e) 'completion': primusti 'beat'; 

11. su- may have the following meanings: a) 'congregation (and 
the like)': suaugti 'grow together', b) 'beginning of an action': susifgti 
'fall ill', c) 'completion': suvalgyti 'eat up', d) 'sudden action': 
sugriausti 'strike (of thunder)'; 

12. uz- may denote: a) 'upward direction': uzlipti 'climb up'' b) 
'putting/ positing behind': uzst6ti 'stand behind', c) 'covering': 
uzdefigti 'cover'' d) 'dropping in at (on the way)': uzbegti 'drop in at'' 
e) 'the beginning of an action': uzdainuoti 'start singing', f) 
'completion': uzaugti 'grow up'. Other shades of meaning to be 
mentioned with this prefix are: 'momentaneous action' (uzrikti 'cry 
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out'), 'attenuation' (uzkqsti 'take a snack'), 'action beforehand' 
(uzsakyti 'book, order'). 

Comprehensive dictionaries will provide more complete 
information. 

As is seen from the above list, most of the prefixes may have the 
meaning of 'completion' which is rather abstract and close to that of 
'perfectivity', cf. section on aspect. In the same area belongs the 
meaning of 'beginning' which is also observed with a number of 
prefixes. 

On the whole, there is a complicated interaction between prefix 
and verb which makes it dubious whether it is correct to speak of 
prefixal meanings alone. To some extent, however, it seems legitimate 
and practical to do so. 

In some instances one observes special meanings when certain 
prefixes occur with reflexive verbs, e. g. with i-: 'acquaintance 
with/introduction into an action': jsidirbti 'be accustomed to the work 
in question', is- 'sufficient degree': issivefkti 'cry (enough)', uz- 'about 
an action which has lasted too long': uzsikalbeti 'forget oneself'. 

Verb Particles 

Beside regular prefixes like ap-, pa- etc. Lithuanian has certain 
prefix-like particles which should be treated separately (see also p. 116 
ff. and 127). 

The particles in question are: 

1) the reflexive particle si, 
2) the particle of negation ne-
3) the particle te-
4) the particle be-

1) should hardly need further comments. It is an integrated 
morpheme of the reflexive verb which has been described both from the 
point of view of formation and use. 

2) Only a short remark is required here about the particle of 
negation. When the content of the verb is denied, ne is written together 
with the verb, e. g. neva/go 'does/do not eat'. So-called double negation 
is treated on p. 177. 

The functions of te- as a constituent of the permissive and of be
as a formational element of the inceptive and progressive have been 
dealt with on p. 129 and p. 127. In the following, other functions of te-
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and be- will be focussed upon. They cause trouble to the student and are 
often untranslatable. See also p. 245 ff. 

For the illustration of te- the following example should be quoted: 
Del to jl!: priskyrimas prie budvardzil!: [ ... ] tegali buti sqlyginis 

'therefore their incorporation among the adjectives can [ ... ] only be 
accidental'. 

Its function is here a kind of modification. A possible English 
translation would be 'only'. Thus, te- can be replaced by tik, butte- and 
tik can hardly be combined. 

The particle be- may have a reinforcing shade of meaning as in: 
Belieka dziaugtis, kad dar viena lietuvil!: poezijos atstove i'svesta i 
platesnj skandinav11: pasaulj 'it remains to express how pleased one is 
that one more representative of Lithuanian poetry has been introduced to 
the broader Scandinavian world'. It is not far in meaning from te-, but 
telieka would emphasize 'it remains as the last point'. In the following 
two examples be- seems to be used for exclusively stylistical and 
rhythmical purposes: abiejose sekcijose vyko gyvos ir senokai 
mokslinese konferencijose nebegirdetos diskusijos 'in both sections 
there were lively discussions of a kind which had not been heard at 
scientific conferences for a long time'; vadovelis bus naudingas visiems, 
besidomintiems baltistika 'the handbook will be useful to everyone who 
is interested in Baltistics'. The translation 'still' can be used in: 
begyvendami Varsuvoje, [ ... ] 'while still living in Warsaw, [ ... ]'. 

The particles te and be can be combined into tebe-: Tebelieka tik 
pamineti, kad [ ... ] 'it remains really only to mention that [ ... ]';pries 
415 metl!: Vilniuje tebegyveno karaliaus Stepono Batoro jspudis '415 
years ago in Vilnius the impression of kingS. B. was still living (alive)'. 
The combination tebe + yra is contracted to tebera: ji tebera cia 'she is 
still here'. 

The above particles (together with the ordinary prefixes) can be 
combined in different ways whereby they are subject to a strict 
hierarchic order. For such hierarchic rules the chapter on word order 
should be consulted. 



Chapter7 

THE ADVERB 
( Prfeveiksmis) 

The adverb is a rather heterogeneous word class. Except for 
possible degrees of comparison the adverb is an indeclinable. 

There are a good number of adverbs which can be said to be 
formed on the basis of adjectives (e. g. gerai 'well') whereas others 
have a common root with pronouns, namely the so-called pronominal 
adverbs (see chapter on pronouns), cf. for example k-uf 'where' (: k-as) 
and t-en 'there': (t-as). Furthermore, many adverbs have degrees of 
comparison (e. g. gerai : geriau : geriausiai). Thus, the adverb could 
have been treated in the nominal part; still we prefer to present it after 
the verb. 

Adverbs are formed with the help of the formatives -(i)ai, -(i)ui, 
-yn, -(i)aip,-ur, -da. 

1. With the formative -(i)ai adverbs are derived from adjectives of 
the 1st and 2nd adjectival declensions as well as (adjectivized) participles 
of (almost) all kinds: ger-as > ger-ai 'well', lietuviskas > lietuviskai, 
graz-uslgrazi > graz-iai 'beautifully' (observe the obligatory 'soft' -iai 
in adverbs derived from adjectives of the II declension), grasinantis > 
grasinanciai 'threateningly', kankinamas > kankinamai 'in a tormenting 
way'' uzsispyres, fern. uzsispyrusi > uzsispyrusiai 'stubbornly'' 
netiketas > netiketai 'unexpectedly'' uztektinas > uztektinai 
'sufficiently'. 

2. Adverbs in -yn can be formed almost without restrictions from 
hi-syllabic qualitative adjectives, for example zemas 'low' > zemyn 
'downwards' as well as certain polysyllabic adjectives and other parts of 
speech. 

3. Adverbs in -(i)aip, -ur and -da are formed on the basis of 
pronominal roots, i. e. siaip (: sis) 'in this (the following) way'' taip (: 
tas) 'yes; so; thus', siaip taip 'in some way or other', kuf 'where', kitur 
'elsewhere'(: kitas), kada 'when', visada 'always'. 

Mention should also be made of the formations in -(i)ui: aplifikui 
'around'' veltui 'in vain'. 
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There are also other types of adverb than those mentioned under 1 
- 3 above, for instance, certain (petrified) case forms of nouns like 
namie 'at home', namo 'home(wards)' lauke 'outdoors', laukafi 
(alongside the shortened form laiik) 'out (movement)', vakare 'in the 
evening', siafidien 'today' There is also the question of adverbialization 
of certain locutions (e. g. is greitilJI!- 'in a hurry'). 

Just like the pronoun (p. 79 f.), the adverb also distinguishes 
between an interrogative/relative, an indefinite and a negative series. 
Important interrogative/relative adverbs are: kuf 'where', kada 'when', 
kaip 'how'. Within the series of indefinite adverbs the following should 
be mentioned: kur n6rs 'somewhere, anywhere', kazin kuf ( kazkuf) 
'somewhere, anywhere', kada n6rs 'sometime, anytime', kazin kada 
(kazkada) 'sometime, anytime', kaip n6rs 'somehow', kazin kaip 
'somehow'. To the negative adverbs belong among others niekada (or 
niekados) 'never', niekur 'nowhere' and niekaip 'in no way'. 

Stress Rules 
Since adverbs form a heterogeneous class exhaustive rules can 

hardly be given. The following guidelines, however, can be presented: 
Most bisyllabic adverbs in -ai formed from 1st declensional 

adjectives have the stress on the final syllable (which is circumflexed), i. 
e. gerai 'well', slapiai 'moisty'. There are some exceptions to this 
principle, e. g. greitai 'rapidly'. 

Bisyllabic adverbs in -iai formed from lind declensional adjectives 
(i. e. the -usl-i-type) show end stress if the root syllable is short (stipriai 
'strongly'), but root stress if it is long (meiliai 'kindly'). 

Polysyllabic adverbs in -(i)ai formed from adjectives repeat (with 
some exceptions) the stress found in the nom. sg. of the corresponding 
adjective: laimingai 'happily' : laimingas, atidziai 'attentively' : atidus, 
but: maloniai 'pleasantly' : rna/onus, patogiai 'comfortably' : patogus. 

Adverbs in -(i)ai derived from active participles have the stress on 
the same syllable as the oblique cases of the corresponding participle 
whereas adverbs formed on the basis of passive participles, repeat the 
stress of the participle if the latter has immobile stress, but show end 
stress if the participle follows a mobile stress pattern (for examples, see 
p. 173). The principle described for adverbs derived from passive 
participles also holds good for the adverbs in -tinai. Example: galutinaz 
'finally'. 

The formations in -da, -(i)aip and -yn have end stress as already 
illustrated through examples quoted above. In terms of intonation 
adverbs in -da will automatically adopt the short accent whereas the 
other two show a circumflex intonation. 
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Degrees of Comparison 

Adverbs in -(i)ai derived from qualitative adjectives of the 1st and 
lind adjectival declensions allow the formation of comparative and 
superlative forms in -iaus and -iausiai respectively: 

positive degree 

gerai 
graziai 

comparative 

geriau 
graziau 

superlative 

geriausiai 
graziausiai 

In dialects one also finds -iaus for the comparative, which makes 
it transparent that the comparative formative of adverbs contains the 
same element as the superlative of adverbs in contrast to adjectives, 
where the -iaus- element is restricted to the superlative. The dental stops 
-t-1-d- change into -c-1-dz- before -(i)ausliai: greitai : greiciau : greic
iausiai 'rapidly'. 

Analytical superlatives like visij greiciausiai (synonymous with 
greiciausiai alone) can also be heard. 

Also certain other adverbs form comparative and superlative 
degrees, for instance, daug 'much' : daugiau 'more'. Note that adverbs 
which in the positive degree do not end in -(i)ai are in -iausia in the 
superlative: daugiausia. 

"Very fast : much faster" etc. 
For the techniques, see under syntax below. 

Accentuation 
The stress pattern of adverbs in the comparative and superlative 

degree is very simple: in the comparative it is always end stressed (with 
circumflex intonation) whereas in the superlative the stress rests on the 
second syllable from the end (with acute intonation, i. e. -iaus-). 

Syntax and Semantics of the Adverb 

From a semantic point of view adverbs can be divided into: 1) of 
manner (greitai, malonai ' grasinanciai), 2) of place (e. g. cia, teft, kuf, 
nama) , 3) of time (tada, kada, visada, dabaf, siafidien), 4) of cause 
and purpose (del to, todel, del ko) . 
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Syntactically adverbs can serve as modifiers of a verb (eiti greitai 
'walk fast'), another adverb (eiti labai greitai 'walk very fast') or an 
adjective (labai skaniis pusryciai 'a very good breakfast'). 

Illustrations of the use of the comparative and the superlative: 
Algis eina greitai, o Vytas greiciau, bet Zig mas greiciausiai (or: 
greiciau uz visus) 'A. walks fast V. faster, but Z. fastest (of all).' 

Whereas the adverb in the positive can be strengthened by labaz, in 
the comparative daiig must be used. Compare: labai geraz 'very good 
(well)', daiig geriaii 'much better'. More bookish synonyms for daiig 
before a comparative are zymiai and pastebimai 'considerably'. A more 
colloquial nuance is observed in siek tfek, whereas gana is stylistically 
more neutral. 

Within the group of indefinite adverbs the n6rs-series is used in 
questions, the kaz(in)-series otherwise, cf. the corresponding pronouns, 
p. 79 f. 

Illustration: ar Jus kada nors buvote Vilniuje? - Taip, kazkada. 
'have you ever been in Vilnius?' Yes, sometime'. For the negative 
adverbs care should be taken for the double negation which is required 
when adverbs of this kind are accompanied by a verb, e. g. as ten niekur 
nebuvau 'I have never been there'. 

The Negation 

There are four particles of negation in Lithuanian: ne-, ne, nez and 
nze-. 

The most common one is ne which is written together with the 
word which is negated, most frequently a verb, e. g. jis nekalba 
lietuviskai 'he does not speak Lithuanian'. The combination ne + yra is 
contracted to nera. 

The negated correspondance to utterances with a deleted copulative predicate of 
the type }is studentas 'he is a student' is }is ne studentas 'he is not a student'. 

As illustrations of ne- with other word classes than verbs may 
serve: nelaime 'misfortune', neg eras 'not good; bad', nevefta 'not 
worth(y)'' nezinomas 'unknown'' nelauktas 'unexpected'. 

The ne-particle has a strengthening function, cf. the following 
examples: tu ne to nezinai 'you don't know even that'' apie tai ne 
zodzio (cf. for the genitive p. 185) 'not a single word about that'' 
siandien grazus oras - ne debeselio 'to-day the weather is nice - not a 
single cloud', ne vienas 'not a single one'. 
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If ne is combined with another ne, it can constitute a negated 
copulative pair, e. g. jis neturi ne tevo, ne motinos 'he has neither a 
father nor a mother'. 

The most common way of .expressing 'neither - nor' in Lithuanian 
is, however, the combination nei + nei: nei silta, nei salta 'neither 
warm, nor cold'. 

The negational element nie- is encountered with negated adverbs 
(cf. p. 176) and pronouns (p. 81 f.), e. g. niekur 'nowhere', niekas 
'nobody, nothing'. 

The nie-negation alone is not "strong" enough and must be 
reinforced by ne-, so-called double negation, e. g. paramos is niekur 
nelaukiu 'I don't expect support from anywhere' (lit. 'I don't expect 
support from nowhere'). When accompanied by a verb, also the ne
negation requires reinforcement by ne, cf. the above example tu ne to 
nezinai. 



Chapter 8 

CASE 
( Liiiksnis) 

A chapter on case should include both prepositional and non
prepositional use. However, certain considerations - both practical and 
theoretical - have led the author to treat prepositional functions in a 
separate chapter under the heading "Prepositions". 

The syntactic functions of the five oblique cases in Lithuanian, i. 
e. all cases except the nominative and the vocative, can be of three kinds: 

1) adnominal (=governed by a nominal word class, i.e. a noun, 
an adjective, a pronoun or a numeral), 
2) adverbal (=governed by a verb), 
3) adverbial(= with the same function as an adverb) 

We consider this disposition a practical and adequate one despite the fact that 3) 
is not parallel with 1) and 2) since adverbial does not mean governed by an adverb, but 
functioning as an adverb. An alternative and in a way more consistent solution would 
have been to work with the notions 'government' (Lith. valdymas, seep. 214) and 
'juxtaposition' (or 'adjunction', Lith. sliejimas, Russianprimykanie, p. 214), but in that 
case we would have had to put under the heading government what is dealt with both 
under 1) and (the bulk of) 2) above, which in our view would have meant a less 
transparent and practical disposition. Furthermore, the notion of primykaniel sliejimas -
well known in Russian and Lithuanian (and other 'East European') grammatical 
traditions, but less in the West- would be unfamiliar to many readers. (For more on 
'government' and 'adjunction', see chapter on the sentence, especially p. 214.) 

A third possibility, namely to follow a scheme object vs. adverbial relations 
would not have paid due attention to poin~ 1). 

Below we will proceed according to the scheme 1 - 3 and describe 
the functions of the cases in the following order: the genitive, the 
accusative, the instrumental, the dative and the locative. Finally, the 
functions of the two non-oblique cases, the nominative and the vocative, 
will be dealt with. 
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THE GENITIVE 

This is a widely used case in Lithuanian which is encountered both 
with and without prepositions (for prepositional use, see chapter 
''Prepositions"). 

The genitive has adnominal and adverbal functions whereas the 
adverbial seems to be absent. 

Both under the adnominal and adverbal type a partitive and non
partitive function should be distinguished. The partitive genitive 
expresses a part of a certain quantity as for example in puodukas kavos 
(adnominal type) 'a cup of coffee' and isgerti kavos (adverbal type) 'to 
drink (some) coffee'. As examples illustrating non-partitive use may 
serve vaiko tevas 'the boy's father' (adnominal type) and laukti 
traukinio 'to wait for the train' (adverbal type). 

I. Adno01inal Genitive 

1. Non-Partitive. Genitive 

The governing word can here be a noun or an adjective. 

A. The governing Word is a Noun 
In this case the genitive is typically preposited. The following 

functional types should be distinguished: 

a) the possessive (in a broad sense encompassing both possession 
and belonging), 

b) the subjective, 
c) the objective, 
d) the definitivus (explicativus), 
e) the descriptive 
f) that of material 

a) The Possessive Genitive 

Illustrations: sesers pinigai '(the) sister's money', Akademijos 
narys 'member of the Academy', universiteto studentai 'the students of 
(at) the university'' zmogaus koja 'the man's foot'. 

Note: For constructions like manoltavo pinigailnamas 'my/your money/house', 
seep. 75 f. 
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It is noteworthy that instead of an adjective in languages like 
Slavic, Germanic and Romance Lithuanian will often use a noun in the 
genitive case, e. g. lietuvir& kalba 'the Lithuanian language' (lit. 'the 
language of the Lithuanians'), cf. also point f) below. 

b) the Subjective and c) the Objective Genitive 

The governing words are here exclusively verbal nouns. 
As examples of the subjective genitive may serve the noun phrases 

keleivilf: atvykimas 'the arrival of the travellers' and Kolumbo atrad
imas 'Columbus' discovery', cf. the corresponding verb phrases keleiv
iai atvyksta 'the travellers arrive' and Kolumbas atrado 'C. discovered' 
with keleiviai and Kolumbas in the function of subjects. 

An example of the objective genitive is Amerikos atradimas 'the 
discovery of America', cf. atrasti Amerikq 'to discover America' with 
Amerikq as object). Observe that only verbal nouns which correspond 
with transitive (i. e. non-prepositional accusative governing) verbs can 
be construed with the objective genitive. 

The subjective and objective genitive can be combined in 
Lithuanian, although many Lithuanians will find such constructions 
rather clumsy, cf. for example Kolumbo Amerikos atradimas 'C's 
discovery of A./the discovery of A. by C.'. 

The combination of these two genitives does not seem to be possible in Slavic; 
thus, the Russians must replace the subjective genitive by the instrumental case, the 
Poles by the preposition przez which is parallel to the German solution with durch ('die 
Entdeckung Amerikas durch Kolumbus'). 

For the grammarian the problem arises whether the genitive Kolumbo in the 
locution Kolumbo (Amerikos) atradimas represents the objective genitive or the 
agentive (since the performer of actions in the passive voice in Lithuanian is in the 
genitive, see page 185 f. below). What we envisage here is a case of neutralization 
between two functions. 

d) genitivus definitivus ( explicativus) 

As illustrated by the following examples this type of genitive is 
more widely used in Lithuanian than in many other languages: 

profesoriaus titulas 'the title of professor', Vilniaus miestas 'the. 
city of Vilnius', Nemuno upe 'the river Nemunas', Tiesos laikrastis 
'the newspaper Tiesa'. 

This genitive is labeled "definitivus" because the above noun 
phrases can be transformed into verb phrases of the following defining 
character: profesorius yra titulas, Vilnius yra miestas, Nemunas yra 
upe etc. It follows from this test that a word group like Vilniaus 
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universitetas does not belong to group d), but can only be interpreted as 
a). 

e) the Descriptive Genitive 

This genitive is illustrated by examples like mergaite melyn11 aki11 
'a girl with blue eyes', vyras placi11 peci11 'a man with broad shoulders'. 
A peculiarity of this genitive is its frequent postposition. It can, 
however, also be preposited and thus follow the mainstream model of the 
non-partitive genitive: melyn11 aki11 mergaite, placi11 peci11 vyras. 

Instead of the genitive a compound attributive adjective may be 
used: melynake mergaite, placiapetis vyras. See also the adnominal 
instrumental below. 

f) The Genitive of Material 

This genitive denotes the material which something consists of: 
aukso ziedas 'golden ring, ring of gold'' gintaro karoliai 'amber 
beads'. 

Observe that constructions with prepositions cannot be used with 
this genitive in Lithuanian. In most cases, however, it can be substituted 
by an attributive adjective, i. e. auksinis ziedas, gintariniai karoliai. 

B. The governing Word is an Adjective 
Here belongs the adjective veftas 'worthy of': ji yra vert a pagyr

imo 'she is worthy of praise'. 

2. The Partitive Genitive 

The partitive adnominal genitive can be governed by a noun, an 
adjective, a numeral and certain other quantifiers. 

With non-countable objects the genitive singular is used, with 
countable the plural. 

A. The governing Word is a Noun 
Unlike the non-partitive genitive, the partitive is postposited. 
Examples: 
butelis alaus 'a bottle of beer', litras pie no 'a litre of milk', 

metras silko 'one metre of silk', dauguma student11 'the majority of the 
students'. 

If the word order in butelis alaus is changed into alaus butelis 
the partitive meaning is lost. The latter combination means 'a beer 
bottle'. 
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B. The governing Word is an Adjective 
The adjectives pilnas 'full', turtingas 'rich' and reikalingas 'in 

need of' require a partitive genitive: stikline (yra) pilna vandens 'the 
glass is full of water', Norvegija (yra) turtinga naftos 'Norway is rich 
in oil'; mes buvome reikalingi pinigiJ (rare construction) 'we were in 
need of money'. 

C. The governing Word is a Numeral 
In the realm of the adnominal partitive genitive also belongs the 

genitive required after certain numerals, namely the tens, the numbers 
11-19 as well as sinitas, milijonas, milijardas: desimtlvienuolikaltrisde
simtlsimtaslmilijonas draugl! 'ten/eleven/thirty/hundred/one million fri
ends'. 

But: In tryslpenkildvidesimt trys!dvidesimt penki draugai 'three/ 
five/twenty three/twenty five friends' there is agreement (p. 230) and not 
government between the numeral and the counted objects. See also 
chapter on numerals (p. 85 f.). 

D. The governing Word is expressed by other Quantifiers 
The partitive genitive is obligatory after quantifiers like daug 

'much, many' and mdza 'little, few', kfek 'how much/many?', cf. for 
example dauglmaza vyno 'much/little wine', dauglmaza draugl! 'many 
friends', kiek vyno? 'how much wine?', kiek draugl!:? 'how many 
friends?' 

II. Adverbal Genitive 

As pointed out above (p. 179) the adverbal genitive can be either 
partitive or non-partitive. In this section we will begin with 

1. Partitive Function 

A. Certain transitive verbs. A partitive genitive is encountered 
after some otherwise transitive verbs (i. e. verbs requiring a direct 
object in the accusative case) like for instance jteikti in mergaite jteike 
sveciui gelil! 'the girl handed flowers to the guest'' pirkti in pirkti 
duonos, sviesto, siirio, cukraus, milt!! 'to buy (some) bread, butter, 
cheese, sugar and flour'. 

The genitive is here contrasted with the accusative, cf. mergaite 
jteike sveciui geles 'the girl handed the flowers to the guest'' pirkti 
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duonq, sviestq, siirj, cukr11: ir miltus 'to buy (all) the bread, butter, 
cheese, sugar and flour (which is present)'. 

Thus, an important opposition between the genitive expressing that 
only a part (hence the notion partitive) of the object is encompassed by 
the verbal action and the accusative, implying command of the whole 
object, is apparent. 

This genitive : accusative case opposition often corresponds to the 
indefinite : definite opposition in languages which have developed a 
system of articles, such as for instance English, German and the 
Scandinavian languages. 

Finally, mention should also be made of (colloquial, perhaps 
somewhat obsolete) expressions like paskolink man peilio 'let me have 
the knife (for a moment)' contrasted with the accusative construction 
paskolink man peilj where the "partitive of time"-meaning is absent. 

In Standard Russian the partitive function is restricted roughly to verbs 
belonging to the perfective aspect (compare for example kupi( (pf.) xleba (gen.) 'to buy 
(some) bread' : kupi( (pf.) xleb 'to buy (all) the bread', but always pokupa( (ipf.) xleb 
(ace.) 'to buy (the) bread'. This principle is not observed in Lithuanian, cf. the 
imperfective pirkti above. 

B. Existential Constructions 
A similar indefinite : definite opposztzon is seen between the 

genitive and the nominative with the intransitive verb biiti 'to be', cf. 
the following pair of examples: zooparke buvo liiitlf:, loki~~: ir leopard~~: 
'in the zoo there were lions, bears and leopards' and Liiitai, lokiai ir 
leopardai buvo zooparke 'the lions, bears and the leopards were in the 
zoo'. Observe also the difference in word order (cf. p. 236 ff.). 

Also synonyms of bdti like atsirasti 'appear', pasir6dyti 'appear', 
jvykti 'happen, occur' allow the partitive construction: laikrastyje 
atsirado nauj~~: faktl!: 'in the newspaper new facts turned up'. 

C. The Genitive with Verbs with the Meanings 'to be lacking' 
and 'to be sufficient' 
Here belong among other verbs reiketi 'to need', trdkti 'to be 

lacking', pakakti 'to be sufficient': mums reikia/triikstalpakanka jegt~ 
'we need/are lacking/have sufficient strength'. For type of construction, 
seep. 219 ff. 

2. Non-Partitive Function 

A. Genitive verbs. Quite a considerable number of Lithuanian 
verbs govern the genitive. They belong mainly to sue~ semantic fields as 
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a) "striving for/towards" and b) "avoidance of'. Genitive governing 
verbs with similar meanings are also found in a number of other Indo
European languages. 

Common verbs under a) are: iesk6ti (buto/teisybes) 'to look for 
(a flat/the truth)', ilgetis (savo tevL!) 'to long for (one's parents)', 
klausti (kelio) 'ask for/about (the road/route)', klausyti (tevl!) 'to obey 
(the parents)', klausytis (muzikos) 'to listen to (the music)', laukti 
( traukinio) 'to wait for (the train)', laikytis ( dietos) 'to keep/follow 
(the diet)', linketi (kam viso gero) 'to wish (shy the very best)', m6kytis 
(istorijos) 'learn/study (history)', m6kyti (kq lietuvil! kalbos) 'to teach 
(somebody Lithuanian)', noreti (arbatos) 'to want (tea)', prasyti (kq 
pagalboslpinigL!) 'to ask (shy for help/money'), sfekti (laimes) 'strive 
for (happiness)', tiketis (par amos) 'to hope for (help)', tr6ksti ( taikos) 
'to thirst/yearn/long for peace'. 

Under b) should be mentioned: bij6ti or baidytis (vilko) 'to be 
afraid of (the wolf)', issigtjsti (griaustinio) 'to be frightened (with/by 
the thunder)', gedytis (savo pasielgimo) 'to be ashamed about (one's 
behaviour)'' saugotis (traukinio) 'to mind (the train)'' siilintis or vengti 
(zmonil!) 'to avoid (people)'. 

Not so easy to fit into a) and b) are verbs like gaileti(s) (brolio) 
'to feel sorry for (the brother)', nust6ti (proto) 'to lose (one's senses) 
and pavydeti ( kam turto) 'to envy (sby his/her/their fortune)'. 

Some comments on the verbs listed above are necessary: 
Genitive-governing verbs are partly reflexive, partly non

reflexive. A reflexive genitive-governing verb may be opposed to a 
transitive ( = accusative requiring verb), e. g. baidytis 'to be afraid of' 
vs. baidyti 'to frighten'. In the meaning 'to learn (thoroughly/by heart)' 
the reflexive m6kytis takes the accusative: mokytis pamokq 'to learn the 
lesson'. In the sense of 'to beg, urge' the verb prasyti normally requires 
the accusative (of the person), e. g. prasyti dievq 'ask God', but also the 
genitive occurs. Thus, this verb may be accompanied by a double set of 
genitives: jis pradejo kvailucio prasyti tL! vaistL! 'he began asking the 
fool about those medicines'. There are also other verbs in the list above 
which combine with more than one object (accusative + genitive, dative 
+genitive). 

With certain verbs a partitive nuance can be felt (e. g. noreti 
arbatos, prasyti pinigiJ). 

For genitive-governing verbs with the meanings 'to be lacking' 
and 'to be sufficient', see under the partitive function above. 

B. Negative Constructions 
a) Whereas in positive statements the direct object of transitive 

verbs is in the accusative case, in the corresponding negated sentences the 
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object will be in the genitive, cf. as nusipirkau naujq dviratj 'I have 
bought a new bicycle' : as nenusipirkau naujo dviracio 'I have not 
bought a new bicycle'. This rule is strictly observed in Lithuanian, but 
only (as in the above example) when the whole sentence, and not a 
specific word alone, is negated as in the following case: as nusipirkau ne 
naujq dviratj, o!bet masinq 'I haven't bought a new bicycle, but a car' 
in which case the accusative must be used. 

The genitive rule should also be applied in cases with a negated 
auxiliary + an infinitive of a transitive verb as, for instance, in as 
nenoriu pirkti dviracio 'I don't want to buy a bicycle'. Only when there 
is a long distance between the auxiliary and the relevant infinitive is 
vacillation between the genitive and the accusative admitted: as nenoriu 
siandien eiti j parduotuv~ (ir) pirkti dviracio!dviratj 'I don't want to go 
to the shop and (to) buy a bicycle to-day'. 

The origin of this genitive of negation which is also found in Slavic with 
parallels in Balto-Finnic languages, remains obscure. Some scholars hold it to be of an 
ablative (deprivative) nature (cf. the A-verb sphere in the preceding paragraph), while 
others tend to connect it with the partitive. 

b) The (logical) subject (= grammatical object) of negated 
existential and related constructions is always in the genitive in 
Lithuanian, cf. for example: zooparke nebuvo liiitl! 'in the zoo there 
were no lions', tevo nera namie '(the) father is not at home'. In the 
corresponding positive construction the lexeme tev- must be in the 
nominative since it is the grammatical subject of the sentence: tevas yra 
namie 'father is at home'. For logical subjects in the genitive in positive 
statements, see p. 183 above. 

The use of a non-nominative form in the function of logical subject in existential 
constructions also has parallels in Slavic and Balto-Finnic languages. 

c) the Agentive 

The agentive (or agent) which is the performer of the action in 
formally passive constructions, is expressed in Lithuanian by the 
genitive: tevr& mylimas vaikas 'a child loved by its parents', tevo!mano 
parasytas laiskas 'a letter written by the father/by me', laiskas buvo 
tevolmano parasytas 'the letter was written by (the) father/by me'. 
Observe that with the personal pronouns as and tu the forms mano and 
tavo, and not *man~s, tav~s are used in the function of the agent. With 
respect to word order it should be noticed that the agent is placed 
immediately before the passive participle. Care should, however, be 
taken with cases like draugo isversta knyga and isversta draugo knyga 
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which are not identical in meaning since the first means 'the book 
translated by the (my) friend' while the second can mean only 'the 
translated book which belongs to the (my) friend'. 

For the instrumental case in agent-like functions, see under the 
instrumental. 

The chapter on voice should be consulted for further information 
on the passive (p. 139 ff.). 

The agentive seems to be on the borderline between the adverbal 
and adverbial function, but since the Lithuanian genitive seems to lack 
obvious adverbial functions it is practical to label it adverbal. 

The same may be said about: 

d) The Genitive of Purpose 

The genitive of purpose is encountered after verbs of motion as 
for example in: eisim grybqJuogl! 'let's go and/in order to collect mush
rooms/berries'. 

Close to this function is also the genitive found in the grammatical 
context verb of motion + a dependent infinitive of a transitive verb, e. 
g.: vaikai isbego tevo pasitikti 'the children ran out to welcome their 
father'. 

Under this heading mention may further be made of the type kq 
virsi pietr&? 'what are you preparing for dinner?' (alongside kq virsi pie
turns?). 

The locution (pa)sveikinti kq gimtadienio 'to congratulate some
body on his/her birthday', however, seems to be somewhat obsolete; to
day one would prefer to say (pa)sveikinti kq su gimimo diena. 

THE ACCUSATIVE 

The accusative may to some extent be said to be in a state of 
complementary distribution with the genitive as far as its adverbal 
functions are concerned (cf. the non-partitive direct object in positive 
statements in contrast to the partitive genitive object and to the genitive 
object in negative constructions). Furthermore, the adverbal function is 
the only one which the accusative and the genitive have in common since 
the accusative lacks the adnominal function and the genitive the 
adverbial which - alongside the adverbal - is of such vital importance 
with the accusative. 
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I. Adverbal Accusative 

Lithuanian verbs can govern different oblique cases, the genitive, 
the accusative, the dative, the instrumental and the locative. The absolute 
majority of the verbs, however, require the accusative (as a direct object) 
and are called transitive, e. g. skaityti knygq 'to read a book', 
(pa)statyti namq 'to build a house'. 

A feature characteristic of verbs with the accusative is that they 
can be transferred from active to passive forms, cf. rasyti laiskql statyti 
namq 'to write a letter/to build a house' : (pa)rasytas laiskaslstatomas 
namas 'a written letter/a house which is being built'. 

In Slavic languages reflexive verbs are as a rule not capable of 
governing the accusative case and are therefore intransitive. This 
restriction is not observed in Baltic where an accusative object can also 
be governed by a reflexive verb, cf. for example darbininkas aunasi 
specialius darbo batus 'the worker puts on special worker's boots', }is 
statosi naujq namq 'he is building a new house'. The meaning of the 
reflexive is here 'in one's own interest'. See also under the dative case 
below. 

Since the number of verbs governing other cases than the 
accusative is rather limited, it is customary to present lists of verbs 
governing the other oblique cases, but not the accusative because such a 
list would be very long and therefore impossible in a grammar. It 
belongs naturally in the dictionary. 

Also more than one object may occur. Thus, the combintion 
dative + accusative is frequent, following the formula the indirect 
object (denoting a person) in the dative, the direct (denoting a thing) in 
the accusative, e. g. duotilsilf:stilrasyti kam (dat.) kq (ace.) 'to give/ 
send/write sby sth'. 

The verb m6kyti 'to teach' (which was also referred to under the 
genitive above) combines with accusative + genitive, e. g. mokytojas 
moko mokinius (ace.) matematikos (gen.) 'the teacher teaches the pupils 
mathematics'. 

II. Adverbial Accusative 

As in a number of other Indo-European case languages the 
accusative covers the adverbial functions of: 

a) time, 
b) measure and quantity (other than time). 
a) can be divided into three subdivisions: 
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1. duration (answering the question how long?): jis isbuvo cia visq 
dienqlvalandq 'he was here (for) a whole day/one hour'. 

2. frequency (answering the question how often?): ji ateidavo cia 
kiekvienq dienqlkas valandq 'she came here every day/every hour'. 

3. time units such as days of the week, seasons of the year 
(answering the question when?): jis buvo cia sekmadienjldienqlnaktil 
praejusiq savaitelrudenj 'he was here on Sunday/during the day (in the 
daytime )/in (during) the night/last week/in the autumn'. 

b) answers the questions how much/far?: sita knyga kainuoja 
(vienq) litq 'this book costs one litas', siuntinys sveria (vienq) kilogra
mq 'the parcel weighs one kilo gramme', jis nuvaziavo penkis kilome
trus 'he travelled five kilometres'. 

THE INSTRUMENTAL 

The instrumental is widely implemented in Lithuanian and has all 
three basic functions, i. e. 1) the adnominal, 2) the adverbal, and 3) the 
adverbial. 

I. Adnominal Instrumental 

A. Nouns governing the Instrumental Case 
Except for verbal nouns in -ilymas (cf. p. 166 f.) derived from 

verbs construed with the instrumental, there seem to be very few nouns 
governing the instrumental in Lithuanian. One example would be 
prekyba kuo nors 'trade, commerce with sth'. The noun prekyba is 
related to the verb prekiauti 'trade' which equally requires the 
instrumental. 

Beside the descriptive genitive (seep. 181 above) a synonymous 
construction with the instrumental is also found: melyn~ aki~ mergaite : 
mergaite melynomis akimis 'a girl with blue eyes'. In the following case 
only the instrumental is possible: mergaite dryzuota suknele 'a girl in a 
striped dress'. 

B. Adjectives and Participles Governing the Instrumental Case 
Only very few adjectives and adjectiv!zed participles can govern 

the instrumental case. An adequate example is patenkintas 'satisfied' (e. 
g. viskuo patenkintas 'satisfied/pleased with everything'). In other cases 
the meaning is usually 'with respect to' (as for example in sotus duona 
'satisfied with bread') which can be regarded as a predictable (adverbial) 
instrumental. 
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II. Adverbal Instrumental 

A. Instrumental Object with Autosemantic Verbs 
There are a number of verbs in Lithuanian which may be said to 

govern the instrumental case. The most important are the following 
(characteristically reflexive) verbs: 

didziuotis kuo 'to be proud of sth', dometis kuo 'to be interested 
in sth', girtis kuo 'boast of sth', grozetis kuo 'admire sth', naud6tis kuo 
'to make use of, profit /benefit by sth', pasizymeti kuo 'to distinguish 
oneself through sth', rdpintis kuo 'to care for sby/sth'. In these cases the 
instrumental is not too far from the predictable instrumental of the 
instrument (see under adverbial instrumental below), but not so 
transparent that a list is superfluous. The verb naud6tis can also be used 
without the reflexive, but is then a transitive (requiring the accusative 
case), e. g. naudoti gamtos turtus 'to exploit the resources of nature' 
whereas dometis has a transitive counterpart in dominti: mane domina si 
problema 'I am interested in this problem; this problem interests me'. 
The solution with the reflexive verb would be: as domiuosi sia 
problema. 

Further reflexives with the instrumental are: atsikratjti kuo (or: 
nuo ko) 'to get rid of sby/sth', skljstis kuo 'to complain of sby/sth', 
dziaugtis kuo 'to be glad/happy for sth. ', stebetis kuo 'to be surprised at 
sth' and zavetis kuo 'to be excited by sth'. 

Among the few non-reflexive verbs governing the instrumental 
should be mentioned: kvepeti (with synonyms) kuo 'to smell sth' (e. g. 
kvepia sienu 'there is a smell of hey'), prekiauti kuo 'to trade with sth'' 
sekti kuo 'to follow sby/sth (in the meaning 'to imitate', e. g. sekti 
mada 'to follow the fashion'), sifgti kuo 'to be ill with sth' and tiketi 
kuo 'to believe in sby/sth'. Observe that the reflexive tiketis has quite 
another meaning, namely 'hope (for)' and requires the genitive: tiketis 
paramos 'to hope for help' (cf. p. 184 above). 

B. Instrumental after Copulative Verbs 
Copulative verbs are verbs with the meanings 'to be, become, 

pretend, turn out to be' and certain others. 
In a number of languages to the South and East of the Baltic Sea 

the nominal component of the predicate is expressed partly by the 
nominative, partly by an oblique case which in Baltic (and Slavic) is the 
instrumental. 

Examples from Lithuanian: jis yralbuslbuvo gydytojaslgydytoju 
'he is/will be/was a physician', jis nori biiti gydytoju 'he wants to be 
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(become) a physician' : jis tapo gydytoju 'he became a physician', jis 
dedasilapsimeta gydytoju 'he pretends to be a physician'. The use of the 
instrumental seems to be obligatory after other copulative verbs than 
biiti, after which both the nominative and the instrumental are 
encountered. After the infinitive buti the instrumental prevails. 

In the cases demonstrated so far, the nominal component of the 
predicate refers to the subject. This is also the case in jis laikomas 
gydytoju 'he is held/regarded to be a physician' and jis buvo isrinktas 
prezidentu 'he was elected president', but these expressions can be 
transformed into constructions like jj laike gydytoju, jj isrinko 
prezidentu 'they regarded him as a physician (he was regarded as a 
physician)', 'they elected him president (he was elected president)' with 
an accusative object followed by a predicative noun in the instrumental 
case referring to the object. This object predicative after transitive 
verbs with the meanings 'elect, regard as' and the like can be expressed 
only by the instrumental, not by the accusative. 

III. The Adverbial Instrumental 

The instrumental has a wide range of adverbial functions. The 
most important are: 

a) that of the instrument (which has given rise to the name of the 
case): 
kirsti kirviu 'to chop with (i.e. with the help of) an axe', rasy ti 
piestuku 'to write with a pencil', vaziuoti autobusu 'to go by bus', 
groti fleita 'to play a flute', 

b) the way in which an action is conducted: 
dainuoti sopranu 'to sing soprano', dirbti visomis jegomis 'to work with 
all one's strength' (more commonly, however, one would say: is vis~ 
jeg~), kalbeti bosu 'to speak in a deep voice' 

c) that of the place: 
eiti laukulmisku 'to cross the meadow/the forest', keliauti orulvandeniu 
'to travel through the air/the water' 

d) that of the cause or reason: 
sirgti gripu 'to be ill with/because of influenza', mirti badu 'to die of 
hunger'. 

In functions b), c) and d) the connection with that of the 
instrument in a) is transparent. This meaning is less visible in: 

e) certain expressions of time (cf. also the adverbial accusative 
above as well asp. 203 ff. below). Illustrations: tuo metu/laiku 'at that 
time' (with the shortened variant tuomet), with the plural: siais metais 
'(in) this year' (metai 'year' is a plurale tantum, cf. p. 51 f.), kitais 
metais 'next year' (alongside kitqmet), praejusiais metais 'last year' 
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(synonymous with pernai), tai jvyko tukstantis devyni simtai devyn
iasdesimt pirmais metais 'this happened in the year 1991 '' siomis die
nomis 'these days', rytais 'in the mornings', vakarais 'in the evenings'. 

In some cases the instrumental can be replaced by the accusative. 
Thus, both tuo kartu and tq kartq '(at) that time' are possible. Doublets 
of the same kind are further siuo kartu : sj kartq and kitu kartu : kitq 
kartq. 

The Agentive 

On the borderline between an object and an adverbial is the 
performer of an action (or the agent/ive) in the passive voice. This 
function is expressed not by the instrumental as in Slavic, but by the 
genitive, see p. 186 above. The instrumental in this function is obsolete 
in Lithuanian, but is encountered in certain cases like, for instance, 
kiemas aptvertas tvora 'the yard is surrounded by a fence' in opposition 
to kiemas apsuptas medii~ 'the yard is surrounded by trees' with the 
genitive. In the former construction tvora is felt more like an instrument 
('with') than an (acting) agent. 

Observe finally the corroborating function of ku6 before 
comparatives and superlatives: kuo geriausias 'the very best' For kuo
tuo 'the - the' , see p. 228. 

THE DATIVE 

The dative is most frequently used with persons, to a lesser 
degreee with things. It has often the meaning of a logical subject. In a 
number of cases the dative is not necessary to obtain a correct 
grammatical construction, but its absence would modify the meaning. 

I. Adnominal Dative 

1. The governing Word is a Noun 
The dative case may be accompanied by nouns (in -ilymas and 

others), corresponding to verbs requiring the dative (see below): 
patarimas kam 'advice to sby', padeka kam 'gratitude towards sby', 
simpdtija kam 'sympathy for sby '. The dative is also found with nouns 
derived from adjectives governing this case, e. g. gabumai matematikai 
'talent for mathematics', as well as certain others, e. g. meile tevynei 
'love for the fatherland'. 
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2. The governing Word is an Adjective 
a) More typical, however, is the dative required by a number of 

adjectives, the most important being: aftimas 'close, near', bendras 
'common to', gab us 'gifted/talented for', lygus 'similar to, identical 
with', mfelas 'dear', naudingaslreikalingas 'useful, necessary', pavo
jingas 'dangerous', pazfstamas 'known', prfesingas 'hostile', tolygus 
'equal', skolingas 'indebted', tifikamas 'fit for'. 

Illustrations: vertimas (yra) artimas originalui 'the translation is 
close to the original', ji (yra) gabi kalboms 'she is talented for 
languages', dukart du lygu (neutral form) keturiems (or more common: 
dukart du - keturi) 'two times two is four', visuomenei pavojingas 
'dangerous to society', jis man skolingas 100 lit~! 'he owes me 100 
litas ', seklos tinkamos sejai 'the seeds are fit for sowing'. 

In most of these cases (as in the subsequent section with neuter 
form adjectives) the student will quite easily master the dative on the 
basis of the general meanings of this case. Exceptions are adjectives with 
the meaning of similarity and equality. They have parallels in many 
other Indo-European languages (cf., for example German gleich mir 
'like me', Russian ravno cemu-n. 'like something'). 

b) The dative is further used with many adjectives in the neuter 
form (cf. alsop. 68 f.). Illustrations: man saltalkarsta 'I feel cold/hot', 
man lengvalsunku (kalbeti lietuviskai) 'it is easy/difficult for me (to 
speak Lithuanian)', man smagu 'it is pleasant for me (it is a pleasure for 
me)', man patogu 'it is convenient for me', man jdomu 'it is interesting 
for me', man nuobodu 'I am bored', man liiidna (girdeti), kad 'I 
am/feel sorry (to hear) that'. Although historically nouns, geda and gaila 
can also be mentioned here: man geda 'I am/feel ashamed', man gaila jo 
'I feel sorry for him' (observe the genitive required after gaila). 

3. The Dative of Age 
Finally, mention should be made ·of the dative of age: Kiek Jums 

metlf:? 'How old are you?'. Man penkiasdesimt met~! 'I am 50 years 
old'. 
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II. Adverbal Dative 

1. Dative + Accusative 
The dative is used in the function of an indirect object referring to 

the person or addressee with transitive verbs accompanied by a direct 
accusative object, for example: duotilrasytil(pa)sakytilsilf:sti etc. kam 
(dative) kq (ace.) 'to give/write/say/send sth to sby', cf. also the well 
known German formula einem etwas geben etc. Reference should also 
be made to the accusative above. 

2. Dative as the only Object 
A group of intransitive verbs known in grammatical terminology 

as verba commodi et incommodi, i. e. verbs denoting 'to somebody's 
benefit or disadvantage', require a dative object as the only object. The 
following lists of verbs can be given: 

A. Verba commodi: 
atleisti 'forgive', dek6ti 'to thank', padeti/pagelbeti 'to help', patikti 
'to please', pritafti 'to approve', simpatizuoti 'to sympathize with', 
tarnauti 'to serve'. 

Illustrations: atleiskite man 'forgive me', as padejau broliui 'I 
helped my brother', autorius jai simpatizuoja 'the author has sympathy 
with her'. 

The construction with patiikti should be specially noted since the 
verb is always in the 3rd person, e. g. man!tau!jam!jai!mums!jumsl 
jiems!joms patinka arbata!paveikslai '1/you/he/she/we/they like tea/the 
paintings' (with arbatalpaveikslai in the nominative in the function of 
grammatical subject, cf. German mir gefiillt der Teelmir gefallen die 
Bilder or Russian mne nravitsja caj!mne nravjatsja kartiny construed 
according to the same model). 

B. Verba incommodi: 
grasinti 'to threaten', (pa)kenkti (dial.) 'to hurt, cause damage to', 
pavydeti 'to envy', priestarauti 'to contradict; to object to; to defy'. 

Examples: negrasinkite man 'don't threaten me', jis pavydi drau
gui laimes (gen.) 'he envies his friend his luck', liudyto}lf: parodymai 
priestarauja vienas kitam 'the statements of the witnesses contradict one 
another'. 

Further mention should be made of some additional dative
governing verbs which are not so easy to incorporate in the framework 
of the verba commodi et incommodi. Here belong verbs like atsakyti 
kam 'to answer sby', atstovauti kam 'to represent sby/sth', priklausyti 
kam 'belong to sby' and ruostis kam 'to prepare for sth'. 
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Examples: ji man atsake, kad 'she answered me that', jie 
atstovauja lietuvil!: tautai 'they represent the Lithuanian people', ji 
ruosiasi egzaminui 'she is preparing for the exam'' viskas priklauso 
mums 'everything belongs to us', cf. German alles gehort uns, Russian 
vse prinadlezit nam. Observe that the verb atitikti 'to correspond to, 
satisfy' does not take the dative, but the accusative: atitikti tikrove 'to 
correspond to the facts'. 

3. Dative in Impersonal Constructions 
Important is also the dative with certain verbs in impersonal 

constructions, i. e. constructions without a grammatical nominative 
subject (cf. p. 220). Here belong the (reflexive and non-reflexive) verbs 
atr6dyti/r6dytis 'to seem', reiketi 'to have to; to need', sektis 'to 
succeed', skaudeti 'to hurt' trdkti 'to be lacking', and tekti 'to have to'. 

Illustrations: man atrodolrodos, kad 'it seems to me that', ko 
(gen.) jums reikia? 'what do you want?', man reikia eiti 'I have to 
go/leave', man triiksta pinigf!, (gen.) 'I am in lack of money', jai vis ada 
sekasi 'she is always fortunate', man skauda galvq (accusative) 'I have a 
headache', mums teko stoveti 'we had to stand'. 

In this place it also seems practical to put the dative of adjectival 
words, e. g. uolus 'diligent', atidus 'attentive') after a copulative verb 
in the infinitive in constructions of the following type: 

studentams reikia biiti uoliems 'the students have to be diligent', 
jam reikia biiti vienam 'he has to be alone'. The predicative adjective 
agrees with the logical subject (studentams; jam) not only in gender and 
number, but also in case. In general statements the logical subject is 
deleted, but the dative of the predicative adjective must be retained -
preferably in the unmarked masc. sg. form: reikia biiti atidziam 'one 
has to be attentive', but also reikia biiti atidiems/atidzioms (masc./fem. 
pl.) is heard. 

4. Dative + Infinitive 
Finally, mention should be made of the dative + infinitive 

construction in (direct and indirect) questions (cf. p. 221). Examples: kq 
man (pa)daryti? 'what shall I do?', kur mums eiti? 'where shall we 
go?', jis paklause, kur mums eiti 'he asked where we should go'. 

Here mention can also be made of the type man nera kur eiti 'I 
have nowhere to go'. 

III. Adverbial Dative 

Candidates for this function are: 
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a) the dative of time which can be used after verbs like 
sustoti/stabteleti 'to stop': as stabtelejau sekundei 'I stopped for a 
second', but not with verbs denoting a longer duration, such as stoveti 
'to stand' or bdti 'to be'; 

b) the dative of intent and purpose, cf. for example sepetys 
batams valyti 'a brush for cleaning the boots' in contrast to, for 
example, as gavau nurodymq (ace.) valyti batus 'I have got an order to 
clean the shoes' and as neturiu dantlf: riesutams krimsti 'I haven't got 
teeth for eating nuts' vs. as neturiu laiko riesutus (ace.) krimsti 'I have 
no time for eating nuts'. 

Dative with Gerunds 

For this so-called absolute dative, seep. 155 f. 

THE LOCATIVE 

The Lithuanian locative can never be governed by a preposition. 
The historical reason for this is that the locative marker reflects the 
merger of a regular case ending with a postposition (cf. p. 38). 

The locative of Lithuanian has both the adnominal, adverbal and 
adverbial functions with the latter as the overwhelmingly dominant one. 

As examples of the adnominal and adverbal functions respectively 
may serve: dalyvavimas kame 'participation in sth' and dalyvauti kame 
'participate in sth'. 

The adverbial functions of the locative are: 
a) that of place (which has given name to the case), 
b) that of time. 
Examples of a) are: butelyje 'in the bottle', gatveje 'in the street', 

kiseneje 'in the pocket', lovoje 'in (the) bed', name 'in the house', 
bibliotekoje 'in the library', universitete 'at the university', mokykloje 
'at school', mieste 'in the town/city', miske 'in the forest', kelioneje 
'on the way(= unterwegs)', kautynese 'in the battle(s)'. 

Observe that as a rule of thumb the 'in' -dimension is rendered by 
the locative whereas the 'on' -dimension is expressed through the 
preposition ant 'on' + the genitive (e. g. ant stalo 'on the table'), cf. 
further lovoje 'in the bed' vs. ant lovos 'on the bed'. The relation 
between the in- and the an-dimension, however, is not always as simple 
and clearcut as in the examples just referred to and may cause some 
trouble to the student. Cases like zirge 'on the horse', stale 'on the 
table' encountered in folk songs (the dainos) are in the modem Standard 
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language replaced by the preposition ant + the genitive. In lauke 
'outdoors' a near to full adverbialization is observed. 

As illustrations of b) may serve: ateityje 'in the future', dabartyje 
'at present', praeityje 'in the past', senoveje 'in the old days; in ancient 
times', vidurdieny(je) 'at noon', vidurvasary(je) 'in the middle of the 
summer' ('in the summer', however, must be rendered by vasarq, seep. 
188 and 204). 

Under b) mention may also be made of ceremonial pluralia 
tantum (p. 51) like vestuve se 'at the wedding (party)', laidotuve se 'at 
the funeral', krikstynose 'at the baptism'. 

THE NOMINATIVE 

The nominative case of Lithuanian has three main functions: 
1) as grammatical subject in two part sentences (see p. 218 f.) 

which can be in the active or passive voice (p. 139 ff.), e. g. vaikas 
piesia (sunj) 'the child is drawing (a dog)' and namas (yra) statomas 
'the house is being built'; 

2) as the only principal member in so-called nominative one part 
sentences (p. 221 f.) , e. g. vakaras '(it is) evening', and 

3) as part of the nominal predicate (p. 211), i. e. in the form of a 
nominal wordclass (i. e. noun, adjective, pronoun, numeral) after a 
copulative verb (p. 211), e. g. jis (yra) vaikas 'he is a child', jis yra 
jaunas 'he is young'. 

In function 3) the nominative overlaps with the instrumental case. 
For distributional criteria, seep. 190. 

In connection with 3) mention may also be made of the 
nominative after kaip 'as' in constructions of the type jis yra zinomas 
kaip labai jdomus rasytojas 'he is known as a very interesting writer'. 

A last, but marginal function of the nominative is encountered in 
certain appositions (see p. 216 and 235), e. g. straipsnyje "Trecias 
frontas" 'in the article "The third Front". 

The nominative can also function as an adverbial of time, cf. for example, [ ... ] 
ugnis sviecia diena naktis (Maironis) '[ ... ]the fire is burning day and night', but such 
constructions are now felt to be somewhat obsolete. Observe the type kas 5 metai 
'every 5 years'. 

THE VOCATIVE 

The vocative is the case of address. 
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Examples: Mielas (or: mielasis) teveltevai 'dear father', miela 
(or: mieloji) mama 'dear mother', mieli( eji) tevai 'dear parents'. Note 
that the noun ponas 'Mr., Sir' is not used in the vocative. Thus, one will 
say, for example Panas Girdeni! 'Mr. Girdenis!'. 

As mentioned (pp. 38 and 41 above) and demonstrated through the 
examples just given the vocative has a form of its own only in the 
singular. In the plural it is always identical in form with the nominative. 

Only nouns, not adjectives (or pronouns), have a specific vocative 
form (unless they are substantivized as for instance in o, vargai 'o, (you) 
poor' (in folksongs also o, varge). 



Chapter 9 

PREPOSITIONS 
( Prfelinksniai) 

This is a natural continuation of the immediately preceding chapter 
Case which we found convenient to reserve almost exclusively for non
prepositional usage even though a full description of case should include 
prepositions as well. The purpose of this chapter on the prepositions is to 
give a brief survey of the prepositions most commonly encountered in 
contemporary Standard Lithuanian with information on the case(s) 
required after them as well as their meanings presented in simple, 
illustrative examples. A less practically orientated grammar should in 
addition have paid attention to a number of theoretical, semantic and 
grammatical aspects concerning prepositions and case grammar. 

In certain cases prepositions and adverbs (for example arti 'near' 
and zemiaii 'under, below') show the same form in Lithuanian, cf. the 
chapter on adverbs. The same phenomenon can be observed in many 
other IE languages as well (for instance in Slavic and Germanic). 

A similar overlapping also exists between certain prepositions and 
prefixes (cf. for example j, is : j-, is-); in other cases there are 
divergences as illustrated by su (preposition and pre verb) : sq/ san! sam
(nominal prefix) whereas in still other cases there is no (formal) 
connection between preposition and prefix at all, cf. p. 169 f. above. 

Some prepositions represent petrified nouns (as for example 
anapus 'on the other side' which consists of the pronominal stem an- + 
the noun pus-e 'side', which explains that this preposition governs the 
genitive (from a historical point of view this is an adnominal genitive, 
see the preceding chapter). 

From the point of view of their origin a preposition like anapus is 
secondary in contrast with, for example, p6 which can be labeled 
przmary. 

The accusative, genitive, instrumental and marginally the dative 
can be governed by prepositions in Lihuanian, whereas the locative -
and, of course, the nominative and the vocative - cannot. Genetically 
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speaking, cases like the locative and the marginally used illative (see p. 
18) have an "imbedded" postposition. 

Lithuanian prepositions are as a rule preposited. Only some very 
few are either preposited or postposited. One (de ka) is always 
postposited and hence sensu strictu a postposition even though it is 
treated under the same heading as the prepositions. 

Prepositions can be grouped according to their meanings. Thus, 
prepositions 1) of place, 2) of time, 3) purpose, 4) comparison, 5) 
cause and 6) others can be distinguished. 

1. Prepositions of Place 
a) non-directional: 
aiit (+genitive) 'on': Ant stalo guli knyga 'there is a book on the 
table' 
vifs (+genitive) 'over': Virs lovos kabo lempa 'a lamp is hanging 
over the bed' 
auksciau (+ genitive) 'above': auksciau jiiros lygio 'above sea 
level' 
p6 (+ instrumental) 'under': suo guli po stalu 'the dog is lying 
under the table'. After verbs of motion this preposition can also be 
directional, still requiring the instrumental. 
uz (+genitive) 'behind': fie stovi uz garazo 'they are standing 
behind the garage'. This preposition can also be directional (after 
verbs of motion), but will still govern the genitive. 
pries ( + accusative) 'before, in front of': jie stovi pries garazq 
'they are standing in front of the garage' 
prie (+ genitive) 'at, by': Kede stovi prie stalo 'the chair is 
standing by the table', Frankfurtas prie Maino 'Frankfurt upon 
Main', prie man~s 'in my presence' 
salia (+ genitive) 'at, by, next to': Kede stovi salia stalo 'the 
chair is standing by/next to the table'. 
ties ( + instrumental) 'at, by': Kede stovi ties stalu 'the chair is 
standing by the table' 
pas (+ accusative) 'at somebody's place; with somebody' : jis 
yral gyvena pas mus 'he is/(staying)/living with us' 
anapus (+genitive) 'on the other side': anapus upes 'on the other 
side of the river' 
abipus (+genitive) 'on both sides of': abipus upes 'on both sides 
of the river' 
netoli ( + genitive) 'not far from, near': netoli centro 'not far 
from the center' 
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tafp (+ genitive) 'between; among': rysiai tarp Lietuvos ir 
Norvegijos 'the ties (connections) between Lithuania and 
Norway'. 

b) directional: 
j ( + accusative) 'to, into, onto the top': vaziuoti j Vi/nil!: 'to go to 
Vilnius'; jejome j kambarj 'we went into the room'; sunku kopti j 
aukstq kalnq 'it is heavy (difficult) to climb into/onto/up (to) a 
high hill' 
pas (+ accusative) 'to' (about persons and animals): ji atejo pas 
mus 'she came to us' 
nuo (+genitive) 'down (from)': nukristi nuo stogo 'to fall down 
from the roof'; ji gavo laiskq nuo man~s 'she got a letter from 
me' 
is(+ genitive) 'from, out of': atvykti is Rygoslis Latvijos 'to 
come/arrive from Riga/from Latvia', isimti is kisenes 'to take out 
from the pocket'. 
Here a couple of double prepositions (equally with the genitive) 
can also be mentioned: is po 'from below'(e.g. is po stalo 'from 
below/under the table') and is uz 'from behind' (is uz debes~~: 
'from behind the clouds') . 
apielaplink (+accusative) 'around': Apejau apielaplink namq 'I 
went around the house' 
po ( + accusative) 'in, about': vaikscioti po kambarjl laukus 'walk 
about the room/in the fields' 
pro(+ accusative) 1) 'past', 2) 'through': 1) Masina vaziuoja pro 
pastq 'the car is driving past/passing by the post office', 2) pro 
langqlskyl~ 'through the window/the hole' 
per(+ accusative) 1) 'across', 2) 'over', 3) 'via': 1) Vaikai bega 
per gatvr:_ 'the children are running across the street', 2) J ie 
persoko per tvorq 'they jumped over (across) the fence', 3) vykti 
per Kopenhagq 'to go via Copenhagen' 
palei ( + accusative) 'along': eiti palei krantq 'to walk along the 
shore'. 

2. Prepositions of Time 
po (+genitive) 'after, in': Tevas sugrjzo po savaitesljis sugrjs po 
minutes 'the father returned after a week/he will be back in a 
minute' 
pries(+ accusative) 1) 'before', 2) 'ago': 1) pries pietus/karq 
'before dinner/the war', 2) pries dvejus metus 'two years ago' 
nuolis (+ genitive)'from': lis nuo vaikystes megsta piesti 'he has 
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liked painting from (since) his childhood'; Lagaminq susikroviau 
is vakaro 'I packed my suitcase from the evening' 
i (+accusative) 'by, towards': i vakarq pradejo lyti 'towards the 
evening it started raining' 
apieli (+ accusative) 'about, around': Susitareme susitikti apieli 
penktq valandq 'we agreed to meet about five o'clock' 
iki I ligi ( + genitive) 'till, until': Darbq reikia uzbaigti ikil ligi 
sekmadienio 'the work has to be finished by Sunday'. Note that 
in a couple of fixed expressions the dative case is used after iki: iki 
siai dienai (alongside the genitive construction iki sios dienos) 
'up to this day'. · 

3. Prepositions of Purpose 
uzli (+ accusative) 'for': mirti uz laisvt;_ 'to die for freedom'; 
pasiprasiau i nakvynt;_ 'I asked for (the possibility of) lodging for 
the night'; moketi( s) uz kq 'to pay for something (as repayment 
for)'. 

4. Prepositions of Comparison 
uz ( + accusative) 'than' : Brolis (yra) vyresnis uz seseri 'the 
brother is older than his sister' (or by way of alternative the 
conjunction negu + the nominative: Brolis (yra) vyresnis negu 
sesuo). 

5. Prepositions of Cause 
del(+ genitive) 'because of': Nesijaudink del smulkmen11: 'don't 
worry because of trifles', del tav~ s 'because of you' 
nuo (+genitive) 'from, of, with': zmogus mire nuo vezio (or more 
frequently instr. without preposition: mire veziu) 'the man died of 
cancer' 
is(+ genitive) 'from, of, with': Is dziaugsmo plyso sirdis '(my) 
heart burst from joy' 
deka (+ genitive), postposition 'thanks to (about a person)': Tik 
tavo deka jis gerai gyvena 'only thanks to you is he getting on 
well'. 

6. Prepositions of other Meanings 
su (+ instrumental) 'with': siandien mes pietavome su draugais 
'to day we had dinner with friends'' su asaromis akyse 'with 
tears in the eyes', vyras su usais 'a man with a moustache', plauti 
su muilu 'wash with soap', rasyti su piestuku 'to write with a 
pencil' (the two last mentioned examples frequently also with 
instrumental without a preposition: rasyti piestuku, plauti muilu). 
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Note the idiomatic expressions: dirbti su knyga 'to work on a 
book', tevas su silnumi 'father and son' 
be (+ genitive) 'without; in addition to': siandien as pietavau 
vienas, be draug~ 'Today I had dinner alone, without friends'; Be 
knygl{, ten yra dar laikrasci~J 'in addition to books, there are 
newspapers there, too' 
is(+ genitive) 1) 'from' (indicating source): Knygq pasiskolinau 
is draugo 'I have borrowed the book from a friend'; 2) 'of' 
(material): is plieno 'of steel' 
pagal ( + accusative) 'according to': pagal susitarimq 'according 
to the agreement' 
apie (+ accusative) 'about; approximately': kalbetilgalvoti apie 
kq nors 'to speak/think about something'; apie tris simtus 'about 
(approximately) three hundred' 
pries (+ accusative) 'against': kovoti pries kq nors 'to fight a
gainst shy' 
po ( + accusative) in distributive function: po penkis titus kiek
vienas 'five litas each'. 

Finally, mention should be made of isskyrus (or isskiriant) 
'except (for)' which as its English equivalent is in fact a petrified 
participle (to the verb isskirti), but behaves like a preposition (requiring 
the accusative), e. g. isskyrus vienaskaitos jnagininkq [ ... ] 'except for 
the instrumental singular'. 

Summing up 
Lithuanian prepositions as a rule govern only one case (most 

frequently genitive or accusative). The sole exceptions are uz which can 
be combined with two cases (the accusative and the genitive) and po 
which can be followed by the following three: the accusative, the 
genitive and the instrumental. Double prepositions like, for example, is 
po always require the genitive case. 

There is one obligatory postposition (deka). 
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TIME EXPRESSIONS 

In the two preceding chapters some expressions of time have been 
included. Some relevant expressions are mentioned also in the chapter on 
numerals. It seems, however, practical to concentrate such expressions in 
one place, which further has the advantage of allowing a more detailed 
and lucid presentation. 

1. The 24 Hour Cycle 
in the morning/in the evening - rytq/vakare 
in the mornings/in the evenings - rytais, vakarais 
during the day - dienq 
during the night - ndktj 
during the nights - naktimis 
yesterday morning/evening - vdkar rytq/vdkar vakare 
this morning/evening - sl rytq/ sl vdkarq 
today /tonight - siafidienl sjvdkar 
to-morrow - ryt6j 
to-morrow morning/night - ryt6j rytqlryt6j vakare 
the day before yesterday - uzvakar 
the day after to-morrow - poryt 
early in the morning - anksti rytq 
late in the evening - velai vakare 
the night from Sunday to Monday - ndktj is sekmddienio j 
pirmddienj 

2. Hours 
it is 1 (2, 5) o'clock- dabaf pirmalantra valanda!penkta valanda 
(nominative!) 
it is ten to two - dabaf be desimt(ies) antra valanda 
it is ten past eight- dabaf desimt po antros (valandos) 
it is half past eight - dabaf puse(or: puse) devintos 
(arrive) at 1 (2, 5) o'clock- (atvykti) pirmqlafitrqlpefiktq vdlandq 
(accusative to answer question 'when?') 
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(arrive) at half past eight- (atvykti) puse devintos 

3. The Days of the Week 
on Monday etc. - pirmadienj 
on Mondays - pirmadieniais 
in (during) this week - siij savailf2 
next week - kitq savaitf2 
last week - praJjusiq savailf2 

4. The Month(s) 
in January etc. - saiisio mi!nesj 

5. The Seasons of the Year 
during (in) the spring - pavasarj 
this/last/next spring - praJjusj pavasarj! kitq pavasarj! sitq 
pavasarJ 
during (in) the summer - vasarq 
during (in) the autumn - rudenj 
during (in) the winter - ziemq 

6. The Year 
in this year/last year/next year- siaislpraJjusiaislkitais metais 
in the twenties - dvidesimtaisiais metais (calque from Russian) 
or: treciajame desiriitmetyje 

7. Century 
in this century - siame amziuje 

8. Dates 
today is September 10, 1994 - siafidien yra tdkstantis devyni 
simtai devyniasdesimt ketvirtlj metl!: rugsi!jo (mi!nesio) desimta 
( diena). Observe the nominative case. 
on September 10, 1994 - tdkstantis devyni simtai devyniasdesimt 
ketvirtlj metl!: rugsi!jo (mi!nesio) desiriitq (dienq). Observe the 
accusative case (question 'when?') 

9. Undetermined Time Expressions 
locative: 
in childhood/youth/old age: vaikysteje!jaunystejelsenatveje 

10. How long? How often? 
Accusative without preposition: 
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lis (pra)buvolpraleido savait~lpenkias dienas Londone 'he 
stayed in London for a week' 
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Vakar jie visq dienq dirbo namie 'yesterday they worked at home 
(for) the whole day' 
Ji vaziuoja j kaimq kiekvfenq savait~ or: kas savait~ 'she leaves 
for the countryside every week' 
Ji vaziuoja j kaimq kiekvfenq afitrq savait~ or: kas afitrq savait~ 
'she leaves for the countryside every second week' 
twice a week (two times per week)- du kartus pef savait~ 

11. For how long? 
Dative without preposition: 
jie nuvaziavo (j kaimq) savaiteilmetams 'they left (for the 
countryside) for a week' 

12. Before/after 
a) 'Before': 
ikillig(i) +the genitive: 
before the war- ikilligi karo 
by 3 o'clock - iki trij(j 
pries + the genitive: 
before 3 o'clock- pries tris (valandas) 

b) 'after': 
po + the genitive: 
after 3 o'clock - po trij(j ( valandij) 
after the war - po karo 

Notice: 
'so and so long before/after' is expressed with pries(+ acc.)/pa (+ 
gen.): 
we came here some minutes before/after you - mes cia atejome 
kelios minutes pries tave/po tav~s 

13. From - to (till): 
nuo (+gen.)- ikillig(i) (+gen.) 
from spring till winter - nuo pavasario iki ziemos 
from morning till night - nuo rjto iki vakaro 
from childhood to old days - nuo vaikystes iki senatves 
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14. During 
a) see under 1 above 
b) during the early hours of Sunday morning - ndktj j sekmadienj 
c) during (in) the years 1945-1991: tdkstantis devyni simtai 
keturiasdesimt penktais - tdkstantis devyni simtai devynias 
desimt pirmais metais (instrumental) or: nuo tdkstantis devyni 
simtai keturiasdesimt penktil:}ll: iki tdkstantis devyni simtai 
devyniasdesimt pirmrjj~~: 
d) during (=in the period of) Vytautas the Great - Vytauto 
Didziojo laikais (genitive + instrumental) or: Vytauto Didziojo 
valdymo metu. Also a construction with prte ( + genitive) is 
possible (although somewhat obsolete and regarded as a calque 
from Russian): prie Vytauto Didziojo. 

15. In (after): 
po (or: uz) +the genitive: 
in five days - po (uz) penkilj dienlj 

16. In (so and so long a time): 
per + the accusative: 
Ji paras a laiskq per vfenq vdlandq 'she wrote the letter in one 
hour' 

17. Towards 
j + the accusative: 
towards the evening - j vdkarq 
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CONJUNCTIONS 
(Jungtukai) 

In this chapter we will just list the most important conjunctions of 
Standard Lithuanian and their English equivalents. Some of the 
(coordinate) conjunctions are capable only of uniting words (or word 
groups), not sentences whereas others can do both. 

For the use of conjunctions, see the chapter on compound 
sentences. 

It is customary to distinguish between coordinate and subordinate 
conjunctions. 

1. Coordinate 

Coordinate conjunctions are divided into the following groups: 
A. copulative, B. adversative and C. disjunctive: 

A. Copulative: 

if 'and' 
if- if 'both- and' 
be7 'and' (for uniting two words only): Ausra bei Rytis 'A. and 
R.' 
cia - cia 'now -now, sometimes - sometimes' 
cia viena, cia kita 'at one moment- at another' 
tai - tai 'now - now' 
nei - nei 'neither -·nor' 

B. Adversative: 

bet 'but': 
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C. Disjunctive: 

af 'or' 

2. Subordinate 

Subordinate conjunctions can be classified according to the 
following two main groups: 

A. Explicative: 

kad 'that' 
' jog 'that', 

af 'if, whether' 

B. Adverbial 

This group has numerous subclasses. The most important are: 
conjunctions of time, of purpose, of result, of reason, and conditional, 
concessive, comparative conjunctions: 

a) Conjunctions of time: 
kai 'when' 
kad( a) 'when' 
kol 'while' 
iki and lig(i) 'till, until' 
vos (tik) or tik 'as soon as, no sooner than' 

b) Conjunctions of purpose: 
kad 'in order that'. 
There is one more conjunction in this group, namely idaiit which 

is bookish in contrast to the stylistically neutral kad. 

c) Conjunctions of result: 
(taip ... ), kad '(so ... ) that' 

d) Conjunctions of reason: 
nes 'because, since, as' 
kadangi 'because, since, as' 
A third conjunction of reason is the compound del to kad with 

approximately the same meaning as the preceding two. 



e) Conditional: 
jei( gu) 'if'. 

CONJUNCTIONS 

Also the conjunction kad can have conditional meaning. 

f) Concessive: 
The most important are: 
n6rs 'even though, even if' 
n6rs - taciau 'even though- nevertheless' 
and 
tegul 'even if' 
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The multifunctional conjunction kad - usually in the expanded 
form kad ir - can also be used in this function. 

g) Comparative: 
kaip 'as' 
lyg 'as' 
These are the most frequently used conjunctions for non-

hypothetical comparisons. 
tar( y )tum 'as if' 
tafsi 'as if' 
it 'as if' 
In hypothetical function one of these conjunctions must be used. 



Chapter 12 

THE SENTENCE 
(Sakinys) 

Definition 

A sentence can be defined as a prosodically complete speech unit 
of a specific structure expressing a relatively complete thought. This 
is only one of many possible definitions of the notion "sentence". It is 
binary in the de Saussurian sense that it focuses both on the formal side 
and on that of the content. 

THE MEMBERS OF THE SENTENCE 

The Lithuanian sentence can have the following members: the 
subject (veiksnys) and the predicate (tarinys) which are labeled the 
principal members of the sentence in contrast to the object (papildinys) 
and the adverbial (aplinkybe) which constitute the dependent members 
of the sentence. Some grammarians also include the attribute (pazymi
nys) and the apposition (priedelis) in the class of (dependent) sentence 
members. 

The Principal Meinbers of the Sentence 

The Subject 
(Veiksnys) 

Here we have in mind the grammatical subject which is most 
frequently expressed by a noun or a pronoun in the nominative case. It 
can also be expressed by a nominal form of the verb, i. e. the infinitive. 
For examples, see under predicate below. In one-part sentences (for 
definition, seep. 219) there is no grammatical subject. 
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Deletion of 3rd p. Subject Pronoun 
The personal pronouns of the 1st and 2nd persons are usually 

deleted in subject position when they are not emphasized: 
Rytais paprastai atvaziuoju j darbq 8 valandq 'In the mornings as 

a rule I arrive at work at 8 o'clock'; - Kaip gyvuo }ate? 'How are you 
getting on?' - Aciii, gerai, o Jiis (emphasized) kaip gyvuojate? 'thanks 
fine, and you -how are you getting on?' 

The Predicate 
(Tarinys) 

The predicate may be of two kinds: verbal and nominal. This 
holds good both for two-part and one-part sentences (on which terms see 
next chapter). 

1) A verbal predicate is expressed by afinite form (definition on 
p. 93) of a non-copulative verb. It can be simple (e. g. studentas rasa 
'the student is writing'; temsta 'it is getting dark') or compound (e. g. 
jis pradejo rasyti 'he began writing'' ji norilmoka rasyti 'she wants 
to/can write', pradejo temti 'it began getting dark'). As illustrated 
through these examples a compound predicate consists of an auxiliary 
verb (phasal or modal) in a finite form + an infinitive (in rare cases a 
participle). 

2) A nominal predicate consists of a copulative verb (i. e. verbs 
with the meanings of 'be' and 'become')+ a nominal part which may be 
either a noun, an adjective or a pronoun: (as) esu mokytojas 'I am a 
teacher', }is (yra) mokytojas 'he is a teacher', ji tapa mokytoja 'she 
became a teacher', ji (yra) jauna 'she is young', jie buvo vieni 'they 
were alone', vakaras '(It is) evening', (yra) sunku 'it is difficult', dirbti 
zmogui (yra) sveika 'to work is healthy for man'. 

A somewhat rare synonym of yra is esti which can also be used in 
the same meaning as buna 'is/are usually'. Unlike biin-, however, esti is 
restricted to the third person. 

A nominal predicate is compound per definitionem. An example 
of a complex nominal predicate would be: jis nori biiti mokytoju 'he 
wants to be (become) a teacher'. For the case of the nominal part, see 
chapter on case, s. v. the nominative and instrumental. 

Observe that the compound tenses expressed through a copulative verb + the 
main verb in the form of a participle are regarded as verbal: ji yra parasiusi laiskq 'she 
has read the letter'. The same is the case with passive constructions: namas buvo 
pastatytas pernai 'the house was built last year'. 
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Hybrids between verbal and nominal predicates are seen in cases 
like gandras parleke linksmas, lit. 'the stork came flying happy'. This 
implies both that the stork came (flying) and that it was happy. The 
nominal part linksmas has a double reference, both to the subject and to 
the verb. The non-copulative verb parlekti obtains a semantically 
attenuated character when followed by an adjective and may in this 
distribution be said to function as a kind of copula. Like parlekti can 
behave also other verbs of motion (including grjzti 'return') and further 
the verbs sedeti 'sit', stoveti 'stand' and guleti 'lie'. The Lithuanian 
term used for such predicates (or rather their nominal part) is tarinio 
pazyminys 'predicative attribute'. It may at times be difficult to decide 
whether a tarinio pazyminys or an adverb should be used. 

Deletion of Copulative Verb 
The copulative verb of the 3rd person can be deleted, e. g. vaikas 

(yra) sveikas 'the child is healthy', vaikai (yra) sveiki 'the children are 
healthy', jis (yra) mokytojas 'he is a teacher'. 

In written exposition a dash (briiksnelis) is frequently inserted 
instead of the copula, especially in cases where both the subject and the 
nominal part of the predicate are nouns: Vytautas - mokytojas 'Vytautas 
is a teacher'. The same holds good if the subject is expressed by an 
infinitive: Vadovelio tikslas - plesti zodynq 'the purpose of the 
handbook is to extend the vocabulary'. 

In expressions of a general kind, definitions and so-called eternal 
truths, yra is not deleted, e. g. zmogus yra mirtingas 'man is mortal', 
Lietuva yra respublika 'Lithuania is a republic', liiitas yra zinduolis 
'the lion is a mammal'. 

The copulative verb of other persons than the third is not deleted. 
Finally it should be mentioned that the copulative verb can be 

deleted only in the present tense. In other tenses it must be explicitly 
expressed: kada as buvau vaikas 'when I was a child'. 

The Syntactic Relationship between Subject and Predicate. 
The Nature of the Predicate 
The syntactic relationship between the subject and the predi

cate as main members of the sentence, is one not of dependency; but of 
interdependency. 

The predicate may be conceived as the central member of the 
sentence, first, since in one-part sentences (see p. 218 ff.) the main 
sentence member may be identified as a predicate, and, second, since the 
dependent sentence members (objects and adverbials) are immediately 
dependent on the predicate (and not on the subject). 
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The Dependent Me01bers of the Sentence 

As demonstrated through examples under the main members of the 
sentence above (as well as in the table on basic sentence patterns, next 
chapter) complete sentences can consist only of a subject and a predicate 
in two-part sentences and in one-part sentences (p. 219 ff.) of a predicate 
alone. However, both two-part and one-part sentences can be extended 
by dependent sentence members, namely the object and the adverbial. 

The Object 
(Papildinys) 

Like the subject, the object is usually expressed through one of the 
nominal word classes, noun or pronoun, but - unlike the subject - it must 
be in a dependent, i. e. non-nominative, case. Like the subject it can also 
be in the form of an infinitive. Examples: Regina skaito knygq 'Regina 
is reading a book', Regina jq skaito 'Regina is reading it (i. e. the 
book)', Regina megsta skaityti 'Regina likes reading'. 

A distinction is made between the direct object in the accusative 
case after transitive verbs (p. 148 f. on transitivity and p. 139 ff. on 
voice) and the indirect with intransitive verbs, i. e. verbs requiring 
other dependent cases than the accusative. Example of an indirect object: 
tevas giriasi sunumi (instr.) 'the father is proud of his son'. 

The question whether the genitive with negation or the partitive 
genitive in connection with transitive verbs should be labeled a direct or 
indirect object seems to be a kind of grammatical grey zone. For 
examples, see chapter on case. 

Dependent on the case one can speak of accusative, genitive, 
dative, instrumental and locative objects. 

An object (in the accusative, genitive, dative and instrumental) 
expressed through a prepositional phrase is called a prepositional object. 
An example of this would be: nuo ko (gen.) priklauso Lietuvos 
gamyba? 'what does the Lithuanian industry depend on?' 

Finally it should be mentioned that some predicates can or must be 
combined with more than one object whereby a frequent combination is 
that of an indirect (dative) object denoting a person and a direct 
(accusative) object for the thing: jis jai davelnupirko ziedq 'he 
gave/bought her a ring'. 

The type of subordination with objects is determined by govern
ment. 
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Government (Lith. valdymas) is (together with agreement /cf. p. 230 ff./ and 
adjunction /cf. under adverbial below/) one of the three ways of expressing 
subordination in Lithuanian. The formal means for expressing subordination are 
inflection and inflection together with prepositions. Government implies that one 
morpheme x presupposes another yin the utterance (sentence), but not the other way 
round (i. e. y does not presuppose x). Thus, books in read books/they read books offers 
an example of government. The governing word (head) is most frequently a verb, but 
can also be a preposition, a noun, an adjective, a numeral or another quantifier. 

The Adverbial 
(Aplinkybe) 

The adverbial can be expressed by an adverb or - like the object -
by a noun phrase or a prepositional phrase. Examples: lie ilgai gyveno 
uisienyje 'they lived abroad for a long time', jie ilgq laikq gyve no 
uisienyje 'they lived abroad for a long time', ji paraso laiskq per vienq 
valandq 'she wrote the letter in one hour'. The adverbial can also be in 
the form of an infinitive: jie isejo maudytis 'they went out for a bathe' 
(lit. 'to bathe'). 

As in the case of adverbs (p. 173 ff.) several types of adverbials 
are distinguished: temporal (cf. examples just quoted), local (e. g. grjzti 
is kaimo -,return from the countryside') , of manner (elgtis puikiu budu 
'to behave in a nice way'), of purpose (jie isejo maudytis), of reason 
(mirti delligos 'die of a disease') and others. 

Forms of subordination here are government and adjunction. 

For government, cf. above. Adjunction (or "juxtaposition", Lith. sliejimas) may 
be defined negatively as the way of subordination which cannot adequately be described 
as agreement or government. Typical cases of adjunction are encountered with 
indeclinable words like adverbs, gerunds or infinitives. A couple of examples: greitai 
(adverb) in eiti greitai 'walk fast', labai (adverb) in labai gerai 'very good', temstant 
(gerund) in grjzti temstant 'return when it is getting dark' and eiti (infinitive) in 
troskimas eiti 'desire to walk'. When adverbials are expressed by a noun phrase as, for 
example, ilgq laikq (instead of the adverb ilgai) in gyventi ilgq laikq uzsienyje 'to live 
abroad for a long time' one can equally speak of adjunction (or by way of alternative 
'weak government"). 

Difficulties in distinguishing Objects from Adverbials 
It, is often difficult to distinguish between an object and an 

adverbial. In the case of prepositional phrases it is crucial whether there 
is only one possible and obligatory preposition required by the verb or 
whether more (non-verb) determined prepositions can be applied. The 
former situation is an indication of an object, e. g. priklausyti nuo tav~s 
'to depend on you', the latter of an adverbial, e. g. vaiiuoti is Vilniaus, 
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vaziuoti j Vilni11-, vaziuoti link Vilniaus 'to go (travel) from/to/towards 
Vilnius'. 

A practical test often used is that adverbials answer questions with 
an adverb in contrast to the object which is determined by a question 
with a pronoun. Thus, in the sentence kaime ji man kiekvienq dienq 
atnesa obuolj is sodo 'in the countryside she brings me an apple from 
the garden every day' man and obuolj answer the pronominal questions 
kam? 'for whom?' and kq? 'what?' whereas kiekvienq dienq and kaime 
answer questions with the adverbs kada!kaip daznai? 'when/how often'? 
and kur? 'where?' respectively. For determining the character of is 
sodo, however, both the question with an adverb (is kur? 'from 
where?') and that with a pronoun (is ko? 'from what?') seem possible. 
The conclusion is that the test is not applicable in every case. This means 
that additional criteria have to be used. By comparing is sodo in the 
above sentence with, for example, is sodo in sodyba susidaro is sodo ir 
didelio namo 'the mansion consists of a garden and a big house' one 
feels the much closer connect-ion with the verb in the latter case which 
allows us to speak of a prepositional object as opposed to an adverbial in 
the former. 

The Attribute 
(Pazyminys) 

The attribute is expressed by an adjective, an adjectival pronoun, a participle or a 
numeral. It can be congruent (i. e. subordinated to a noun through agreement, cf. p. 230 
ff. below ) or incongruent (in which case it is subordinated through government, cf. p. 
214). As examples of congruent attributes may serve naujas in the noun phrase naujas 
namas 'a new house', kitas in kitas namas 'another house', paminetas in paminetas 
namas 'the house mentioned', penktasis in penktasis namas 'the fifth house', penki in 
penki namai 'five houses' and of incongruent mano in mano namas 'my house', tevo 
in tevo namas 'father's house', (and from a logical point of view) desimt in desimt 
nam~~: 'ten houses'. 

As indicated in the introduction to this chapter it is dubious whether the attribute 
should be regarded as a member of the sentence sensu stricto since it is subordinate 
either to the subject, the object or the adverbial and - to the extent that it is a sentence 
member at all - can therefore count only as an indirect one of low (tertia!) rank. 

Apposition 
(Prfedelis) 

As appositions are regarded attributes in the form of a noun which are 
subordinated to another noun by means of agreement or adjunction. Examples: the title 
in the noun phrase profesorius Maziulis, profesoriaus Maziulio etc. 'professor 
Maziulis' and the proper noun in netoli nuo fabriko "Riita" 'not far from the factory 
Ruta'. 

For other types of appositions, see chapters on adjective and participle (s. v. 
syntax). 
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The same that was said about the status of the attribute as a member of the 
sentence also holds good for appositions. 

Classification of the Sentence 

There are many ways of classifying the sentence. 
A. From the point of view of modality it can be classified either as 

1) declarative, 2) hortatory or 3) interrogative. 

Examples of types 1) - 3): 
1) Petras skaito knygq 'Peter is reading a book', 2) Skaityk 

knygq, Petrai! 'Read the book, Peter!', 3) Ar Petras skaito knygq? 'Is 
Peter reading a book?' 

Further, a sentence can be affirmative (Petras skaito knygq 'Peter 
is reading a book') or negated (Petras neskaito knygos 'Peter is not 
reading a/the book'; lis yra negeras 'he is not kind'). 

Point A will not be further elaborated in this chapter, but types 1) 
- 3) will be described in detail in the chapter on word order. 

B. Departing from the structure the sentence can be classified 
either as 1) two-part or 2) one-part (dvindris or viendnaris). An 
obligatory requirement of the former is the presence of the two principal 
members of the sentence, i. e. a grammatical subject (veiksnys) 
expressed in the nominative case + a predicate (tarinys) which agrees 
with the subject in opposition to one-part sentences which are in 
possession of only one principal member, in Lithuanian labeled tarinys 
(i. e., the same term as for the predicate in two-part sentences). 

Examples of 1) two-part-sentences are: Petras skaito 'Peter is 
reading'/Petras (yra) jaunas 'Peter is young' and of 2) one-part: sninga 
'it's snowing'/salta 'it is cold'. One-part sentences should not be 
confused with incomplete sentences since one-part sentences are 
considered to be structurally complete. An example of an incomplete 
sentence is: Petras (instead of the complete Petras skaito) as an answer 
to the question: kas skaito? 'who is reading?' 

Point B will be dealt with in more detail below. 
C. Finally, a distinction must be made between simple (vientis

lniai) and compound (sudetlniai) sentences. The simple sentence will be 
defined and described in the immediately following passage. For the 
compound sentence, see p. 223 ff. 

Subsequent Disposition 
The distinction between the simple and the compound sentence 

will have the highest hierarchical rank in the subsequent disposition. The 
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simple sentence will be divided into two main sections according to the 
parameters, two-part and one-part sentences presented in point B above. 
This bifurcation will not be implemented in the case of the compound 
sentence since it cannot be applied to the compound sentence as a whole, 
only to its constituents which are in fact identical in structure with 
simple sentences. For the same reason the term basic sentence patterns 
which will be introduced in the following is reserved for the simple 
sentence. 

THE SIMPLE SENTENCE 
(Vientisinis sakinys) 

The simple sentence may be defined as a sentence containing one 
single predicative centre. A simple sentence is classified as either two
part or one-part, cf. p. 216 above. The basic sentence patterns valid 
for Lithuanian are: 

1 

2a 

2b 

Valence 
0 dependent 
member 

1 dependent member 

1 dependent member 

3 a 2 dependent 
members 

3 b 2 dependent 
members 

Two-Part Sentences 
S+P: 
verbal: lis raso 'He is 
writing'; 
Nominal: lis (yra) senas 
'he is old' 

S+P+O: 
jis gyne savo disertacijQ 
'he defended his thesis' 
S+P+A: 

One-Part Sentences 
P: 
Verbal: Sninga 'It is 
snowing' 
Nominal: Salta 'it is 
cold'; Vakaras 'it is 
evening' 
P+O: 
lj pykina 'He feels sick' 

P+A: 
lis gyvena mieste 'he Kieme subildejo 'a 
lives in the city' knocking began in the 

village' 
S+P+O+O: P+O+O: 
lis dave jai ziedq 'He Kiemq prinese sniego 
gave her a ring' 'The yard was filled with 

snow' 
S+P+O+A: P+O+A: 
ziemq ji prabuvo pas cia truksta oro 'Air is 
slinll: 'She passed the lacking here' 
winter at her son's place' 

In the diagram the symbols S, P, 0 and A represent subject, 
predicate (including the principal member of one-part sentences), object 
and adverbial respectively. For members of the sentence, see preceding 
section. 
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Sentences containing dependent members (i. e. types 2a - 3b) are 
called expanded sentences in contrast with the non-expanded in 1. 

In the above table there is no sentence with more than two 
dependent members. It is, of course, possible to have sentences with 
more than two such members. It seems, however, that two is the 
maximum number in terms of structural obligatoriness. Thus, the above 
table presents us with the basic sentence types of Lithuanian in so far as 
mandatoriness is a claim. Even in a sentence with two dependent 
members one member may be optional from the point of view of 
grammatical obligatoriness, cf., for example, as jai nupirkau gelil! 'I 
bought her flowers'. The verb nupirkti can be construed without an 
indirect object. Thus, as jai nupirkau gelil! does not represent a basic 
sentence in the above sense of Lithuanian. 

Two-Part Sentences 
( Dvindriai sakiniai) 

Two-part sentences must contain a grammatical (i. e. nominative) 
subject + a predicate which agrees with the subject, cf. the table of 
sentence patterns quoted above. In addition they can have dependent 
sentence members (object, adverbial), see table just referred to. Two-part 
sentences of Lithuanian do not deviate considerably from those known 
from Germanic and other languages and will therefore not be described 
in detail here. 

The main types are given in the survey of sentence patterns above. 
For further examples, see chapter on word order which also gives an 
overview of the different positions which can be occupied by the 
members of the sentence. 

One-Part Sentences 
(Viendnariai sakiniai) 

One-part sentences should be examined in more detail than two
part since they show structures which are either absent or very rarely 
encountered in many other languages. Students with knowledge of a 
Slavic language will be familiar with such structures whereas many 
others will have to study them very carefully. 

In contrast to two-part sentences one-part sentences can never 
contain a grammatical (i. e. nominative) subject in agreement with a 
predicate. The obligatory component of a one-part sentence is a special 
kind of tarinys ("predicate", cf. p. 176 f. above). 
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Dependent on the form of the tarinys a distinction is drawn 
between verbal one-part sentences (with the subgroup infinitival 
sentences) and nominal one-part sentences. 

The following exposition should be taken as a comment on the 
above table of basic sentence patterns (p. 217). 

Verbal One-Part Sentences 

Verbal one-part sentences can be defined as one-part sentences 
with a verbal tarinys (for the term, seep. 211). This tarinys is always in 
the 3rd person. For one part sentences in which the tarinys is in the form 
of a "neuter" participle, see under nominal one part sentences below. 

1) The simplest structure is represented by sentences consisting of 
the verbal tarinys only. Here belongs a group of verbs incapable of tak
ing an object like for instance the "meteorological" austil svisti 'become 
light( ish)', temti 'become dark', vakareti 'become evening', rudeneti 
become autumn', lyti 'to rain', snigti 'to snow', griausti 'thunder', salti 
'to freeze'. 

Examples: Sqla 'it is freezing', vakareja 'evening is coming', lijo 
'it was raining'. With some of these verbs a tautological noun in the 
nominative may be added, thus changing the structure into a personal 
(automatically two part) sentence: lyja lietus 'it is raining' (lit. 'the rain 
is raining'). 

Adverbial extensions (on extension, see p. 239 f.) are possible, e. 
g. vakar visq dienq smarkiai lijo 'yesterday it was raining heavily all 
day long'. The adverbial can also be in the form of the instrumental case 
or a prepositional phrase: zvaigzdemis, ziedais lyja 'it is raining with 
stars and flowers'; nuo stogo varva 'it is dripping from the roof'. The 
adverbials here are optional in the sense that they are not required by the 
valence of the verb. 

2) One-part sentences with a verbal tarinys can have an obligatory 
object in the accusative, genitive or dative. 

a) An accusative object can be found with verbs expressing 
phenomena of nature, e. g. uzsnigo namq 'the house snowed in'. It is 
also encountered with verbs denoting an unpleasant physical state of a 
person, cf. the example jj pykina quoted in the table of basic sentence 
patterns above. 

b) The genitive object is typical of negative existential senten
ces: pinigl!: neberalneliko 'there is/was no money left'. Grammatically 
pinigl!: has to be classified as an object even though from a logical point 
of view it can be conceived as a subject. 

c) The function of a grammatical object, but logical subject is also 
observed in the dative in sentences of the type man nesidirba 'I can't 
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work'. The verb is negated and reflexive. Such constructions are 
contrasted with two-part sentences with another nuance of meaning: as 
nedirbu 'I don't work; I am not working'. The logical subject is further 
transparent in man sekasilnesiseka 'I am (un)fortunate'. 

Sentences with an obligatory object can be extended with a 
structurally optional adverbial, cf. for example man siandien nesidirba 
'I can't work to-day'. 

3) In one part sentences with two obligatory objects the following 
combinations are encountered: a) accusative + genitive (= type kiemq 
prinese sniego quoted in the table of sentence patterns above), b) 
accusative + dative: jam skauda galvq, 'he has headache', c) accusative 
+ instrumental (vaikq isbere raudonais spuogeliais 'the child got red 
pimples all over'), d) genitive + dative (jiems reikia duonos 'they need 
bread'). In a) we find a number of verbs with the prefix pri-, in c) verbs 
with the meaning 'to seed out' and in d) verbs belonging to the semantic 
field of 'be lacking; be sufficient'. 

4) A special comment on the different types with obligatory 
adverbials should hardly be necessary. In addition to the examples 
quoted in the table of basic sentence patterns above we will give only the 
subtype jj traukia prie juros 'he is longing for the sea'. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that the verbs referred to above 
can occur in the form of an infinitive after phasal auxiliaries in the 3rd 
person, e. g. Pradejoleme temti 'it began to get dark'. The two 
components constitute a compound verbal tarinys. 

The combination of a phasal auxiliary with a verb like, for 
example, statyti 'build' would yield an example of what is known in 
German grammar as "man-Satze": Pradejo statyti namq 'one 
(somebody) began building a/the house'. Such sentences are usually 
labeled personal one-part sentences in contrast to other verbal one-part 
sentences which can be referred to as impersonal. Personal one-part 
sentences are possible also without a phasal verb. The main verb must 
then be in the form of the 3rd person: Dabar stato naujq namq 'now 
one is building a new house or: now a new house is being built'. 
Another example would be: Sako, kad 'one says that (it is said that)'. 
See also chapter on voice. 

Infinitive Sentences 

Infinitive sentences can be regarded as a special kind of verbal 
one-part sentences with an infinitive in the function of the tarinys 
alone. They express different modal nuances (wish, command, 
prohibition, possibility, impossibility and others), cf. alsop. 194. 
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Examples: Vaikai, dainuoti! CZemaite) 'sing, children!', 
Laimingai sugrjzti! (Baltusis) 'happy return!' In Kq mums daryti? 'what 
shall/can we do?' and jam negirdeti molinos balso 'he cannot hear his 
mother/ s voice' the structures are accusative + dative + infinitive and 
dative+ infinitive+ genitive respectively. 

At this place can also be mentioned constructions of the type man 
nera su kuo pakalbeti 'I have nobody to speak with'. 

Structurally different are constructions where the infinitive is 
dependent on a formally finite verb as, for example, in reikia pabaigti 
darbq 'it is necessary to end the work' or pradejo temti 'it began getting 
dark'. These are not infinitive sentences in the sense usually attributed to 
this term, cf. the definition just given. 

Nominal One-Part Sentences 

A nominal one-part sentence is a one part sentence with a nominal 
tarinys (for the term, seep. 211). 

Two different types must be distinguished, cf. table of basic 
sentence patterns above, namely 1) sentences in which the tarinys is 
expressed by a passive participle or adjective (usually in the "neuter" 
form, see p. 62) + a copulative verb, and 2) sentences in which the 
tarinys is in the form of a noun in the nominative case. The latter type is 
often referred to as a nominative sentence. 

1) should be divided into two parts: a) sentences with a passive (or 
passive-like) participle, and b) sentences with an adjective in the role of 
the tarinys. 

Examples of a): Sioje apzvalgoje nejmanoma atsakyti j klausimq, 
kodel [ ... ] 'in this survey it is impossible to answer the question why 
[ ... ]'; Teigiama, kad [ ... ] 'it is being maintained that', Neretai 
griebiamasi atviro melo. Antai laikrastyje buvo rasoma, kad [ ... ] 'quite 
often open lies are being taken resort to; thus, in a journal it was written 
that [ ... ] '; Reikalaujama lenkisk~~: pamald11: Vilniaus Arkikatedroje 
'prayers in Polish are being demanded in the Cathedral of Vilnius'; Visu 
tuo siekta sudaryti regimyb~, kad [ ... ] 'through all this it has been 
achieved to pretend that [ ... ]; Darbq stengtasi rasyti taip, kad [ ... ] 'it 
has been aimed at writing the work in such a way that [ ... ]; Cia zmogaus 
eital but a 'here there has gone/been a man'. 

The material demonstrates that "neutral" form participles can be 
extended with dependent sentence members of different kinds (objects, 
including infinitives and dependent clauses, and adverbials). The 
syntactic combinations show that one-part participle sentences have a 
verbal, rather than a nominal character. In the same direction point also 
possible substitutions with one-part sentences in active form like teigia, 
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kad 'one maintains that' or sieke sudaryti regimyb~ 'one achieved to 
pretend'. Our sole reason for putting them into the basket of nominal 
sentences is the morphological make up of the participle itself. 

Examples of b): Karsta (with zero copula) 'it is hot'; Buvo karsta 
'it was hot'; Tapo karsta 'it became hot'. 

Such sentences can be extended with an object (= logical subject) 
in the dative case, e. g. Jam buvo karsta 'it was hot for him; he felt hot'. 
Extensions with adverbials are also possible: Siandien karsta 'today it is 
hot'. 

Another pattern which should be included among type 1) sentences 
is: Tevo nebera gyvo 'father is no longer alive', e. g. negated copulative 
constructions with agreement between the adjective and the genitive 
object(= logical subject). This variant corresponds with non-negated two 
part sentences: Tevas dar gyvas 'father is still alive'. 

Close to type 1) are constructions with an adverb or a semantically 
attenuated noun like gaila in the role of the tarinys, e. g. jam gerai 'he 
is well' apd man gaila tav~s (gen.) 'I feel sorry for you'. 

2) Nominative sentences. Examples: Vakaras· 'it is evening' or 
extended with an attribute: Velus vakaras 'it is late (in the) evening'. In 
a case like Buvo vakaras 'it was evening' it could be argued whether one 
has to do with a one-part or two-part sentence. In the latter ca~e the 
nominative noun would constitute the grammatical subject and buvo the 
predicate. Analogically one could think of the same solution for 
Vakaras, i.e. subject+ zero form of the predicate. 

THE COMPOUND SENTENCE 
(Sudetiniai sakiniai) 

A compound sentence contains more than one predicative centre. 
The predicative centres can be linked tpgether through syndetism or 
asyndetism. The former device involves the implementation of 
conjunctions (see chapter 11) or conjunctive words (=relative pronouns 
and adverbs, see chapters 4 and 7). Conjunctions are either coordinate or 
subordinate whence also the distinction between coordinate and 
subordinate clauses. In the following exposition syndetism will have our 
main attention, but a note on asyndetism will be given at the end of the 
chapter. 
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Coordination 
(Sakiniij sujungimas) 

223 

The most important coordinate conjunctions were listed in the 
above chapter on conjunctions. In addition there are a good number of 
others which may be said to have the functions of coordinate 
conjunctions, for which more comprehensive grammars of Lithuanian as 
well as dictionaries should be consulted. 

Examples: 
ir: as rasau ir tu rasai 'I am writing and you are writing' 
ir - ir: ir as rasau, ir tu rasai 'both I write and you write' 
o: as rasau, o tu skaitai 'I am writing, but (whereas, and) you are 

reading' 
bet: jis yra atvaziaves, bet as nezinau kada 'he has arrived, but 

I don't know when' 
Although both o and bet are translated into English as 'but', they 

are not always interchangeable. The two examples given are typical of 
their use: o emphasizes the contrast (like Russian a), whereas bet can 
imply a reservation made (like Russian no). 

ar: arba atidirbk, arba sugrqzink pinigus 'either you complete the 
work or give the money back', 

nei - nei: nei vejas pilte, nei giria gaude 'neither the wind was 
blowing nor the forest whistling' 

Subordination 
(Sakiniij prijungimas) 

The heading implies that the classification is made on the basis of 
the subordinate clause. There are different kinds of subordinate clauses 
and several ways of classifying them. Here the following scheme will be 
followed: 

1) explicative 
2) determinative 
3) adverbial clauses 
The most important subordinate conjunctions are listed in the 

chapter on conjunctions. 

1. Explicative Clauses 

The verb in the main clause belongs to the semantic sphere of say
ing, asking, seeing, feeling and the like, and the subordinate conjunction 
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will correspond either to English that (Lithuanian kad or the more 
bookish jog) or if (Lithuanian ar). These conjunctions are typical of 
indirect discourse (in a broad sense). An ar/if-clause is used in indirect 
questions. Indirect questions not introduced by ar/if, but through an 
interrogative pronoun or adverb will also be treated in this section. 

Illustrations: 

A. non-interrogative: 
a) Ji sake, kad/jog siandien (yra) geras oras 'he said that today 

the weather was fine' 
b) Ji sake, kad as tuojau ateiciau 'he said that I (should) come at 

once'. 
The first sentence is in the indicative mood, whereas in the second 

the conjunctive must be used since the verb sakyti here has the meaning 
of a command or a request, see chapter on moo_ds. In the first example 
also the relative mood (with or without the conjunction) would have 
been possible (although with a somewhat different shade of meaning, see 
p. 128 ff. above). 

B. interrogative: 
a) Ji klause, ·ar oras yra geraslar as ateisiu 'she asked if the wea

ther was fine/if I would come' 
b) Ji klause, kas atejolkaip ir kada jis atejo 'she asked who had 

come/ how and when he had come~; Ji klause, kiek knyg11: reikia pirkti 
'she asked how many books it was necessary to buy' 

In examples of the above type a discrepancy in the use of tenses 
will often be observed between Lithuanian and English. This is because 
in indirect speech Baltic (together with Slavic) retains the tense of the 
direct speech whereas English (and the Scandinavian languages) has 
developed a system called consecutio remporum which means that the 
tense of the verb of the dependent clause repeats that of the verb in the 
main clause, cf. Ji sake: "Siandien yra grazus oras" > Ji sake, kad 
siandien (yra) grazus oras and She said: "Today the weather is nice" 
> She said that today the weather was nice. 

2. Determinative Clauses 

There are two kinds of determinative clauses: 
A. noun determinative and B. pronoun determinative. 
A is illustrated in: Tie studentai, kurie vakar atvaziavo i Vilni11:, 

buvo [ ... ] 'those students, who yesterday arrived in V ., were [ ... ] ', where 
the noun studentai is said to be determined by the clause introduced 
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with kurie. In the following sentence Vilnius, kur jie atvaziavo vakar, 
yra [ ... ] 'V., where they arrived yesterday, is [ ... ]' the noun Vilnius is 
determined by a clause starting with kur. 

B is exemplified in: visi, kas vakar atvaziavo j Vilni~, buvo [ ... ] 
'all who arrived in V. yesterday, were [ ... ]'. Here the pronoun visi is 
determined by kas. 

As demonstrated through the examples in both types, the 
conjunctive word is either a relative pronoun or an adverb. For further 
examples, see under relative pronouns and adverbs (pp. 79 and 173 ff. 
above). 

As a subtype of b) one might mention cases like kas nedirba, tas 
nevalgo 'the one who doesn't work, doesn't eat'. 

3. Adverbial Clauses 

Adverbial clauses form a large group with many subdivisions, such 
as adverbial clauses of time, purpose, reason and others. They are 
labeled adverbial because the subordinate clause may be said to be 
syntactically equivalent to an adverbial extension of the main clause just 
like an adverb or adverbial, cf. for example kai as atejau, jos ten 
nebuvo 'when I came, she was not there' and tada!tuo laiku jos ten 
nebuvo 'then/at that time (adverb/ial/) she was not there'. 

For "semi-clauses" expressed by gerunds, seep. 154 ff. 

In the same way the examples quoted under 1) the explicative type could have 
been labeled object clauses since the dependent clause here functions as an object, cf. ji 
sake tai 'she said that' (object) : ji sake, kad [ ... ] 'she said that[ ... ] (object)'. 

A. Adverbial Clauses of Time 

The conjunction most commonly used here is kai 'when'. In 
many, but not all cases, kai can be substituted by kad(a). Other 
important conjunctions of time are kol 'while' with its less frequent 
synonyms iki, lig(i) and vas (tik) or just tik 'as soon as, no sooner than'. 
The conjunction lig(i) can also mean 'until'. The same holds good for iki 
kol. 

Examples: 
Kai pabudau, buvo sviesu aplinkui 'when I woke up, it was light 

all around' 
Kai prades kqsti, tai ir kqs 'When one will begin to bite, then 

one (really) bites' (observe the correspondance kai- tai) 
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Kai as mazas buvau, siZe ozius ganiau (Jablonskis) 'When I was 
little, I chased goats shepherd in the pine forest' 

Kol gyveno mieste, nuo toki11: pasimatym~~: buvo apsaugotas 
(Pocius) 'when/as long as he lived in the city, he was protected against 
such meetings' 

Dirbsiu, iki galesiu 'I will work as long as I can' 
Ligi gyvas, to neuzmirsiu 'As long as I am alive, I'll not forget it' 
lis palauke, ligi ji uzmigo 'he waited until she fell asleep') 
Bukite cia, iki kol as pareisiu 'Stay here until I shall return') 
Vos atsigule, visi sumigo 'As soon as they had lain down, they all 
fell asleep' (or: 'no sooner ... than'). 

B. Adverbial Clauses of Purpose 

Adverbial clauses of purpose have the conjunctions kad and the 
somewhat archaic and rare idaiit, both meaning '(in order) to, in order 
that'. Both are followed by the subjunctive: 

Mokytojas kalbejo garsiai, kad mes girdetume 'the teacher spoke 
loudly in order that we should hear'. 

When the subjects of the main and the subordinate clause of 
purpose are identical, many languages (among them English) prefer a 
construction with the infinitive. This, however, is not possible in 
Lithuanian, but instead of a finite verb (in the subjunctive, cf. p. 133) 
the damas-participle/gerund (cf. p. 154 ff.) from noreti 'to wish' + the 
infinitive of the main verb can be used: noredama paaiskinti tekstq, 
mokytoja dave daug pavyzdzi11: 'in order to explain the text, the teacher 
gave many examples'. In this case the subjects of the participle clause 
and the main clause are identical. With different subjects or an implicit 
subject with a general meaning the special gerund in -Vnt must be used, 
e. g: norint paaiskinti tekstq, reikia duoti daug pavyzdzi11: 'in order to 
explain the text, one must present many examples' 

C. Adverbial Clauses of Result 

Such clauses are characterized by the conjunctions kaip, kad 'so 
that' plus the indicative: jis kalbejo taip, kad jj visi suprato 'he spoke 
so (in such a way) that everybody understood him', which can be 
contrasted with the adverbial clause of purpose with subjunctive (cf. b): 
jis kalbejo taip, kad jj visi suprast~~: 'he spoke so, in order that 
everybody should hear him'. 
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D. Adverbial Clauses of Reason 

In this function Lithuanian has got the stylistically unmarked nes 
in addition to kadangi which is typical of scientific and non-fictional 
prose. Both have the meaning 'because, since, as'. However, whereas the 
nes-sentence must be placed after the main clause, there are no such 
constraints as to the position of the kadangi-clause. 

Examples: 
lis negali atiduoti jai knygos, neslkadangi ji jau isvyko 'he can't 

give her the book, since she has already left'. Variant: kadangi ji jau 
isvyko, jis negali atiduoti jai knygos. Unacceptable is *nes ji jau 
isvyko, jis negali [ ... ] 

E. Adverbial Clauses of Condition 

Such clauses are introduced with jei( gu) 'if(= in case)' which 
should not be confused with the explicative 'if'= ar, see above: jei 
neiinai, tai nekalbek 'if you don't know, (then) don't speak'. The verb 
of the jei( gu)-clause is in the indicative mood, if the condition is not an 
unreal, hypothetical one, in which case it will appear in the subjunctive 
mood both in the main and the subordinate clause (for examples, see the 
section on mood, s. v. the subjunctive). 

F. Adverbial Clauses of Concession 

The conjunctions in question are the stylistically neutral n6rs and 
the colloquial kad ir, both translating '(al)though; even if'. They are 
close in meaning to bet, 6 'but' and taciaii 'however' (and can also be 
accompanied by them in the main clause). 

Examples: 
Ateisiu, nors neturiu laiko 'I'll come, though I have no time' 
Nors retai sejom, bet tankiai dygo 'Even though we rarely sew, 
nevertheless it grew up densely'. 

G. Adverbial Clauses of Comparison 

Adverbial clauses of comparison are formed with the help of the 
following conjunctions: kaip 'as, like', lyg, it, taftum or tarsi 'as if'. 
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Illustrations: 
lis elgiasi taip, kaip niekas iki siol nesielge 'he behaved in such 

a way as nobody had behaved before (up to that time)'; 
lis valgo kaip vilkas 'he eats like a wolf' (this may be regarded as 

a complex sentence with a deleted verb, i. e. valgo, in the subordinate 
clause); 

Mokytojo veidas nusisviete, lyg jis ziiiret11: i blizgantj auksq 
(Pocius) 'the teacher's face began shining as if he were looking at 
shining gold'; 

Man pasigirdo, tartum!tarsi mane saukia 'I thought I heard 
someone calling me (it seemed to me as if ... )'; 

Vaikinas dirbo toliau, it biitl!: nieko nepastebejes 'the child 
continued his work as if he had not noticed anything'. 

As can be concluded from the examples, kaip implies a real 
comparison or one imagined as a real one and is therefore followed by 
the indicative in opposition to lyg, taftum, tarsi and it which are used in 
connection with assumptions or hypothetical comparisons and may be 
combined with the subjunctive. In many cases the clause introduced by a 
conjunction of comparison is incomplete, cf., for instance, the above 
example lis valgo kaip vilkas. 

Equivalents of 'than' and 'the - the' 
Under point G constructions with negu 'than' (cf. p. 67) andjuo

juo!tuo (or kuo- tuo) 'the - the' can also be mentioned. 
Examples: 
Siemet geriau gyvename, negu (mes gyvenome) pernai 'in this 

year we are having a better life than (we were having) last year'; juo 
kate glostai, juo ji siausiasi 'the more you stroke the cat, the more 
proudly it carries itself'. 

H. Adverbial Clauses of Manner 

Here belongs among others the correlative type with gradual 
meaning: li buvo tokia grazi, kad akys raibo 'she was so beautiful that 
one is dazzled'. 

Final ReiDarks 

It should be mentioned that most descriptions of adverbial clauses 
include also clauses of place, but they can easily be formed with the 
help of adverbs of place (kur), e. g. kur esate!einate? 'where are you/ 
where are you going?' 
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In the above exposition combinations of two clauses only have 
been commented on, but, of course, sentences of a more complex 
structure are also encountered. Such sentences can be labeled complex in 
contrast to the compound ones demonstrated above. 

Asyndetism 

Asyndetism can have the functions of both coordination and 
subordination. Which of these two main functions is present in every 
concrete case, becomes evident through the context. Thus, a sentence like 
parduok tq kvepiantj obuolj man - as suvalgysiu can be interpreted 
either as 'sell that stinking apple to me, and I will eat it' or 'if you 
sell. .. , I [ ... ] '. 



Chapter 13 

AGREEMENT 
(Derinimas) 

Agreement is one of the three ways of expressing subordination in 
Lithuanian (cf. p. 215) and can be defined as a morphological repetition 
(through desinences) of one and the same grammatical category within 
certain syntactic relations. 

Relevant grammatical categories are: A. gender, B. number, C. 
person and D. case whereas the relevant syntactic relations are: 

1) that between attribute and governing word, cf., for example, 
naujas namas : naujo namo : nauji namai 'new house : of the new 
house : new houses' where the attributive adjective agrees in gender, 
number and case with the head noun, 

2) that between subject and predicate, e. g. namas yra naujas: 
namai yra nauji 'the house is new : the houses are new' (agreement in 
gender, number /and case/ between the subject and the nominal part of 
the nominal predicate) and as rasau :jus rasote (agreement in person 
and number with the verbal predicate), and 

3) that between antecedent and the anaphoric pronoun (including 
the relative) as, for instance, in: Viename parke sedejo vyras. Su juo 
kalbejo moteris 'There was a man sitting in a park. A woman was 
speaking with him' ; [ ... ] vyras, su kuriuo kalbejo moteris '[ ... ] a man 
with whom a woman was speaking'. 

For convenience relation 1) is generally referred to as attributive 
agreement and 2) as predicate agreement. Relation 3) will only be 
marginally commented upon. 

There are two kinds of agreement, formal (or grammatical) and logical 
(semantic). The above definition explicitly pays attention to the former only. To cover 
also logical agreement, the definition should be modified as follows: systematic 
covariation between a formal or semantic property of one element and a formal 
property of another. An example of logical agreement would be: jau yra atvyk~ keletas 
zmoni"' 'some people have already arrived' whereas formal agreement would be 
*keletas zmoni"' yra atyyk~s with atvyk~s in agreement with keletas in gender, number 
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and case (nominative). From a normative point of view only the atvyke-solution seems 
to be acceptable. 

Agreement can be regarded from two different angles: 
I. that of the grammatical categories (i. e. A, B, C and D) 
II. that of the syntactic relations (i. e. 1 - 3). 
The exposition below will follow I. It should also be pointed out 

that emphasis will be put on special cases which are expected to cause 
trouble to the student rather than uncomplicated ones like those already 
quoted in the above illustrations. 

A. Special Cases of Agreement in Gender 

For generalities on gender, see p. 37 f. above. 
a) Lithuanian has a quite limited group of nouns in -a denoting 

human beings (so-called "hybrids") which are masc. when they refer to 
males, but fern. if females are referred to, cf., for example, akiplesa 
'wretch'' garbetroska 'ambitious person'' valkata 'vagabond'. 

Examples: 
Relation 1): 
pavoJzngas (male)/pavojinga (female) akiplesa 'a dangerous 

wretch' 
Relation 2): 
akiplesa yra pavojingas (male)/pavojinga (female) 'the wretch is 

dangerous' 
Relation 3): 
atejo akiplesa 'a wretch appeared'. lis buvo pavojingas 'he was 

dangerous' /ji buvo pavojinga 'she was dangerous'. 

There is also a small group of nouns in -as which are either masc. 
or fern. depending on the biological gender (sex) of the person in 
question, e. g. krapstukas 'pedantic person'. Thus, senas krapstukas 
has reference to a male person whereas sena krapstukas has female 
reference. 

Nouns denoting professions do not show the same ambiguity with respect to 
gender in Lithuanian as the above mentioned cases since they obligatorily form pairs of 
the type pedagogas (male) : pedagoge (female) 'pedagogue', mokytojas (male) : 
mokytoja (female) 'teacher', profesorius (male) : profesore (female) 'professor'. 
Consequently, they do not entail complications with respect to agreement. It should, 
however, be emphasized that masc. is the unmarked gender. Thus, a general 
introductory statement like mils~ kaime dabar yra naujas gydytojas 'in our village there 
is now a new physician' does not exclude the possibility that the new doctor could be a 
woman. 
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b) Also the personal pronouns as 'I' and tu 'you' are gender 
differentiating, cf., for example, as esu girdejes (male) vs. girdejusi 
(female) 'I have heard' 

c) This point is devoted to indeclinable nouns. When the gender 
rules given on p. 50 are observed, these nouns do not cause much trouble 
in terms of agreement, except for certain vacillations within the class of 
inanimate proper nouns which can obtain so-called "associative" gender, 
e. g. ilgas Po 'the long (river) Po' or ilga Po through association with 
the feminine upe 'river'. The latter solution seems to be preferable. 

Associative agreement can further be used in cases like Antano 
Strazdo ''Pulkim ant kelil!:" dar populiari 'A. S.'s "Let us fall on our 
knees" is still popular'. The feminine agreement is due to the association 
with giesme 'song'. It would probably also be possible to apply the 
masc. form populiarus in virtue of the unmarked value of this gender. A 
safe (and therefore recommendable) solution is to insert a common noun 
like giesme before the title in which case attributes and predicates must 
agree with the common noun. 

d) For abbreviations the guiding principle is agreement with the 
grammatical head noun of the abbreviation, cf., for example: LKZ (= 
Lietuvil!: kalbos zodynas) yra gana issamus 'the LKZ-dictionary of the 
Lithuanian language is quite comprehensive'. 

In some cases also associative (or near to associative) agreement is 
found. Thus, for instance, the name of the British Broadcasting 
Corporation, BBC, can be associated with 'korporacija' or 'kampanija' 
and take feminine agreement. 

e) Noun combinations of the type raketa neseja 'rocket carrier', 
inzinierius statybininkas 'enterprise engineer'' lokys zvejys 'fisherman 
bear' do not posit problems with respect to agreement since the 
qualifying second element will repeat the gender of the first member. 
Thus, for example, a woman enterprise engineer would be inziniere 
statybininke. 

f) The pronoun kas can have neutral agreement, cf. kas kita 
'something else' and kas tam lygu 'something like that'. The same 
pertains to viskas: viskas, kas buvo jo gyvenime, buvo gera 'all that was 
in his life, was good'; it is impossible to say *viskas, kas buvo jo 
gyvenime, buvo geras. 

Observe also the following interesting example: Nuo tiesiogines 
netiesiogine kalba skiriasi [ ... ] dar ir tuo, jog joje prarandama keletas 
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svetimajai kalbai biidingl! savituml!, [ ... ] 'from direct speech the 
indirect differs [ ... ] also through the circumstance that in it some 
peculiarities characteristic of other people's language are lost [ ... ] '. 

When there is no reference at all, i. e. in nominal one-part 
sentences, the neuter adjective form must equally be used: vzsur yra 
ramu 'it is quiet everywhere', cf. alsop. 68 f. and 221 f. 

g) This point is reserved for interjections. Such words, deprived 
of gender attributing indications, show - like the bulk of indeclinable 
nouns - masculine agreement since masc. is the unmarked gender in 
Lithuanian (cf. p. 50): (buvo isgirstas) garsus brrr 'a loud brrr (was 
heard)'. 

B. Special Cases of Agreement in Number 

a) Plural nouns (cf. p. 51 f.) require modifiers in the plural: 
rungtynes buvo sunkios 'the match was difficult', /aiming~ Nauj~j~ 
met~!! 'Happy New Year!', Siauliai- dideli 'S. is big'. The alternative 
Siauliai - didelis was not accepted by my informants who were willing 
to approve Siauliai didelis only when miestas is explicitly added. 

b) For collective nouns (seep. 53 f.) the norm requires modifiers 
in the singular: dabartinis jaunimas 'today's youth'. An anaphoric 
pronoun can, however, be used in singular or plural: Lietuvos jaunimas 
- kur }is or jie eina? 'the youth of Lithuania - where is it/are they 
going?' 

c) Indeclinable nouns, require singular or plural agreement 
dependent on the reference to the extra-linguistic situation. Thus, naujas 
meniu means 'a new menu' whereas nauji meniu must be translated as 
'new menus'. 

d) This point pertains to abbreviations. Under A. above it was 
stated that agreement in this case basically follows the form of the head 
noun. This rule holds go_od also with respect to agreement in number -
with some exceptions. Thus, for example, with JAV (= Jungtines 
Amerikos Valstijos) singular agreement is also possible despite the fact 
that valstybes is a plural form: JAV buvo jkurtaljkurtos 1776-ais 
metais 'The USA was founded in 1776'. The former alternative (jkur
ta) seems to imply association with the feminine singular Amerika. 
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e) When two (or more) coordinate nouns are qualified by one and 
the same adjective(s), the adjective(s) can be put in the plural to obtain 
unambiguity: mazieji brolis ir sesuo 'the little brother and sister' (i. e. 
both are small). 

f) Further, the polite form of the personal pronoun Jus requires 
singular agreement with adjectives and participles when one person is 
referred to; a finite form of the verb, however, must be in the plural: Ar 
Jiis esate stiprus/stiprillpavargeslpavargusi 'are you strong/tired?', kam 
Jiis rasote sitq laiskq 'to whom are you writing this letter?' 

g) The pronoun kas 'who?' ·is used with singular agreement irre
spective of the number of persons or objects referred to: kas yra atejes -
Algis ir Birute, arba tik Algis? 'who has come- Algis and Birute, or just 
Algis?' (It should further be observed that in the Standard language kas 
shows only masc. agreement, not feminine.) 

h) Finally, mention should be made of group subjects with 
quantificators as the grammatical head of the type daug, keletas and 
others + the genitive plural of countable nouns: jau yra ateje keletas 
zmoni~~:. In such cases logical agreement should be used, see introduction 
to this chapter above. 

C. Special Cases of Agreement in Person 

Generally it can be said that the 1st person dominates the 2nd, and 
the 2nd the 3rd person, e. g. tu ir as ( = mes) einame' tu ir ji( s) ( = jus) 
einate, mes ir jieljos einame, jiis ir jieljos einate. 

The relative pronoun kuris, kuri is expected to harmonize with the 
3rd person. However, when the relative pronoun points to another person 
than the 3rd person, the verb of the relative clause will usually be in the 
1st or 2nd person, cf., for example, the following passage from the 
Bible: teve miis11:, kurs essi danguje (Matth. VI, 9) 'our father which art 
in Heaven'. From modern everyday language: as, kurislkuri gyvenu cia 
'I who am living here', tu, kurislkuri gyveni cia 'you who are living 
here'. 

D. Special Cases of Agreement in Case 

Here mention should be made of combinations of common noun + 
proper name where the latter appears in quotation marks as, for 
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example, in book titles etc. In such cases the proper name will remain 
undeclined independent of the case of the common noun, e. g. romane 
"Karas ir taika" 'in the novel "War and peace". However, if the 
common name is deleted, the title must be declined (provided that it is 
declinable): "Kare ir taikoje" 'in "War and Peace". Another example 
would be sitas incidentas jvyko netoli nuo fabriko "Vilna" 'this inci
dent occurred not far from the factory "Wool". 

With titles of professions + personal names, however, the title 
and the proper name harmonize with respect to case, e. g. kreiptis j 
profesore Jakaitiene 'apply to Professor Jakaitiene'. 

With other combinations of common noun + proper noun the basic 
principle is positing the proper name in the genitive case, see chapter on 
the cases p. 179 ff. 

In appositions with kaip 'as', the same case should be used on 
either side of kaip' e. g. visi remiasi siuo darbu kaip labai geru 
vadove liu 'everyone refers to this book as a very good handbook'. 
Exceptions are found in cases like tokiuose miestuose, kaip Ryga, 
Vilnius, Londonas 'in such cities as Riga, Vilnius, London'. Neither in 
Lithuanian nor English is it natural to say ... kaip Rygoje, Vilniuje, 
Londone 'in such cities as in Riga, Vilnius and London'. Compare also 
the following example: niekada neatras tokios mergaites kaip Ausra (i. 
e. [ ... ] kaip yra Ausra) 'you will never find such a girl as (is) Ausra'. 

Contrast the following two examples as jj pazjstu kaip draugq : as 
Ji pazjstu kaip draugas, both meaning 'I know him as a friend'. The 
former utterance, however, expresses that he is a friend (of somebody's, 
possible also me) whereas in the latter draugas refers to the subject, i. e. 
as, biidamas jo draugas, [ ... ] 'I, being a friend of his [ ... ] '. 

With transitive verbs which are construed with a direct object plus 
an object predicative (e. g. apibudinti 'characterize as' and laikyti 
'consider; regard as') the problem arises whether a construction 
accusative + kaip + accusative or accusative + instrumental (without 
kaip!) should be used. With apibudinti the former construction is 
required (e. g. savo kalboje seimininkas apibiidino sveciq kaip gerq 
draugq 'in his speech the host characterized the guest as a good friend') 
whereas laikyti requires the latter construction: visi jj laike geru draugu 
'everybody considered hi!ll a good friend', cf. alsop. 190. 



Chapter 14 

WORD ORDER 
(Zodzil! tvarka) 

Introductory ReiDarks 

This chapter could more adequately be called element order since 
it also includes a description of the position of certain clitics (cf. section 
III below) which cannot be defined as words, but word order is a 
common term and covers most of the contents of this chapter whence we 
have decided to adopt this term. 

The introduction of a bipartite communicative analysis of the ut
terance in theme (i. e. given information) and rheme ( = new inform
ation) by Czech linguists (Mathesius, and further elaborated by Danes 
and others) meant no less than a revolution with respect to our know
ledge about the mechanisms and principles behind word order. 

For theme the term "topic" is also used and for rheme "comment" 

In prosodically neutral declarative sentences the position of the 
theme is initial whereas the rheme occupies sentence final position. The 
theme-rheme segmentation seems to be important in all languages, but is 
of special importance in a non-article language like Lithuanian. In 
Germanic and Romance languages the articles are of great help in 
identifying the theme and the rheme since the former usually adopts a 
definite form in opposition to the latter which normally shows either 
indefinite or zero article, cf. the following example from English: 
'Yesterday I met an old man (rheme). The man/he (theme) was sitting 
outside a little, red house (rheme). The house/it (theme) had small 
windows (rheme)'. The notions theme and rheme make sense only 
within a context which is built up by theme-rheme chains as illustrated 
in the above example. 
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A context must necessarily start at some point whence the 
introductory part will usually be context non-dependent and 
consequently themeless. For examples, see below. 

Languages without a case system, like for instance English and 
Scandinavian, do not offer the same possibilities for variations in word 
order as do case languages. In the former type of languages word order 
has a grammatical function. Thus, in sentences containing the three 
constituents subject, verb and object, the subject must occupy the initial 
position in caseless languages whereas this is not obligatory in a language 
like Lithuanian where the subject can be distinguished from the object 
through the case ending whereby their place in the sentence is not so 
vital as, for instance, in English and Scandinavian. Thus, in Lithuanian it 
is possible to say either Jonas parase laiskq (SVO) or laiskq parase 
Jonas (OVS). The former sentence is translated into English as 'John 
wrote a letter' while for the second we have to choose a passive 
construction 'the letter was written by John' to satisfy both the 
grammatical need for reserving the initial position for the subject and 
preserving the theme-rheme structure of the Lithuanian sentence. From 
the two sentence variants in Lithuanian it can be concluded 1) that they 
are not identical from a communicative point of view since their 
theme/rheme structures are different and 2) that an active OVS sentence 
in Lithuanian often corresponds to a passive construction in English (see 
also section on Voice, p. 109 ff.). 

Generally it should be emphasized that the variations in word 
order are fewer in non-fictional prose than in fiction and above all in 
colloquial speech (as well as in poetry). The presentation below is more 
or less restricted to the sphere of non-fictional prose. Further, our 
description concentrates on simple sentences since very little has been 
done in the field of word order in compound sentences, especially large 
text units. A further complication is that there are few works on word 
order in Lithuanian; the best one available at present is probably that 
found in the grammar of 1994 ed. by V. Ambrazas, pp. 645 - 658, 
which, however, is in Lithuanian and can thus be used only by students 
who are familiar with this language. 

An alternative for students with a knowledge of Russian would be the 1985 
grammar of Lithuanian, edited by the same Ambrazas. Shortly Ambrazas et al. will be 
presenting an English edition which will partly be built on another concept than both the 
grammar of 1985 and that of 1994. 

Finally, one must distinguish between changeable and non
changeable word order. To the latter type belong the structurally 
determined obligatory sentence initial position of the interrogative 
particle ar (ar Jus esate ponas Ambrazas? 'are you Mr. A.?') as well as 
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the position of the negation immediately before the word which is 
negated, cf. for example jis neraso 'he doesn't write' : jis raso ne tik 
romanus, bet irgi poezijq 'he writes not only novels, but also poetry'. 
See also the section on clitics below, points 1 and 3. 

It should be observed that changeable word order is not 
synonymous with free word order. Even though word order in 
Lithuanian is changeable to a considerable degree, still it is not free in 
the sense that variation in word order is of no importance. This is 
because a change in word order will normally imply another 
communicative structure and thus alter the content of the utterance. A 
change in word order can also alter the type of style. 

The disposition below will proceed according to the following 
scheme: 

I. The position of the members of the sentence, 
II. The position of the members in the noun phrase, 
III. The position of clitics. Clitic rules. 
The strictest rules can be formulated for III whereas II and 

especially I are based upon less rigid rules. The order of the members of 
the sentence show many variations in Lithuanian, which makes the 
picture extremely complicated. 

I. THE POSITION OF THE MEMBERS OF THE 
SENTENCE 

The analysis will start with sentences containing the sentence 
members subject (S) and verb (V) only. From such structures we will 
proceed to extended structures including an object (0), i. e. SVO-, OVS
structures etc. and also to the somewhat looser structures with adverbials 
(SVAdv/AdvVS etc.). Many grammarians would prefer the opposite 
alternative and start from and regard the SVO-structure as basic and 
deduce other structures, including the simpler SV NS-structures, from it. 

Our analysis will concentrate on sentences with a verbal predicate 
(see p. 211) almost to the exclusion of sentences containing a nominal 
predicate (p. 211). This is because the latter has to a considerable degree 
been dealt with elsewhere (in connection with the adjective p. 67 and the 
participles p. 164 ff.) and further because sentences of this type show 
less variation in word order. 

Here declarative sentences will be dealt with first. Then follows a 
description of word order in interrogative sentences of different types. 
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1. Declarative Sentences 

Let us start our short survey of word order in Lithuanian by 
commenting on: 

A. Non-Extended Sentences 

Such sentences consist of subject and verb only whereby the usual 
(and unmarked) word order is SV: Jonas skaito 'John is reading', 
profesore Jakaitiene desto 'professor J. is teaching', vaikas verkia 'the 
child is crying'. 

In themeless sentences, i. e. introductory, existential and similar 
ones, however, the unmarked word order is VS: gyveno senelis ir 
senele 'once upon a time) there were/lived a grandfather and a 
grandmother'; buvo (}au vel) vakaras 'it was (already late in the) 
evening', atejo mokytojas 'the teacher came'. In such cases the verb 
typically belongs to the semantic sphere of existence and appearance. 

The VS-order is also the rule in sentences where the subject does 
not denote an agent such as for instance lijo lietus 'it was raining'. The 
variant lietus lijo would imply a stylistically marked sentence (with the 
logical stress on lietus). 

Observe further cases like Mire rasytojas 1989 m. 'the writer died 
in 1989 ', formulas typically found at the end of encyclopaedic entries. 

Typical of newspaper headlines are (passive) VS constructions of 
the type Pavogtas Estijos ambasadores "Mercedes" 'the Estonian am
bassador's "Mercedes" stolen"; Apiplestas Marijampoles [firmos] "Pe
nix" prezidentas 'the director of the firm "Phoenix" in Mariampole rob
bed'; Sulaikytas [ ... ] vadas "Kot" 'maffia-leader "Kot" seized/arrested'. 

The VS word order must further be used with verbs of 
saying/thinking and the like after direct speech. Examples: - Dekui, 
dekui, - atsake zmogelis "Thanks a lot", the man answered; -As noriu 
islipti, - tare }is "I want to get off', he said. 

B. Extended Sentences 

a) Adverbial Extensions 
Adverbial modifiers can simply be placed before the V in VS type 

sentences: vakar visq dienq lijo lietus 'yesterday it was raining all day', 
i kambarj atejo vaikas 'a child came into the room', lit. 'into the room 
(there) came a child', ant sienos kabo paveikslas 'on the wall a painting 
is hanging'. The structures AdvVS with thematic adverbial + rhematic 
subject in the last two examples are contrasted by the SV Adv sentences 
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with thematic subject + rhematic adverbial: vaikas jejo j kambarj 'the 
child entered the room' and paveiksalas kaba ant sienos 'the painting is 
hanging on the wall'. 

In contrast to English and many other languages, among them 
Scandinavian, Lithuanian tolerates a cumulation of two or more 
adverbials of time and place at the beginning of the sentence (before the 
verb and the subject), e. g. miske kaip tik tuo metu viename mazame 
namelyje gyveno plesikai lit. 'in the forest just at that time in a little 
house there lived (some) bandits'; rugpjucio 17 dienq apie 17 val. kelyje 
Kaunas - Sakiai budej~ Kauno rajono kelil!: policijos ekipazo 
darbuotojai bande sustabdyti automobilj VAZ- 2109 lit. 'on August 17 
around 5 p. m. on the highway between Kaunas and Sakiai workmen on 
duty [ ... ] tried to stop a car [ ... ] '. 

Here also the position of adverbs accompanying verbs (regardless 
of their semantic type) should be commented upon. The neutral position 
of adverbs is immediately in front of the verb they qualify. This is above 
all the case with adverbs of manner, e. g. jie gerai dirba 'they work 
well', but holds good also for adverbs of place, time and cause, cf. for 
example as cia gyvenu 'I live here', dabar vi sur lyja 'now it is raining 
everywhere', mes tuojau grjsim 'we will return at once', vaikas 
kazkodel susirgo 'the child fell ill for some reason or other'. The 
immediately-before-the-verb-position-principle is also valid for 
prepositional and noun phrases functioning as adverbials of manner, e. 
g. vaikai mane ant rankl!: nesiojo 'the children carried me on their 
arms', motina balsu pravirko 'mother began to cry loudly'. Adverbial 
case constructions expressing meanings other than that of manner seem 
to have a freer position in relation to the verb. Generally speaking, 
however, postposition of an adverbial modifier serves the purpose of 
some communicative emphasis, cf., for example as gyvenu gerai 'I am 
getting on/living well'. 

b) Object Extensions 
One Object 
Such sentences have to some extent already been commented upon, 

cf. the examples quoted above, viz. SVO (Jonas parase laiskq) vs. OVS 
(laiskq parase Jonas), under introductory remarks. For that illustration 
a transitive verb (parasyti) was chosen. The definition of transitive verbs 
in caseless languages, however, differs from that which is valid for case 
languages. In the former group a verb can be defined as transitive 
without any constraint as to the nature of the object by which it is 
accompanied whereas in the latter as a rule only accusative governing 
verbs (without involvement of prepositions) can be transitive, i. e. can be 
"transformed" from active to passive or vice versa. Thus, a sentence like 
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'the boy was helped by a/the girl' should be rendered in Lithuanian by 
vaikui padejo mergaite and not *vaikas buvo mergaites padetas since 
the verb padeti 'to help' requires the dative case and is consequently 
intransitive. Here vaikui is thematic in opposition to the rhematic 
mergaite; in the variant mergaite padejo vaikui the theme is expressed 
by mergaite, the rheme by vaikas. 

According to Ambrazas op. cit. 1994, p. 649 the neutral word 
order in sentences containing an object is SYO, where S is thematic, 0 
rhematic: }is labai myli savo motinq 'he loves his mother very much'. 
Also in one-part sentences (for the term, seep. 219 ff.) the neutral order 
seems to be YO: Siauliuose stato naujq mokyklq 'in Siauliai a new 
school is being built' ( ... /they/ build a new school'). 

However, even the alternative (S)OY model can be close to 
neutral. Thus, a variation between (S)YO and (S)OY can be observed 
with minimal communicative nuances between them in many cases, 
especially when the object is expressed by an anaphoric pronoun. In such 
cases the (S)OY structure may even be said to be preferred: visas 
miestas mane gerbe 'the whole city respected me' (in this case the S and 
the 0 can be regarded- as thematic in contrast to the Y which is 
rhematic), kiskis vis~! bijodavo 'the hare was afraid of everybody'. 

The SOY word order is also typical of general statements like 
dideli vaikai sirdj drasko lit. 'big children tear the heart'. Further, it is 
frequently encountered in folkloric texts and fairy tales (cf., for 
example: kai paskutinysis issikrapstys, as maisq paimsiu 'when the last 
one has succeeded in getting out, I will take the bag') and in dialects. 

Other variants with respect to word order (VSO and VOS) are likely to be 
stylistically marked. The possible close to neutral OVS model (as equivalent to a 
passive constructi<:>n in English) was mentioned above. 

Our treatment of the position of the object so far has had as its 
tacit presupposition that the sentences in question are context-bound. In 
non-context dependent sentences the SYO and SOY models can also 
be encountered, e. g: kartq zmogus pamiskej bulves kase 'once (upon a 
time) a man was digging potatoes at the edge of a forest'. Since the same 
word order is observed here as in the neutral models of context 
dependent sentences demonstrated above, the question whether they are 
context-free or not, can only be determined by the situation or context 
(or rather lack thereof). In non-context dependent sentences the YOS and 
OSY models are claimed to be extremely rare whereas the YSO and 
OYS-pattems seem to be common. 
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Two Objects 
As in the case of adverbial modifiers there may be more than one 

object in the sentence. A frequent case is that with an indirect (dative) 
object denoting a person + a direct accusative object referring to a thing, 
e. g. mergaite dave vaikui obuolj 'the girl gave the boy an apple'. A 
neutral reading of this sentence with no particular emphasis on any 
sentence member implies that the dative object is thematic, the accusative 
object rhematic. This SVOind0dir will probably be the commonest (and 
consequently "neutral") word order pattern for sentences containing both 
a dative and an accusative object. If the order of the dative and the 
accusative object is reversed, the latter will take over the thematic role 
whereas the former will turn into a rhematic object: mergaite dave 
obuolj vaikui 'the girl gave the apple to a (the) boy'. In both cases the 
objects are postverbal. 

However, both objects may also be put in preverbal position in 
which case both of them are most likely to be thematic provided that 
they are not especially emphasized. 

In the case of pronominalization the pronoun (be it the indirect or 
direct object) will usually precede the noun object, e. g. mergaite dave 
jam obuolj (or, may be, even more commonly: mergaite jam dave 
obuolj), mergaite dave jj vaikui 'the girl gave it, i. e. the apple to a (the) 
boy'. 

If both the indirect and the direct object are pronominalized, the 
normal word order will be preverbal position for both with the indirect 
object preceding the direct one: mergaite jam jj dave 'the girl gave it to 
him'. Pronominalization of this kind naturally signalizes thematization. 
If the situation is clear one of the pronominal objects can be deleted, e. 
g. vaikas iseme is kisenes obuolj ir jai dave 'the boy took an apple out 
of his pocket and gave (it) to her'. 

2. Interrogative Sentences 

So far some basic patterns of word order in simple declarative 
sentences have been examined. For matters of economy our treatment of 
interrogative sentences will be restricted. Two types of interrogative 
sentences should be distinguished, viz. 1) those containing an inter
rogative pronoun or adverb (so-called wh-questions in English, "k
questions" in Lithuanian) and 2) those not possessing an interrogative 
pronoun or adverb, but possibly the particle ar ("yes/no-questions"). 
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Illustrations of type 1 questions: 
SV: Kas groja?' 'Who is playing?' Answer (V)S: (Groja) Grazina 

'G. (is playing)'. 
AdvVS: Kur groja Grazinalkur ji groja? 'where is G./she play

ing?' Answer: (SV)Adv: (G.!ji groja) restorane' (G./she is playing) in 
the restaurant', 

OVS: Kq dare Grazina? (or OSV: kq Grazina dare?) 'What did 
G. do?' Answer: (S)V//(S)VO: (Ji) grojoll(ji) ziurejo televizijq '(she) 
played/(she) looked at TV'; 

OSV: Kq studentai skaito?/kq jie skaito? 'what do students/they 
read?' (or OVS:kq skaito studentai?). Answer: (SV)O: (Studentailjie 
skaito) savo programq, laikrascius ir romanus '(the students/they read) 
their programme, newspapers and novels'; 

AdvSV Adv: Kada G.!ji grjzo is restorano? 'when did G./she 
return from the restaurant?' Answer: (SV)Adv (G.Iji grjzo) 11 valandtJ. 
(G./she returned) at 11 p.m.' 

Type 2) questions can be with or without the interrogative particle 
ar. It was also emphasized that this particle is only encountered in sen
tence initial position: Ar studentailjie skaito knygas? 'do students/they 
read books?' If the ar particle is omitted, the remaining word order can 
be preserved: Studentailjie skaito knygas? In speech, this variant must, 
however, be pronounced with a specific interrogative intonation to 
separate it from a declarative sentence with the same word order: 
Studentailjie skaito knygas 'students read books'. 

Also other variants of word order are possible, thus VSO in: Ar 
skaito studentai knygas? and VOS in: Ar skaito knygas studentai? In 
the former the c~ntre of the rheme is knygas, in the latter- studentai. 

II. THE POSITION OF THE MEMBERS IN THE 
NOUN PHRASE 

A noun phrase can be defined as a word group (zodzi~ junginys) 
which is a combination of two or more words of a nominal word class 
constituting a semantic unit. One word (a noun) in the group occupies 
the role of grammatical head under which the other constituent/s is/are 
subordinated (through agreement, government or juxtaposition, see pp. 
214 and 230). 

Examples: naujas namas '(a) new house' (agreement), tevo 
namas 'father's house' (government). 
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These are simple word groups in opposition to complex: naujas 
tevo namas 'father's new house'. 

A typical example of "juxtaposition" could be the combination of 
a verb and an adverb (e. g. eiti greitai 'to walk fast'), but verbal word 
groups of this kind have practically already been dealt with under I 
above. In this section we will therefore concentrate on nominal word 
groups. 

The neutral position of attributes, both congruent (expressed by 
adjectives, adjectival pronouns and numerals) and non-congruent 
(expressed by nouns and certain pronouns), is before the governing 
noun, i. e. naujas namas*, tevo namas, alaus butelis 'beer bottle'. 
Exceptions to this rule are rare, but can be found in poetry (e. g. [ ... ] j 
menesj saltq 'in(to) the cold moon'. With the adnominal partitive 
genitive, however, postposition is the normal order: butelis alaus 'a 
bottle of beer'. 

*The order namas naujas would be understood as 'the house is new' with 
deletion of the copulative verb yra. 

Further, the congruent attribute is normally placed before the 
non-congruent, e. g. naujas tevo namas, baltas obel(ie)s ziedas 'the 
white flower of the apple tree' rather than *tevo naujas namas, obels 
baltas ziedas. With non-congruent attributes expressed by other cases 
than the genitive, the neutral position of the attribute is postposition: 
salimais stovejo vyriskis ilgu juodu svarku (Baltusis) 'nearby there 
stood a man with a long, black jacket'' jvairiai zmones kalbejo apie 
jvykj dvare (Cvirka) 'people spoke in different ways about the event 
in/at the mansion'. 

In sequences of the type 'all these my beautiful flowers' the order 
of words is determinative pronoun + demonstrative + possessive + 
adjective: visos sitos mano grazios geles. 

Participle Attributes 
Preposited active participles often denote a secondary action of 

the subject whereas postposited participles have adverbial (circum
stantial) meaning, cf. brolis pavalg~s isejo 'the brother had his meal and 
went out' : brolis isejo pavalg~s 'the brother went out (left) after the 
meal'. 

For the position of attributive participles extended with dependent 
members (objects or adverbials), seep. 164. 
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III. The Position of Clitics. Clitic Rules 

A clitic can be defined as a normally unstressed element 
(particle/affix or word-like entity) which constitutes one stress unit 
together with its so-called host word. Dependent on their position 
(immediately) to the left or the right of the host word, clitics are referred 
to as proclitics or enclitics. Certain clitics can occupy a position either 
to the left or to the right of the host word. Such clitics are labeled 
endoclitics. 

Below the following clitic candidates of Lithuanian will be 
considered: 

1) the proclitic interrogative particle ar, 
2) the proclitic verbal particles te-, be-, tebe-, 
3) the proclitic negational particle ne-, 
4) the enclitic deictic (demonstrative) particle -ai 
5) the endoclitic deictic particle gi 
6) the endoclitic reflexive particle s(i), is 

Ordinary prefixes - like ap-, j-, uz- etc. (cf. p. 169 ff.) - or 
prepositions will not be explicitly dealt with here although they behave 
like 2) and 3) above. Nor will the enclitic pronominal element (M -isl
jo, F-jil-jos etc.) of the pronominal (long or definite) adjective (cf. p. 64 
f. above) be included in the description. In Old Lithuanian this element 
was an endoclitic since with prefixed adjectives it was inserted between 
the prefix and the root. 

1. The Proclitic Interrogative Particle ar 
This particle is written as a separate word and always occupies 

sentence initial position. It immediately precedes the crucial word of the 
question which can be a verb, a noun, a pronoun or an adverb(ial) 
(examples p. 243 above). 

2. The Proclitic Verbal Particles te-, be-, tebe-
These prefix-like particles are primarily verbal. For their 

semantics, see p. 171 f. above. Together with the ordinary prefixes (type 
ap-, j-, uz-), the negational particle ne- and the reflexive particle -si
they can form a string of clitics which are subject to strict hierarchic 
rules with respect to their relative position. Thus, in the case of 
cumulation te must (immediately) precede be. Further, the position next 
to the root (i. e. the rightmost position) is occupied by the reflexive 
particle -si- which can be immediately preceded by be, tebe, ne or 
nebe. An ordinary prefix - if present - occupies the position between be, 
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tebe, ne or nebe and -si-, e. g. 3 p. pres. nebepasilieka 'remain(s) is no 
longer', nebeatsitifika 'occur(s) no longer occurring'. As demonstrated 
by these two examples the particles are written together with the verb in 
one word. Stress rules are given on pp. 102 f., 105 and passim. 

3. The Proclitic Negational Particle ne-
In Lithuanian the negational particle is placed immediately before 

the word which is negated (for examples, see p. 185). When a verb is 
negated (which is often the case), this rule has to be formulated in a 
more exact way: its position in the linear hierarchy of prefixes is after 
an ordinary prefix (type ap-, uz etc.), but before be- and -si. This is said 
implicitly in point 2, but the formulation should be made explicit here. 

When ne negates a verb, it is written together with the verb. The 
same may be the case with nouns, adjectives pronouns and adverbs. In 
cases with an expressed contrast it is written separately: ne geras/gerai, 
bet blogas!blogai 'not good/well, but bad/badly', ne jus, o jie 'not you, 
but they'. 

4. The Enclitic Particle -ai 

This particle functions as a frequent vocative marker with 
masculine proper names, e. g. Vy(taut)ai, cf. p. 41. It is further 
encountered with certain forms of the personal pronoun (e. g. jisai, cf. 
p. 73) for the purpose of giving them some emphasis and/or making 
them orthotonic (stressable), seep. 73. 

5. The Endoclitic Particle gi 
Like the preceding -ai this particle can also have some kind of 

emphatic or deictic character. It can follow or precede various parts of 
speech. 

Illustrations: 
Seniau gi cia buvo miskai 'earlier there were woods here', kur 

eini gi? 'where are you going, then?', kelk, gi jau prisimiegojai 'get up, 
you have already slept long enough'. This particle - like also those 
described in points 2 and 4 - often serves a rhythmic purpose and is 
frequently almost untranslatable. In German and Scandinavian gi can 
sometimes be rendered by dennldoch and da (da)ljo (ju) respectively. 

As illustrated through the examples given gi is written as a separate 
word. Deviations from this principle can be found. 
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6. The Endoclitic Reflexive Particle -s( i )I -is 
As mentioned in point 2 above this particle occupies the position 

nearest to the root. With unprefixed verbs (and verbal nouns, cf. p. 166) 
its position is enclitic whereby it appears in the form of -si and -s in 
postvocalic position (e. g. 3 p. pres. ru6siasi : inf. ru6stis 'to prepare 
oneself'), -is in postconsonantal (e. g. past act. part., m. sg. nom. 
ru6s~sis 'one having prepared oneself'). It is always written together 
with the verb or verbal noun. 
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double negation 177 
during 206 
ditrys 47 
dvinariai sakiniai, see Two-part 

sentences 
each 81 
-ejals 52 
elative (function) 68 

element order, see word order (p. 236 
ff.) 

-elis 55 
-enti 169 
epistemic 138 
can, could, equivalents of 107, may, 

might 107, must 108, shall, should 
108, will, would 108 

-esn- (comparative suffix) 62 
esti 110, 211 
-eti 169 
every 81 
everybody 81 
everything 81 
existential constructions 183 
explicative clauses 224 f. 
factitive 149 
finite forms 93 
fractions 90 f. 
frequentative 106, 124, 140 
from- to 205 
functional sentence perspective (FSP) 

142 
future tense 106 ff., 124 f., 126 f. 
gender 3 7 f., 231 ff. 
generic 69 
genitive 178 ff.; 179 (poss.), 180 (subj. 

and obj.), 180 f. (def.), 181 (descr.), 
181 (of material), 181 (w/ adj.), 182 
(num.), 185 (otherwise trans. verbs), 
183 (exist. constr.), 184 (gen. 
verbs), 185 (neg. constr. ), 185 f. 
( agentive ), 186 (of purpose) 

gerund 153 ff. 
gi ( clitic particle) 245 f. 
government 178, 213 f. 
grammatical category 37, 92, 119 
habitual(ity) 121 
half91 
"Handlungspassiv" 140, 141 
heteroclitics 49 f. 
i- 55, 169 
[200, 201, 206 
-iaus- (superlative suffix) 63, 175 
-ide 54 
-iena 54 
-iene 55 
-ietis 52 
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-ija 54 
iki 201, 205 (prep.), 225 (conj.) 
-iklis 54 
-imas 53 
imperative 128 f. 
imperfective 92, 119, 121 
impersonal 148, 155, 221 
in (after) 206 
in (about time) 206 
inceptive116 ff., 127 
indeclinable(s) 50 ff., 233 (agreement), 
indefinite form 59 ff., 67 
indicative 96 ff. 
indirect questions 224 
indirect speech (discourse) 135 
-ine 54 
-ineti 169 
infinitive 150 ff. 
infinitive sentences 150, 194, 221 
-ingas 70 
-ininkas 52 
-inis 70 
instrumental 188 ff.; 188 (nouns), 188 

f. (adj.), 189 f. (verbs), 190 f. (adv.), 
191 ( agentive) 

intransitive 148, 115, 118 
interjections 23 3 
interrogative 216, 224, 242 f. 
-inti 169 
-inys 53 
if 207 
ir- ir 207 
is 81, 2oo, 2o1, 202 
is- 110 
-iskas 70 
is po 202 
isskjrus 202 
isskiriant 202 
it 209 
iterativity 121 
jvardis, see Pronoun 
}-affix 98 
jei(gu) 227 
Jie 12 ff. 
jinai 73 
jislji 72 f., 74 
jisai 73 
Jog 208 

j6ks,jokia 81 
jos 72 f. 
Jil73, 75 
juo - juo!tuo 228 f. 
Jus 73 
jds~~: 73, 75 
juxtaposition, see Adjunction 
kad208 
kad(a) 173,208 
kadangi227 
kada n6rs 174 
kai 226 
kaip 209, 235 
kaip n6rs 174 
kas 79, 234 
kas n6rs 80 
kazin kas 79 f. 
kazkas 79 f. 
kelilkelios 79 
kfek 182 
kiekvfenas 81 
k6ks, kokia 78 
ko/226 
kuo- tuo 228 
kur n6rs 174 
kurils 79, 234 
kuris n6rs 80 
laikas, see Tense 
lengthening 10 
ligi 201, ·205 
linksnis, see Case 
locative 195 f. 
logical subject 185 
long form 64, 69, 161 
lyg 209 
maniskis 76 
mana 75, 185 
marked 119 
marti 39, 45 
may, might, see Equivalent of 136 
miiza 182 
menuo 49 
mes73 
mes su [ ... ] 74 
metathesis 26 
metatony 80 
mixed diphthongs 31 
modality 136 ff. 

253 
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mood 128 ff. 
mora(e) 34 
morphology 40 ff. (noun), 59-67 (adj.), 

96 ff. (verb) 
morphophonemic rules 94 
much + comparative 68, 176 
mudu/mudvi 73 
must, equivalent of 137 
mUSIJ: 75 
n-affix 98 f. 
naktis 46 
ne 171, 176 f., 245, 246 
ne 176 ff. 
ne-71 
nebe- 246 
necessity, participle of 163, 165 
negation 176 f.; 177 (double neg.), 185 

(neg. constr. ), 216 (neg. sent.) 
negu 67 f., 228 f. 
nei 177 
nei- nei 177,207 
nekas 81 
nes 208, 227 
netoli 199 
neuter form 62, 68, 143 
niekada 174 
niekaip 174 
niekur 174 
niekas 80 f. 
nobody 80 f. 
nominal form 58, 59, 67 
nominal predicate 211 
nominative 196 
nominative sentences 222 
none 80 
non-finite forms 93, 150 ff. 
nothing 80 
no other than 81 
n6rs 209 
n6rs - taciau 209 
noun 37 
noun combinations 232 
noun phrase 243 
nu- 170 
number 38, 58, 92, 230, 233 f. 
numerals 83 ff.; 83-86 (cardinal 

numbers), 86-87 (collective 
numbers), 87 ff. (ordinal numbers) 

nuo 200 f., 205 
nuosaka, see Mood 
6223 
object 178, 189, 193, 213.; 240 ff. 
object predicative 235 
objects vs. adverbials 214 f. 
-okas 54 
one of[ ... ], see Vfenas (is) [ ... ] 
one-part sentences 216, 217, 218 ff. 
optative, see Permissive/optative 
ordinal numbers, see Numerals 
orthographic 23 
orthotonic 73 
osv 243 
ovs 237, 241, 243 
-oti 168 
ought to 137 
pa- 55 f., 170 
paga/202 
palatalization 23 
palatalized 66 
palei 200 
papildinys, see Object 
par- 170 
participles 152, 157 ff.; 157-61 (act. 

part.), 161-63 (pass. part.), 163 ff. 
(syntax) 

partitive 179, 181 f. 
pas 199, 200 
passive 93, 140 ff. 
past, see Preterite 
patslpati 78 
pazyminys, see Attribute 
per200,206 
per- 110 
perfect 92, 114 ff. 
perfective 92, 119 
permissive/optative 129 
person 92, 234 
pescials 59 
perys 41 
phonology 21 ff. 
plural nouns 51 f., 23 3 
pa198, 199,200,202,205,206 
p6 55 f. 
polite address 73 
pora 87 
positive 58, 175 
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pra- 170 
predicate 211 (nominal & verbal) 
predicative 58, 67 
prefix(al) 71, 169 
prefixation 120, 169 ff. 
prepositions 198 ff.; 199 (of place), 200 

f. (of time), 201 (of purpose), 
201(of comparison), 201 (of cause) 

present (simple) 97 ff., 122 f. 
preterite 103 ff., 124 f. 
pri- 170 
prie 199 
priedelis, see Apposition 
pries 199, 200, 202, 205 
prieveiksnis, see Adverb 
principal forms 109 
pro 200 
pro- 55 
progressive forms 116 f., 127 
pronominalization 242 
pronoun 72 ff., 72 f. (pers. ), 7 4 

(anaphor.), 74 f. (poss.), 76 
(reciproc.), 76 ff. (dem.), 78 f. 
(interrog. & rei.), 79 f. (indef. ), 80 f. 
(neg.) 

proper names 69 
puse 91 
pusis 46 
quantificators 234 
quantifier 182 
quantity 32 
questions 242 f. 
reflexiva tantum 145 
reflexive 41 f. (nouns), 74, 75 

(pronouns), 96, 98, 100, 103, 104, 
106, 108, 145 ff., (verbs: reflexive 
proper 145, reciprocal146, 
"aggressive" 147, 159 (part.), 163 
(part.), 219 f. (impersonal constr.), 

relative mood 134 ff. 
rheme 142 ff., 236 
riisis, see Voice 
saknis 46 
salia 199 
sangr~iniai veiksmazodziai, see 

Reflexive verbs 
Saussure' s Law 34 ff. 
sav~s etc. 74 

savo 75 
semantics 17 5 f., 154 ff. 
semi-diphthongs, see Mixed dipthongs 
-sena 53 
sentence 210 ff. 
sentence patterns 217 
sex 37 
shall, should, Equivalents of 137 
short form 59, 67 
si (refl. part.) 171, 24 7 
singular nouns 50 f. 
sis 76 ff. 
sitas 76 
so[ .. .] as 68 
soft, see Palatalized 
some 79 f. 
somebody 79 f. 
something 79 f. 
(S)OV 241 
spelling 27 
-st-affix 99 
stress (see also Accentuation) 32, 130, 

174 
stress movements 34 f. 
su 201 f. 
su- 170 
subject 210 f. 
subjunctive 130 ff. 
subordinate 223 
substantivization 69 
suffix(al) 53, 70 
suffixation 120, 168 f. 
superlative 63 f., 175 
suprasegmentals 32 ff. 
sveikas 74, 90 f. 
sv 239 
(S)VO 240 
SVOindOdir 242 
syntax 67 (adj.), 85 f., 86 f., 87, 89 f. 

(numerals), 150 ff. (infinitive), 154 
ff. (gerunds), 175 ff. (participles), 
175 f. (adverb), 175 ff. (case), 207 
ff. (sentence), 230 ff. (agreement), 
236 ff. (word order) 

synthetic forms 62 f. 
tai78 
tai- tai 207 
taip 78 
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taip - kad 208 
t/Tamsta 73 f. 
tarinio pazyminys 212 
tarinys, see Predicate 
tafp 200 
tarsi 209, 228 
tarytum 209, 228 
tas 77 
tas pats 78, 82 
taviskis 76 
tavo 75 
te- 171 f., 245 f. 
tebe- 117, 172, 245 f. 
tegul 129; 209 (conj.) 
-teleti 169 
tense 122 ff. 
theme 142 ff., 236 
ties 199 
tik 208 
time expressions 203 ff.; 203 (hours), 

204 (days of the week), 204 
(months), 204 (year), 204 (century), 
204 (dates), 204 f. (how 
long/often?) 

-tojals 52 
t6ks, tokia 77 
tone 33 f. 
towards 206 
transitive 144, 148, 186, 187, 193 
transitivity 144, 148 
tu 72, 232 
-tukas 54 
-tuvas 54 
-tuve 54 
two-part sentences 216, 218 f. 
ugnis 47 
-ukas 55 
-umas 53 
unmarked 37, 119 
unvoicing 25 
-uomene 54 
-uoti 168 
-ute 54, 55 
-utis 54 
uz199,201,202,206 
uz- 56, 170 
veikslas, see Aspect 
veiksmazodis, see Verb 

veiksnys, see Subject 
verb particles 171 f. 
verb stem 93 f. 
verba commodi 193 
verba incommodi 193 
verbal noun 150, 166 f. 
verbal predicate 211 
very + positive 68, 175 
vienariai sakiniai, see One-part 

sentences 
vienals kit- 76 
vfenals (is) 81 f. 
will, would, Equivalents of 137 f. 
vifs 199 
visas 81 
viskas 81 
vocative 196 f. 
voice 93, 139"ff. 
voicing 25 
vos ( tik) 208 
vos 241 
vowels 26 ff. 
vso 241 
-Vtas 70 
wh-questions 242 
what 78 f. 
which 78 f. 
who 78 f. 
whose 78 f. 
word formation 52 ff. (nouns), 70 f. 

(adj.), 168 ff. (verbs) 
word order 236 ff., position of 

members of the sentence 238 ff., 
position of members of NP' s 243 f., 
position of clitics 245 ff.) 

yes/ no-questions 243 
-yba 53 
-ybe 53 
-ykla 54 
-ymas 53 
-yn (adv.) 173 
-ynas 54 
yra 110, 211 
-yste 53 
-yti 169 
zqsis 46 
zmogus 49 f. 
zuvis 47 


